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1 . INTRODUCTION 
1.1 General 
A significant characteristic of modern building design is lighter 
cladding and more flexible frames. These features produce an increased 
vulnerability of glass and cladding to wind damage and result in larger 
deflections of the building frame. In addition, increased use of pedes-
trian plazas at the base of the buildings has brought about a need to 
consider the effects of wind and gustiness in the design of these areas. 
The building geometry itself may substantially influence the wind 
loading on the structure. Wind forces may be modified by nearby struc-
tures which can produce beneficial shielding or adverse increases in 
loading. Overestimating loads results in uneconomical design; under-
estimating may result in cladding or glazing failures. Tall structures 
have historically produced unpleasant wind and turbulence conditions at 
their bases. The intensity and frequency of objectionable winds in 
pedestrian areas is influenced both by the structure shape and by the 
shape and position of adjacent structures. In flexible structures, 
wind-induced motion may cause occupant discomfort if not anticipated 
during the design phase. 
Techniques have been developed for wind-tunnel modeling of proposed 
structures which allow the the prediction of wind pressures on cladding 
windows, overall structural loading, and also wind velocities and gusts 
in pedestrian areas adjacent to the building. Information on sidewalk-
level gustiness allows plaza areas to be protected by design changes 
before the structure is constructed. Accurate knowledge of the inten-
sity and distribution of the pressures on the structure permits adequate 
but economical selection of cladding strength to meet selected maximum 
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design winds and overall wind loads for the design of the frame for 
flexural control. 
Modeling of the aerodynamic loading on a structure requires special 
consideration of flow conditions in order to guarantee similitude 
between model and prototype. A detailed discussion of the similarity 
requirements and their wind-tunnel implementation can be found in refer-
ences [1], [2], and [3]. In general, the requirements are that the 
model and prototype be geometrically similar, that the approach mean 
velocity at the building site have a vertical profile shape similar to 
the full-scale flow, that the turbulence characteristics of the flows be 
similar, and that the Reynolds number for the model and prototype be 
equal. 
These criteria are satisfied by constructing a scale model of the 
structure and its surroundings and performing the wind tests in a wind 
tunnel specifically designed to model atmospheric boundary-layer flows. 
Reynolds number similarity requires that the quantity UD/v be similar 
for model and prototype. Since v, the kinematic viscosity of air, is 
identical for both, Reynolds numbers cannot be made equal with 
reasonable wind velocities. To accomplish this the air velocity in the 
wind tunnel would have to be as large as the model scale factor times 
the prototype wind velocity, a velocity which would introduce unaccept-
able compressibility effects. However, for sufficiently high Reynolds 
4 numbers (>2x10 ) the pressure coefficient at any location on the struc-
ture will be essentially constant for a large range of Reynolds numbers. 
7 8 5 6 Typical values encountered are 10 -10 for the full-scale and 10 -10 
for the wind-tunnel model. In this range acceptable flow similarity is 
achieved without precise Reynolds number equality. 
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Modeling of the building's dynamic response required that dynamic 
and aeroelastic tests of the structure be performed. A three 
degrees-of-freedom model was assumed and scaled for the wind-tunnel 
conditions. Requirements for similarity between model and full-scale 
building for these models are discussed in references [3], [4], and [S]. 
Generally, for the three degrees-of-freedom of interest, the aeroelastic 
model test requires that the ratio between the aerodynamic, inertia, 
damping and elastic forces be the same for the model and the prototype. 
To simulate the building motion, a rigid model was elastically supported 
by springs at its base. The base p·ermits rotation of the model around 
two orthogonal axes located in the horizontal plane, and about a 
vertical axis. The spring stiffnesses and mass moments of inertia of 
the model about these axes were selected to provide a ratio of the 
frequencies (for the assumed degrees-of-freedom) equivalent to the full 
scale while providing for a convenient range of wind-tunnel velocities 
to ensure equivalence of the reduced velocity between model and full 
scale. The model is provided with a damping mechanism to apply a range 
of damping to the model. 
For the dynamic tests, a rigid model was supported in a manner 
similar to the aeroelastic model except that the natural frequencies of 
the three degrees of freedom of the model were significantly higher than 
the frequencies in the aerodynamic loading spectrum of the wind-induced 
forces. This enables direct measurement of the fluctuating wind loads 
on the building. Mathematical computation using dynamic properties of 
the full-scale building in combination with wind-tunnel measurements of 
loading spectra allowed the building response to be determined. 
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1.2 The Wind-Tunnel Test 
The wind engineering study was performed on the Rahardja Center 
building group modeled at a scale of 1:400. The rigid building models 
for pressure data acquisition were constructed of clear plastic fastened 
together with screws. The structure was modeled in detail to provide 
accurate flow patterns in the wind passing over the building surfaces. 
To achieve similarity in wind effects, the area surrounding the test 
building was also modeled. A flow visualization study was made (using 
smoke to make the air currents visible) to define overall flow patterns 
and identify regions where local flow features might cause difficulties 
in building curtain-wall design or produce pedestrian discomfort. 
The pressure test models, equipped with pressure or "piezometer" 
taps, were exposed to an appropriately modeled atmospheric wind in the 
wind tunnel and the fluctuating pressure at each tap measured elec-
tronically. The model, and the modeled area, were rotated 10 degrees 
and another set of data recorded for each pressure tap. 
360-degree range was covered at IO-degree intervals. 
The entire 
Data were recorded, analyzed and processed by an on-line 
computerized data-acquisition system. Pressure coefficients of several 
types were calculated by the computer for each reading on each 
piezometer tap and were printed in tabular form as computer readout. 
Using wind data applicable to the building site, representative wind 
velocities were selected for combination with measured pressures on the 
building model. Integration of test data with wind data resulted in 
prediction of peak local wind pressures for design of glass or cladding. 
Overall mean forces and moments on the structure were obtained by inte-
grating the mean pressures over the building's surface. Pressure 
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contours were drawn on the developed building surfaces showing the 
intensity and distribution of peak wind loads on the building. These 
results may be used to divide the building into zones where lighter or 
heavier cladding or glass may be desirable. 
Based on the visualization (smoke) tests and on a knowledge of 
heavy pedestrian use areas, locations were chosen at the base of the 
building where wind velocities were measured to determine the relative 
comfort or discomfort of pedestrians in plaza areas, near building 
entrances, near building corners, or on sidewalks. A reference 
pedestrian position was also tested to determine whether the wind 
environment in the building area is better or worse than the environment 
a block or so away in an undisturbed area. 
The dynamic response of the building was evaluated using the 
aeroelastic models, which were instrumented to sense base moments. 
These measurements were made at one value of damping and approach wind 
velocity for each of 36 wind directions to determine building response 
sensitivity to different wind directions. Four wind directions were 
selected for further study, for which response measurements were made 
over a range of wind velocities and damping values. 
The dynamic response information obtained by the aeroelastic model 
was augmented by data obtained from the high-frequency dynamic balance. 
This permitted evaluation of building response at natural frequencies 
other than those specified in the preliminary building design. 
The following pages discuss in greater detail the procedures 
followed and the equipment and data collecting and processing methods 
used. In addition, the data presentation format is explained and the 
implications of the data are discussed. 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION 
2.1 Wind Tunnel 
Wind engineering studies are performed in the Fluid Dynamics and 
Diffusion Laboratory at Colorado State University (Figure 1). Three 
large wind tunnels are available for wind loading studies depending on 
the detailed requirements of the study. The wind tunnel used for this 
investigation is shown in Figure 2. The tunnel has a flexible roof 
adjustable in height to maintain a zero pressure gradient along the test 
section. The mean velocity can be adjusted continuously in the tunnel 
to the maximum velocity available. 
2.2 Pressure Model 
In order to obtain an accurate assessment of local pressures using 
piezometer taps, models are constructed to the largest scale that does 
not produce significant blockage in the wind-tunnel test section. The 
models were constructed of 1/2-in. ( 1. 3 cm) thick acrylic plastic and 
fastened together with metal screws. Significant variations in the 
building surface were machined into the plastic. Piezometer taps 
(1/16 in. (1.6 mm) diameter) were drilled normal to the exterior 
vertical surf aces in rows at a number of elevations between the bottom 
and top of the building. Similarly, taps were placed in the roof and on 
sloping, protruding, or otherwise distinctive features of the building 
that might need investigation. 
Pressure tap locations were chosen so that the entire surface of 
the building could be investigated for pressure loading and at the same 
time permit critical examination of areas where experience has shown 
that maximum wind effects may be expected to occur. Locations of the 
pressure taps for this study are shown in Figure 3. Dimensions are 
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given both for full-scale building (in ft) and for model (in in.). The 
pressure tap numbers are shown adjacent to the taps. 
The pressure tests are sometimes made in two stages. In the first 
stage, measurements are made on the initial distribution of pressure 
taps. If it becomes apparent from the data that the loading on the 
building is being influenced by some unsuspected geometry of the 
building or adjacent structures, additional pressure taps are installed 
in the critical areas. The locations of the taps are selected so that 
the maximum loading can be detected and the area over which this loading 
is acting can be defined. Any added taps are also shown in Figure 3. 
Photographs of the pressure model installed in the wind tunnel are 
shown in Figure 8. 
2.3 Dynamic and Aeroelastic Models 
Both the dynamic and aeroelastic models are designed to study the 
dynamic response of the fundamental mode of vibration of a tower in 
three independent components: translation in two orthogonal directions, 
and rotation about a vertical axis. To accomplish this, in each com-
ponent the structure is reduced to an equivalent single-degree-of-
freedom (SDOF) system using the modal analysis technique of generalized 
coordinates. This procedure is described in Appendix C. The equivalent 
SDOF system is characterized by a generalized mass m1", generalized 
stiffness generalized load p*, and generalized response A 
linear mode shape is assumed, for which the test models used represent 
an exact analogy. For this case, it is shown in Appendix C that the 
corresponding model properties to the above generalized values are mass 
moment of inertia I, rotational stiffness k8 , externally-applied base 
moment M, and axis rotation B. 
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The dynamic properties of generalized mass, generalized stiffness, 
and natural frequency assumed in this study are given in Table 8. (The 
coordinate systems are defined in Figure 4.) The natural frequency f 
0 
and mass matrix [m] were specified by T. Y. Lin personnel. The 
generalized mass m-;'.-, or moment of inertia I, was calculated using 
Equation (C.4). The generalized stiffness k*, or rotational stiffness 
k8 was then calculated using Equation (C.3). 
Dynamic Model - The construction of the dynamic model and balance 
system is shown in Figure 5. The model was built up of solid styrofoam, 
and cored through the center to accept a 1 1/2-in. diameter aluminum 
tube. The tube was bolted to the balance plate as shown, and provided 
the high rigidity required to respond as an SDOF system at a high 
natural frequency. The balance plate was connected to a heavy steel 
reaction ring via necked-down sections of steel crossbeams. These 
"springs" deform in both the horizontal and vertical planes, and thus 
provide three components of motion-rotation about the x, y, and z 
axes shown. 
The dynamic balance was instrumented with strain gages to measure 
the base moment M, or generalized load p'i'•, about these three axes. 
Scaling was accomplished by expressing this load as a moment 
coefficient, defined as 
M 
q A L 
where q is the dynamic reference pressure 2 pU /2, A 
00 
is a reference 
area, and L is a characteristic reference length such as the height of 
the building. Measured coefficients are applicable to both the model 
and prototype. 
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Once the generalized load is determined, its power spectral density 
SM(f) is computed (Appendix C). The fluctuating mean square of the 
response base moment can then be computed by combining equations (C.7) 
and (C.9): 
00 00 
a~= I SM(f)df =I IH(f)l 2SM(f)df 
0 0 
All of the essential dynamic properties of the building are incorporated 
in IH(f)l 2 , the mechanical admittance: 
IH(f)I 2 = 1 
where f is the natural frequency, and ~ is the critical damping 
0 
ratio. 
An accepted procedure in the present context is to use the 




) f IH(f)l 2df 
0 
This integration can be performed analytically, with the result 
2 
aM = (5) 
The square root of this is the desired rms dynamic response OM. Note 
that any value of natural frequency f and damping ratio t may be 
0 
incorporated after the test results, SM(f), are obtained. 
Aeroelastic Model - As noted previously, the aeroelastic model 
system is similar to the dynamic system, but it is built with particular 
values of mass, stiffness, and damping. This requires a lightweight 
model on which additional weight may be added for "tuning" purposes, and 
a relatively flexible base balance with adjustable stiffness. The 
system used is shown in Figure 6. The base moment measured in the 
aeroelastic model is the response moment M, as opposed to the 
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externally-applied base moment M which is measured by the dynamic 
balance. 
The mass, stiffness--and therefore natural frequency--and damping 
in the model are scaled values of the prototype generalized values 
summarized in Table 8. The scale factors A, defined as 
A x 
xm value of x in model = = x value of x in prototype 
p 
may be determined by dimensional analysis. The length scale ~ and 
velocity scale "u are essentially determined by constraints on the 
wind tunnel. The time scale is simply -1 AT = ~"u , and the reciprocal 
of this is the frequency scale 
which determines the natural frequencies of the model. This equation is 
another way of stating that the reduced frequency fD/U is equal for 
model and prototype. The density scale A p is determined by the ratio 
of air density in the wind tunnel to that in the prototype environment 
at sea level; due to the elevation of Fort Collins this number is 0.86. 
The units of pressure p are most easily recalled from the dynamic 
pressure equation 2 q = pU /2, so that the pressure scale is 
A = A A-_2 p p"lJ 
This is another way of saying that pressure coefficients, as described 
in Section 4.3, are equal for model and prototype. Multiplying pressure 
by length squared yields force, and multiplying by length again produces 
a moment; thus 
where M is any moment. 
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In a similar manner, a mass ratio could be defined as 'A ='AA.__3. m p- lJ ' 
multiplying by length squared produces a moment of inertia; thus 
where I is the required mass moment of inertia of the model, and I m p 
is the generalized mass of the prototype. 
The required rotational stiffness k8 of the model may be 
determined through the combination of I 
or k = (2nf ) 2I; thus 
0 
2 
'Ak = 'Af 'AI 
= (~~1)2('Ap~5) 
= 'Ap~2~3 
and f , since (2nf ) 2 = k/I 
0 0 
This is equivalent to \i' since rotational stiffness and moment have 
the same dimension. These scale factors are summarized in Table 9. 
In practice, both stiffness and frequency are easier to measure 
than moment of inertia, so the model is tuned by first adjusting the 
balance to approximately the right stiffness, and then adding weights to 
the model until the correct natural frequency is obtained. It is 
generally difficult to obtain the correct stiffness and frequency 
simultaneously for all three components of motion, and stiffness 
matching is relaxed in favor of frequency matching (since unequal f re-
quency scales for the three components would imply the awkward situation 
of unequal velocity scales). This results in model displacements which 
are not true to scale; but, since aeroelastic loading effects are not 
significant, moments are not affected. For this reason, the model base 
moment is treated as the primary response parameter. It is possible to 
compute scale factors for displacement, velocity, and acceleration of 
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the structure, based on the actual (rather than ideal) stiffness ratio; 
it is simpler, however, to scale the base moment up to prototype values, 
and then compute these parameters based on the actual prototype 
stiffness. 
2.4 Model Environment 
A circular area of 1300 ft (400 m) in radius surrounding the 
building was modeled in detail. Structures within the modeled region 
were made from styrofoam and cut to the individual building geometries. 
The model and its surroundings were mounted on a turntable (Figure 2) 
near the downwind end of the test section. Any significant buildings or 
terrain features which did not fit on the turntable were placed on 
removable pieces and placed upwind of the turntable for appropriate wind 
directions. A plan view of the building and its surroundings is shown 
in Figure 7. This environment was used for the pressure model, the 
dynamic model, and the aeroelastic model. 
The region upstream from the modeled area was covered with a 
randomized roughness constructed using various sized cubes placed on the 
floor of the wind tunnel. Spires were installed at the test-section 
entrance to provide a thicker boundary layer than would otherwise be 
available. The thicker boundary layer permitted a somewhat larger scale 
model than would otherwise be possible. The spires were approximately 
triangularly-shaped pieces of 1/2-in. (1.3 cm) thick plywood 6 in. 
(15 cm) wide at the base and 1 in. (2.5 cm) wide at the top, extending 
from the floor to the top of the test section. They were placed so that 
the broad side intercepted the flow. A barrier approximately 8 in. 
(20 cm) high was placed on the test-section floor downstream of the 
spires to aid in development of the boundary-layer flow. 
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The distribution of the roughness cubes and the spires in the 
roughened area was designed to provide a boundary-layer thickness of 
approximately 4 ft (1. 2 m), and a velocity profile power-law exponent 
similar to that expected to occur in the region approaching the modeled 
area for each wind direction. Photographs of the completed pressure 
model in the wind tunnel are shown in Figure 8. The wind-tunnel ceiling 
was adjusted after placement of the model to obtain a zero pressure 
gradient along the test section. 
3. INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ACQUISITION 
3.1 Flow Visualization 
Making the air flow visible in the vicinity of the model is helpful 
(a) in understanding and interpreting mean and fluctuating pressures, 
(b) in defining zones of separated flow and reattachment and zones of 
vortex formation where pressure coefficients may be expected to be high, 
(c) in interpretation of building dynamic response, and (d) in indi-
eating areas where pedestrian discomfort may be a problem. Titanium 
tetrachloride smoke was released from sources on and near the model to 
make the flow lines visible to the eye and to make it possible to obtain 
motion picture records of the tests. Conclusions obtained from these 
smoke studies are discussed in Sections 4.1 and 5.1. 
3.2 Pressures 
Mean and fluctuating pressures were measured at each of the 
pressure taps on the model structure. Data were obtained for 36 wind 
directions, rotating the entire model assembly in a complete circle. Up 
to 184 pieces of 1/16 in. (1.6 mm) I.D. plastic tubing were used to 
connect 184 pressure ports at a time to four 48-tap pressure switches 
mounted underneath the model. The switches were designed to minimize 
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the attenuation of pressure fluctuation across the switch. Each of the 
184 measurement ports was directed in turn by the switch to one of four 
pressure transducers mounted close to the switch. Four pressure input 
ports not used for transmitting building surface pressures were con-
nected to a common tube leading to a pitot tube mounted inside the wind 
tunnel which provided a means of automatically monitoring the tunnel 
speed. The switch was operated under control of the data acquisition 
system. The other four input ports were used for monitoring of the 
transducer zero. 
The pressure transducers used were Setra differential transducers 
(Model 237) with a 0.10 psid (690 Pad) range. Reference pressures were 
obtained by connecting the reference sides of the four transducers, 
using plastic tubing, to the static side of a pitot-static tube mounted 
in the wind-tunnel free stream above the model building. In this way 
the transducer measured the instantaneous difference between the local 
pressures on the surface of the building and the static pressure in the 
free stream above the model. 
Output from the pressure transducers was fed to an on-line data 
acquisition system consisting of a Hewlett-Packard 21 MX computer, disc 
unit, card reader, printer, Digi-Data digital tape drive and a Preston 
Scientific analog-to-digital converter. The data were processed immedi-
ately into pressure coefficient form as described in Section 4. 3 and 
stored for printout or further analysis. 
All four transducers were recorded simultaneously for 16 seconds at 
a 250 sample-per-second rate. The results of an experiment to determine 
the length of record required to obtain stable mean and rms (root-mean-
square) pressures and to determine the overall accuracy of the pressure 
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data acquisition system is shown in Figure 9. A typical pressure port 
record was integrated for a number of different time periods to obtain 
the data shown. Examination of a large number of pressure taps showed 
that the overall accuracy for a 16-second period is, in pressure coeffi-
cient form, 0. 03 for mean pressures, 0. 1 for peak pressures, and 0. 01 
for rms pressures. Pressure coefficients are defined in Section 4. 3. 
3.3 Wind Velocity 
Mean velocity and turbulence intensity profiles were measured 
upstream of the model, using a hot-film anemometer, to confirm that an 
approach boundary-layer flow appropriate to the site had been estab-
lished. Tests were made at one wind velocity in the tunnel. This 
velocity was well above that required to satisfy Reynolds number 
similarity between the model and the prototype as discussed in 
Section 1.1. 
In addition, mean velocity and turbulence intensity measurements 
were made 5 to 7 ft (1.5 to 2.1 m) (prototype) above the surface at a 
dozen or more locations near the building for 16 wind directions. The 
measurement locations are shown on Figure 7. The surface measurements 
are indicative of the wind environment to which a pedestrian at the 
measurement location should be subjected. The locations were chosen to 
determine the degree of pedestrian comfort or discomfort at the building 
corners where relatively severe conditions frequently are found, near 
building entrances and on adjacent sidewalks where pedestrian traffic is 
heavy, and in open plaza areas. A reference pedestrian position, 
located away from the building, was also tested. This data is helpful 
in evaluating the degree of pedestrian comfort or discomfort in the 
proposed plaza area in terms of the undisturbed environment in the 
immediate vicinity. 
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The pedestrian-level measurements were made with a single hot-film 
anemometer mounted with its axis vertical. The instrumentation used is 
a TSI constant temperature anemometer (Model 1050) with a 0.001 in. 
(0.025 mm) diameter platinum film sensing element 0.020 in. (0.508 mm) 
long. Output is directed to the on-line data acquisition system for 
analysis. 
Calibration of the hot-film anemometer was performed by comparing 
output with the pitot-static tube in the wind tunnel. The calibration 
data were fit to a variable exponent King's Law relationship of the form 
where E is the hot-film output voltage, U the velocity and A, B, 
and n are coefficients selected to fit the data. The above relation-
ship was used to determine the mean velocity at measurement points using 
the measured mean voltage. The fluctuating velocity in the form u rms 
(root-mean-square velocity) was obtained from 
u rms = 
2 E E rms 
where E is the root-mean-square voltage output from the anemometer. rms 
For interpretation all turbulence measurements for pedestrian winds were 
divided by the mean velocity outside the boundary-layer u . 
00 
Turbulence 
intensity in velocity profile measurements, however, used the local mean 
velocity as a reference. 
3.4 Base Moments 
The spring elements in the balance fixtures for both the dynamic 
and aeroelastic models (see Figures 5,6) were instrumented with strain 
gages to sense the rotation of the model. In the aeroelastic balance, 
where the spring deformations were quite large, conventional foil gages 
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(Micro-Measurements-type MA-06-125AD-120) were used. In the dynamic 
balance spring deformations are very small, so semiconductor gages 
(BLH-type SPB3-07-35), which have a much higher sensitivity, were used. 
The strain gages in both models were formed into three bridge 
networks--one for each of the three degrees-of-freedom of the building 
motion. These bridges were conditioned and monitored by Honeywell 
Accudata 218 Gage Control/Amplifier units which provided excitation to 
the bridge and amplification of the bridge output. These signals were 
processed through the on-line data-acquisition system described earlier. 
The output signal was converted to a moment value using the results of a 
static calibration of the balance. 
During test runs data were taken at sample rates ranging from 150 
to 450 samples per second on each channel. The sample duration time was 
selected on the basis of repeatability of sampling runs made early in 
the testing phase, and corresponds to about 1 hour at full scale. The 
data were processed innnediately to determine mean, rms, and peak loads. 
The data were also stored on digital tape for further analysis. 
4. RESULTS 
4.1 Flow Visualization 
A film is included as part of this report showing the 
characteristics of flow about the structure using smoke to make the flow 
visible. A listing of the contents of the film is shown in Table 1. 
Several features can be noted from the visualization. As with all large 
structures, wind approaching the building is deflected down to the plaza 
level, up over the structure and around the sides. A description of the 
smoke test results emphasizing flow patterns of concern relative to 




Velocity and turbulence profiles are shown in Figure 10. Profiles 
were taken upstream from the model which are characteristic of the 
boundary layer approaching the model. The boundary-layer thickness, o, 
is shown in Figure 10. The corresponding prototype value of o for 
this study is also shown in the figure. This value was established as a 
reasonable height for this study. The mean velocity profile approaching 




The exponent n for the approach flow established for this study is 
shown in Figure 10. 
Profiles of longitudinal turbulence intensity in the flow 
approaching the modeled area are also shown in Figure 10. The turbu-
lence intensities are appropriate for the approach mean velocity profile 
selected. For the velocity profiles, turbulence intensity is defined as 
the root-mean-square about the mean of the longitudinal velocity 





Velocity data obtained at each of the pedestrian measurement 
locations shown in Figure 7 are listed in Table 2 as mean velocity 




U + 3U rms 
u 
00 
These data are plotted in polar form in Figure 11. Measurements were 
taken 5 to 7 ft (1.5 to 2.1 m) above the ground surface. A site map is 
superimposed on the polar plots to aid in visualization of the effects 
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of the nearby structures on the velocity and turbulence magnitudes. An 
analysis of these wind data is given in Section 5.2. 
To enable a quantitative assessment of the wind environment, the 
wind-tunnel data were combined with wind frequency and direction infor-
mation obtained at the local airport. Table 3 shows local wind fre-
quency by direction and magnitude. These data, usually obtained at an 
elevation of about 30-40 ft (9 to 12 m), were converted to velocities at 
the reference velocity height for the wind-tunnel measurements and 
combined with the wind-tunnel data to obtain cumulative probability 
distributions (percent time a given velocity is exceeded) for wind 
velocity at each measuring location. The percentage times were summed 
by wind direction to obtain a percent time exceeded at each measuring 
position independent of wind direction (but accounting for the fact that 
the wind blows from different directions with varying frequency). These 
results are plotted in Figure 12. 
Interpretation of Figure 12 is aided by a description of the 
effects of wind of various magnitudes on people. The earliest quanti-
tative description of wind effects was established by Sir Francis 
Beaufort in 1806 for use at sea and is still in use today. Several 
recent investigators have added to the knowledge of wind effects on 
pedestrians. These investigations along with suggested criteria for 
acceptance have been summarized by Penwarden and Wise [6] and Melbourne 
[ 7] . The Beaufort scale (from reference 6), based on mean velocity 
only, is reproduced as Table 4 including qualitative descriptions of 
wind effects. Table 4 suggests that mean wind speeds below 12 mph 
(5.4 m/s) are of minor concern and that mean speeds above 24 mph 
(10.8 m/s) are definitely inconvenient. Quantitative criteria for 
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acceptance from reference [7] are superimposed as dashed lines on 
Figure 12. The peak gust curves shown in Figure 12 are the percent of 
time during which a short gust of the stated magnitude could occur (say 
about one of these gusts per hour). Implications of the data plotted in 
Figure 12 are presented in Section 5.2. 
Because some pedestrian wind measuring positions are purposely 
chosen at sites where the smoke test showed large velocities of small 
spatial extent, the general wind environment about the structure may be 
less severe than one might infer from a strict analysis of Table 2 and 
Figure 11. 
4.3 Pressures 
For each of the pressure taps examined at each wind direction, the 
data record was analyzed to obtain four separate pressure coefficients. 





It represents the mean of the instantaneous pressure difference between 
the building pressure tap and the static pressure in the wind tunnel 
above the building model, nondimensionalized by the dynamic pressure 
2 q = pU /2 
00 
at the reference velocity position. This relationship produces a 
dimensionless coefficient which indicates that the mean pressure dif-
f erence between building and ambient wind at a given point on the struc-
ture is some fraction less or some fraction greater than the undisturbed 
wind dynamic pressure near the upper edge of the boundary layer. Using 
the measured coefficient, prototype mean pressure values for any wind 
velocity may be calculated. 
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The magnitude of the fluctuating pressure is obtained by the rms 
pressure coefficient 
c = «p-poo) - (p-poo)mean)rms 
prms q 
in which the numerator is the root-mean-square of the instantaneous 
pressure difference about the mean. 
If the pressure fluctuations followed a Gaussian probability 
distribution, no additional data would be required to predict the fre-
quency with which any given pressure level would be observed. However, 
the pressure fluctuations do not, in general, follow a Gaussian prob-
ability distribution so that additional information is required to show 
the extreme values of pressure expected. The peak maximum and peak 
minimum pressure coefficients are used to determine these values: 






The values of p-p
00 
which were digitized at 250 samples per second for 
16 seconds, representing about one hour of time in the full-scale, are 
examined individually by the computer to obtain the most positive and 
most negative values during the 16-second period. These are converted 




nondimensionalizing with the free stream 
dynamic pressure. 
The four pressure coefficients are calculated by the on-line data 
acquisition system computer and tabulated along with the approach wind 
azimuth in degrees from true north. The list of coefficients is 
included as Appendix A. The pressure tap code numbers used in the 
appendix are explained in Figure 3. 
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To determine the largest peak loads acting at any point on the 
structure for cladding design purposes, the pressure coefficients for 
all wind directions were searched to obtain, at each apressure tap, the 
largest value of peak pressure coefficient. Table 6 provides these 
pressure coefficients and associated wind directions. Included in 
Section 5.3 is an analysis of the coefficients of Table 6 including the 
maximum values obtained and where they occurred on the building. 
The pressure coefficients of Table 6 can be converted to full-scale 
loads by multiplication by a suitable reference pressure, q, selected 
for the field site. This value is the dynamic pressure associated with 
an hourly mean wind at the reference velocity measurement position at 
the edge of the boundary layer. In general, the method of arriving at a 
design reference pressure for a particular site involves selection of a 
design wind velocity, translation of the velocity to an hourly mean wind 
at the reference velocity location and conversion to a reference 
pressure. Selection of the design velocity can be made from statistical 
analysis of extreme wind data. The calculation of reference pressure 
for this study is shown in Table 5. The factor used in Table 5 to 
reduce gust winds to hourly mean winds is given in reference [9]. 
The reference pressure associated with the design hourly mean 
velocity at the reference velocity location can be used directly with 
the peak-pressure coefficients to obtain peak local design wind loads 
for cladding design. Local, instantaneous peak loads on the full-scale 
building suitable for cladding design were computed by multiplying the 
reference pressure of Table 5 by the peak coefficients of Table 6 and 
are listed as peak pressure in that table. The maximum psf load given 
at each tap location is the absolute value of the maximum value found in 
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the tests, irrespective of its algebraic sign. For ease in visualizing 
the loads on the structure, contours of equal peak pressures for clad-
ding loads shown in Table 6 have been plotted on developed elevation 
views of the structure, Figure 13. For control of water infiltration 
from outside to inside, the largest positive (inward-acting) pressure of 
each tap location is tabulated in Table 6. 
For glass design pressures, a glass load factor is used to account 
for the different duration between measured peak pressures and the 
one-minute loading commonly used in glass design charts. The design 
pressure used for glass is normally less than the peak pressures used 
for cladding design because of the static fatigue property of glass 
which can withstand higher pressures for short duration loads than for 
long duration loads. Recent research [10] indicates that the period of 
application of the peak pressures reported herein is about 5-10 seconds 
or less. If a glass design is based on these peak-pressure values, then 
a glass strength associated with this duration load should be used. 
Because glass design charts are normally based on some alternate load 
duration--usually one minute--then some reduction in peak loads should 
be made. An estimate of a load reduction factor can be obtained from an 
empirical relation of glass strength as a function of load duration. 
Current glass selection charts showing glass strength as a function of 













Loadings appropriate for glass design can be computed by multiplying the 
peak-pressure loads of Table 6 by these load factors. 
4.4 Mean Forces and Moments 
Since the mean load on a structure in independent of its dynamic 
response, and therefore of any time scale in the model, measured mean 
values may be scaled to the prototype in the same manner as pressures. 
Thus if the mean pressure distribution is determined as described in the 
preceeding section, the associated force acting on any part of the 
structure may be determined by integration. This has been done in a 
manner which results in the mean force acting at each floor level in 
the x and y directions, and the resultant torque about the z axis. 
The forces and torques obtained at each floor were used to obtain 
load, shear, and moment diagrams for the building for each wind direc-
tion, Table 7. The shear diagram, in kilonewtons (kN), was obtained by 
algebraic sum of all forces in each coordinate direction acting above 
the floor of interest. The load diagram, in Pascals (Pa), was obtained 
by dividing the forces by their contributing areas (listed in Table 7). 
Eccentricities were computed such that the product of the y force 
and x eccentricity minus the product of the x force and y eccen-
tricity equaled the torque at that floor. The moment diagram, 
meganewton-meters (MN-m), was obtained by integration of the shear 
values so that the moment due to forces acting above the floor level of 
interest was calculated. The sign of the moment was established by the 
right-hand rule about an x', y' axis through the floor of interest. 
Moments about the z axis were calculated by summing the torques acting 
on all floors above the floor level of interest. Load, shear, and 
moment diagrams are shown in Figure 14 for several wind directions. 
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Base moments are also available from the dynamic model test 
results, as described in Section 2.3. The aeroelastic model is used to 
measure the response of the structure directly, but since the mean 
response is equal to the mean load (i.e., there is no dynamic amplifi-
cation), these results may also be used to determine the mean base 
moments. A comparison is made of all three methods in Figure 15, which 
shows the x, y, and z base moments plotted as a function of wind 
direction. 
4.5 Total Base Moments 
This section presents the results of both dynamic and aeroelastic 
model tests. As described in Section 2.3, the moment at the base of the 
structure is treated as the fundamental response parameter. The "total" 
base moment is the sum of the mean and fluctuating parts. In particu-
lar, the test results will be analyzed in terms of the maximum (or 
minimum) expected peak response. Section 4. 6 will describe how these 
results may be used to estimate the distribution of equivalent static 
loads at each floor level. 
The peak response base moment for a given wind direction a is 
directly measurable from the aeroelastic model test run. It can be 
expressed as (see Equation (C.10)) 
"' 
M'(a) = M(a) + g'(a)aM(a) 
where M' ' Nf, and aM are observed peak, mean, and fluctuating rms 
values, respectively, of the base moment. A prime is used on M' to 
indicate that the observed value may not be a good estimate of the 
actual expected peak value M, because of the limited duration of the 
test run. This duration is about 1 hour at prototype scale, but a 
reliable estimate of the expected peak in any 1-hour period (during a 
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storm of specified intensity such as a 100-year mean recurrence 
interval) would have to be accomplished by observing many such runs, 
tabulating the observed peak values, and calculating the mean of these. 
Alternatively, the above equation may be interpreted as the definition 
of a "peak factor" g. This factor should be independent of wind direc-
tion, and so it can be accurately estimated as the mean of the observed 
values g' seen at the 36 different wind directions. Following this, a 
more accurate estimate of the peak moment may be expressed as 
M(a) = i\f (a) + g crM(a) 
As described in Section 2. 3, the rms response crM(a) can also be 
calculated from the wind loading power spectral density measured on the 
dynamic mode 1 . Thus, this equation may be used to calculate the peak 
response from either the aeroelastic or dynamic model test data. 
These results are given in Figure 16. The wind velocity for these 
results corresponds to the 100-year mean recurrence interval conditions 
described in Table 5. The damping ratio in the structure, t, is assumed 
to be .01 (1 percent of critical). The peak factors g are indicated 
as "PF." The peak values shown may be interpreted as "the expected 
value of the largest peak excursion occurring in a 1-hour period during 
the most severe wind storm which occurs, on the average, every 100 
years." Peak responses from the dynamic tests were calculated for only 
a few wind directions, as indicated by stars in Figure 16. Generally 
these are in agreement with, or somewhat larger than, the aeroelastic 
model results. Where they are larger, the dynamic tests are believed to 
be conservative. 
The variation of peak response moment with wind velocity for 
selected wind directions is given in Figure 17. Each plot shows three 
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curves corresponding to three different levels of damping, identified by 
critical damping ratios, ~, of approximately .005, .01, and .02. Zeta 
Ct) = .01 may be considered a best estimate of the damping which will 
actually exist in the structures; the other two values are extreme 
limiting cases. 
These data for the Convention Hotel (Figure 18) were determined 
using the aeroelastic model. The plotted data points represent actual 
run cases, and some scatter is inherently present. The smoother curves 
are of the form 
" b M = au 
and have been fit through the data points by linear regression. Data 
for the Business-Tourist Hotel were calculated from measured load 
spectra on the dynamic model, as described in Appendix C. In this case 
the effect of velocity and damping are analytical rather than 
experimental. The plotted points represent conditions for which the 
evaluation was made, and thus show no scatter. 
4.6 Force Distribution with Height 
If the total response (or static equivalent) force acting at the 
ith floor is expressed as the sum of a mean and a fluctuating component, 
i.e., 
P. = P. + P~ 
1 1 1 
then, in a manner analagous to that used for the base moment in the 
previous section, the peak expected force may be written 
pi= pi+ g 0 P. 
1 
(4.1) 
where g is the same peak factor which was determined for the base 
moment. The distribution of the mean forces P. (which are the same as 
1 
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P.) was discussed in Section 4.4, and the results appear in Table 7. In 
1 
this section a means of estimating the rms fluctuating forces aP. will 
1 
be described. Reference is made to Appendix C concerning modal analysis 
concepts. 
Since the structure's motion is essentially in a normal mode, the 
fluctuating equivalent static load at floor i is proportional to the 
mass and the modal deflection at that floor. If the modal deflection 
<Pi is approximated by the straight line zi, then this force may be 
written 
P• = am z 
1
. . . 
1 1 
These forces can be related to the base moment M, since 
M1 = lP~z. 
1 1 
Substituting for p~ 
1 
leads to 
2 M' = alm.z. =am* 
1 1 
where m* is the generalized mass (see Table 8). This allows the 
proportionality constant a to be evaluated, and the equation above 
for P~ becomes 
1 
P ~ = M~'.- m. z. 
1 ID" 1 1 
This equation shows that the individual fluctuating floor loads, P~, may 
1 
be determined from the fluctuating base moment, M'. The rms forces can 
now be expressed as 
a = P. 
1 
m.z. 
1 1 (4.2) 
A simpler approximation may be obtained by assuming that the mode 
shape <t>. , approximates the static deflected shape. In this case the 
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above analysis applies to the total response, not just the fluctuating 
part, so that P. and M can be substituted for P ~ and M' . The 
1 1 
expected peak forces then become 
m.z. ,.. 
Pi - ~-;1('1 M 
(4.3) 
The expected peak base moment M may be read directly from Figures 16 
and 17 for a variety of wind directions, wind velocities, and damping 
values. 
This approximation may not be good for wind directions where the 
mean response is a large fraction of the peak response, depending on how 
much the static deflected shape deviates from a straight line. Note, 
however, that in many cases the largest response occurs in the cross-
wind direction, where the mean response is very small; in these cases 
the approximation is excellent. 
4.7 Displacement and Acceleration 
Displacements of the tower may be treated in a manner analogous to 
the analysis of forces in the preceding section. Thus the peak expected 
lateral deflection at floor i is 
(4.4) 
where 6 is the mean static deflection, a 6 is the fluctuating rms 
deflection, and g is the peak factor introduced above. The mean 
displacements can be obtained from a static analysis of the structural 
frame under the applied loads p i (see Section 4.4). 
displacements are obtained from Equation (C.2), 
6~ = 0'$. 
1 1 
The dynamic 
where 0' is the fluctuating rotation of the approximate straight-line 
mode shape of the structure (thus 0' approximates the generalized 
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coordinate ~). By Appendix C, 






is taken as an approximation to the actual shape ct> .. 
1 
rotational stiffness is given in Table 8, and the value 
may be read from Figure 16 or 17. 
(4.5) 
The 
In the preceding section regarding force distributions, a 
simplifying assumption was made that the static deflected shape can 
be approximated by a straight line. This lead to the simple equation 
(4.3) for the peak expected force. Parallel treatment of the 
displacements leads to 
(4.6) 
and 
The value M may be read directly from Figure 16 or 17. Note again 
that the accuracy of this approximation depends on how well the 
deflected shape can be fit by a straight line, and on the relative 
contributions of mean and fluctuating response to the total response. 
The equation is quite accurate for the cross-wind response, for example, 
where the mean response is zero. 
Note also that the rotation e is essentially the so-called "drift 
ratio." The expected peak value of this is 
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Using the proportionality constant 1/k0 from Table 8, an accessory 
scale for 8 has been drawn directly on Figure 16. 
Due to the high degree of resonance in the dynamic response of the 
towers, the displacement can be written in the general functional form 
x(t) = X sin w t 
0 
where w = 2nf is the natural circular frequency. 
0 0 
Differentiating 
this equation twice yields the following expression for acceleration: 
x(t) = -w2 sin w t = -w2x(t) 
0 0 0 
The root-mean-square acceleration may therefore be calculated as 
2 a .. = w a x 0 x 
In a similar manner, a .. y and can be calculated. The rotational 
acceleration e is converted to a tangential acceleration at a repre-
sentative point located at the corner of the top floor, at 
distance r from the z-axis: 
The values ax' cry' and are can then be combined using Equation (B.3) 
to obtain a characteristic total rms acceleration of the top floor. 
Using this technique, the data of Figure 17 have been converted to 
rms accelerations. These are presented in Figure 18, along with some 
criteria describing human response to motion in tall buildings. This 
issue is discussed further in Section S.S. 
5. DISCUSSION 
5.1 Flow Visualization 
Flow patterns identified with smoke showed that the largest local 
pressures would occur on or adjacent to the narrow ends of each of the 
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towers, particularly near the top or just above the intersection of the 
towers with their base structure. Flow separation phenomena at the 
narrow ends was observed to have high curvature in the separated stream-
1 ines which is an indication of possible high pressures. Wind flow down 
the broad windward face of a tower often was observed to concentrate at 
the intersection of the tower with the base to produce a high velocity 
separated flow over the narrow end of the tower just above the 
intersection of tower and base. This would be expected to produce 
somewhat higher peak pressures in this zone. 
Wind speeds in pedestrian areas appeared to be relatively low 
except for locations on the ground or roof of the base structure which 
were close to one of the two towers. At those locations, the same 
phenomena which concentrated high wind speeds near the tower inter-
section with the base structure to produce elevated pressures also acted 
to increase pedestrian winds. High pedestrian wind speeds near the 
tower base were not observed for all wind directions so that the average 
wind conditions near the tower base would be significantly lower than 
those for the worst wind directions. 
5.2 Pedestrian Winds 
Figure 7 shows the 52 locations selected for investigation of 
pedestrian wind comfort. Location 1 was selected as a reference loca-
tion away from the buildings where influence of the structures would not 
be great. Locations shown with open symbols were located under some 
portion of the structure. The data were grouped into two parts: one 
data set near the Business Tourist Hotel complex to the south and one 
data set near the Convention Hotel complex to the north. 
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Table 2 and Figure 7 show that the largest mean velocities were 
measured at locations 4 and 5 near the Business Tourist Hotel and at 
locations 31 and 45 near the Convention Hotel. All four locations had 
mean velocities ranging up to 80-82 percent of U , the mean velocity at 
00 
the edge of the atmospheric boundary layer at 380 m elevation. These 
values are large for a city environment but are typical of the largest 
velocities near the base of tall isolated buildings. For comparison, 
reference location 1 had a maximum velocity of 5 7 percent of 
open-country environment might expect 40 to 50 percent of u . 
00 
U · an oo' 
The largest values of fluctuating velocity, U , were in the range rms 
of 20 to 25 percent of U
00 
measured at a variety of locations. These 
values are typical of ones expected near tall buildings. The largest 
peak gusts, represented by the mean plus three rms as discussed in 
Section 4. 2, were measured at locations 5 and 23 near the Business 
Tourist Hotel complex with values of 115 to 120 percent of u . 
00 
The 
peak gust maxima near the Business Tourist Hotel complex are typical of 
those found near tall isolated buildings. The largest values near the 
Convention Hotel complex are somewhat larger than typically found at 
ground level near such a complex but not uncommon on elevated rooftops 
where locations 41, 43 and 45 are positioned. For comparison, reference 
location 1 had a maximum peak gust of 90 percent of U
00
; an open-country 
location might expect peak gusts of 80 to 90 percent of u . 
00 
Velocity data of Table 2 integrated with local wind data listed in 
Table 3 are shown in Figure 13. Based on the data of this figure, the 
windiest pedestrian locations should be numbers 4, 5 and 31. These 
locations exceed the comfort criteria for walking about 8 to 10 percent 
of the time for mean winds but do not exceed the unacceptable criteria. 
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The position of location 5, which was on an elevated balcony under a 
sloping overhang, may have contributed to its windier-than-average 
characteristics. Many locations had wind speeds which did not exceed 
the acceptability criteria for long-exposure activities. 
The results of the pedestrian wind analysis indicated that possible 
corrections for pedestrian winds may not need to be initiated prior to 
building construction. It is likely that no corrections will be 
required unless some of the windier locations are expected to have 
high-frequency use of a long-duration nature (for example, if location 5 
were to be the site of an outdoor restaurant, then corrective action 
will probably be required--if location 5 were to be used for strolling 
activity, then no corrective action would be anticipated.) Most of the 
measured locations would not be expected to cause pedestrian discomfort 
due to high winds. 
5.3 Pressures 
Table 6 shows the largest peak pressure coefficients and 
corresponding loads measured on each building complex for each pressure 
tap location. Data identified as Configuration A in Table 6 and 
Appendix A represent data obtained at all pressure tap locations for 
36 wind directions. Configuration B represents data obtained at 
selected taps at 2-degree azimuthal increments near azimuths where large 
pressure peaks were observed in Configuration A to ensure that the 
largest peaks were obtained. 
The largest peak cladding pressures on the Business Tourist Hotel 
complex for a 100-year recurrence wind were -2750 and -2560 Pa measured 
at tap locations 1301 and 1156 respectively. These taps were both 
located on the narrow ends of the building, one near the top of the 
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tower and one near the height of the base structure. These locations 
are consistent with indications of higher pressure areas obtained from 
flow visualization results. The largest peak cladding pressures on the 
Convention Hotel complex were -2300 and -2160 Pa measured at tap loca-
tions 2236 and 2435 respectively. These locations were also on the 
narrow ends of the tower consistent with flow visualization results. 
Contours of peak cladding pressure are shown in Figure 13. This 
figure shows that most of the surface area of the two towers had peak 
negative pressures of -1000 to -1500 Pa. Peak positive (inward) 
pressures on the towers were typically less than 900 Pa. For the low 
rise structures, peak negative pressures were typically -500 to -1000 Pa 
while peak positive pressures were less than 800 Pa for the Business 
Tourist Hotel low rise and less than 600 Pa for the Convention Hotel low 
rise. These pressures are due to external wind forces. Internal 
pressures, particularly in areas with operable windows or doors which 
interrupt the curtain wall, may be of sufficient magnitude to be 
considered in designing the curtain wall. 
5.4 Forces and Moments 
Mean base moments have been measured by three separate methods: 
spatial integration of pressure measurements, dynamic balance models, 
and aeroelastic models. A comparison of the three methods was shown in 
Figure 15, and the results were in go~d agreement. 
Fluctuating base moments were obtained using both dynamic and 
aeroelastic models. Dynamic tests are faster and easier to perform than 
aeroelastic models, and do not require exact values of mass, stiffness, 
and natural frequency of the prototype structures. These tests were 
therefore performed before the aeroelastic tests, to provide load 
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information early in the design stage of the project. Root-mean-square 
base moments were computed from the resulting data for only a few wind 
directions. Peak base moments were then computed according to 
where g was a theoretical peak factor (Equation (C. 11)). The later 
aeroelastic tests were more extensive and somewhat more accurate, 
especially in the case of the Business-Tourist Hotel, in which signifi-
cant changes in prototype stiffness and natural frequency were incor-
porated. Also, a more accurate evaluation of the peak factor g was 
obtained from the aeroelastic tests. Both the dynamic and aeroelastic 
test results were presented in Figure 16. The dynamic results have been 
updated to reflect the more accurate peak factor, and also the revised 
natural frequencies of the Business-Tourist Hotel. These results are 
generally in good agreement; where differences exist, the aeroelastic 
results are more accurate. In these cases the dynamic results are 
usually greater and may be taken as conservative estimates of the loads. 
These data correspond to a wind velocity of 33.2 m/s (mean 
recurrence interval of 100 years) and a damping ratio of . 01. This 
represents suitable design conditions. 
Some general observations regarding the directional dependency of 
the building's dynamic response are of interest. It is a common proce-
dure in building codes to design a tall frame based on an equivalent 
static load, which is computed as the actual mean, or static, load 
multiplied by a gust response factor. The mean load is by definition in 
a direction parallel to the wind, and the gust response factor is 
identified as the ratio of peak to mean response. It is apparent from 
Figure 16 that the greatest mean response is in the along-wind 
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direction; the gust factor approach would imply that this is also true 
of the peak response. In reality, the along-wind response may not 
represent governing conditions; in fact, the cross-wind response of a 
tall building is often greater than the along-wind response. This is 
indeed the case for motion about the x-axis of the Convention Hotel, as 
seen in Figure 16d. The maximum response occurs at wind directions 0 or 
180 degrees, although the mean response for these directions is near 
zero. The along-wind response is very large at 90 and 270 degrees, as 
expected, but this is a very stable orientation for this cross-sectional 
shape so that very little dynamic response occurs. As a result, the 
peak response at these directions are the lowest of all directions. 
The y-component response of the Business-Tourist Hotel, Figure 16b, 
at wind directions 0 and 10 degrees is of interest. This component is 
in the along-wind direction here, and the mean response would ordinarily 
be large. The Convention Hotel is directly upwind, however, and pro-
vides a considerable amount of shielding so that the mean response is 
very low from 0 through 20 degrees. On the other hand, the wake behind 
the Convention Hotel is very turbulent and dynamically excites the 
Business-Tourist Hotel about both the x and y axes. In fact, the 
peak response at this direction is nearly as large as at any direction. 
The Business-Tourist Hotel is upwind of the Convention Hotel at 
wind directions 180 to 190 degrees. Shielding of the mean response 
Cy-component, Figure 16e) is apparent but slight, and the extra dynamic 
excitation involved apparently just compensates for this. 
The base moment results apply in an approximate sense to individual 
floor loads and displacements also. The mean (or static) floor loads 
are properly obtained by integrating the measured pressures; these 
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results were given in Table 7. RMS fluctuating floor loads may be 
obtained directly from the rms fluctuating base moments in accordance 
with Equation (4.2); peak equivalent static floor loads by combining the 
mean values with the rms values multiplied by a peak factor, as in 
Equation (4.1). A simpler approximate method is given by 
Equation (4.3), which is applicable if the mean deflected shape is taken 
as a straight line, or if the mean loads are small compared to the rms 
loads. 
Building displacements should be treated in a similar manner. Thus 
the mean deflections can be computed using a static analysis and the 
mean loads of Table 7; the rms deflections are obtained from the rms 
base moments using Equations (4.4) and (4.5). Alternatively, of course, 
the peak floor displacements may be computed using a static analysis 
with the peak equivalent static floor loads. Again, an approximate 
method of computing the peak displacements using the dynamic moment data 
only is given by Equation (4.6). Using this method, the building 
rotation, or drift ratio, is proportional to the base moment, and a 
scale for this parameter is included in Figure 16. 
5.5 Accelerations 
It is generally agreed that acceleration provides the best measure 
of possible human discomfort due to motion in tall buildings; however, 
there is very little data available by which this issue can be judged 
quantitatively. The best guidelines currently available are due to two 
research studies. Reed et al. [ 15] measured the acceleration response 
of two buildings in two separate storms, and evaluated the corresponding 
human response through questionnaires and interviews with the building's 
occupants. Conclusions were drawn as to how often the measured levels 
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of acceleration could occur with a given level of objection. In the 
second study, Chen and Robertson [16] simulated an office environment 
with a cubicle which could be moved horizontally. The intent of this 
program was to determine the minimum level of acceleration which could 
be sensed by humans. This "threshold of perception" was found to vary 
with many factors, including inherent variation from person to person, 
whether the person had been previously conditioned to the type of 
motion, and the frequency of motion. A procedure was presented by which 
any desired threshold level--in terms of percentage of an average cross 
section of people representing--could be estimated, as a function of 
frequency. 
Figure 18 shows how these research results compare to the predicted 
acceleration in the Rahardja towers. These graphs show various levels 
of total rms acceleration on the top floor plotted against the number of 
times per year that such a level is expected to occur, for four dif-
ferent wind directions. Three plots are given in each figure, 
corresponding to three different values of structural damping. 
The horizontal dashed lines in the lower right-hand corner 
represent acceleration levels, computed for the average natural fre-
quency of the building, representing the lower limit of perception by 
2 percent and 10 percent of the average population. The figures indi-
cate that, even at the lowest value of damping, 2 percent of the top 
floor occupants will be able to perceive the motion no more than one or 
two times per year in the Convention Hotel, and five times per year in 
the Business-Tourist Hotel. At no time should as many as 10 percent of 
the top floor occupants be able to perceive motion in either tower. 
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The solid data points so indicated represent suggested design 
criteria based on reference [15]. They represent top-floor acceleration 
levels at which 2 or 10 percent of the occupants in the top one-third of 
the building would find "objectionable" (as opposed to perceivable) if 
they occurred at the frequency indicated. According to this criteria, 
the motion may be objectionable to about 2 to 5 percent of the occupants 
in the top one-third of the Convention Hotel, if the damping ratio is as 
low as 0.5 percent. In the Business-Tourist Hotel the number of 
objecting people should be higher, but still less than 10 percent. 
At very low frequencies of occurrence (i.e., high acceleration 
levels) no data are available by which to judge the human response 
issue. It is generally agreed, however, that performance-type criteria 
such as occupant comfort should be based on events which occur 
relatively frequently, say at least once per year. 
In conclusion, therefore, the building motions are expected to be 
generally acceptable, even at a very low value of damping. At a more 
probable value of damping, the motion levels should be acceptable to 
more than 98 percent of the buildings' occupants. The motion should be 
perceivable, if at all, no more than twice per year for 2 percent of the 
top floor occupants of the Business-Tourist Hotel. Finally, it is 
cautioned that these conclusions are based on a very limited amount of 
research and field data, which nevertheless represent the best criteria 
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Figure 8. Completed Pressure Model in Wind Tunnel 
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Figure Ila. Mean Ve I oc i lies and T urbu I ence In lens i lies 
al Pedestrian Local ions 1 and 2 
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Fi gur e 11 b . Mean Ve I oc i l i es and Tur bu I ence In lens i l i es 
al Pedestrian Local ions 3 and 4 
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Figure lie. Mean Ve I oc i lies and Tur bu I ence In lens i lies 
al Pedestrian Local ions 5 and 6 
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Figure lld. Mean Ve I oc it i es and Tur bu I ence In lens it i es 
at Pedestrian Local ions 7 and 8 
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Figure lie. Mean Velocities and Turbulence Intensities 
at Pedestrian Locations 9 and 10 
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Figure llf. Mean Velocities and Turbulence Intensities 
at Pedestrian Locations 11 and 12 
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Figure Ilg. t"lean Velocities and Turbulence Intensities 
al Pedestrian Locations 13 and 14 
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Figure llh. Mean Velocities and Turbulence Intensities 
at Pedestrian Locations 15 and 16 
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Figure Iii. Mean Velocities and Turbulence Intensities 
at Pedestrian Locations 17 and 18 
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Figure llj. Mean Ve I oc it i es and Tur bu I ence In tens i lies 
at Pedestrian Locations 19 and 20 
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Figure Ilk. Mean Ve I oc it i es and Tur bu I ence In lens it i es 
at Pedestrian Locations 21 and 22 
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Figure 111. Mean Velocilies and Turbulence Inlensilies 
al Pedestrian Local ions 23 and 24 
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Figure 11 m. Mean Ve I oc i lies and T urbu I ence In lens i lies 
al Pedestrian Local ion 25 
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Figure lln. Mean Velocities and Turbulence Intensities 
at Pedestrian Locations 26 and 27 
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Figure 11 o. Mean Ve I oc it. i es and T urbu I ence Int.ens it. i es 
al Pedestrian Locations 28 and 29 
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Figure llp. Mean Ve I oc it i es and Tur bu I ence Intensities 
al Pedestrian Locations 30 and 31 
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Figure llq. Mean Velocities and Turbulence Intensities 
at Pedestrian Locations 32 and 33 
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Figure llr. Mean Velocities and Turbulence Intensities 
al Pedestrian Local ions 34 and 35 
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Figure lls. Mean Velocities and Turbulence Intensities 
at Pedestrian Locations 36 and 37 
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Figure llt. Mean Velocities and Turbulence Inlensi ties 
al Pedestrian Local ions 38 and 39 
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Figure llu. Mean Velocities and Turbulence Inlensilies 
al Pedestrian Locations 40 and 41 
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Figure llv. Mean Velocities and Turbulence Intensities 
at Pedestrian Locations 42 and 43 
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Figure II w. Mean Ve I oc it. i es and Tur bu I ence In lens i lies 
at. Pedestrian Local ions 44 and 45 
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Figure II x. Mean Ve I oc it. i es and Tur bu I ence In tens i lies 
at Pedestrian Locations 46 and 47 
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Figure lly. Mean Velocities and Turbulence Intensities 
at Pedestrian Locations 48 and 49 
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Figure llz. Mean Velocities and Turbulence Inlensilies 
al Pedestrian Locations 50 and 51 
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Figure llA. Mean Velocities and Turbulence Intensities 
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Figure 12b. Wind Velocity Probabilities for Pedestrian Locations 
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Figure 13a. Peak Pressure Contours on the Building for Cladding Loads 
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Figure 13c. Peak Pressure Contours on the Building for Cladding Loads 
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Figure 13g. Peak Pressure Contours on the Building for Cladding Loads 
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Figure 131. Peak Pressure Contours on the Building for Cladding Loads 
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Figure 130. Peak Pressure Contours on the Building for Cladding Loads 
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Figure 16a. Base Moment versus Wind Direction for a 100-yr Recurrence Wind 
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Figure 16b. Base Moment versus Wind Direction for a 100-yr Recurrence Wind 
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Figure 16c. Base Moment versus Wind Direction for a 100-yr Recurrence Wind 
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Figure 17f. Peak Base Manent versus Wind Velocity for Various Degrees 
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TABLE 2--PEDESTRIAH WIND YELOCITIES AND TUFEULENCE INTENSITIES 
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(;. (1t;; 49.~ ,_7 78.2 0.00 31 . 3 7.S 54 6 
22.SO 49. t. 9. 5 78.0 22. 50 22.3 6.2 ~(). 9 
45.t)O 41.7 10.5 7 3. 1 45.00 9. !) 4.1 21 . 4 
67.50 38.3 10.9 70.9 67.50 28.5 21 . 6 '13. 2 
9 0. r;·~~ 33.2 11. 6 613. <:· 90.00 4?.9 11 . 7 83.1 
1 1 2. 50 29.8 10.7 t 1. e 112.50 47.7 12. <) 83.7 
135.<.~ll 36.0 9. 6 64.S 135.00 45.0 13.6 85.7 
157. 50 43.0 9.4 71 . 1 157.50 13.3 9.1 4(.i.7 
180. 00 50.2 9.4 78.4 190.00 ?.1 4.3 20.0 
202.50 57.0 9.9 se .. 7 202.50 7.8 4.3 20.7 
225.0r) 53.6 12.0 8,.6 22~.00 12.9 5.7 29.9 
247.50 28. E· 13.3 68.7 247.50 29.3 11 . 2 i:.2. a 
-'.:? t:: (1:) 26. 2 13.9 6?.9 270 .ti~· 46.0 1 :) . 2 ?·· ... . !O !O 
292. 50 25.9 11. 8 61.2 292.SO 29.0 10. 7 t· 1 . 1 ......... 
315.00 H.. Q 12.9 84.8 315.0C• 18.0 11 . 1 51 . 3 \J1 
337.50 52.6 10.4 83.7 337.5(, 20.S 9.8 49.8 en 
!...OCATION 3 LOCATION 4 
IP.II ND Ul'!EAH/ll INF LIRl'IS/UIHF Ul'IEAN+J•URMS/UINF Ill I HD UP'!EAN/UINF URl'IS/UINF UMEAH+?•UPMS/UINF 
A?! !'ILITH (PERCENT> <PERCENT) :'PERCENT> AZIMUTH (PERCENT> (PERCENT> r PERCENT :1 
0.00 31. 8 15.5 78 2 0.00 2 t . 3 11 . 4 55.6 
22.50 H.3 1'. 6 89.1 22.50 31 . 4 19.0 88 4 
45. 00 61. 3 t?.6 114. (• 45.00 80.5 t t . 1 113 a 
6 7. 5(• 46. 1 14.f. 89.9 67.50 79.7 10. 1 1 Hi .0 
9r; •. 00 37.1 14. 9 8 t. 7 90. 0!) 64.4 11 . 9 100.2 
112.50 17.4 8.0 41. 3 112.50 39.4 12.7 77. 4 
135.00 15.5 6.9 36. 2 135 .OC• 15.S ?.9 3~ 6 
157. 50 22.0 l 0 0 52.0 157.50 35.0 12.4 72.1 
180. e1 r) 34.? 14.S 79. <:1 180.00 58.7 12 . 1 94. '3 
2C•2. SC• 50.3 17.5 102.8 202.50 73. 0 11 . 1 1 06. 2 
225.00 45.5 17.5 98.0 225.00 ?5.0 11 . 4 109.1 
24 7. 50 21. 4 10.7 53 6 247.SO t.O. 6 13. 3 100. 5 
2?0.00 28.4 13.9 70.2 27¢.00 45.7 lb. 2 94. 3 
292.50 23.3 tv.7 55.3 2n .5o 15.2 7.6 38.0 
3 t 5. Ot• 1~.5 9.7 48.5 315.00 14 . 3 5.6 31 . 1 
337. 50 22.S 12.4 59.7 337.50 13.5 6.1 ::: 1 . e 
TABLE 2--PEDESTRIAtt WIND VELOCITIES AND T~P8ULEMCE !HTENSITIES 
RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL COMPLEX 
LOCATION 5 LOCATION i 
L.i! N£1 Ul'IEAN/UIHF URfllS/U INF UfllEAH+3~URMS/UIHF I.I IND Ul'IEAH /U I NF UR!'IS/UINF U"EAM+3*URMS/UINF 
AZil'ILITH <PERCENT> CPERCEtH> <PEF.CEHT) AZ I l'IU TH C PEF.CEHT) CFERCEHT) (PERCE Ni; 
0.00 14.2 c;. 9 43. c; 0.00 16. 3 7.3 38.2 
22.50 u.. 1 11. 3 50.0 22.50 1?.a ';\. 3 45.6 
45. (•O E-e. e 17.3 120.7 45.00 24.5 11 .7 5,.7 
f, 7. 50 79.9 11. 8 11 '5. 4 67.50 49. 1 14. 0 ~ 1 . 1 
9¢.00 65.7 12.e 104.0 ~o.or; 47.7 12.4 84. ~ 
11 2. 50 39.0 14. 8 93.3 112.50 30.2 13.0 6~.2 
13~.oo 1 7. 5 IJ.7 46.5 135.00 1~ 2 10.0 H.3 
1s7. s:;. 29.5 13.6 70.3 1 !57. 50 23.0 11 . 4 57.3 
180. c;•Q 57.8 13.0 %.8 180 .i)O 22.2 10.7 54.2 
202. ~(f 71.B 14. 1 114.2 2C•2.5C• 21 . 5 10.6 53.4 
225.00 ,8.IJ 17.0 119.9 225.00 25.7 11 . 8 E· 1 . 2 
247.50 H.3 1E.. 6 10 4. 0 247 50 37.3 14.5 8~·. 7 
27¢.00 50.E- 15.e c;e. o 270.00 3~.1 13.6 7c;. 5 
292.50 12.8 S.8 30.3 292 .SO 31 .1 11 . 6 65.8 ~ 
315.00 13. 7 6. 3 32.8 315.00 1 ~. 7 8.8 46.2 V1 
337.SO 11.0 5.9 28. f, 337.50 15.7 7.3 
.,. .... 
"' ..,,.,, . : 
LOCATION 7 LOCATION a 
WI HI> UMEAN/UIHF URfl!S/U!HF U!1EAN+3•URMS/UINF LI IND IJ!'IEAN/U I HF URMS/U!NF UMEAN~3•URMS!UINF 
PZIMIJTH <PERCENT) <PERCENT) (PERCENT:• AZIMUTH ( PE!i'CENT; <PERCENT) (PERCENT) 
¢.00 15.3 6.3 34. 2 0.00 10.7 5.8 28.2 
22.5() 14.4 '5. s 31. 8 22. 50 14.7 b.8 35.2 
4!5. 00 20.0 8.3 45.0 45.00 16. CJ 8.7 43.2 
67.SO 1 b. 1 9.8 45.5 67.50 9.8 4.5 23.3 
CJ(). 00 60.0 17.4 112.2 90.00 37.6 1,.5 % .1 
112. 50 f?.S 11.8 103. 3 12.50 40.5 14.9 85. 3 
135. 00 58. 1 12.2 ~4.7 35.00 53., 14.2 CH·. 4 
157.50 41. 3 11. 9 7 7, C• 5?.50 53.6 13.? 'H .8 
180.00 26. 2 11. CJ f, 1 . CJ 80.00 44.8 16. 1 ,3.2 
202.50 1 7. 1 7.6 39.B 02.50 27. 9 14. t) 70.0 
2 2 5. (<!j 26.9 13.5 €, 7. 4 25.00 18.5 c;. e 47.8 
247.5() 37.5 11.7 72. 5 47.50 19.7 9.6 48.3 
270.00 4t..5 10.7 78.8 70.00 31. 2 17. () 82.2 
292. 50 42. 1 9.5 H.•. b 92 SC• 48. 0 15.8 95.5 
315. 00 35.5 11. 1 t.8. 6 15.00 48.7 15.5 '35. 2 
337. 5t' H.4 8.9 43.2 3?.50 29.2 15 . 7 76.3 
TABLE 2--PE~ESTR!AH WIND VELOCITIES AND TURBULENCE IHTENSITIES 
RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL COMPLEX 
LOC~TION 9 LOCATION to 
WINO UrlEAH/UIHF UR,.S/UIHF Uf'IEPM+3*URMS/UINF WIND Uf'IEAH/llINF Uf?l'!S/UINF UMEAN+3•URMS/UIHF 
AZil'!UTl-I (PERCENT) tPERCENT) (PERCENT) AZIMUTH (PERCENT) (PERCENT;. <PERCENT) 
0. 00 40.5 18.2 95.2 0.00 19.7 9.2 47.2 
22. so 29.3 15.9 76.8 22.SO 50.1 19.8 103.S 
45.00 24.5 11.7 59.7 45. C•O 72.3 15.5 11 s. s 
67.50 20.5 9.3 48.6 f, 7. 50 51. 5 17.9 1 (,5. 2 
90. (•(• 27.B 14. 5 71. 4 90.00 38.2 12.1 74.4 
112.50 23.4 1 1 I) 5€-.6 112.50 30.4 10.7 €·2. 6 
135.00 32.3 11. 5 f,6. 8 135.00 17.5 6.4 36.6 
157.50 33.S 14.0 75.6 157.50 13.4 s . 1 28.8 
180.00 23.3 11. 6 58.1 180.00 12.0 4.6 25. ·~ 
202.SO 18.7 8.8 45.3 202.5¢ 12. 3 4.7 2\). 4 
225. 00 18.7 8.5 44. 1 225.t)O 1 t.). s 3.9 22. 3 
247. so 2E-. 2 13. 1 65.4 247.50 16. 7 7.6 33.6 
2? o. <.~o 29.8 14. 1 72.0 2?0.00 14.4 6.7 34.4 
292.50 3CJ.7 14.9 84.3 292.50 16.1 7.6 39. () ...... 
315. 00 41. 7 1b. 3 90.7 315.00 17.7 8.4 42.S Vl 
337.50 30.4 12.7 68. E. 337.50 17. 7 8.2 42.2 00 
LO CATI OH 11 LOCATION 12 
rt.II HD llf'IEAHIUIHF URP!S/UIHF U~EAH~3•URMSIUINF WIND IJl'!EAN/UIHF URMS/UINF UMEAN+3•URMS!UIHF 
AZ!l'IUTH (PERCENT> (PERCENT) (PERCENT) AZ UIUTH (PERCENT> <PERCENT) (PERCENT;. 
0.00 1£. 9 8.5 42.5 0 .00 24.1 12.2 60.7 
22.50 39.CJ 12.8 78.4 22.50 21 . 7 9.9 51 4 
45. 00 31 . 5 12.7 69.6 45.00 27.2 12.1 63.6 
67. 50 20.9 9.3 48.9 67.SO 20.8 10.S 52.3 
90. 00 2£.8 12. 1 63. 1 90. 00 20.7 S.9 4?.4 
12.50 16. 0 7.2 37. 5 112.50 14J.5 8.Q 43.7 
35.00 12. 1 4.7 26.3 135. 00 13.4 6.1 31 ? 
57.50 7.9 2.5 15.3 157.50 12.9 5.0 27.8 
80.00 12.2 4.7 2f,. 4 180.00 12.4 S.2 2? g 
02.5() 13.8 5.2 29.3 202.50 13.8 5.9 31. 5 
25.00 11. 8 4.5 25.2 225.00 13.0 s 4 29.3 
4 7. 50 17.7 9.6 46.6 247.SO 16.9 7.2 38. 4 
?0.00 12.6 5.9 30.3 270. 00 21.). 0 8.3 44. a 
92. 50 13.4 5.S 30. 1 2n .SO 20.1 9. () 47.1 
15 00 16. 7 9.0 43.5 315. 1.)() 21. 0 10.2 s 1 . a 
37. so 17.8 9.4 H .. 0 337. so 31 . 4 15.9 73. 2 
TABLE 2--PEDESTR!AN WIND YELOCITIES AND TUP£ULENCE !NTEHS!TlES 
(.:' P. H A F.' !:' J P. f, nn E p - - ~l t: '.: rn E ~ :: T 0 u P. 1 s T H D T E L COMPLEX 
LOC1HI ON 13 LOCATIOH 14 
IJ!ND Ul'IEAH/UIHF URl'IS/U INF UMEAH~J*UPMS!UINF LI l ND U!'IEAH/U I tff UR!'IS/UINF U~EAN+3*UR~S/U!NF 
AZil1UTH CPERCENT> <PERCENT> <PERCENT> AZif1UTli <PERCENT> <PERCENT> CPERCEHT) 
¢. C•G 23.7 11 . CJ 5c;. 4 0.00 21. 6 ,.5 50.2 
22.50 21. 4 10. 1 51.? 22.50 21.1 10. 1 51 . 3 
45. 00 36. t• 13. 1 75.e 45.00 21.1 10.1 51. 5 
67.50 23.5 10.9 56. 1 67.50 30.9 10.9 £3.5 
90. 00 14.5 E.. 2 33. 1 ,0.00 34.2 e.e e.o. e 
112. 50 14.8 5.7 31. 9 112.50 36. 0 9.7 65.0 
13~. OQ 1 7. 1 7.7 40. 3 135.00 22.2 12.0 58.3 
157.50 33.2 10.0 63.3 157.50 18.5 7.2 40. 1 
180.0Q 31.E- ,.8 61. 0 180.00 14. 8 6.3 33.7 
202.50 38.1 9.0 64.9 202.50 26.2 10.6 58.1 
22!1.00 40.5 ,.5 69.0 225.00 36.2 13.3 n.1 
247.50 .,.,. .... 13.2 66.7 247.50 28.9 12.6 E.6.6 _, . .:. 
270.00 2!1.3 12.0 61. 4 270.00 41 . 7 15.3 87.5 
292.St) 26.6 13.3 66.4 292.50 28.5 14.2 71 . 2 ........ 
315. 00 24.8 11. 6 59.5 315.00 15.e <} • 1 43.1 Vl 
337.50 27.6 10.6 ,,,4 337.50 22.1 10.6 53.9 c.o 
LOCATION 1:5 LOCATION 16 
WI ND Ul'IEAH/UINF UR"S/UINF UMEAN+J•URMS!U!NF LI I ND U!'IEAN/U I NF UR!'IS/UINF U!'IEAN~3*URMS/UINF 
AZIMUTH (FERCEHT/ ( PERt:nr:-) <PERCENT> AZ I l'IU TH CPERCENT> <PERCENT) ( PHCEHT) 
0. 0¢ 1'. 2 8.9 46.0 0.00 23.7 11 . 3 S7.5 
22.50 25.0 12.6 62.8 22.50 41 . 2 13.9 82 3 
45.0() 27.5 13.5 67.9 45. 00 40. 7 11 . e 76.1 
67.50 25.5 12.6 63.2 67 50 28.2 13.? 69.2 
90. 00 23.8 11.5 58.4 90.00 20.3 10.5 51. e 
112.50 16. 9 8. 1 41. 2 112.50 27.3 14.9 71 . 9 
135.00 19.7 9.5 48.2 135.00 43.1 14.3 ee .. o 
1 s?. sr:· 36.9 H•. 4 68. 1 157.SO 36.S 11 . 1 69.8 
180.00 21. 1 9.6 49.9 180.Ci<) 24.3 10.6 5f.. 0 
202.50 20. 4 10.6 52.2 202.SO 42.S 14.7 86.6 
225.00 32.6 14 8 77. 1 225.00 48.5 13.8 89.8 
247.50 24.9 1 ~. ., 61. 8 247.50 42.2 14. 7 86.3 ~.V 
270.00 23.4 11. 2 57.0 270.00 27.0 14.1 €-9. 4 
292.SO 20.9 9.8 So . .2 292 so 33.5 15.4 7~.7 
315. 00 19.8 10.4 51.1 315. 00 21 . 0 10.4 52.3 
337.SO 36.1 16. 4 85.3 33?. SI'.• 27.3 13.6 68. 1 
TABLE 2--P£DESTRIAN WIND VELOCITIES AND TURBULENCE INTENSITIES 
RAHARDJA CEHTER -- BUSIHESS TOURIST HOTEL COMPLEX 
LOCATION 1 7 LOCATION 113 
Ir.II ND UMEAN/U !NF UR!'IS/U!NF U~EAN~J•URMS/U!NF Id l ND U!1EAN/UINF URMS/UINF UMEAN+3•URMS/U!NF 
AZIMUTH (PERCENT) C PERCENT) (PERCENT> AZIMUTH <FERCE!iT) <PERCENT) <PERCENT) 
0.00 23.f. 12.7 61. 8 0.QO 14.5 6.6 34. 1 
22.50 26. 1 10. 6 57.9 22.50 34.4 14.3 77. 4 
45.00 10.5 0.7 44.7 45.00 26.9 13. 3 E·E·. e 
67.50 21. 0 9.7 50.2 67.50 1?. 4 a.o 41 . 3 
90 00 27.7 9.0 54.6 CJC•. 00 17.9 7.9 41 . s 
! 12 50 39.0 10.0 68.8 112.50 17.9 7.4 40.1 
135.00 42.0 9.5 70.E- 135.00 15.7 6.1 34.1 
1S7.50 34. 3 13. 1 73.b 157.SO 20.2 8 8 46. 5 
180.00 14.7 7.0 35. 7 180.00 17.2 7.9 41 . 0 
202.SO 12.8 5.4 28.9 202.50 33.4 15.9 81 . 0 
225.00 18.2 7.8 41 . 7 225.00 44. 5 13 . l 83.9 
247. so 17.2 ~.2 44.8 247.50 37.7 13.3 7?. 6 
270.00 15.7 6.9 36.4 270.00 19.4 11.0 52.4 
292.50 23.2 14.2 65.6 2~2.50 12.4 6.4 31 . ? 
315.00 33. 1 1 7. f, 85.8 315.00 9.9 3.8 21 . 5 
....... 
337. 50 49. 8 18.S 106.3 337.50 13.2 5.2 28.S 
O"I 
0 
LOCATION 19 LOCATION 20 
WIND Ul1EAH/UIHF URMS/UIHF U"EAH+3•URMS/UINF LI IN I> Ul'!EAN/UINF URl1S/U INF UMEAN+3*URMS/UINF 
AZIMUTH <PERCENT> <PERCENT> <PERCENT> AZll'!UTH <PERCENT> (PERCENT) (PERCENT i 
0.00 18.5 11. J 52.3 0.00 31.4 14. 5 74.8 
22.50 45.9 13.8 87.3 22.50 20.7 11 . 2 54.3 
45. 00 50.8 9.7 79.9 45.00 14.S 8.0 38.4 
67.50 61.3 10.8 93.8 67.50 19.3 11 . 1 52.7 
90.00 64.6 12.3 101. 5 c.JO.OQ 37.6 17.1 88.8 
112. so 64.7 12.0 100.6 112.50 54.1 14.6 9?.8 
135. 00 44.4 16. 3 93.3 135.00 52.0 15. E· 98.8 
157.50 16. 3 8.5 41. 9 157.5(• 18.4 10.1 48.7 
180.00 9.5 5. 5 26. 1 180.00 17.5 8.3 42.4 
202.Sti 17.2 8.7 43. 3 202.50 19.2 8.3 44 . 1) 
225.00 45.8 12. 1 82. 1 225.00 19.8 9.9 49. 3 
247.SO 41. 7 1S.O 86.6 247.50 30.2 15.4 76 5 
270.00 64.1 16. 7 114. 4 270. 00 26.9 16. 1 75. 2 
292. so 4 6. 1 14 9 90.8 292.SC• :28.7 14.9 73.3 
315.00 33.2 12.2 69.9 315.00 21. 4 11 . 2 54.8 
337.50 31 . 5 18.0 85.4 337.50 31 . 4 13. '3 73.1 
TABLE 2--PEDESTRIAN WIND VELOCITIES AND TURBULENCE INTENSITIES 
RAHARDJA CEHTER -- BUS!HESS TOURIST HOTEL COMPLEX 
LOCATION 21 LOCATION 22 
II.ii HD Ut'IEAH/UIHF URlciS/llIHF UMEAH+3*URMS/UIHF w Il'Ui U~EAH/UINF URMS/llINF UMEAH+3*URMSIUIHF 
AZIMUTH (PERCENT> (PERCENT> (PERCENT> AZ!!'IUTH ::PERCENT) (PERCENT> ::PERCENT> 
'). C•(;. 36.3 17.3 88.3 C•. 00 35.? 18.2 '30. 3 
22.50 28. 1 15.8 75.5 22.50 44.4 1cL5 103.0 
45. :,;.;;. 24. 4 13.3 64.2 45.00 35.7 13.1 75. 1 
£.7. 50 31. e 12.8 7 0. 1 67.50 32.3 12.3 E·~. 1 
90.00 37.7 16.8 88. 1 ,0.00 2,.0 11 . 4 63.2 
112. 50 34. 1 17.6 87. 1 112.50 26.6 11 .6 t· 1 . 2 
135.00 40.9 16. 7 90.9 135.00 23.!J 12. 1 60. 1 
157. 50 H.O c;i. 4 44.0 157.50 14.7 8. 1 3~.Q 
18 0. C•O 23. 1 11. 1 56.5 180.00 27.0 11 . 8 62.5 
202.50 41. CJ 16.9 92.5 202.50 32., 11.7 e.e. 1 
225.\.~0 57.5 16. 4 106.6 225.00 21.1 9.8 50.5 
247.50 44.7 16.9 CJS. 4 247.50 21. 5 10.2 ~2.2 
270.00 37.5 18.? 93.5 270.00 30.6 13.8 ?2.0 
292.50 32.4 1'. l 89.7 2422.50 23.7 11 . 2 57.2 ....... 
315.00 31.1 16.4 80.4 315.00 U.9 10.3 50.8 O'"l 
337.50 28.7 15.3 74.6 337.50 32.7 17.9 86.3 
....... 
LOCATION 23 LDCAT!ON 24 
WIHD UlciEAH/UIHF URl"S/ll INF U~EAH~3*URMS/UIHF WIND UPIEAH/UIHF URl"!S/UIHF UMEAH+3•URMS/UINF 
AZIMUTH fPERCEtH> (PE PC ENT; (PERCENT> AZ I l'IU TH !PERCENT> !PERCENT> !PERCENT> 
0. 00 26.5 12.2 63.1 0.00 15.4 7.9 39.1 
22.50 44.0 16.1 92.4 22.50 15.3 f,. 9 36. 0 
45 \,'I() s 1. 8 9.2 79.4 45.00 21.' 8.9 48.6 
67.50 68.1 9.5 %.5 E. 7. 5¢ 20.1 9.5 48. 6 
':'¢.;'.I;) 74.2 11 1 10 7. b 'S\0. 00 25.2 13.5 65.8 
11 2. 50 7 4. 1 13.e 115.~ 112 .SC; 23.2 11 . 6 58.1 
135.00 71. 7 16. 3 120. 5 135.00 16. !) 6 7 35.9 
157.50 35.2 13.4 75.4 157.50 13.9 f,. 5 33.3 
18¢. (l(l 22.1 8.4 47.4 180.00 1b.1 7.1 37.3 
202.50 37.7 15.7 84.9 202.50 10.3 7.0 41 . 6 
225.00 b9.3 16. s 118.8 225.00 28.4 10.5 59.9 
247.50 54. 1 16.9 104.8 24 7. 50 18.3 8.5 43.7 
270.00 63.9 14. 1 106.3 270.00 141. 7 9.7 48.9 
2C32. so 45.0 13.4 85.2 292.50 19.5 10. 1 49.8 
315. C•O 35.8 11. 9 71.? 315.00 15.5 7.9 39.2 
337. 50 28.2 12.5 65.8 337.50 21. 5 9.1 48.8 
LOCATION 25 
b.! I ND 
AZ!M!.JTH 
<) . Qt.) 
2 2. 5() 
45. t;q) 
€.7'.5~1 
? <;1. :~·~' 
1 1 2 5(< 
135.\.'it) 
157.5<) 
i 8 ¢. ~·ti 
2C1 2.5<) 
225' {."!(:• 






















1 e. 1 
TABLE 2--PEDESTRIAN WJN~ VELOCITIES AND TURBULENCE INTENSITIES 
~AHA~DJ~ CENTER -- BUSINESS TOUPtST HO!EL COMPLEX 
URMS/IJINF UMEAN~3*URMS!UINF 
(PERCE HT) (PERCENT) 
5. ~· 2 3. ~) 
11. 2 53.2 I--' .... .., .-..~ .., O'\ 0. ' 0 0. ' 
9.b 103.<:1 N 
t 2. t) 112. 4 
14 4 1<)2.1 1 .-. .... 
'·~ SS.2 t 2. e 72.4 
7.9 39.5 
10.7 5€·. (,t 
i 6. 1 91. 7 
14.4 8 €·. C) 
1 .... ~ 
• -'.. . .J 85.7 
14.0 87.6 
11.4 ? (•. 5 
1 c! . CJ s <".1. e 
TABLE 2--FEDESTRIAN WINO YELOCJTIES ~ND TUR~ULEHCE INTENSITIES 
RAHAROJ~ CEHT£R -- BUSINESS TOURIST fl-OTEL COftPLEX 
* '*' ~R£1HEST WcLU£S * * 
U"EAH..-"ti I Hf OR"S/UIHF' U~EAN+J*R"S/UIHF 
{ PERtENT) ( PERCE>H > \'PERCENT) 
LOC AZ rtEAH '-"S M+310tS LOC AZ 11EAH '-"S "+JF.f'IS LOC Ii z ttEAN R.ftS lt+3RMS 
........ 
4 45.0 BO 5 11 . 1 113.8 2 67.5 20.5 21 .£ 93 .2 5 45.1) £8.8 17. 3 120.7 ~ \J\I 
5 o7.5 7~.9 11 . a 115.4 10 2--· ... .:. . ..,J 50. 1 19. s 109.5 23 135.0 7L7 1,.3 t20.5 
4 67.5 7~.7 10.1 110 ,.;. 22 2 2 'S 44 4 U.5 t t) 3 . :.) 5 225 ~ H<. 9 1? . ti 11'.' 
,..,. 
L .> 90.0 H.4 12.0 112.4 a 90.0 37.6 19. 5 961 23 225.0 ~~.3 10. 5 118. 8 
4 22~. •:) ?5.0 11 . 4 109. t 21 292.5 32 4 19 . 1 e~.7 1~ 45.0. 72. 3 15.5 118.8 
25 ~7.S 74. 2 '·' 103.0 4 22.5 3 l. 4 1,.0 ~8.4 23 112.5 74. t 13.8 115.' 
23 90.0 74. 2 11 . 1 107., 1 7 337.S 49.B lS.S 106.3 5 b?.5 79., 11. a 115. 4 
23 112.S 74. 1 13.S 115.£ 21 270.0 37.5 18.7 '33. 5 19 270.0 E.4. 1 16.7 114.4 
4 202.S ?3. 0 11 . 1 106.2 9 C•. 0 40.S 18.2 95.2 I:' 202.5 71. s 14 . 1 11 4 . 2 .J 
!O 45.0 72.3 15.~ 118. 8 22 C•. 0 35.7 1€.2 90. 3 3 4 s . t) ~ 1 3 17.~ 11 4 . 0 
LOCATIOU H. 




t• 7. 5·r; 
9(t. (1;:( 
1 ! 2. 50 
13 S. C•(• 
15 7. 5C• 
1 SC•. C•1~ 
2<>2.59 
2 2 : •. "*''t. 
24 (. !'.:•O 
? t~ Ct. ,!,C• 
2~2.~0 







4 ~ •. C•o 
E,7 . 5<) 
9 C•. OC• 
1 l 2. so 
135. (••;< 
1~7.~•'' 
1 E: C·. (•c• 
~' ,, :: . ~-(: 
2 2 ::1 ~:-•.:· 
2-4 7. 5.;, 
~~? t;1 • r.:•:::( 
21;)2. ~C· 
31 ~·. t:•(f 

















4 9. ~t 
5~ (t 
tllHA!VIJJHf 
(PE RC t Nl '.t 
31. 1 
"~- . (I 
1 t: . :. 
H.'; 
1 ~. 2 
1 "J ,., ~·. L 
H.1 
1 ~·. 2 
1 1 ! 
1"' ? 
1 8. C• 
H.S 
P. .. .... , .. 1 
l 7. i 
~ :1. 2 
2 ~: . ~~ 
TA9LE 2--PEDESTRIA~ WIHD VELOCITIES AND TURBULENCE INTENSITIES 
















1 ! . 4 
1 i'. 3 
li!'"MS/IJJNF 
t PE RC F t!1 '• 
1 3 (,l 
B. 'I: 
") .·, 
t . .: 
t.. ~ 
f .. ~. 
5.~ 
3 . .( 
5.? 
4 ? 
~ .. 1 
?.9 




l 2 ~. 
B 1. 4 






5 2. E· 
51. 3 
1 2 ~·. 3 
12b 3 
t~; : 
0 ..,I ,.1 
9::.. ~. s 4. 1 
10 e.. 9 
U"EAN+3•URMS/UJNF 
<" f.'E. RC i· rP > 
70. ~· 
4 f.. 4 
~.:1 <':t 
;_{::.. t• 




? L . ··I 
... J ,,;· 
3 t'. fr.. 
4 1 . '! 
34. ~i 
1 ('. (• 
3~.? 
5~ .. l 













?Qi, . ~1 C· 
2:?5.:)0 
24l.~dj 
:!'!, ~). ~- ~> 
~'.~ ,{'. :~ 0 
31 :1. ~·O 
33 i'. ~·Ct 
LOCA1 JOH ~·~· 
\I JN D 
A? Jl'lll TH 
() . () <) 
2 2. 50 
~-c;,, I)!} 
6 7 . :,i;. 
·;, C• . ') ~> 
1,1<·.~0 
143'::> • ·::; C• 
1~7.~C· 
130: (IC• 
;;1.:~? • ~I,, 
~·~· :i. 0 C• 
2 4 ~ ... ~. (~ 















?~ . '3 
3:?. s 
~0.0 
{~I . 3 
18.3 
1s.4 





413 . I 
::: ~· l 
~· 1 . 3 








1 !. . ~· 









11 ' 1 
11 . 3 
l(J. € 
12 . i) 
1'.:. I 4 






lll<?r>~:/ll I NF 




14 . ~. 
1 «. ~· 
7.3 
s. 1 
8 . ., 
8.5 
JC·.? 
12 . i' 
10.5 
~ . 5 
~'. B 
1 ~I • 4 
1:;:.0 
,1 Ci . !3 
10 . 6 
10 . 6 
8 .5 
4 . 1 
5 .9 
i; .6 
7 . 4 
~: ::. 




·~ . 4 
4 . ~: 
€.- .1 
U~SAK+~•UHMS/UINF 
~ i··£.~:Cf. ti~;) 
92.;; 
7~· . t· 
86 . ;) 
?t!. t 
~t?. \) 
3? . ei 
~ ~ . 1 
!.17. 2 
~.f, . i' 
€· 1 . 4 










lrJl NO U !'I f !HU !_I I H F 
AZIPIUlH (Pf Rct tn > 
O.QQ E· e;,.;:, 
22. 5C• B.5 
4 ~.(JC• ,5.8 
'?. 50 32.~ 
90.(t(t 2:L 5 
112.~(c 4 1 . ? 
t 3~. 00 62.2 
157. :.·~ ,6."' 
180. 00 60.~ 
202. 50 ~2 0 
225. (t0 31. 2 
2-47.50 t ~. -4 
270. C)(t U.7 
2n. 5v 21.? 
31 s. C)(t 43.8 
337.50 6£.5 
lOCAllOH 32 
WI HD U,.EAH/UJHf 
AZI"IJTH <PERCENT> 
0.00 H.6 
22. !aO 38.5 
.. ~. (t(t 22.8 
,7.50 1 7. -4 
90.(tl) 38.3 
112. :.iJ 58.3 
13~. I)(< 61. 7 
157.50 36.8 uo. oc;. 32.e 
202.50 20.1 
22!1 . .;ro 29.5 
24 7. 5•) u:. 5 
270.CtO 11. 9 
29?.5•;• 1 -4 • :2 
315. Ots 5~.~ 
337.50 59.2 
TABLE 2--Pfi>fSHIRN WUif> YELOCtlHS ANf:> lUR8Ui.ENfii IHTEHSilHS 
RAHARDJA CENTFF, COHYEN110H HOlEL COMP!EX 
UR"S/UJHF U~EAM+3*URMSIUIHF 
< PE fl: Cf. tr! ) ( f-'E ~Ci·_ N1 ) 
1 t. 3 
11 . 1 
11 . 7 
13. 7 
'. f. 1 ~ . 4 
11 . e 
l Ct. 2 
10.7 
12.3 










l 0. f;: 
( 3 
tt., 












































LO(:fil ION ~l 
~r urn 
AZ Ulll1 H 
0.00 
22 .5(• 
4 ~ .-00 
6?. ~.,. 
90 .(d"• 
11 ? . ~· ~~ 
l 3 ~' . 1;.i;. 








33 7. ~·-C· 
l.O\.Al ION 
Id llHI 
AZ l f1UTH 
0.00 
22. 50 




l ?.~ Ot> 










UIH AH l'U I NF 





J 4. 9 
?.9. ~ 





:.~ :t !. 




U!'IE RH /U l Nf 
C PER Cf HT) 
41 . 5 
?S ? 
21 . 4 
33.2 
51 ·' 
31 . ' 1 t . 3 








51 . ? 
UR"S/U!MF U"fAH+3•URMS/UJHF 
<I-' t-R c:u; n ( -f'E.r.: CE. 11n 
10.~ 
1? ;' 
14 . 2 
13.0 
7 . 1 
1?. 2 
J.4 . 2 
J3 0 
13.4 
14 . b 






UR:iS/U I Nf 
(PERCE HT) 
8. 1 
g . 1 
f; . ~· 
12. '9 
12 . 6 
16. 4 
3.5 
3 . {.~ 
2.7 
9.6 






l t ~ . f. 
1 H ~ 




1 06. 7 
t 1 ~. 0 
120. 8 
t 12. ~ 
90.8 .,. , .. 
?8:2 
toQ. 3 







71 . ~ 
8,.7 


















4 ~. C:•t;• 




1 5?. 5•) 
180. (r(• 
202. 5 1) 
22~· - 0(.· 
247.~0 
2 7 (/.'.;I(; 
2.9:?. ~.o 
31 5. I)(• 






4 5. 00 





1 e". oc:· 
2(•2. 5•.) 
22~•. C•t.:· 
24 7. ~.::\ 
27(•. oi; 
292.50 
31 ~·. (·(• 
337.50 
U!HAN/U INF 






.I 3. t· 
31.~ 
18.7 
l C}. 3 
16. !f. 
~ i.- l 
~ 0 . ...J 
U·~ 
~I • ..;. 
3(>. 7 





l 4 e. 
1(1. b 
c;.5 
1 l . ? 
15.5 
1 2. 1 
24. 1 
l.' v. 1 




21 . 7 
39. E· 
TAStt= 7--F'~!'~S1f?!~N !:!Hit• \.'~t OC!l!fS ANt• ·:uf<•E:Ut ~tin HnEH·::;1 !f~: 








1 r -, ......... 
8. 1 
3.9 

























1 ..... . .:,_,_ ( 
57.8 
54.3 
4 ~·. 4 
6 :!~. 6 
88.3 
9 ~I. 4 
st.. 2 
3 , •. 4 
:q.~ 
3 ... ~· 




4 (. ? 
~ 11:· ..,, J._C, .,., 
UMEAH+3*URMS/UINF 
<fl: RrF N1 :• 
8~·. f. 
4 1 . 1 
24. 7 
22.3 




4 ~. 1 
45.3 
~ (•. 4 







;::? ; !':U ·1 H 
<) . (t t~ 
2. 5:..f 
5 .(• (• 
? ~. {,\ 
f). 00 




2 ~ <> 
~· . (<t ( 
., "" : . .,.,.· ... · 
I). (.t 0 
2. :,(1 
~] • <) (' 
7 . 5 c~ 
LOCATION 37 
bl IND 

















! 5. C•O 
3? 50 
ili'IEMULl!NF 
'· Pt i.: Ct li 1 :• 




1 7. 0 
13. r; 
16. E· 




... i ,., 
4 . 3 
2. •7J 
7' ~ 
,) . ·:j 
ll!H· AH /ii! NF 
( PHCE'H"T) 
4 . 5 
E. . i' 
i;. . 7 
5 . 1 
4 . 2 ., ... 
·-' ! 





:d . ~ 
€.4 . 1 .. ~ " P:•Q. 0 
~·4 . e 
H.6 
UPi'!S!!JiNF LIMfAN+3:toURM3/UiNF 
<. Fi· R CHI! ) < PE. R CE H l :• 
€ .. 1;. 
1 Ci. 7 





4 . 9 
4 . () 
~.9 
1 C• . €. 
1 C; . 5 
12. 2 
1 i p 
1 i) '> 





l v. 7 
16.? 
11 . 0 
12. s 
JC. . 1 
1s.0 
l 7. 2 
12.1 
14 . ':' 
H 0 
12. 4 
1 4 . ? 
i 2. 8 
12.? 









1? . ~· 
~·E· . I :.o 9 
80. 3 
88.3 
64 . j 
:it . 2 
UMfA~+~~UR~S/UJNF 
(f-'ffr'CfHl) 
-; . 2 
tc• . a 
CJ • e 
t 0 . 2 
? . l 
9 . ::· 
i 1 .0 
1 0 . 2 e. . 3 e. . 9 "' ., -,. . "-
~ . 5 
H• .3 
11 . 8 
c:: • -,. . "' 
8 . ? 




















































4 3. 8 
47.2 





















TASLE 2--PEDESTRIAN WIN& VELOCill~S AN~ lURBULENCE IHTEHSITIES 
RAHARDJA CENTER, COHV£N110H HOTEL COMPLEX 
UUS/UJHF 











1 s. 1 
1 !•. 2 
14.2 





! 3. 5 





l?.5 u.. f, 
14. 0 
1 3. 1 
14.7 
l 2. 4 
1 3. €. 
13.4 




























: Q 3. 1 
1(I0. 3 
























~ ! ~ . ~~,.'.~; 














~~ J. 00 
24 7. !50 

















t 7. e 








? 1 . 3 




l 5 . 1 
23. (• 
gj 
34 . 1 
20.3 
35.e 
41 . 7 
llPMS/lJJNF 









l 4. 0 
11 . ~ 
13.9 
~.6 
l 0. 7 
~ 2 
7 !) 
7 .-, .... 
Uli'l'iS/UltiF 
(PER CE N 1 ~ 
1 .-. ... il. . .;) 
13.6 
2 t . 1 
23.4 

































6 . '1 
t· . ~ 
13 . 9 
1 ~ ~ 
._1 • ' 
::: . 6 
4 . 0 
3 .6 
4 .Q 
€- . 1 
6 .6 
'5 . ~ 
8 .5 
5 . 1 
9 .6 





LJ I HO Lll'IEAH/UIHF 
A2111llTH <PERCENT:· 
0.00 32.e 
22. 5!) 34. (• 
4 5. (11': 27. 1 
67 50 32.9 
90 (,•() 34. 5 
11 2. 50 39. (• 
135. C.•I'} 37.5 




247.50 29. (' 
270. (,-() 35.7 
292.50 24. (t 
315.or, 37. 8 
337.50 2B.O 





45. Ov 29. 1 
67.50 22.3 
90. 00 14.0 
11 2. 50 24. t,i 
135. 00 26.6 
157.5C• 39.9 
18(>. 00 '4 5. l 
202.50 49.5 
225. (i<) 4 7. 1 
24?.50 3 ..... .;,. ::. 
270. 00 1 7. 1 
292.~0 H.O 
315.vv 16.7 
337. !;Ct 15.4 
TASLE 2--PEDfSTR!AN Y!HD VELOCITIES AHD TURBULEHCE INTENSITIES 
RAHARDJA CENTE~. CONYENlION H01£L COMPLfX 
URl'IS/UINF UMEAN+3•URMS/UINF 
<PERCENT:• <PERCENT! 
1 4 . 1 
15.6 
14.3 
1 2. 1 
1 l . 4 
11 . 3 
1 3. 1 
lb. 4 
1 3. 4 
10.5 
12.5 
1" .. • .::. . t 




U RMS/ U IH F 
(PERCENT) 





















( J . ::. 
n.7 
...... 7 
0 t. -· 
71 . " 51. 1 ,s.e 
6?. 1 e 7. <:· 
















? 1 . 1 
3':. 5 







2 2 . !:d.\ 
4 s (! 0 67:so 
90 C•</ 
1 2 5 t• 
3 ~I.(:• C· 




4? 5 C• 














5? ~ •) 
8 0 i) (• 
02.50 
25.00 
4?. 5 !_\ 
7 0 . ~ti 
9 ~· 5 ;;.\ 
15. (I (I 
3?. ~ C• 
UMEAH/UINF 
<P~RCEHT~ 
4 () 3 
4(, . 5 
~~:1 




































1 i f 
1 !) ( s . ~) 



















10 . 5 
12. 3 JE.: 
21 . 5 
13 . E. 
16. 4 
1 ()5 ·3 
1 01 . ~ 
















l 32. 7 





114 . 5 
1 15. 8 
8v. i:. 




1 23. 8 
123.Q 




TASLE 2--PEDESTRIAH YIHD YElOClTIES A~D TURBULENCE INTENSl TIES 
RAH AIU•:! A cm TEfL CONYEHT!ON HOTEL CO~PLEX 
LO CATI CH 46 LOCATION 47 
WIHD !Jl'IEAN/UIHF URl'tS/UIHF UftE~N+3•URMS/UINF LI IHI> Ul'tEAN/U I HF URl'IS/U I HF UMEA~•3*UPMS/UINF 
AZHlUTH C PERCE HT i (PERCE HT i C PERCE HT> AZ I PIUTH <PERCE HT) (PERCENT) ( P El''.CEtlT; 
0.00 58., 15.5 105. 4 0. ()i) 22.8 8.9 4';l 4 
22. 50 i'2. 3 1b.6 122. 1 22. 5(• 21 . 3 8.7 4?. 5 
45.00 26. f, lb. 2 75. 1 45.00 16.8 8.2 41 . 3 
67. 50 1, 9 10.0 5 C•. C• 6?. 5.:;. 14 .6 6.8 34.9 
90.00 20.4 11. 1 53.7 90 00 9.4 3.4 19. 7 
112.50 1£. 1 ? . 1 37. 5 11 2 5 •.;. 10 5 3.9 21 . ~ 
135. 00 17., e.7 4 3.' 135. "0 14. 8 7.0 35.7 
157.50 35.8 20.6 'H. 5 15?. '5 "' 20.1 8.4 45.4 teo.oo 55.7 lCJ.5 114 1 180.00 17.7 7.8 41 . 0 
202.50 70.3 1£.0 118. 2 2~'2. 5:;. 2•.). 0 9 ? H.O 
2 2 5. 0\• 70.C) u.. e 121.3 225.vO 25.:: 1¢.3 5f..3 
247.~() 61 . 1 H.8 1 l 1 . 4 24 7. ! 0 16.2 7.0 37.3 
270.00 u. 2 18.3 121.0 270.00 17.S 7.3 39.3 
292.50 4£. 3 2Ci. 9 108.9 292. 50 18. \) ? .4 40.2 ...... 
315. (It'; 24.e 11. E. 5,. 7 315.(:0 24.4 s.e 50.8 O") 
337.50 42.2 13.S 83.6 33 7. =-\) 26 0 10.6 58.3 tO 
LOCATION 48 LOC~H IOtf 49 
WIHI> !Jl'IEAH/UIHF UR"S/UJHF U"EAH+3•URMS/UINF LI IND Ul'tEAN/UINF !JR!'IS/UINF UMEAH+3*UR!'IS/UIHF 
AZil'IUTH (PERCE HT) (PERCE HT) <PERCENT> ~Zlf'!UTH (PERCENT:• ( PERCH!T ;. (PERCE HT;: 
0. (l(l l i. l :5. E. 2c;.? o. o<:: 46 e 18 7 l 03 t 
22. :50 20.1 10., :52 1 22. ~·) 38. 1 1~.0 83.0 
4~. (!Q 24. E. 10.4 5~.7 45.00 28.Q 10.0 57., 
67. :50 13.6 5. 1 28.8 6?. :50 2?.4 11 . 5 e.2. Q 
CJO.OQ 8.8 3.0 17.7 c;;" . i) ,, 41 . 1 20 ' 193., 
1 ! 2. 50 13.5 4.9 28.2 11 2. 5 .:· 30.9 14 t) 74 .9 
1 3 5 . 0(• lEo. 8 8. 1 41 1 13 ~. (;;;. 21 €· 11 6 5€·. 3 
15 7. 5,\ le. 5 ,,3 4~.3 15 7. 5 :;. 13.S 8.4 39. 1 
180.00 U. l 7.8 3';!. 3 180.00 16.0 '·' 45.8 202.50 12.6 5.2 28.2 202.~0 1€.1 11 . 2 51 . 6 
225.00 15.3 7.8 38.8 225.QO l c;. 7 1 1 . '1 ·:-.5. 4 
247.50 13.9 5.6 30 6 24 7 5:;. 1 s . '5 lC• ·;t 51 . 1 
27¢.(10 ti.CJ 7.7 40. l :U0.00 17. 3 10.3 48.l 
292.~0 15.7 7.5 38.3 2, 2. 50 24 3 11 . 3 58.3 
31~.oo 13. e 5.7 30.~ 31 5 ()Ct 36. 1 12., 74 8 
331. 50 12.7 4.5 2£.. 3 33? .5() 4 t . 9 15 . 4 E:? . ·3 
LOCATION 50 




45. (:0 2c;. 3 
b 7. 50 29.4 
c;o. oo 28.6 
112.50 39. 3 
135. 00 33. 7 
157. 5(1 29.0 
18v. oo 27.Q 
202. s::· 46 4 
225.00 34. 9 
247.50 2b. 1 
270. 0(• 22.4 
292.50 29.7 
315.(H) 2 !S. 1 
337.50 20. (.a 
LOCATION 52 
WI HC< U"EAN/U IHF 
AZIMUTH C PERCENT) 
0.00 18. 5 
22.50 33.4 
45. (1 0 34. 9 
E.7. 50 21.0 
CJ(t. 00 38. 1 
112. 50 4 0. 1 




225.¢0 27. 1 
247.50 3E.. 3 
270.0(t 4 Ci. E. 
292. si:· 29.3 
315.00 2 0. 1 
337.So 13.2 
T~SLE 2--PEDESTRIAH YIND VELOCITIES AND TURBULENCE INTENSITIES 







1 l . 6 
17.4 
18.9 
1 5. 1 
1 5. 2 
21.7 
18. 7 
































CJ 1 . 0 
71.7 
59 '5 













E· l: 5 
4 t• 5 
65.7 
78.S 




LO CAT ION 51 
LI INt• 
AZ I !'l!J TH 
0. ()() 
22. 5<) 
4 5 . (<:") 
:; 7. s \,• 
~l 0. "0 
112.50 
13 5. 0 (; 
15?.5~· 
1eo.1;. i:· 





33 7. 5Ci 
Ui'tEAN/UJt~F 
< fERt.::Et-IT ;. 
24.2 
39 7 




























































TASLE 2--PEDESTRIAN WIND VELOCITIES AHD TURBULENCE INTEHSiTIES 
RAHAF.t•U1 r:n!TEP .· COHVEHTIOH HOTEL C0"PLEX 
* * GREATEST \.'ALUES * * 
Ut1EAH/U I HF URHS/l!INF UMEAH+3*R"S/UINF (PERCENT) <PERCENT:• (PERCfNT) 
LOC AZ l'IEAN Rf'IS IHJRNS LOC AZ rtEAH RMS 1'!+3Rf'!S LOC AZ F1EAN Rl'!S l"l.,.3RfiS 
.-
31 C•. 0 82.S 10.9 115.6 43 G?.5 44. 2 25.5 12 C•. G 4 1 67.5 71 . 3 23. 4 14 1 . 3 ........ .-
45 315.0 62.3 13.& 123.0 39 135.0 54.0 24.S 128.4 43 45.0 7 2. 1 . .,,.,. 7 .:..e. . .;J 139.1 
45 33? .5 82.3 1,.4 131 . ' 52 135.0 4 7. C• 24.0 11 9 . 0 4 1 4 s. e· ?4.5 21 . 1 13 7 . -~ 
31 22. :5 St'. 7 12.0 116. 5 41 67.5 ? 1 . !, .... ., "' 141 3 45 0.0 ?::.•. 0 20.9 132.7 ..:_..,) . ..,. 
31 UC•. O 80.6 13.4 120.e 43 45 0 7 2. 1 22.3 1H. l 45 33?.S s :2. 3 16.4 131 . 6 
31 337 .5 78.3 10.9 110.9 41 337.5 41. 7 22.3 1,) e . t=. H 135.0 54.0 24.8 128.4 
31 157.5 7£.0 13.0 115.0 43 337. 5 445 22.0 11 0 . E- 26 225. Ci 69.5 18. 9 126.3 
41 45. C• 74.5 21 . 1 137. 9 43 0 '(• J. {). 3 21. 9 1:_;5 . -~ ? ,. _i:;. 2C2.5 6 4 ,, 2t°'. 5 12 5. 3 
46 22.5 72. 3 1E.. 0 122. 1 5 :J 2=.'.;:. 5 4 t.. 4 .-.. ..., l i i. ? 45 292.5 5·;.. 3 21 . 5 123.8 'l . ' 
43 45.0 ?2. 1 22.3 139. 1 45 292.5 59.3 21 . 5 123.8 45 315.0 82.3 13. ~ 123. 0 
TABLE 3 
PERCENTAGE FREQUENCY OF WIND DIRECTION AHD SPEED 
SINGAPORE A!RPORT (1~55-1964) 
SEASON : AfJ!'JllAL NO OF OBS = 2~121 HT OF MEAS = 3:!:. FT. 
VELOC!TY LEVELS ! N MPH 
c~ r P £ c r r o ti (1-· 6 7 - 1 f: 1 ·1- ~ 1 '7 .-. .... ; ~-
N 5 . 2 c~ . 7(1- (; . () () . (\ t\ l'«., 5 ? (; ............... 
NNE b . (U) 2 . 4 () Cr. t'H) t.) . () l~I B.4o 
HE 4 . 4 () 3 . 1 c! . l i) ij . (i ~; 7' . t.;, :::~ 
HIE . 9 () . 7,1 (1 . (t (', 0 . (t '~· 1 . b () 
E 1 . 2 i) . 30 ,, . () (· (! . f) .:; 1 . 5 \) 
ESE 1 ·J {1 31) <) . ()(; <;1 . ~) 1) 1 . 5 (1 . ._ •./' 
SE 3. tc• . €,.(1 ·~·. CtC Cr . i,.'n:J 3 . ;' t) 
SSE 2.'H1 . bf~I C•. <H• Ci. C1 0 3. 5 Ci s 4. 9 ( 1 1 . '11~1 c;.. Ot) ()_ (,! •'.> t• . 8 () 
SS!:.! 1 . 9 () . ·1 ~) Ci.()() ~) . r.1 () 2. s (,) s l1.i 1 . 8 (.t ((;: (;! . (_) f) I"':'!. 2) 1"0'1 2. 5 (: 
id Sh.I 1 ') .... .fi'; (1. CHt c).•)t) i . ? ·:· . -" w 2. (1(1 . 7C' v. 0(1 0. t)t~ 2. 6 t} 
YtHJ .90 . 2:) t.) . {) t.) c•. o •:S 1 . 1 0 
t-H.i 1 . 5 {) . 2C: ('.I . C: (: (1. (: 0 1 . 7 () 
NNM 1 . 1'~1 . 2C1 (). ()~) ').:::)<) 1 3 r) 
CALM 45. 6 () (:i . v(,• ·~· . C) () Q. () 1:) 45.t,{; 






SUMMARY OF WIND EFFECTS ON PEOPLE 
Beaufort Speed 
number (mEh) 
Calm, light air o, 1 0- 3 
Light breeze 2 4- 7 
Gentle breeze 3 8-12 
Moderate breeze 4 13-18 
Fresh breeze 5 19-24 
Strong breeze 6 25-31 
Near gale 7 32-38 
Gale 8 39-46 
Strong gale 9 47-54 
Note: Table from Reference 4, p. 40. 
Effects 
Calm, no noticeable wind 
Wind felt on face 
Wind extends light flag 
Hair is disturbed 
Clothing flaps 
Raises dust, dry soil and 
loose paper 
Hair disarranged 
Force of wind felt on body 
Drifting snow becomes airborne 
Limit of agreeable wind on land 
Umbrellas used with difficulty 
Hair blown straight 
Difficult to walk steadily 
Wind noise on ears unpleasant 
Windborne snow above head 
height (blizzard) 
Inconvenience felt when walking 
Generally impedes progress 
Great difficulty with balance 
in gusts 
People blown over by gusts 
174 
TABLE 5 
CALCULATION OF REFERENCE PRESSURES 
Basic wind speed from table below: 
Fastest 3-second gust at 57 m = 40 m/s 
Mean hourly wind speed = 40 25.0 m/s at 57 m = 1.60 
(300) 
.17 
Mean hourly gradient wind speed = 25.0 = 33.2 m/s 57 
Mean hourly wind at reference location = 
u~ = gradient wind = 33.2 m/s 
Reference Pressure 2 = 0.5pU~ = (0.5)(1.226 kg/m3 )(33.2 m/s) 2 
2 Use 675 N/m = 675 N/m2 
Based on meteorological data supplied to us,* the 100-year 
recurrence 3-second gust at 57 m above ground at 4 stations are given 
below using the assumption of a 0. 16 power law profile. A Type I 
extreme value analysis was used. 
Years 3-sec gust, 57 m elev. 
Location Record 100-.i'.:r 2 m/s 
Tengah Airfield 20 42 
Fullerton Building 30 35 
Paya Lehar Airport 26 35 
Changi Airfield 8 42 
Hourly mean data* were not consistent with peak gust data in comparison 
to strong-wind data from other sources (the gust factor appears to be 
larger than normally found). Thus the mean hourly data were not used. 
Because of the differences between sites, and because the Fullerton 
Building data may be low due to its siting, we recommend a 40 m/s 3-sec 
gust at 57 m elevation for a 100-yr recurrence wind. 
*Letter dated 12 January 1982 from Foong Sze Fook, Director 
Meteorological Services, Singapore 
TABLE 6A. PEAK LOADS FOR COHFIGURATIOH A : RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL CO"PLEX 
LARGEST YALUES OF CLAOOIHG LOAD REFERENCE PRESSURE a 675 PA 
TAP AZI- PRE SS HE CiA T I YE POSIT IYE TAP AZI- PRE SS tlE GA TI YE POSIT IYE UP AZI- PRE SS NE GA T lY E POSITIYE 
"UTH COE FF PEA!( PEAK "UTH COE FF PEAK PEAK ftUTH COE FF PEAK PEAK 
PA -- -- ---- PA -- -- ---- PA 
11Q1 70 -2. 12 -1431.S S82.8 l1 11U 250 -1. 71 -1193.0 702.9 1241 3SO -1. 32 -891. 8 734 .2 
1102 70 -2.04 -1314.!5 511.8 t150 2 !50 -2.20 -1483.£ '84 .3 1242 0 - 1. 48 _,,,.' 770 .o 
1103 70 -1. 46 _,83.2 i78.6 1151 90 -2.40 -1623.2 07.3 1243 0 -1. 73 -1165.8 730 .3 
1104 280 -1. 29 -869.4 509.5 tt 52 90 -1. 95 -1318. 9 Ol. 9 1244 0 -2.36 -1595.0 863.8 
1105 ,0 -1. 3, -C)13.8 672.4 1153 90 -2.21 -1492.5 458.6 1245 190 -1. 48 _,,7. 3 834 .2 
1106 300 -1. 53 -1035.4 '". 1 
1154 290 -1. 71 -11:S3. 7 36£.4 124, 180 -1. 51 -1021.7 751. 4 
1107 ZCJO -2. 12 -142,.3 685 .2 1155 260 -2.0C) -1410. 3 458.4 1247 180 -1. 53 -1034.2 751. 6 
1108 300 -2.34 -1582.0 881.7 1156 240 -3.44 -2321.3 426.7 1248 180 -1. '° -1081.t 71'. 4 
11 OCJ 0 -2.50 -1689.7 £8'.' 1201 1,0 -1.71 -1154.5 603 .3 1249 180 -1. 34 -907.5 744 .4 
111 (t 8(1 -1. 65 -1114.6 786.0 1202 350 -1. 52 -1026.0 6'0 .0 1250 340 -1. 60 -1080.5 737.6 
lt 11 2,0 -1. 87 -1262.2 609.4 1203 340 -1. 45 -977.' 54' .6 1251 0 -1. 76 -1186.5 742.0 
1112 3 00 -1. 86 -1254.9 838.' 1204 0 -1." -111'.4 536.2 1252 320 -t. 32 -892. 4 791.7 
111 3 300 -1.,:J -1300. 1 805.4 1205 3,0 -1. 86 -1258.7 571.2 1253 330 -1." -1054.6 718.' 
111 4 10 -2. 72 -1837.2 832. 0 120£ 350 -1." -lt20.8 541. 9 12'4 330 -1. 73 -116'. 2 780. 1 
1115 350 -2.23 -1508.4 812.1 1207 350 -1. 78 -1202.2 722. 0 1255 350 -1.53 -1033.1 638. 7 
1116 20 -1. 74 -1172.7 827.0 1208 10 -1. 72 -11'3.2 824.5 125, 180 -1. 59 -1071.7 737. 8 
1117 2,0 -1. '1 -1084. 1 54)5.9 1209 0 -t. 64 -1105. 4 678.5 1257 180 -1. 64 -1106.1 654.2 
1118 300 -2.01 -1357.7 778 .8 1210 1 ~Q -1. 83 -1232.8 814.4 1258 180 -1.41 -954.4 '97.5 
111' 300 -1.'3 -1099. 2 871.8 1211 260 -1. 82 -1230.5 785.7 1259 350 -1. 55 -1048.9 7'2 .1 
112 0 JOO -1. 73 -1167.7 795.9 1212 350 -1. 52 -1022. 7 825.8 12'0 0 -t. 53 -1030.7 703.6 ....... 
1121 0 -2.~' -1389.1 698.4 1213 35<- -1. 54 -1037.7 783 .8 12' 1 lO -1." -1118.4 715.3 """'J 
1122 290 -1. £3 -1102.9 7, 7. 1 1214 350 -2.28 -1541.l 826., 12'2 to -2.07 -1397.J '93 .1 V1 
1123 300 -1. 94 -1307.9 ,75.1 1215 350 -2.03 -1370.1 789. J 1263 10 -2. 23 -1503.1 780.1 
1124 300 -2.58 -1740.8 778 .8 121' 0 -1. '' -1344.1 787.J 12, .. 190 -2.25 -151'. 7 517.8 
1125 3 00 -1. 52 -1026.0 860.2 1217 0 -3.23 -2180. 5 816 .4 12'5 180 -2.01 -1356. 3 553.9 
11 ;H,. 30 -2.00 -1350.4 7b4.S 1218 0 -2.98 -2012.2 870.7 12'' 250 -1. 71 -1152.4 680.7 
112 7 280 -2.39 -1'13.£ 734.3 12U 170 -1. 65 -111,.5 780.7 12'7 250 -1.01 -684. 3 533.4 
1128 80 -1. 64 -1104. 7 714.0 1220 180 -t. '8 -1135.8 785.7 12'8 340 -1. 44 -970.' '1'. l 
112~ 300 -1. ,8 -133'.0 760.5 1221 190 -1. 45 -981. 2 841. 8 12£9 350 -1. '° -1077.5 671.' 
1130 300 -2.0' -1392.0 782.8 1222 2£0 -1. '2 -1094.1 793.7 1270 10 -1. 83 -1232.2 "3. 5 
1131 3 06 -2.01 -135,.3 828.9 1223 350 -1. '1 -1084.2 871. 1 1271 0 -2.24 -1509.1 664 .4 
1132 20 -1.80 -1213.0 ?25.5 1224 0 -1. 77 -1192.J 882. 7 1272 10 -2.07 -1398. 9 '88. 3 
1133 280 -1. 94 -1310.7 773 .2 1225 0 -2.21 -14'2.6 786.0 1273 240 -1. 20 -807.6 352.6 
1134 2'0 -1. 87 -1262. 2 708.3 1226 350 -2.26 -1524.7 824.5 1274 240 -2.00 -1349.6 356.0 
1135 290 -1. 86 -1254.4 640.8 1227 10 -1. 98 -1334.0 923.4 1275 2£0 -1. 11 -745.9 454.3 
1136 30(• -2. 12 -1434.0 823.9 1228 350 -1. 60 -1077.6 799. 1 127£ 2£0 -1. 34 -902. J 744 ·' 
1137 300 -1. 48 _,,,. 5 838 .8 1229 180 -1.35 -914.2 758.9 1277 330 -1. 71 -1152. 5 741. 6 
1138 300 -1. 82 -1230.2 654 ·' 1230 0 -1. 2~ -SH. 2 785.6 1278 
340 -1. 54 -1039.1 785.4 
113' 240 -2.2i -1528.5 700.4 1231 350 -1. 35 _, 11. 3 785.9 1279 30 -t. 5' -1073.0 752.0 
1140 80 -1. 81 -1221.3 658.2 1232 350 -1. 63 -1100.8 800.3 1280 0 -2. 15 -1451.9 6'7.2 
11 41 70 -1. 93 -12,,.s 637 .5 1233 350 -1. 61 -108,.2 827.0 1281 0 -t." -1342.2 729 .3 
114 2 250 -2.23 -1507.1 8'4 .5 1234 350 -1. 80 -1217.2 836. 5 1301 270 -3.39 -2290.7 '25. 5 
1143 2 50 -1.n -1141.2 739.S 1235 0 -1. 65 -1114.8 900.4 1302 270 -2.1' -1480.3 ,, ... 8 
1144 30 -1. 7, -1187.0 , .. , . l 123' 0 -1. '" -1081.8 857.5 1303 270 -1. 45 -978.' 
734 .2 
1145 240 -1. 96 -1320.:I 649.7 1237 350 -1. 31 -887.0 744 .8 1304 260 -1. 82 -1231.9 647 ·' 
114£. 240 -1. 87 -1264.2 57,.9 1238 180 -1. 49 -1006.1 73&. 7 1305 100 -1.89 -1275., 625. 5 
1147 250 -2.01 -1355. 8 485.2 12:n 180 -1. :n -896..£ 7S5.7 1306 280 -1. 22 -821. 0 ,,5.4 
1148 250 -2." -178£.8 723.4 1240 180 -1. 33 -896.6 78 l . 9 1307 too -2.25 -1521.5 678.1 
TABLE frA. FE~K LOADS FOR COHFIGURATIOH A : RAHARDJA CEHTER -- BUSIHESS TOURIST HOTEL COMPLEX 
LARGEST VALUES OF CLADDING LOAD REFERENCE PRESSURE = £75 PA 
TAP AZI- PRESS NEGAT IYE POSITIVE TAP AZI- PRESS NEGATIVE POSITIVE TAP AZI- PRE SS NE GA T 1 YE POSI TlYE 
PIUTH COEFF PEAie: PEAK MUTH COE FF PEAK PEAK ftUTH COEFF PEAK PEAK 
PA -- -- -- -- PA -- -- ---- PA 
1308 1 00 -3. 13 -2113.8 ,45.9 135£ 90 -3. 18 -2145.8 380.8 144' 0 -2.33 -1571.2 445 .0 
1309 270 -1. 79 -1209.6 77';.3 1357 eo -1. 54 -1038.0 329.5 1447 10 -2.eo -1892.£ 534 .8 
13 tc:1 270 -2. 12 -1428.1 7,5.8 1358 100 -1. 73 -11,4.7 389.3 1448 10 -1. ?8 -1199.2 ?10.4 
13 11 2£0 -2.25 -1521.4 742.3 1401 10 -2.81 -18'f,. 3 ft"'· 0 144' 30 -1. iS -1113. 2 690. l 
1312 100 -2.09 -1410.8 785.8 1402 10 -2." -2000.3 ?S'·' 1450 1 70 -1. 24 -83?.5 '88 .5 
1313 l 00 -1. 71 -115£.9 801. 2 1403 10 -2.28 -1'42.3 799.6 1451 170 -1. 46 -988. 4 687 .6 
1314 100 -1. ?1 -1157.0 772. 9 1404 10 -1. 84 -12-41.9 644 .1 14 52 180 -1. '4 -1105. 1 '88. 4 
1315 26Ci -2. 3' -1'14. 2 786 .1 1405 30 -1.87 -1263.8 637.' 14~3 180 -1. 74 -1171.5 717.3 
13 1 t. 280 -2. 43 -1639.2 811 . 7 140, 0 -1. 78 -1203.3 538.2 1454 190 -1. 41 -9'2. 4 773. 9 
131 7 100 -1. 92 -1297.6 789. 1 1407 1 (l(t -1.E.2 -10'4.1 590.2 1455 10 -1. 95 -1315.8 343.6 
1318 110 -1.82 -1231.1 805.b 1408 30 -1. 55 -10•0., 599.3 1'45, 10 -2.02 -1362.8 575. 1 
131, l ¢0 -2.40 -1621.0 840.5 14 (t' 1 7(• -1. '4 -1307.9 6'2. 0 1457 20 -1. 75 -1181.8 632.4 
132(t 110 -2.02 -13£5. 7 75,.7 1410 10 -2.01 -1355.5 831 . ., 1458 30 -1. 49 -1008.9 ?9?.3 
1321 2 '° -2.51 -1'92.0 804.0 1411 30 -2.27 -1533.7 83€..4 145') 30 - 1. 31 -881. 5 '24. 9 1322 2£0 -2.24 -1509.3 7'4.2 1412 30 - 1. ,4 -1105.2 821.' 14'0 1,0 -1. 41 -990.? 5?9., 
1323 28(1 -2.0CJ -1408.4 774.' 1413 30 -1. 47 -990. 7 872.7 l4il 180 -1. 71 -1157.2 554.0 
1324 270 -1. 96 -1321.7 774. 7 1414 40 -1. 53 -1035. 1 920.5 14'2 190 -1. '' -1120.0 '3'. 3 
1325 110 -2.0i -1388. 4 848.6 141, 30 -1. '5 -111~.o 814. 7 1463 190 -1." -1123. 2 708.8 
132£ 280 -2. 14 -144G.6 142. 2 141, 100 -1.29 -8''·' 813.0 1-464 20 -2.81 -1894.9 498. 5 1327 270 -2.44 -16'44.4 762. 5 1417 180 -1 81 -1221.6 7,5.3 14'5 20 -2.46 -1663. 8 536.0 ....... 
1328 2£0 -2.2' -152£.7 791 .1 t-418 t 80 -1.70 -1150. 0 ?71.' tUb 20 -2.b7 -1800.1 bll.0 
......., 
1329 100 -2.0Q -U50. CJ 751. 7 14 1 43 350 -1.97 -132,.e, 773.' 14, 7 30 -1. 58 -1ou. s 626. 0 
O") 
133<) 310 -2.27 -1535.3 742. 7 1420 350 -2. l)Q -1351.1 802.Q 14'8 3Q -1.GO -11)?£.8 619.b 
1331 1¢0 -2.27 -1532.0 75,.0 14 21 3 (t0 1. 24 -e 21. 1 837.f, 14f.' 4Q -1.5, -1073., 51' .2 
1332 270 -2.52 -1b'99.8 800.2 1422 170 -1.38 -930. 2 827.3 1470 150 -1.81 -1221.4 44' ·' 
13 33 1(1¢ -2.30 -1H6.4 71E·. 3 1423 200 1. 29 ··338.6 8,,.0 1471 l ?O -2.24 -15~8.8 5S3.7 
1334 2 ~~ . 2. '30 1 S5(l. 6 743.' 1424 HO t. 1 a -739.8 7')4. 2 1472 Ht) ·2.32 · 15H. t) 527., 
13 ::s 300 - 2. i 2 ··1428.7 774 5 14.25 1 70 -l."-3 --1ocn. l B43.3 1473 40 -2.32 ··1566.2 4'6.6 
13H. 27() -2.24 -15i1.6 78?.? 1426 i ~Q -1. H -132?.7 841 9 1474 1 ~o -1.51 -1022.2 517.0 
l33i 110 -2. za ·153CJ.1 "'. 1 1427 1 (l(t - 1. 72 -tti.3.6 73~.~ i 4 7S 3t) ·• 1 . i;s ·1336.6 f," ·' 1J.3 g 11(\ ·• Z. 16 . ! 453. 1 ?31. 5 142\3 I) ·2. 42 1~33. 1) :;44. 3 14?6 30 1 . ?O -1144.6 ?' r) • 5 
1339 330 ·-2. 73 -1B45.7 €-51 . 4 14 2 ~ 0 1. SG ·· 12H. 7 t-3 5. 7 14 7 7 30 ·· 1. 'a .-1133.0 ?28 .4 
134¢ 260 ·2. 39 -16(),,4 719.6 1430 1 s;) · 1.H ··H2.7 313.6 1478 1~0 .. 1. 1, ··804.' 771.7 
1341 2E-¢ -1.~e -133~.2 H!O.~ 1411 20 - 1 . 23 -832. 2 S1S.3 1479 120 -1. 11 -750. 1 578.4 
1342 2 ((1 ..;;:: . 1 :) ·1415.1 77B ~· 1432 1 7•) -1 .25 ·841. (, ?4 7. 1) 14 SO 1 Jt) -1. 72 -1160.7 350.3 
134 3 J I~· ~t -2. 04 ·1374.7 715 4 14 3 3 l E; •) · 1. :;:~ -no. 4 7'n .f. 1481 120 -1. 77 -11'5.8 300. 1 
134 4 1 1 0 ... 2. ¢8 ! 4t)1. 2 £17.9 1434 1 co l. .q ~·n2. 2 333.o 1~01 341) -1. 17 -790., 551.4 
1345 2(.0 ··· 1. S4 ···1243.9 489.4 1435 180 . 1. 26 047.' 773. 0 !S02 320 ·· 1. 40 ·~42.' '539.3 
134£. 26() -2. 17 -1461.6 4£.0.4 1436 1 ,,, .. 1 . 2' -870.' 758.6 1503 110 -1. 20 -a 13. 2 558.5 
1347 310 - 2. t> ! ·1357.3 ::,.:. ~. e 14 3 7 0 -2. 41 ··162E .. 7 53~.6 1504 350 -1. 83 -1238.5 725 .2 
134E: 27(:l - 1 ~.5 -111~.B 3<:1., ., 1438 1 r) -2.33 -1571.5 530. 1 1505 1 eao -1. 98 -133'.4 710.3 
134~ 1 1 ~ -1. % .. 1J2 ~;. €, 471.' 14H !O .. 1. 4 9 ·-!I) i;13. 3 7H.2 1 ~~,, 25~ ·· 1. 81 -1221.7 588. 1 
1351) 110 -2.18 -!HJ. 5 493.' 144(1 20 -1. 12 -756. 6 755.4 1507 250 -1." ·1110.9 3'7 .6 
1351 330 ·2.57 · 1732. (I 350.4 1441 1 t? (s ·· 1 . 2? ··0 71. 2 743. 2 1508 32¢ -·. 'e · ~se. a '547. 7 
1352 2f,r) ·• t rS - fH 1 9 338. 1 1442 1 BO - 1 32 -ea'. 9 36~.s 1509 340 -1 n -a 68. o oa. 5 
1 "":".:: 7 2 ::;~:· - l . "·b .. 1j20. '1 231. 3 144 3 1 '?t;- - l . ( 1 _, 5::.. ?' ?~e. 1 1,1¢ ~o I. 04 ··6''. 8 563.6 "" ... · .. : 
1354 1 0¢ -1.'33 -1300.8 245. ::· 1444 1 9¢ - 1. 47 -n 1. s 734.2 15 11 so - 1. 20 -8¢,.2 507. 5 
1355 !c:':¢ ·-2. (•0 ··1351.7 Z'J:5.5 144:5 40 · L Je -'].19.1 704. 2 1'12 40 - • CJ8 ··H1. 4 536 .2 
TABLE 6A. PEAK LOADS FOR CONFICURATIOH A : RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL COMPLEX 
LA~CEST VALUES OF CLAD~ING LOAD REFEF.fHCE P~E$~URE = H5 f'A 
TAP AZI- PRESS NECATIYE POSITIYE TAP AZI- PRESS HECATIYE POSITIYE TAP AZl- PRESS NECATIYE POSIT I YE 
f'l!JTH COEFf PEAK PEAK M!JTH COEFf" PEAK ?EAK f'!UTH COEFF' PEAK PEAK 
PA -- - - -- -- PA -- -- -- - - PA 
1513 300 -.83 ·S58. 5 347.4 1603 40 ·· 1. 54 ·100.5 '514. 1 1714 '50 -1. 15 ··?77. 6 756.6 
1514 0 --1. ¢9 ··734. 1 1'7 .1 1004 30 · 1. 02 . 68,. 6 ~67.' 1715 ~~ - 1. 1 s --797.6 7H.5 
1515 50 -.88 -5CJ6. 7 3'7. 3 1605 ,0 -1.70 -1147.5 56ti.' 1716 so -.86 -5 7'. 3 386.4 
151' 230 -1.0' -732. 4 294.5 1606 80 --1. c;4 -1311.7 54 3. 1 1717 20 . " -365. 3 64,.6 
1517 230 -.80 -537.5 415.8 U.07 2f.O ·-1. 51 -1018 . ., 514.7 17te 350 . 81 -452.6 548.0 
1518 i 30 - . ~() -b1¢.5 ~4'. 1 1bQ8 1 r;i -1. 44 -971. ') 545.7 171' 31() -.35 .. 575. 1 404.3 
151' 130 -.83 ·-563. 5 430.8 1~¢' 30 --1. 32 ·1228.5 5'J5.2 1721) 10 1. 07 -j' 11 . 3 720. 4 
152¢ 344) -1. ¢6 .. 719_ 2 {05.6 1' 1 Q 20 · 1. 12 ·1161.() ~4". 0 . 1721 1 v 1. ¢') -?33. 5 ,1)1).5 
15z1 340 - 1. 62 -1093.6 222. 1 1' 11 80 -.94 -636. 0 627.2 1722 HO . ,5 -397.9 643 .o 
1522 12r) - . 81 ·-5 4 7. 1 272.0 1612 9(1 • 1 . 0') -737.8 655.7 1723 21) .'H ··538. 4 613. 1 
1523 2£.(; -.87 -5 ea.' 327.3 1613 90 -1. 72 -1164.3 S9';;. 7 1724 350 .99 ... 41 s. 2 6U~ .4 
1524 2~¢ -1. 04 -~ 9 ~. 0 SC£.3 16 1 4 2% - . 89 -5 ~?. b S'Jo 'J 1? 2 '5 3 :.o 1 . 1 0 -52().6 743.2 
1525 40 ·-1. 30 ... en.4 286., 1'15 140 . 95 --1,540.' 642.2 1726 ~o .78 -418. 7 523., 
1526 30 .97 -5". 2 657. 3 1'1' 10 -2.04 -1378. 0 £71.2 1727 10 - t . Ob -712.5 407. 7 
1527 260 -1. 80 ·1215.0 535.0 161? 240 1. 02 -4'5. 4 691. 8 1728 50 -1.¢0 -67 2. 7 648.0 
!528 12(} ·-i. % -1322.4 380.2 1' 1 e 250 1 . 01 -527. 2 682.7 1731 260 . ,3 -5 21 . 2 ,28.7 
1529 11 Ci -1. 15 -772. C) 335.0 161, 80 - . C)6 -647.7 589.CJ 1732 290 1. 01 -2 77. ~ b84.7 
1 s '3 t) 30 1. OS -nt.2 70.5 . ., H. 20 so - 1 . ~r) -1201.b 523.? l 7'3 3 2,¢ . S2 -32 4. ') 555.£ 
1531 50 --1 . 21 -e 16.' 385.8 1621 140 . 93 ·-572.' 625.2 1734 70 . '4 -315.5 632.0 
15 32 230 -.72 -484. 1 210.1 1'22 13() . 94 -572. 4 '34. 7 1735 GO . 85 -331.4 573.0 ....... 
1533 40 -. 75 -503.' 461.' 1623 30 -1. 14 -7'9.' 531. 5 1736 40 ,,4 -435.8 635.0 '-I 
1534 84) -.n .. 623. a 534. 7 1b24- 30 -.'H -617. b 40~.7 173' 250 -.,3 -425.4) 270.7 '-I 
1535 8¢ -.94 -6 3 5. ' 212.7 1625 80 -.35 -575.~ 490. 1 17 41) 50 -.63 -426.2 315.8 
1536 'Jt) "1. 13 -H.~.2 G4. 5 H.:2f. ')t) - ?5 -5 1)7. 1 4 3 ~. i) 1 741 4t) - ~2 -41'. 8 272.9 
1537 80 -1. 15 -773.' 104.' 1'27 80 ··1.12 -756.1 442.5 1742 140 -. 68 -4 58. 4 164.8 
1538 2,0 -. 77 -520. 2 301. 2 1622 70 - . 8' -581.' 378.5 1743 2?0 -.82 -552.' 121. 5 
15JCJ 140 .84 -487., 568.3 162, 0 -.79 -536.2 456.7 1744 40 -.54 -3'3. 1 34 ~. 4 
154(1 150 ·'' -39£.') 444 .8 1'30 10 -1. 12 -754.6 452.8 1745 0 ... , -237.C) 311 . 7 1541 270 -.61 -410. 7 2,1.7 1631 eo -.65 -440.8 185. 5 1746 2 60 . 58 -HS. 3 !.89.5 1542 120 .n -418. 1 423 ·' 1f; 3 2 40 -.88 -54) 1. 2 457.0 1747 ,0 __ ,o _, 0 4.' 21' .4 1543 8(1 -. 8' ·-583.J 528.4 1'33 80 -.73 -02.5 410.7 1748 220 -.70 -47 0. 4 144 .1 
154~ ,0 -1. 21 -020. I) i'O. 8 1'34 90 -.C)9 __ ,' 1. 7 425.5 17·0 80 -.54 -J '5. 7 178.5 
154 5 120 .CJO -530. 3 '°'· J 1635 80 -1.01 -'81. 0 506.1 1750 270 -.54 -JU. 3 '3.9 15H 2'0 - . 77 -5 20. 7 4H. 6 163£ 10 -1.11 -74'.' 463.6 1901 0 -1. s 1 -121'.5 543. 2 
1547 2,0 -.91 -616.4 427.9 1637 50 -1.05 -705.7 446 .1 1902 JO -1.90 -1285.3 405.4 
1548 340 -1.09 -733.2 ,8,.5 1701 50 -1. 38 -928.9 '54 .8 1'03 0 -1.37 -UJ.' 288.6 
1~4' 30 . 84 -534. 4 56'.5 1702 350 -. 77 -521. 5 4'8. 5 1'04 270 -1. 39 
_, J'. 4 518.1 
1550 30 .84 -371. 5 567.8 1703 310 -.84 -564.1 5'2 .1 1'05 11)1) -1. 70 -1146.1 293.9 
1551 350 . 74 -317.0 4'8 .4 1704 0 . ,5 -635., E.40.4 1'06 310 - 1. 51 -1017.6 1'6. 8 
1552 60 . 62 -407. 4 421. 7 1705 340 -1.50 -1010.0 5, t.' 1,07 350 -1. 44 -974. 2 401. 8 
1553 350 -. 72 -485.f, 2eo.s 170€. 270 -1. QC) -738.1 634. 7 1 CJ(' e 350 -1.38 ·'HO. 6 500.4 
1554 200 -. 43 -290.8 2,4.9 1707 320 -1. 2' -848.0 800., 1'09 350 -1. 5' -1055.1 379., 
1555 200 -.47 -31,.5 21,.1 1708 350 -1. 11 -748.0 624.l 1'10 350 -1.40 ·-'44. 6 385. 1 
1556 200 -.53 -35,.4 1,5.5 170, 270 -1. 2' -852. 8 2,0.3 1' 11 ,0 -1. 25 -942.' 290.0 
1557 40 . eo -4 25.' 53,.1 1 7 1 (t 260 -1. 25 -84 5. 3 448.6 1'12 350 -1.37 .-,22. e 517.6 
1558 2BO . ~5 -320. 1 3?0.1 171 1 ,0 -1. 50 -1011.1 212.0 1' 13 70 -1. 3, -937.0 411. 2 
u.o 1 0 -1. 27 -85€-.4 4,8.2 1712 e.o ·· 1. 23 -832. 6 225. 0 1' 14 240 -1. 43 _,,z.' 36' .4 
! 6r)2 80 -1. 33 -8,6.2 405 .4 1713 350 -1. 12 -754).2 43b. l 1'H5 300 -1. 39 -934. 8 498.4 
TABLE 6A. PEAK LOADS FOR CONFIGURATION A : RAHAROJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL CO"PLEX 
LARCEST YALUES CF CLA~~ING LOA~ REFEFENCE PRESSUF.E = iE-75 PA 
TAP AZI- PRESS HECATIYE POSITIVE TAP AZI- PRESS HECATIYE POSITIYE TAP AZI- PRESS HEGATIYE POSITIYE 
MUTH COHF PEAi< PEAK HUTH COE FF PEAK PEAK l'IUTH COEFF PEAK PEAK 
PA -- - - -- -- PA -- -- -- -- PA 
19 li· 2eo -1. 40 ·'HS. 3 306.S 1933 2f.0 -1. 27 ··854.8 7'6., 1'52 330 -.e, -602.3 533.9 
191? .28r) -1. 65 -1i1S.8 239.5 1934 3-'0 1. 09 -722. 8 ?33. 2 1953 40 - 1. (14 -7t.>3.:) 339.5 
1918 280 -1.2' -073.' 435.2 1'35 110 ·· 1. 42 -')5 5. 7 54Ct.3 1'54 10 -1.3, ·'JH.' 513.1 
~ 1 '}19 350 -. '4 _, 31.' 290.2 1936 30 -1. 25 -S-43.5 328.7 1955 10 -1. 0, -733.5 628.S 
1920 29Ci -. 67 -45(1. 8 1135.9 1937 0 -1. 59 -1074.8 510.6 1'56 270 -1. 35 _, 1 3. 1 l 11 . 4 """-J 
1921 29(1 - . 8' -5'7. 8 561. 5 1938 0 -2. 14 -1443.6 '74?. a 195? 340 -.75 -505.0 3~5.5 00 
1922 50 -1.01 _,s 1. s 650.7 1'3' 350 .• 1. 66 -1122.4 830 j 14J5S 40 -1.23 -82,.0 209.3 
1923 70 -.'H _, 37. 1 172. s 1'HO 2~0 1. 27 -s 47. 1 355.L 1,5, 0 .8? -34 7. 4 58,. 1 
1'24 40 -·. ,0 -H,.O 261. 2 1'41 30 -2.se -1740.0 672.5 1%0 320 . 83 -353.2 562.0 
1'25 40 -1. 1' -804.3 2,9.3 1942 20 -1.87 -12,3.9 447. a 1%1 280 - 1 . 12 -753.3 
'H ·' 1926 350 -1. 40 -941.' 402 .1 1943 350 -1." -131'.7 910.4 1%2 350 . 78 -375.5 529.7 
i '27 2~0 -1. n -1208.7 6'5. 4 UH 250 1. 73 -921.1 11b9. 2 1%3 340 -1. Jo -980.7 143.7 
1CJ2e 15¢ .39 -518. 8 602.(} 1'47 40 · 1. 75 -1182.0 2413. 3 1%4 20 . 75 -360.4 507.7 
1'29 8¢ ... 99 -a 7. s 5£2.2 1948 so ·-1. 9¢ ·12S1.4 151 .1 1%5 90 -1.2, -353.3 201.' 
1'30 110 -1.62 -10CJ6.5 4'5. 0 1'4' 0 -1.36 _, 15.' 1'2. 0 1'66 40 -1.00 -'78. 1 1' 1. 0 
1931 JC) - 1. 43 -9' 4. 4 3'8. () 1950 320 - l. 21 -s 14.' 440., 19'? 230 -.95 -641.' 19'. 1 
1'32 330 -1. 74 -1177.7 535.8 1'51 320 -.94 -632.7 533.2 
TABLE 6A. PEAK LOADS FOR CONFIGURATION A 
LA~CEST VALUES CF CLADDING LOA~ 
RAHARDJA C£HTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL COMPLEX 
REFERENCE PRESSURE = 675 PA 
* * 15 CFEATEST PRESSU'E MAGNITUDES :t: :t. 
TAP AZ I - PRESS HECAT n'E POSITIVE 
MUTH COEFF PEAK PEAK 
PA 
115 6 2 4 (l -3.44 -2321.3 426.7 
1301 270 -3.39 -22~0.7 625.5 
1217 0 - 3 . 2 3 ·- 21 30 . 5 816.4 
135, ,0 -3.18 -2145.8 380.8 
1Jr.)8 i 1) 0 -3.13 -2113.8 645.9 
1218 t• -2 92 -2012.2 870.7 
l 4 1 .. • 2 l 0 2. •)6 -:No0.3 78b.6 
1401 10 ·- 2. a 1 -13%. 3 6 ') r.) . <) 
14&4 2 (I -2.91 -1894.~ 490. 5 
144 7 1 0 -1.{H• -1392.6 534.8 
13H 3 3 .j -2.73 -1045.7 b51. 4 
l 11 4 1 0 .. 2. 7 2 ._ 1s3 7 . 2 3 32 . <> 
14b6 20 - 2 . b 7 - 13 Or) . 1 b 11. 0 
1148 .2 ~ lj -2.,S -178£.8 723.4 




TABLE f.A. PEAK LOADS FOR COHFICURATIOH B : RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSIHESS TOURIST HOTEL CO"PLEX 
LARGEST YAlUES OF CL~DDIHC LOAO REFERENCE PPESSURE = €.7'5 PA 
TA?' AZI- PPESS NEGATIVE POSITIVE TAP ff Z I- PRESS HECATIYE' POSITIVE TAP AZI- PRESS NEGATIVE POSITIVE 
tl!JTH COE.Ff PEAK PEAK MUTH COHF PEAK PEAK MUTH COEfF PEAK PEAK ._. 
PA -- - ~ -- - - PA - - -- - -- - - PA ---·- 00 
0 
111 4 28 -2. 18 -1474.5 904.4 131) 1 274 -4.08 -2752.~ 302.e 14~1 4 -l.23 -2130.0 717.9 
1156 240 -3.79 -25'1.2 543.3 1308 1 <>2 -3.34 -:2251 s 275.4 1402 10 -3. 15 -212'. 3 b50.1 
1 2 1i" 2 -2. 79 -1882.7 872.e 1339 264 -2. 1 ~ .. l48<i. 0 €,(J 1 4 14 4 7 12 - 3. 1 b -2130.8 562., 
1.2 i B 354 -:z. oe -21)78. 0 S.25.~ 1.356 i 1,.'I;:) -2. i;;:: - t i'6S. 5 23'J.2 ! 464 .26 .. ;;: . 64 -1785.2 523.0 
TABLE 6A. PEAK LOADS FOR COHF!CURATYOH B 
LARGEST VALUES OF CLA~DINC LOAO 
RAHAROJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL COMPLEX 
REFERENCE PRESSURE = £75 PA 
* * 12 CF.EATEST PRESSURE MACHITUOES * * 
TAP AZ! - PRESS NEGATIVE POSIT I VE 
MUTH COEFF PEAK PEAK 
PA 
1301 274 -4.08 -27~2.£ 382.8 
1156 2 4 (t - 3 . 7' - 25 f,1 . 2 543.3 
1308 1 () 2 -3.34 -2251.8 275.4 
1401 4 -3.23 -2180.0 717., 
1447 12 - J . 1' -21 30 . 8 562.') 
1402 1 0 - 3 . 1 5 ·- 21 2b . 3 ,50. 1 
1218 354 - 3 . 0 8 -21,) 73. 0 825.6 
121? 2 -2.7'3 -1882.7 872. 8 
t 46 4 26 -2.64 -1?85.2 523.0 
1356 106 -2.62 -1768.S 239.2 
133') 2'4 -2.1' ·-1480.0 b01.4 
1114 28 -2.18 -1474.5 9 04 . 4 
..... 
00 ..... 
TABLE £8. COMPARISON OF CONFIGURATIONS A AND 8 : RAHAROJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL COMPLEX 
TAPS WHERE HF.CATtYE PEAK LOA~ FOR COHFIG. B EXCEEDED THAT FDR COHFIG. A ev 200 PA 
REF. PRESSURE = £7S PA 
TAP AZil'IUTH A COHFIG. AZIMUTH B CONFIG. 
PA LOAD PA LOAD 
1156 240 -2321.3 240 -25'1 .2 
1301 270 -2290.? 274 -2752., 
140 l 10 -1896.3 4 -2180.0 




TASLE 6A. PEAK LOA~S FOR CONFIGURATION A : 
1.~RGE5T V~LUES OF CLAD~INC LOAD 
P.AHARDJA CENTER -- CONVENTION HOTEL CDM?LEX 
FEFE~EHCE f PESSUPE ~ 67~ PA 










1 i r) 
1 1 1 
11 2 
11 3 
1 ! 4 
l 1 ~ 
1 1 G 
1 l 7 
1 ! 8 
1 1 CJ 
1 2 (• 












































































- ~ •o 
-2:~! 
- ! . 3~ 
- ! . -4-0 
-1.81 -z. 13 
-1.8P. 
-1. H 
-1 . 16 





- 1. €.7 




-1 . 69 
















- 1 . c;e 
-2.02 

































































621 . 1 












781 . 5 
n9.7 
















7f. e. 5 





































































































- .::. (:2 
-1. n 
-1. €-3 
- 1. 77 









- 1. 83 
-2. 18 
-1. 64 




- ! . J&t: 
-1. 63 
- 1. 04 
-· 1. 3? 
-1. f.3 
-1. 44 
- ! . 4S 
-1. 36 
-? '74. 












- 1 . E.O 
-2 14 -z. 34 
-1. 25 
-1. 14 
- 1 10 
-1. 40 



























-'31 7. 2 
-1578.0 
-1038.'3 




-':; 31. 7 
-·842.8 





















7? €_,. 6 
712 . 0 
f'82.~) 









;!,.~. 1 . 4 
f.5 4 B 
6 7 1 . 3 
f.. 7 7.,, 
70 7. 1 
712.3 
750 2 








1p e. <:. 
£.1 4. 9 




77 8. 1 
547 3 
562. 1 
























:?2 1 7 
























22 4 2 


















































1 ;:. C• 
- 1 . ~ 
- 1 . 5 
-· 1 . 7 






- 2. 1 ~ 
- 1 . £,? 
- 2. 1 ~ 
- 1. 84 
-2. €·2 
- 1. •;38 





- 1. 66 
-2 3(:. 
-1. 'H 
- 2 ~: 1 
-· 1. 74 
- 1 . 8(: 
-· 1. 73 
- 1 . i:.o 
-1. 55 
- 1 . t· 1 
- 1. 54 




- 1. 83 
- 1 . ft) 
- 1. 8'::0 
- 1 . 7(• 
-1. 88 
-1. n 
- t. 33 
- 1 28 
-773.l 











































- 1 0. ~ 
-1 5.5 
- B. <:3 
- 4 ::: 
PA 
t·f·5. 4 no.'3 
713.4 
f2S'.2 
€0 8 8. 3 
?r.i?.'3 
t·7'1 .2 








71 '3. 3 
7€. (':. 1 
-ne 7 I 0 ._t. ~ 
83 (: .(: 
709. t) 
747 7 





78 1. 5 
?33.8 
7(: 7 1 
? ! :;1. 5 
e.,. 7.' 
57,. 7 
€-2 9. 2 
632.4 
€.4 e. 1 
€.25. 4 
7'; 1 . 8 
504.5 
54 2 8 
52 f .. 8 
€24.4 
524. 4 
5 7 1 . i 
546. 2 
55 3 t. 
525.4 




TABLE E.A. PEAK LOADS FOR CONFIGURATION A : RAHAROJA CENTER -- COHYENT!QN HOTEL COMPLEX 
LAFGEST V~LUES Of CLADDING LO l=!t• FEFEFEN~E FPESSURE : f.7 ~ PA 
,. ~p i:.: I - F RE SS NEGATIVE POSITIVE TAP ~:::I - PRESS NEGATIVE POSITIVE TAP IHI- F RE SS NEGATIVE FOSITI''l'E 
!'IUTH COE FF PEAK PEAK !llUTH COE FF PEAK PEAK MUTH COE FF PEAK PEAK 
PA -- -- -- -- PA -- - - -- - - PA 
22 4€· :::5c, - 1. 22 -e 2::: (: 587.4 232e €·0 -1. 35 -~ 1 1 1 !?, 1 2. 7 2376 eo -1. 58 -1(,€.7. 7 €·€· 2. 2 
224 7 2 Ot) -1. 4b -·~84.3 5'H•.O 2329 60 - 1. 38 -·?3C>.4 81 7. 5 23?7 50 - 1. 76 -1191.1 64 9 .') 
22 4 8 200 - l. 22 -·B 2 4 7 c:.-: 0 2330 50 - i . 51 -1C•21.2 81 €. 4 2378 1 5(, ·- 1 . :;5 -1317 I.? ~.:.€. 4 . 4 ...... , ........... 
2249 350 - 1 . 16 -785.5 459.6 2331 70 -2.00 -1348. 1 ?G5.S 237·3 26-::• - 1. 62 -1')'33.3 583.4 
2250 340 -1. 85 -1248.8 470.3 2332 7(J -2. 7C• -1623.€· 771 . 7 2380 2 ~C: -1. 5-:; -1¢75.<J; 582.4 
2251 350 -1. 'H -1302.t 540.0 2333 £0 -2. 34 -1581.0 80 3. 7 2381 20 -1.42 -·3'38.2 ~.5 3. 4 
•""P') ~.., ! ?-C• - 1 . 12 -·753. 3 ~oo e 2334 3'(':0 -2. 7~ -1881.2 7';7 €. 2382 2~0 -1.27 -854.4 t.7 t· . 3 .;..L.<..1.:. .... " .. - 2 t {'I -1. 15 -777 7 474 5 233'5 280 -2.46 -165~.8 7f 2. 1 2333 310 -1. 5·:} -!:)73 g f,B 8. :) ~~ ... • .:: 
2254 13¢ - 1 . 13 -7€-2.8 437.2 233€· 31¢ - 1 . ';7 -132€-.8 827.~ z::: 8 4 70 -- 1 . 22 -824 f: ~. 7 5. 4 
2255 330 -.90 -537.' 404.£ 2337 310 -1. 'H -131¢.5 754.3 ?'7"'C: 7('t -1.45 -·~7~ .. 3 f.2 "?t. €. -..,;) ~ -· 
225E· 340 -.76 -~28.9 352. 1 2338 310 -1. '10 -1282.7 814. (: 238€· 80 - 1. 52 -1023.€· 7t:.J 7. 8 
2257 3 40 - . 7~ -535.2 335.3 233, 310 - t. 56 -1052.3 73 1 . 0 2387 340 - 1 . 31 -8 82 0 735.5 
2258 7.5C• -.80 -·53 e.. 5 35 (i . 3 2340 5¢ -1. 52 -1027'.€· 734 2 2388 2 ¢(: -1. 88 -1272.0 64 1 . 2 
2259 3 4C' - . ,c, - i) 09. l 3~9.7 2341 50 -1. 78 -1204.5 79 5. 8 2389 1 40 -2.40 -1619.C1 6'' 7. 0 
2260 210 - 1 01 -682.8 373.6 2342 70 -1. % -1324.3 74 '1. 1 2390 10 - 1. 1 '; -8\:(J.~ 741 .7 
2261 330 -. 93 -627. 0 348.4 2343 70 -2. 68 -1810.8 736. 3 2H1 40 - 1. 30 -875.2 f. 7 1 . 4 
2262 330 -. 72 -4 8 5. 4 3,0.7 2344 E·O -2.48 -1670.7 7~ l . 0 23'2 20 - 1. 22 -825.2 f6~.8 
2263 330 - . 72 -483.'3 365.8 2345 3¢0 -2. 77 -1871.5 777.0 23 '33 10 - 1 . 18 -798. 0 f,4 5. 3 
22 ~ 4 3 4(• -·. t·'3 -4 6 e.. s 368.~ 214€- 2 ~H) -2. s.:. -1927 , 77 1 . 7 23'3 4 5(! -1. 22 -·825.5 777 E· . 
2265 340 -·. 80 -542.6 368.9 2347 290 -2. 02 -1365.1 ?E.~). 7 23'3 5 1 " - 1 . 1 "..' -·8H. 7 
74 1 . 1 ~ 
22H 340 -.80 -542.6 412 2 2348 310 -2.46 -1658.5 80 1 . ~ 23 '; €· 10 - 1 . 56 -1053.8 713 '2 00 
2301 300 -2.54 -1713.0 643. 6 2344) 310 -1. 03 -1235.3 868.2 23'37 80 - 2. 15 -1448.f. 504.2 J::' 
2302 3¢(J -2.57 -1735.4 538.3 2350 310 -2. 02 -1364.4 t.:.ec;. 1 23 '1 e, 80 - 2. 1 ~ -147-;. 7 53'1. '; 
2303 3 1 ei -1. 46 -983.8 507.? 2351 50 -1. 66 -1123.2 7'38 3 2399 00 -1. 6 7 -1125.0 586.5 
23V4 3H· -i.45 -~7 ~ 0 504 (. 2352 so -2.2~ -7545.8 753 0 2400 40 -·. 85 -5 72. E! 518.3 
2305 H - 1. 6 7 -1124.? 492. 6 2353 70 -1. n -1292.5 77€,. 4 24C• 1 4C• - 1 . 62 -10'H..3 708.7 
23 OE. £.O -2.oe -1402.0 472.3 2354 eo -2. 78 -1878.2 71 7. 0 24¢2 40 -2. 16 -1455. 4 728.6 
2307 290 - 1. 70 -1144J.8 4%. 7 2355 60 -2. 51 -1b%.3 766. 8 2403 60 - 1. 1 7 -793. ('.1 £.8~. 4 
23 (J'3 5(, - 1. 65 -1110.s 430.7 235~ :?,()0 -2.82 -1';00.8 7'; 7. 1 2404 e.o -1. 78 -11';8.3 €-3 8. t• 
2309 5¢ - i. 33 _,00 7 402.4 2357 300 -2.85 -1921.9 733 6 2405 40 -1. n -1294.f!.. 76 1 . 4 
2310 £.C - l. 78 -11<J8.S 490.2 2358 310 -2 ¢2 -l:H.2.8 7€0 2. 1 240€. 50 -2. 75 -1855.8 78('.:. 6 
2311 6(• -2.69 -1017.8 677. 6 2359 310 -1. 88 -1266.4 785.2 24 0 7 10 -1.51 - 10 1 f.. C• 789.2 
2312 3~(1 -2.26 -1527.5 744.8 2360 310 -1. 86 -125€ .. 5 725.S 24 0 8 !(': - 1 . 8(: -1212 1 782 2 
23 23 2,0 -2.50 -1686.0 783 s 2361 310 -1. ·H, -132C•.3 78~.? 2409 50 -2.24 -1510 t) 76 5. ·~ 
23 1. 4 "J ,,(., -1. 92 -1295 t• SO 4. 1 23 t. ;: 31 C• - 1. 59 -1<)75 2 7 "i 9. s 2 4 1 (• ::: ('.? -· 1. %- -1322.2 775 5 
2315 :.'- tc• -1. 72 -1162.1 758 3 2363 50 -2.<Hi -1348 1 78 8 2 24 11 1 C• - 1 . '31 -1292 5 743.4 
23 1 e. 3 10 -1. 60 -1131.7 727.8 2364 so - 1. 6€. -1121.6 71 2 . 1 2412 i J~t -2. 08 -14(;3.4 768. 2 
231 7 310 - 1. 7fi -1189.b 700.3 2365 so -2.47 -1664.1 7H.5 2413 40 -1. n -12'38. 7 732.4 
23 1 e, 300 -1. '7 -1124.5 728. 1 23f.E. e.o -2. 12 -1429.S 731 . 2 24 1 4 30 - l. 78 -· 11 "<J. 0 75,.7 
2319 300 - t. 42 -'35,.S 690.6 2367 310 -2. 13 -1434.9 667.6 2415 10 - 1. f.3 -1143.0 803.3 
23 2 (' ((.· - 1 . .;.1 -1(d35 8 74E .. 4 23€, e. 2 5¢ -1. % -1(.•54 t• f.3 (•. 4 24 1 f. t)t:) - 2. 23 - 15 (.1 1. 9 777 4 
232] 7C• -2. 15 -1453. i ns .2 236 ') 2,, - 1. 3(.1 -27f,,2 f. ;;, 1 . 1 .-, A " -='" 50 -· 2 ... , -147C>.7 grj 2 6 .!. 't 1 ' !Gt 
2322 f,(J -2. ,. 1 -1355.C• 797.4 2370 330 -1.46 -'383. 2 t.73 €. 24 1 3 5i:: - 1 ?-<"• -1282. 1 752.0 
2323 0(1 -2.57 -1734., 755.5 2371 310 -1.48 '396.~ 669.8 2419 00 -2.44 -1647.4 74 9. 7 
2324 ,0 -:::: . 48 -1675.3 77 3. '.3 2372 50 -1.55 - (145. 8 i;. 7 3 3 2420 10 - 2. 1 7 -1H.2.~ .;.';() 3 
2 J;; !5 90 -1. 85 -1251. 3 828. '3 2373 £0 -1. 3~ 935.S b?b.2 2421 50 -1.81 -1223 7 692. f, :z:;: ~. 1(:0 -· 1 71 -115( .. 9 81 p. 8 2374 50 - 1 . SB - OH~. t· ~.5 5 t!. 24 22 5(.· - 1 . ~8 -1334 2 70€·. 8 
2327 M• -1. % -1319.8 750.2 23?5 ~o -1. 33 897 2 f,f, ~ .. 5 2423 40 -1.€-1 -1C,85.7 58 ?- f. 
TABLE ~A. PEAK LOADS FOP. COHFIGUP.ATIOH A : 
LARGEST VALUES OF CLADDING LOAD 
RAHARDJA CENTER -- CONVENTION HOTEL COMPLEX 
REFERENCE PRESSURE : 675 PA 
































25 J 1 ., ... ,., 































































- l. 82 
-3. t 5 
-2. 80 -2.n 
-1. 38 






- 1 . 1 €. 





















































































17 5. 1 
511 . 5 



















































































































- . "30 
- . 7E. 
- 1. 01 
-1. 135 
. 88 




































-1 ooe 7 
-60€·. 3 




-4 61. s 
-618. 5 
-698.6 
-E. 31. 2 






-1177.8 -e 5 z. 1 





















2€· 4 3 
542.3 
407.0 




























71 3. 43 









2"3 1 2 
2'31 3 
2?14 
2?- 1 5 
2~ u. 










































































-1 . 34 
- 1 . 51 
-1. 4? 
1. 34 
- 1 . E.O 
~- 1 72 
- 1 . f-6 
- 1 . 99 
- 1 . 61 
-2.04 
-1. 64 
- 1 . 81 
- 1 . 93 
- 1. 58 
- 1 . (f. 
- l. 31 
-1.31 
- 1. 54 
-· 1 . 1 8 
-2 ()2 
- 1. 42 
- 1 . (H;. 
-1. 47 
- 1. 29 
- 1. 33 
-1. 32 
-1. 37 
-· 1 . 1 ~ 
- 1 . 10 
-2 07 
- 1. 3~ 
- 1. 57 
-2 05 
-.~e 
- 1. 20 
- 1 . 16 
- 1 . b 1 
- 1 . (Jf. 
-1. 06 
- 1. 35 
-.. % 
- . 4;8 
-301 2 
-101c;.s 
-·3 "3 3. 5 































-7 e o. c; 
-108€. 1 
-7 1 7. 1 
-712.5 
-311. 3 
-6 46. 1 
-658.3 
PA 
85 3. 0 
28. E· 
'30.4 




5€- 3. 0 
4H•. ·3 
52 5 3 
38 1 . 4 
3 7 1 . 2 
530.8 
1e1 . 7 
376 .0 
27 2. (.t 
368.4 
1';3. 1 
24 1 . 1 
e.37. 4 
53 ¢. 1 
4%. 3 
















4 3 1 . 3 
108.7 




TAFLE ~A. PEAr LOADS FOR COHF!GURAT!ON A 
l~RGEST VALUES OF CLADDING LOAD 
RAHARDJA CENTER -- CONVENTION HOTEL COMPLEX 
REFERENCE PRESSURE = f75 PA 
* * 15 GREATEST PRESSURE MAGNITUDES * * 
TAP AZI- PRESS NEGATIVE POSITIVE 
MUTH COEFF PEAK PEAK 
PA 
2146 1 \;I :;1 -3. 2b -22(11. ·3 ?62 I:' _, 
2143 2bt;! -3.18 -2146. 1 ~ ~ ... ~ I:' ( 00 -· 
2435 20 -3.i5 -2125.4 4 ·~·~. 5 
·""\ 23 i i ·10 .. .., "'·-= - .;. •. 1 :!. .l'-;f .,._-, ... , - .:.. .l v: . ..:.. 542.8 
2124 1 C• C1 - 3. 0 :.) -2(.•28. 3 ?61. 4 
2144 250 -2.93 -1~79.8 '7"t::'7 f ·-' .J 8 
2442 150 -2.92 -1372.'~ , .. /•. ,. 0 J. 'J . ~· 
2346 2'Hi -2.86 -1927.1 7 71 . { 
"'14 5 l 2 :) -2.85 -1·:;26.8 8 t)2. 7 
.-. <( I: C' 250 - 2 . B 5 -· 19 26 . 3 7 8'3. ·;-. ~ J.~..,,j 
2154 250 -2.85 -l':\24 8 ? 3·3. ·3 
,., 7 C" 7 ... _,...>' 3 '~ ·:· -2.85 -·1921.'3 '7 7'7 ( .._i.j ,· i;: • 
2 35~. 3 ('! i~;· -2 82 - l ·3 i)(:• 8 7 ·;1? 
.·~. l 3 2 2 5 ,y, - 2 . s !~! -·18'31 g 7 71 




TABLE bA. PEAK LOADS FOR CONFIGURATION 8 : RAHARDJA CENTER -- CONVENTION HOTEL COMPLEX 
LfiRGEST VALUES OF CL~D~INC LO~O REFERENCE PRESSURE = i;.75 PA 
TAP AZI- PRESS HEGATIYE POSITIVE TAP AZI- PRE SS HE GA TI VE POSITIVE TAP AZI- PRESS NEGATIVE POSITI'./E 
MUTH COEFF PEAK PEAK MUTH COE FF PEAK PEAK MUTH CD£ FF PEAK PEAK ....... 
PA ---- -- -- PA -- - - -- -- PA -- - - 00 ""'-J 
4 1 ()8 -Z.% -1,C37.4 589.2 214£· CJ8 -3.08 -2078. 2 2€-., 34 288 - - 24. 7 8.4 
3 2M -2.~S - 20 12. 3 778. s .2236 188 -3.40 -22'36.5 3 '3. 0 35 282 - - 90. ? 2.0 







(. • .r 
_..J 
LU 
.... l" .. ) ~r: ·:1: 
-;:. ''· 
c:.· t-.·. ff) 
, ... , ... 
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TABLE 68. CO"PARISOH OF CONFIGURATIONS A AHD B : RAHARDJA CENTER -- CONVENTION HOTEL COMPLEX 
TAP~ WHERE NEGATIVE PEAK LOAD FOR COHFIG. e EXCEEDED THAT FO~ CONFIG. A BY 150 PA 






















TABLE 7. RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
PRO.JECT 5250 CONFIGURATION A 
SCALE = 400 REF. PRESSURE = '?5 
GUST FACTO ft! = 1. 00 STAHliARD FLOOR HEIGHT = 3.00 
NUMP.£R OF' SIC• ES = 4 NO. OF' FLOORS = 48 
Sil>E ANGLE 2-AXIS 
1 0. 0 4.750 
2 90.0 12.S£0 
3 180.0 4.7~0 
4 270.0 2. 296 
FLOOR • LABEL HEIGHT-" 
1 4TH 8.00 
2 5TH 3.00 
3 £TH 3. (t0 
4 7TH 3. 00 
~ STH 3.00 
' CJTH 3.00 7 tOTH 3.00 8 1 t TH 3.00 
9 12TH 3. 00 
1¢ 1 3 TH 3 . <;: () 
11 14TH 3. (t0 
12 15 TH 3. 00 
13 1£TH 3. 00 
14 17TH 3.CtO 
15 18TH 3. C1 C• 
1f, 1 'TH 3. 00 
17 2 0 TH 3.00 
18 21ST 3. 00 
19 22ND 3.00 
20 23F.D 3. 00 
21 24TH 3 . (t(t 
22 25TH 3.00 
23 2£TH 3.00 
24 27TH 3. 00 
25 28TH 3. 00 
26 29TH 3.¢0 
27 30TH 3.00 
28 31 ST 3. 00 
29 l2HO 3.00 
30 3 3 f.I) 3. 00 
31 34TH 3.00 
32 J~TH 3.00 
33 3£TH 3. 00 
34 37TH 3. 00 
35 38TH 3. 00 
36 J')Tff 3. 00 
37 40TH 3.00 
38 41ST 3. 00 
39 42ND 3.00 
40 43RI> 3.00 
·U 44TH 3. 00 
42 45TH 3. 00 
43 4£TH 3. 00 
44 47TH 3. 00 
45 48TH 3.00 
46 49TH 3.00 
47 50TH '. Oo 48 St ST 22. 75 
TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "O"ENT DIAGRA"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 





















































fORCE <ICM> x v 
-S.9 -39.0 
-3.9 -15. 7 
-4.9 -U.3 
-5.8 -U.9 
_,. 8 -17. 5 
-7.7 -18.1 




-12. 7 -u.2 
-U.7 -1'. l 
-14. 7 -18.' 
-u. 8 -18. 8 
-1'. 8 -18. 7 
-17.8 -18.5 
-18.' -18. 3 
-18.7 -17.3 
-18. 8 -U.3 
-18.' -15.2 
-1'. 1 -14. 2 
-19. 2 -13. 2 
-u. 3 -12. 2 
-1'. 5 -11. l 
-19.' -10.1 
AREA <SI ft> x v 
152 475 
57 178 






































PUSS UR! <PA> x y 
-39.0 -82.0 
-n.1 -88 .1 _,,_, -91.4 
-102.0 -94.7 














-329.7 -91. 3 












































SHEAR <ICH > 
x y 
-au. e -su. 2 
-807.9 -523.2 
-804. 0 -507.5 
-799. 1 -491. 2 
-793. 3 -474. J 
-78'. 5 -456. 8 
-778.8 -438.8 
-770. 2 -420.1 
-760.' -400.8 
-no. o -381. 3 
-738.4 -3'2.0 
-72:S.8 -342.8 
-712. t -323.7 _,'7. 3 -304.8 
-'81.' -28'.0 
-U4. 8 -2'7. 3 
-647.0 -248.8 
-628.4 -230. 5 
-609.8 -2u.2 
-:stt . 0 -19'.9 
-572.t -181. 7 
-553.0 -1'7.4 
-533. 8 -154. 2 
-514.5 - 142. t 
-05.0 -131.0 






















5.0 ... , 
4.2 
ftOftEHT < ftH-ft > 
y z 

















































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "O"EHT DIAGRA"S 1 RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL WIND OIRECTIOH 0 COHFIGURATION A REFEREHCE PRESSURE '75 PA 









































































































































-335. 7 -52 ·' 
-32'.4 -4'.8 
-317.2 -47 .0 
-308.0 -44.3 






-219. 7 -2' .0 
-209. 0 -23.5 
-198. 8 -21.0 
-19Ci.2 -18., 
-183.7 -1'. 3 
-177.2 -14 .0 
-t?O. 7 -t t . 7 
-1'4. 2 -9.4 
-157.7 -7. t 
-151.3 -4.8 
-10. 4 -3.5 
-10.1 -6.1 








































-456. 3 -111.5 
-437.7 -102.' 
-419.' -94. 2 
-402. 0 -86.3 
-385. 0 -78.9 
-368. 4 -72.0 
-352. 1 -65.6 
-33'.1 -59.7 
-320.3 -54. 2 
-304.8 -49.1 
-289. 6 -44.5 
-274.6 -40.3 
-254),, -36. !5 
-245.~ -33. 2 
-131 .1 -30.3 
-1U.8 -27. 8 
-202. 7 -25.7 
-188. 7 -24.t 
-175.0 -22.8 
-Ht. 5 -27. 0 
-147.' -2 t. 3 
-1 n. s -19.2 
0.0 (•. 0 
GUST FACTOR 1.00 
"O"ENT C HN-" > x y 
3. 8 -21. 2 
3.4 -19.8 






































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AHi> MOMEHT DIAGRAMS ; RAHARl>dA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
YIHD DIRECllOH 10 COHFIGURATIOH A REFERENCE PRfSSURE £75 PA 




















































l . f, 




















































































































































































































23 i. 1 
nei.c:a 























COST FAtlOR 1.00 
ft OU HT <rtH-") 
x y i 
-23.' 
-?1. 8 












































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "OMENT DIAGRAMS : RAHAR~JA CENTER -- BUSINESS lOURJSl HOTEL 
WINO DlRfCllON 10 COttFlGURATlOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 















3f.TH 101. 00 
37TH 104.00 
38TH 107.00 




























































































e 1 t 78 
































t 1 . f.! 
13 .0 
































































































14 !r ... 















5 t. .. 
0.0 
CUST FACTOR 1.00 
"OPIEHT CftH-") 












































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "O"EHT DlA&RA"S 1 RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
UIHD DIRECTION 20 COHFJGURAlIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE £7~ PA 





































































-1 . 5 
-1 . 4 
-1.3 
-1 . 2 





















































































-59.' 229 .1 
-61.6 237.3 
_, 3. 5 245.' 
-65.4 253.2 
-H. 0 257 .5 
-57.6 25&.9 




















2-4 7. 7 
245.'4 








































































2 04 5. f. 
20Q4J.2 





















104 7. 3 
GUSl FACTOR t. 00 





-1 34 . 4 
-t 28. f. 
-123.0 
-117.5 
-t 12. 2 
-107. 0 




































































TABLE 7. SHEAR ANI> "OftENT l>IAGRA"S 1 RAHARl>JA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
UINO DIRECTION 20 COHFlGURATJOH A REFERF.HCE PRESSURE 675 PA 













35TH '8. 00 
3f.TH 101. 00 
37TH 104.00 
38TH 107.00 
















125. C) 1 
128.01 
131 . (t 1 
134. Ctl 
137. (t 1 
14 0. (t J 
143.01 
10. Ot 


























































































11 . 5 20 3. 9 





















































































































CUST FACTOR 1 .00 
MO"EHT <"H-"> x y z 
-42.0 










































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "O"ENT DJRCRA"S I RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WIND OIRECTIOH 30 COHFtCURATJOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE 67~ PA 


















































































8 t. 1 
81.2 
81. 2 
8 l. 3 
81. 3 
et. 4 




























































P'USSURE <PA> x y 










































- 25 2 . 7 4 48 . 5 






























































































2 724. 1 
2642.9 






GUST FACTOR t.00 













































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AHD "O"EHT DIAGRAnS : RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
UJHO DIRECTION 30 COHFlGURATlOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE 6?5 PA 













































































































































PRESSURE (PA> x y 
























































































SHE~R (KN> x '( 
-o 16 . 1 





-5 30. 1 
-515.7 








































CUST FACTOR 1.00 












































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "O"EHT DIACRA"S : RAHARD~A CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
UJHD DIRECTION 40 COHFICURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE £75 PA 
























































































































































PRESSURE CPA) x y 
-40?.6 42£.J 
















































































































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 















































































TABLE 7. SHEAR ANO "OftENT DlACRAftS : RAHAROJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WJHD DIRECTtOH 40 COHflCURATtON A REFERENCE PRESSURE £7S PA 
FLOOR HEIGHT <M> FORCE CKN> AREA !SQM> PRESSURE <PA> ECCEN (M> SHE~R <KN> 






























































































































































































































































l 78 2. 8 
















GUST FACTOR 1.00 












































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AMI> "O"EHT DIAGRAftS : RAHARl>JA CEHTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 




























































































AREA ($Q H> 
x y 
152 475 












































PRESSURE (PA> x y 
-319.' 457. 7 
-313.8 464.3 
-310.5 4'7.9 
- 30 7 . 1 4 7 1 . 5 






- 30 1 . 4 4' 2 . 3 









































































































-701. 4 2'37. t 
-663. 7 2846. 2 
-U.5.9 27S5.2 
GUST FACTOR 1.00 





















































11 '. t 
117.0 





















TABLE 7. SHEAR AHO "O"ENT OIAGRAftS : RAHAROJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WIHO DIRECTION 50 CONFIGURATIDN A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 































































































































































































































-5 ,6 - 1 
-57,. 0 
-5'2. 0 










































GUST FACTOR t.00 
MOH ENT ( ltH-" > x y 
-117.1 -34.0 
-109. 2 -32. 1 
-t 01 '7 -30.2 
-94. 4 -28. 4 
-87.3 -26.6 
-80.' -24.9 
-74. 1 -23.2 
-f.7.9 -21.' 
-62. 0 -20.1 
-56. 4 -18.6 
-51.0 -17. 1 
-46.0 -U.7 
-o .2 -14. 3 
-36. 6 -13.0 
-32. 4 -11.7 
-28.5 -10. 5 
-24.8 -9.3 
-21.4 -8.2 
-18. 2 -7 .1 
-1'. 3 -6. 1 
































TABLE 7. SHEAR AHO "O"EHT OIAGRA"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
llHD OIRECTIOH 60 COHFIGURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE ~7S PA 
















































































































































































































































SHEAR < KH > x v 

















































GUST FACTOR t.00 
"OftEMT ( MM-U x v z 











































































TABLE 1. SHEAR AHO ftONENT OIACRA"S : RAffAROJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
UIHO DIRECTtOH 60 COHFICURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE £75 PA 
FLOOR HEIGHT Ot> FORCE O:N > UER (SQ !O PRESSURE (FR> ECCEH 01> SHEAR <KH > 













































































































































-u. 3 529. J 
-59. e 531. 7 
-53. 2 534 .1 
-4£. 7 53'.' 









































































































































































































TABLE 7 SHEA~ AHi> "O"EHT DIAGRA"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSIHESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTION ?o CONFIGURATION A REFEREHCE PRESSURE 675 PA 




























1 t . 0 (i 
14.00 
1 7. 00 































1 . 0 
1 . 3 


















3. (l 99. 1 
3.Z 99.7 

































































. 8 523.? 
7 2 52S.O 
12. 5 531 . ,. 






4'. 2 551. g 
52.4 555.? 
55.? 559.5 






















































SHEAR (IOI> x y 





















1 CJ3. (. 
18~.2 
185. 3 


























CUST FACTOR 1.00 















































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AHD "O"EHT DIAGRA"S : RAHAROJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
UIHD DIRECTION 7~ CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE '75 PR 























42NI> t 1' . 0 1 

























































































89. 3 58'. 9 
9£.5 588.S 
103.t> 5,0.S 
110. 8 5'2. s 
117.5 594.7 
123. t 5%. 7 
125. 7 SH. 1 
128.4 S'7.2 





13'. 4 593. 0 
129.4 












































































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 












































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AHO NONEHT OIAGRA"S : RAHAROJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
UIHD DIRECTIOH 80 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE £75 PA 
FLOOR HEIGHT Cff> f'ORCE C!CN) UU CSQ H> PRESSUR'E CPA> ECCEN (") SHERR <KN> 























































































































































-4. 0 581. 0 
-1.9 584.1 






















































































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 















































































TABLE 7. SHEAR ANO "O"ENT DIAGRA"S : RAHAROJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
UIHO DIRECTION 80 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE £75 PA 




































































































































































































































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 











































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND RONENT DIAGRAMS : RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 






























































-2.' 100. 7 































































































































































































































































































lt 7. 8 
t 15. 5 



















TABLE 7. SHEAR ANO "OftEHT DIACRA"S 1 RAHARl>JA CENTER -- BUSIHESS TOURIST HOTEL 
llHD DIRECTION 90 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE '?5 PA 
FLOOR HEIGHT(") FORCE <KN> AREA CH"> PRESSURE CPA> ECCEN (!1) SHEAR CICH> 























































.... 2 tU.6 
-.1 112.8 













































































































































































- 23. 1 
-22.2 















""·' 1944. 9 










GUST FACTOR 1.00 











































































TABLE 7. SHEAR ANO "O"EHT OIAGRA"S 1 RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 





















































FORCE <KH> x v 
-8.3 253.2 
-3.8 97.2 
-4. 1 98. 4 




























_,.' 109. 8 
_,_, 109.9 
_,.' 11o.0 
_,. 5 11 (t. t 
AREA < S8 ft> x y 
















































PRESSURE (PA> x y 
-54., 532.6 
-u.o 545.1 










































































-299. 8 5220 ... 
-293.9 5115.9 
-288.0 50U.6 





























GUST FACTOR 1.00 














































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "Q"ENT DIACRA"S r RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
llNO OIRECTtOH 100 COHFIGURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 
FLOOR HEIGHT <ft> FORCE <IOD AREA <SQ"' PRESSURE <PA> ECCEH <"> SHEU <KN> x y x v x v x., x '( 
29TH 80.00 -183.7 3271.S 










































































_,. 4 110. 7 
-6.3 111.0 
-6. 2 111. 3 
-f, . 1 111 . 7 
_,. 1 112. 0 
-6. 3 112. 4 


































































































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 
ftOftENT C nN-ft > x ., z 







































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AHO ftO"EHT OJAGRAftS 1 RAHARO~A CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
YIHD DIRECTIOH 110 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE £75 PA 

































































































-12.8 10£. 7 





















































-32. 1 489. 3 












































































































































GUST FACTOR t.00 














































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AHO ftOftEHT OIAGRAftS 1 RAHARl>JA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
YIHD DIRECTION 110 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE £?5 PA 






























































































































































































































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 
"O"ENT ( "N-N> )( y z 
-134.4 -13.8 5,,2 






































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "OMENT DIAGRAMS 1 RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WIHD OIRECTIOH 120 COHFIGURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 






































































































































































































































































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 
"°UHT C "H-") x v z 











































































TABLE 7. SHEAR ANO MO"ENT DIAGRAMS : RAHAROJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
YIND DIRECTION 120 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 



































122. 0 t 
12~L 01 






















































































































































































































CUST FACTOR 1.00 
"OH£NT <MH-M> x 
-ue. • 
-119. 7 
-111 . 4 
-t 03. 3 _,,.' 
-88. 2 





































































TABLE 7. SHEAR ANO "OftENT OIA&RA"S 1 RAHAROJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
UIHD DIRECTION 130 CONFIGURATION A R£FEREHCE PRESSURE 675 PA 






























































































































































































































































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 
"°NENT < "N-" > x y z 


















-181 . 7 
-171.7 























































TABLE 7. SHE~R AHO "O"EHT OIAGRA"S 1 RAffAR~JA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 



































4STH 137. O 1 
4CJTH 14(t.Ol 
50TH 143. 01 
51ST 147.01 
TOP 171. 7£. 








































IH •. O 
11.5 16£..5 
83.3 5£5.1 














































PRESSURE: <::'A~ x y 
... 57,g ~4'.5 






















-24. 1 529. 4 
-16.3 522.8 
-7.4 51'.2 



























































I 01. 2 
103. 0 
t 04. 3 
104.' 
















































.• 21 . 2 























































TABLE 7. SHEHR AHi> MO"ENT DIACRAHS : RAHARl>JA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
YIHD DIRECTIOH 1~~ COHFIGURATJOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE 67S P~ 






















































































































































71. 7 432.3 
'8. 3 440 ·' 
,7.5 44,.6 


















































































































CUST FACTOR t.00 














































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "OftENT DIACRA"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WIHD DIRECTION 140 CONFIGU,ATIOH A rEFEREHCE PRESSURE 675 PA 



























48TH 137. 01 
•UTH 140.01 
SOTH 143.01 
515T 1•4'. 01 


























































































PRESSURE CPA) x y 
105. 1 



















148. 1 442. 7 
152.0 435., 
154.7 428.4 



















































































































































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "DMENT DIACRA"S ; RAH~RDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WIHP DIRECTION lS~ COHFICURATIOH A REFEREHCE PRESSURE 675 PA 






























































11 . 5 























































































PRESSURE CPA> x y 
205.9 240.2 
1%.7 263.7 
19 l. 7 27'. f, 





17 2. Q 349.' 
179.3 355.8 
18f..~ 3'1.7 
1, 4. 0 3, 7. 5 
201.3 373.4 
208.' 37'. 3 
215., 38:J.2 
223. 2 391. 0 
230.7 3".5 
238.5 394.'5 
































































105iL 2 3273. 4 
102'-' 
1015. 7 













































1 b98. t 
GUST FACTOR 1.00 
"OMEHT < ""-" > x '( z 











































































TABLE 7. SHEAR ANO MOMENT OIACRA"S : RAHAROJA CENTER -- 8USIHESS TOURIST HOTEL 










































TOP 171. 7£ 
FORCE CKN> AREA CSQ K> PRESSURE (PA) ECCEN (ff) SHERR CKH> 
































26. 1 51. b 
26.2 50.2 
26. 1 4 8. 8 
25.9 47.4 































































































































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 









































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND MOMENT DIAGRA"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WIHO OIRECTIOH 160 COHFIGURATIOH A f.EFEREHCE FRESSllRE 675 PA 

































































































































































27€-. 1 260 .0 
2'1.3 265.S 
30i.5 271.0 
319. 2 27' .0 
328.¢ 272.8 























































SHEAR <KH> x 't 


















































CUST FACTOR 1.00 
"611ENT <11N-"> x 't z 
-155.9 133.4 33.2 








































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND MO"ENT DIAGRAMS : RAHRRDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WIND OIR£CTIOH 160 COHFICURATIOH A FEFEREHCE PRESSURE 675 PA 




















.UTH 137. 01 
OTH 140. 01 
50TH 143.01 
51ST 1H.01 





























































































Pf.'ESSIJPE <PA> x y 













408. 3 167. 0 
40 4. 4 15 9. 3 
3,8. 1 151 . 7 
34)0. 4 14 4. l 
38 (:. c; 13 6. 5 
370.0 128.8 
35 7. 7 121 . 2 
348.7 116.1 
334).5 118.8 
306. 8 127. 4 






























SHEAR ( KH > x y 















































CUST FACTOR I. 00 
l!O"EHT C nH-H> x y z 









































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AHO "ONEHT DIAGRA"S I RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
YIHD DIRECTION 170 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 









































































































































































































































SHEAR < ICN) x '( 

















































GUST FACTOR 1.00 















































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "O"ENT DIAGRA"S : RAHARl>JA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTION 170 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 
FL1JOR HEIGHT 00 FORCE O:N> AREA CSQ M> PRESSURE <PA> ECCEH <M> SHEU CICH> 
x y )( y )( y )( y )( y 






























372. 4 119. 7 
375.4 11£.2 
378.4 112.7 
381. 5 109. 2 
384.5 105.7 









































































































































































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 
MOMENT C MN-"> x y z 
































































- t. 1 
- t. 2 






TABLE 7. SHEAR AND MOHENT DtACRA"S ; RAHRRDJA CENTER -- BUStHESS TOURtST HOTEL 


























































































-( .. 5 


























































































240. 3 -37. 1 
257.7 -37.5 







32'. 4 -29 .1 
332.8 -27.5 
339.2 -26.0 


































































































CUST FACTOR 1.00 





















'·°' '·' 5.2 
... 9 
... 5 




















































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND MO"EHT DlAGRA"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WINO DIRECTION 180 COHFIGURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE £75 PA 
FLOOR HEIGHT 00 FORCE CKN) AREA CSQ ") PRESSURE CPA> ECCEH (") SHEU CKN) 






























































































































































































































































GUST FACTOR t.00 











































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "Q"ENT OIAGRAKS : RAHAROJA CEHTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTION 190 COHFICURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE '75 PA 



















































































































































PRESSURE (PA> x y 
112.8 -87.9 
131.1 -103.J 
















357. 0 -133. 9 
3'3. 5 -127 .8 
370.1 -121.8 
37'·' -115.8 
383. 2 -109 .8 
389.7 -103.8 
39'.3 ... 97_9 




























































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 















































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "O"ENT DIAGRAMS 1 RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WINO DIRECTIOH 1'0 CONFIGURATION A REFEREHCE PRESSURE £75 PA 






32HD 89. 00 










































26. 2 -12. 1 
27.3 --12.0 
28. 4 -11.' 
29. 5 -11.' 
30. 7 --11. 8 
31. 8 -11. 7 
32. 8 --11.' 






















































400. l -93 .0 
403.7 -89.0 
401. 3 -e:s .o 
410.' -81. 0 
414.5 -77.0 
415.9 -73.0 
4U. 2 -U .O 


















380. 4 -40 .3 
36S.O -35.4 
350.7 -32.3 



























































































CUST FACTOR 1.00 
"°UNT C ""-" > x '( z 
12.3 43.6 -8.7 






































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AHO "O"EHT OIAGRA"S 1 RAHAROJR CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
YlHD DIRECTION 200 CONFlGURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 
























































































































































18'. 7 -189.9 
194.7 -194.8 







28 5. 9 -214 . 9 




35' . 5 - 211 . 4 
3£0.1 -20'·' 







































































































GUST FACTOR t.00 














































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AHD "OftEHT OIAGRA"S ~ RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
YiffO DIRECTION 20~ COHFIGURATIOH A REFEREHCE PRESSURE £75 PA 
FLOOR HEIGHT <H> FORCE <KN> UEA (SQ H> x y x y 



































OTH 140. 0 l 
SOTH 143. Ol 






























35. 2 -19. 4 
35. 4 - t 8. 4 
35. 5 -17. 4 
35.4 -16.3 












































PRESSURE <PA> ECCEN <M> SHEU <KN> 
)( y )( y x y 













438. 3 -12' .2 
43'.0 -120.4 





































































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 































































TABLE?. SHEAR AND MOMENT DIAGRAMS : RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WIHD DIRECTIOH 210 COHFtCURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE £75 PA 
FLOOR HEIGHT 00 FORCE CICtD AREA CSQ ft> PRESSURE <PA> ECCEH <ft> SHEAR CICH> x y x y x y x '( x y 





















































229. 2 -2'4. 5 
225.0 -2'4.2 
222.' - 26 4. 0 
220.3 -2'3.8 
218. 0 - 2'3 . ' 
215.£ -2'3.3 
213. 3 -263. l 
211.0 -262.9 
218. 5 -2'5 .0 














































































































































25 s . 1 - 281 . ' 
2,4.3 -285.8 
273.4 -289.9 





306 . l - 288 . s 
310.2 -28'.2 
314.3 -283.9 
318. 3 -281.5 
322.4 -279.2 
















































GUST FACTOR 1.00 












































































"' \).I \).I 
TABLE 7. SHEAR AHD "O"EHT DIAGRA"S 1 RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WIND OIRECTIOH 21~ CONFICURATIOH A REFEREHCE PRESSURE £75 PA 
FLOOR HEIGHT <M> ~ORCE CKN> AREA <SQ M> PRESSURE CPA) ECCEH <M> SHEAR x y )( y x y x y x 












































































- 41. 1 


















































32 5. 8 - 274 . 9 
32'.8 -273., 
327.8 -272.4 
331. 2 -271 .1 
33'.5 -2'9.8 
344. 0 -2'7 .1 
351 . 2 - 26 4 . 1 
358. 3 -2'1. 1 
36 5. 2 - 258 . 0 
37 l. 9 - 255 . 0 
378. 5 -251 .9 
382. 1 - 248 . 9 
379.9 -2H.3 
375.2 -239.8 
369. 1 - 235. 3 
3'1 . t - 23 0 . 8 
35 t . ' - 22' . 3 

























































































CUST FACTOR 1 .00 
MOMENT C HH-" > x y z 








































































TABLE 7. SHEAR ANO ftO"EHT ~IA;RA"S : RAHAROJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTION 220 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE £75 PA 












































































































































18 7 . J - 329 . 7 
174.3 -330.5 
tU.3 -331.3 
148. 3 -332. t 
148.7 -33,.t 
t5 l. 4 - 34 3 • 2 
t5 4 . 0 - 35 0 . 2 
15' . 7 - 35 7 . 2 
159. 3 -3'4. 3 
1'2.0 -371.3 
1'4., -378.3 
1'7. 3 -385 .4 
U9. £ -392 .1 





179. 7 -393. 5 
181. 4 -393. 8 



































































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 















































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND ftOftEHT DIAGRA"S 1 RAHARl>JA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WIND ~IRECTIOH 220 COHFICURATIOH A ~£FERENCE PRESSURE £75 PA 


































































20. 2 -64. 7 
20.5 -63.9 


















































18 t. 0 - 393 . 9 
178.5 -393., 
17'. 1 - 39 3. 3 
1 73. 7 - 393 . 0 
1 7 1. 3 - 392 . 7 
173.9 -392.4 
18 0. 8 - 39 2. 1 
t 92 . 9 - 389 . 7 
204.4 -38'.8 
215.1 -384.0 




25 1 . 3 .. 3, '1 . 7 
250.4 -3'3.0 
248.4 -358.4 
245. 1 .. 353. 7 
240. '1 ... 349. 0 
235.2 -344.3 
235.5 -339.5 
242 ... -331. 5 




























































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 
"OMENT <"H-"> x y z 









































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "O"EHT DIAGRA"S 1 RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 





































































































































PRESSURE CPA> x y 
235.0 -357.4 
200 . t - 3' 0 . t 
18 l. 1 - 3'1 . 5 
1'2.1 -363 .0 





15.' -381 .5 
71. 4 -389. 4 
67.3 -397.4 
'3.1 -405 .3 
58.9 -413.3 










4S. 9 -451. 9 






























SHEAR ( KH > x y 










































230. l -2603. 5 
227.4 -2523., 
224. 8 -2443. 3 
CUST FACTOR 1.00 
"O"ENT ( "N-" > x y z 












































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AHO RO"EHT OIAGRAftS 1 RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 



































45TH 128. 01 
4'TH 131.01 
47TH 134.01 
48TH 137. 0 l 
OTH 140. 01 
50TH 143. 01 
51ST 149.0l 
TOP 171. 7£ 






















20. 7 -149.' 
122. 5 -520. 4 



































































153. 1 -385 .1 





































































l 79 . 3 - 1060 . 7 













GUST FACTOR 1.00 











































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND MOMENT DIAGRAMS ; RAH~RDJ~ CEHT£R -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WIHD Oif.ECTIOH 240 CONFIGURATION A REFEREHCE PRESSURE 675 PA 




































































































































PRESSURE CPA> x '( 
l '5. 4 - 343 . 4 
t6 5. 4 .. 344 . 0 
14'. 0 -344 .3 





61.' -348 .8 





42. 7 -381. 0 
39.5 -386.3 
:n. 4 -391. 1 
29.9 -397.7 
24.4 -403.7 
19. 0 -409. 8 
13.5 -415.8 












































SHEAR < KH > x '( 
88. 8 -4433.' 
59. 1 -4270. 3 
49. 7 -4209. 0 
41.2 -4147., 
33 . 7 - 408'. 2 
27.0 -4024.7 














-12. 4 -3245. 8 
-14. 1 -3174.9 
-15. 5 -3102.9 
-16.5 -3029. 9 
-17.3 -2955. 7 
-17. 8 -28U.5 
-17.9 -2804. 2 
-17.? -272'.9 



















































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AHO "O"ENT DIAGRA"S 1 RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
YIHD DIRECTION 240 COHFIGURATIOK A REFERENCE PRESSURE £75 P~ 










































































-·LS -91. 9 





















































-18... - 44 7. 1 
-28.7 -455.2 
-3'.0 -463.3 
-4'. 3 - 4 71 . 4 
-59.6 -479.4 
-6'.4 -487.5 













































































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 
"O"ENT OIH-") x y z 
12Q.6 2.0 -44.6 
























































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND MOMENT ~IAGR~MS : RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 































































-1. 1 -n.1 
-1.4 -'3.8 
-1.' -i4.i 
-1. 9 -65. 3 
-2. 1 -u. 0 
-2.4 -u. 7 
-2.6 -67. 4 
-2.9 -68. t 
-3.3 -u. 7 
-3.7 -71. 3 
-4.0 -72.9 
-4.4 -74. 5 
-4.8 -7£.1 
-5.2 -77. 7 
-5., -79.3 
-5.9 -80.' 



















































PRESSURE CPA> x y 
57.9 -369.8 
41. 8 -3'5 .0 
33.0 -362.4 
24.2 -35'.8 




-15. 9 - 35 0 . 2 
-20.1 -354.t 
-24.4 -358.1 
-28.' -3'2 .1 
-32.' -366 .1 
-37.1 -370.0 
-41. 4 -374. 0 
-45.6 -378.0 
-50.8 -382.2 




-84. 2 -427. t 
-90. ' - 43' . t 
-97.5 -445.0 
-104.2 -454.0 
















































SHEAR <KH> x y 
-282. 9 -4'53. 8 
-291.7 -4478.0 
-294.1 -4412.9 
-295.' -4348. 3 
-297.3 -4284.1 
-298.2 -4220.5 
-298.' -4157. 2 
-298.4 -4094.5 
-297. 8 -4032. 2 
-29'.9 -39'9.8 
-295.8 -390'·' 
-294. 4 -3842. 8 
-292.8 -3778.2 
-290.9 -3713. 0 
-288. 8 -3'47.0 
-28'. 4 -3580.3 
-283.8 -3,12.9 
-280.' -3444. 8 
-2?7.' -3375. 6 
-274. 0 -3303. 7 
-2'9.9 -3230.8 
-2'5. 5 -315'.2 
-2,0.7 -uu. 1 
-255. 5 -3to2.3 
-250.6 -2923. 0 





























-92.6 -12. 0 
-29. 7 -88.0 
-28. 8 -8£.£ 
-27. 9 -85.2 
-27.0 -83.8 
-2'.1 -82.4 




-21. 7 -75., 
-20.8 -74. 2 
-19.9 -72. 8 
-19.0 -71. 4 
-18. 2 -'9.9 
-17. 3 -'8.5 
-1£.4 -£7.0 
-u.' -£5.5 
-14. 8 _,4.0 
-13. 9 -U.5 
-13. 1 -U.9 
-12.3 -59.3 
-11.5 -57.7 




TABLE 7. SHEAR AND MOMENT DIAGRA"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WINO DIRECTION 2SO COHfICURATIOH A REFEREHCE PRESSURE 675 PA 




















































-8.' -'°· 2 




-11. 3 -9'.0 
-11. 7 -9'., 
-12. 1 -97. 2 








-8. g -97. 4 
-13.9 -uo., 












































- 1 13 . s - 463 . 8 
-123.0 -474.3 
-132. 5 -484 .8 
-142.0 -495.2 
- 15 1 . 6 - SU . 7 
-tn.4 -516.2 
- u 7. 5 - 52 f,.' 
- 16 7. 4 - 53 l . 4 
- U 7. 5 - S3 4. 9 
- u 7. 8 - 53 8. 4 
- 1 '8. 4 - 541 . ' 
-169.2 -545.3 
-110. 1 -548 .e 
-tU.3 -SS2.1 
- 164.... -ss 1 . ' 
-15'. 1 -sst .o 
-147.4 _,,0.4 
- 13 5 . ' - 54' . 8 
-122.8 -549.3 
-108. 1 -548. 7 
-93.4 -54'.2 


















































-230.' -2'74. 8 
-223.0 -2588.4 
-214.9 -2500.1 
-206. 3 -2409. 9 





-142. 4 -1841. 3 
-130. 3 -1744. 1 
-117. 7 -1£46. 3 
-104.' -1547. 8 
-92. () -1449.:S 
-79.4 - 1351. 3 
-'7. 2 - 1253. 1 
-55.6 -1155.1 
-44.9 -1057.2 
-35. 3 -959.4 
-2'. 7 -8'2.0 
-12. 8 _,71. 4 
0.0 o.o 
GUST FACTOR 1.00 




























-7.8 -49. 5 
-7.2 -47.7 
-6.5 -46.0 
-5.9 -44. 2 
-5.l -42. 5 
-4.7 -40.7 




-2.3 -31. 7 
-1. 9 -29.9 
-1.' -28. 1 
-1. 3 -2£.3 
-1. 0 -24.5 
-.8 -22. 7 
-.6 -21.0 








TABLE 7. SHEAR AHD "O"EHT DIAGRA"S I RAHARDJA CEHTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
YIHD DIRECTION 2£0 COHFlGURATlOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE £75 PA 

























































-s. 3 -78. 4 
-5.9 -78.9 
_,. s -80. 1 









-10.8 -91. 9 
-11.0 -92.' 
-11. 1 -93. 9 
-11. 2 _,,.o 
-11. 4 -9'.0 
-11.5 -97.0 



















































PRESSURE CPA> x y 
44.9 -450.7 
12. 8 -448 .1 
-4.8 -44'.7 






- 114 . 2 - 44' . s 
-124.5 -45£.S 
-134. 8 -4'3. s 
-145.2 -470.'4 
-155. 5 -477 .4 
-1'5. 8 -484 .4 









- 20 1 . 9 - 544 . 0 


















































SHEU < kN > 
)( y 
-505.4 -5330.1 
-s 12 . 2 - s 115. 8 
-512.9 -5035.9 
-s 12 . ' - 4 95'. 3 
-stt.4 -487'.9 
-509. 1 -4797. 7 
-505.8 -4718.9 
-SCtt. 5 -4640. 2 
-496.3 -4561.8 
-oo. 4 -4482.' 
-483. 9 -4402. 8 
-476.8 -4321. 4 
-46'. 1 -4238.8 
-460.8 -4154.9 
-451.9 -40'9. 8 
-442.5 -3983. 5 
-432.4 -38'5.9 
-422.0 -3807. (I 
-411. 4 -3717.2 
-400.7 -3'2,. 3 
-389. e -3534. 4 
-378.' -344 l. 5 
-3£7.8 -3347., 
-35,.5 -3252., 
-345. l -3156. 7 
GUST FACTOR 1.00 
"OftENT ( "H-M> x y z 































-3'. 8 -93.' 
-35.3 -91.' 
-33.8 -H.2 
-32.3 -88. 5 
-30.9 -U.7 
-29.5 -85.0 
-28. 1 -83. 2 
-2'. 7 -81. 4 
-25. 4 -79.' 
-24. 1 -77. 8 
-22.8 -76.0 
-21. 5 -74. l 
-20.3 -72.2 
-19.1 -70.3 
-18. (I -'8." 
-U.8 -U.5 





TABlF 7. SHEAF AND "O"EHT DIAC~A"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSJHESS TOURJST HOTEL 
WIND ~IFfCl ION 260 COHFIGUR~TJOH A FfffFFHCf PRFSSURF 675 PA 





























44TH 125. 01 
4 STH 128. 0 t 
4£.TH 131.t;.J 
47TH 134.C•l 



































































8 7 111::: 
s 9 1 78 






-t<H.? -~~,? .5 
-198.5 -556.3 
- 1' 7 . 2 - 56 0 . 1 
- 196 . 0 - 5~ 4 . 0 










- 1s1 . 0 - !18 () . !i 
- t7 0 . 4 - 58 Q . b 
-15?.~ -!>SO.t:: 
-143.9 -!180.9 
- L? 8. 4 - ~·S 1 . 1 
-115.8 -57~.1 
-102.3 -567.0 
-:iR. 5 -528. 7 















































SHE"?.!? r:KN> x .,. 
-333.f. -305,.7 
-372. 2 -2,E·J.' 
-310.8 -2863.4 
-29'. 5 -2764.? 
-2813.? -2E.f.4.3 
-277 .1 -2563.8 
-265.7 -246?.5 
-2!i3.P. -23f.1'.•.f. 
-241 .4 -2?58.4 
-ne.e.. -2J5f· (• 
-·2 '~. 3 -2(•~s:f:. 4 
-201. ~· -1 SI~ (1. f. 
-187.~~ - t 8'4?. 5 
-t 72. f. -1744. 3 




-1 oo. 7 - nn.' 
- se . 1 - t 1 n . 3 
-7f .. 7 -101,.7 
-6'.0 -916.5 
-46.e. -714.3 
0.0 0. (t 
CUSl' FACTOR 1 .00 
f'IOlffNT OIH-!O x y 1 
1 38. 9 
129.8 































-f .. 1 
















-5t .. £. 
























TA9lE 7. SHEAR AND NO"ENT DIACiA"S r RAHAR~JA ClHTER -- BUSIHESS TOURJS1 HOTEL 
YIHD OIRECTIOH 270 COHFtGURATIOH A REFfRFHCE PRESSURE ~7~ PA 



























































-1. e. -H .. 4 
-2. 1 - rt. (J 
-2... -78 ... 
-2.7 -79.8 
-3. 0 - 81 . 2 
-3.2 -82.£ 
-3. !• -84. C• 
-3.8 -8~. 4 
-4.0 -Sf.. 8 
-4.2 -88. 2 
-4.3 -89. 2 
-4.3 -C)O. t 
-4.3 - 91 . 1 
-4.3 -92. 1 
-4.4 -9:::. 1 
-4.4 -94. t 
-4.4 -9S.(t 
-4 . ~ - 9E.. 0 



















































PF.fSSURE: CPA> x y 
13 ~· -q~ f. 
.. ~.(· -433.9 




-ie. 0 -42~.~ 
-31.4 -428.3 
-37. ~ -o 1.' 




-6 t . 4 - 4 7 1 . 2 
-f.f.. 2 -47CJ .o 
-7J.C• -406.9 
































































-1 9f.I . 0 - ·U.6 1 . ~. 
-1 e.s 9 - 4 ~e.; . 9 
-187.l -4508.6 
-18~ 0 -4431.6 
-182.6 -4353.2 
-179.9 -4173.4 
-1 n. o -419:?.2 
-173.7 -4109.6 
-170.2 -02!'.i.' 
-lf..E, 4 -3940. 2 
-162. 4 -3853.-4 
-158.2 -3765.? 
-1 :)3. 9 -3£7£.0 
-10. 6 -358~.' 
-145.3 -3494. 8 
-1 41 . 0 -3402.£ 
-136.6 -3309. 6 
-132. 2 -3215.5 
-12'? 8 -3120.4 
CUST FACfOF 1 .00 
"OtlEHl CftH-") x )' "l 
4 ?2. 'l 
















2 !8 8 
207.£ 
19, 1 






-1 7. J -106. 3 









-t t . 7 



































TABLE 7. SHEAR AHD "O"EHT DJRGRAftS : R~HARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURJSl HOTEL 
WIND OlRfCTTOH ?70 CONFlGURATIOH A REFfREHCE PRESSURE £7~ F~ 



































TOP 171. 7f. 
x y 
-4. 4 -% . ' 
-4. 3 -97. f. 
-4.3 -98.l 







-4 . 7 -101 . 4 
-4.8 -101.-c 

























































8s.)0 t 351 
PRE SSUl?f <PA> x y 
-??.2 -543 3 
-H .. 1 -!•4 i'. 3 




-? 1 . 2 - 56 7 . 6 
-7(>.6 -5G8.5 




-H. 2 -5'8. e 
-64.f. -569.0 
_, 1 . 8 - 5 71). 5 
-58.4 -57~.o 
-54.b -573.6 
-5(1.? -575 1 
-45.5 -5?b t. 
-·40. 4 - 5 7 8 . 2 
-37.3 -SH 9 
-35.3 -563.5 
-30. 6 -!i2'.'. b 















































SHF.~R (KN> x y 




-1 Ot . 1 - 2f.3?. 7 
-101 ' -2532.9 
-97.8 -2432.4 
- 93. 4 -233 t . 2 
-8,. (• -222, ' 
-84.~· -2128.5 
- 7'. e. - 2 02 7. 2 
- 75 . I - 1 92 !, . 8 
- 70. 3 - 1824. 4 
-E.5.4 -1723.0 





- 38 . 2 - 1 1 J 0 . 2 
- 34 . f. - 1 00 7. ? 
-31. 2 -904.3 
-24. 5 -703 ... 
0.0 0. 0 
CU S l FACTOR t . 0 I) 
"OfH t-1'1 ( f'!N-!'I) x '\' 2 
1 37 . 'l 
12e.? 
119. f. 







































































TABLE 7. SHEA~ AND "O"EHT DJAGRA"S : RAHARDJA CEHTER -- BUSJHESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WJHD DIRECTION 280 COHFlGURATJOH A REFfREHCE PRESSURF '75 PA 




































































































































- 3 1 - 39 s e 










































































SHE~' 'K~> x y 
-33 <:· -4825.S 
- ~~3 . 3 - oH.4 3. ~. 
-33.3 -45?4 2 
-33.2 -4~:1).4.3 
-33.i:: -4433? 





-30. 5 -39CJ8. 7 
-30. 0 -3925. 4 
-29.E· -3852.1 
-29. 1 -3778. 7 
-28.6 -37(15.4 
- 28 . 2 - 3 632. 1 
-27.7 -3558.S 
-27.3 -3485.4 
- 26 . 9 - 341 1 . 0 
-2E.. £. -3335. 7 




- 25 . 4 - 2 ~4 4 . 7 
GUST FACT 0 R 1 . 0 0 
MO!'lfHT t IHf-10 x y z 
442 ·' 
4 f15. 0 
3 ~ l . z 
377. f. 
3t·4. 2 

















t to. 2 






-3.9 -9'. 4 
-3.8 -'7. e 
-3.7 -9E-. 1 
-3. E· -'4. 5 
-3.5 -92. 8 
-3.4 -91. 2 
-3.J -89. 5 
-3.2 -87.9 
-3. 1 -86. 3 
-3.0 -84.6 
-3.0 -83. 0 
-2.9 -81. 3 
-2.8 -79.7 
-2.7 - 78. 1 
-2.6 -76 .. 4 
-2.5 -74. 7 
-2.5 -73. 0 
-2.4 -71.3 
-2.3 -f.'. E· 
-2.2 -E-7.8 




TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "O"EHT DIACRA"S : RAHARDJA CEHTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 






















4 2N I> t 1 '. 01 
43RI> 122. 01 
44TH 125.01 
45TH 128.01 
4E0 TH 131.01 
4?TH 134.01 
48TH 137. 01 



























-2 . 5 -1 'e. t 
-23.1 -7~1.t 













































81) 0 t 3 51 








3. 4 - 5(14 . b 
4 1 -513 
3.€ -51?.B 
3.' -521 . ? 
3.3 -525.5 
3.0 -524'.3 
2. 7 - 53 3 . 2 
2.4 -53?.C• 
2. 1 -54 0. CJ 
1 . 5 - 54 5 . 1 
. 5 - 54'. 2 
- . 7 - 55 3 4 
-2.1 -557.6 
- 3. 9 - 561 . s 
-5£-%~.CJ 
- 8. 6 - 56 7 . 0 
-13.4 -555.5 
-2S.CJ -518.CJ 

















































S!-IE:AR :. !Ol > x y 
-25.3 -2~H:.:.'...€· 
-25.2 -2781.2 
-25. 2 -UH. 3 
-2S. 3 -2t·l 1. 9 
-25.4 -2525.0 
- 25 . 5 - 2 4 3 t .. 5 




- 26 . 6 - t 97 6 . t 
- 26 . ' - 1891 . 7 
-27.0 -t78E .. 6 
-27.2 -tf.CJCi., 
-27.4 -154H.5 
- 27 . 5 -1., 7. J 
- 2 7 . 5 - t 39' . 4 
-21.s -u:oo.7 
- 27 . 3 - 1 20 1 . 3 
- 27 . 0 - 1 101 . 1 
-26.4 -1000.2 
-25. 7 -899.2 
-23. -701 . l 
Q Ct 0. (:t 
CUST FACTOR 1 .00 
MOMENT OU.HO x 
133. 4 
12'4 . ' 
116. 7 
108.7 























-1 . ' 






-1 . 4 
-1. J 
-t.2 
- 1 . 1 
- 1 . 1 






































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "O"EHT OIACRA"S 1 RAHAR~JA CEHTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
UIHD DIRECTION 290 COHFlCURATlOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE 6?5 PA 




































































. 7 -81 3 
. ' -82 (. 
1.1 -82.7 





2.2 -aE .. , 





















































2 9. 2 - 38 5 . 1 
2Ct.4 -393.2 
15.6 -H?.6 






































































SHEAR ( KH > x ';' 
1 u 9 - 48~1. 5 
106.4 -4?08 5 
H•S :::: - H-3 e.. 4 
104 ' -45€-7 5 




t04 t -4'201 2 
1 04 5 - 4 t 2 5. 7 
1Ct4 . e. - 4 00 . 4 
104.9 -3972.4 
t 05 . (· - 3 e.H . €. 
104 ' -38U..2 
1 04 . E· - 3 73 7. O 





''·' -3Z47 1 
'e. 4 -3 tn. o 
,6.8 -3078.2 
94 . ' - 2" z. 7 
,2.9 -2c;oe .. s 
GUST FACTOR 1 .00 
f'IOMEHT <:MH-i'I> 
x 'i z 
441 . 0 
4 02. €. 
388. E. 
374 7 
JE. ! . 2 
347. e 
334. E· 












I 84 4 


















































TABLE 7. SHEAR AH~ HO"EHT ~IACRA"S : RAHARDJA CEHTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
YIHD DlRECTIOH 290 CO~F!GURAT!OH A REFERFNCE PRESSURE 675 PA 
























11 3. (11 
1 U.. Ot 
42NL' 119.01 
43RI> 12 2 . 0 l 
HTH 125.01 





49TH 137. O l 
4'TH 140. 01 
'OTH 143. 01 
51ST 10. Ot 
























-8.5 -666 4 









































92 1 78 
1'0 357 
8(1(1 1351 
PRESSURE (PA> x 'r' 
42.3-491.5 
45:?. -495.? 
48 4 -499.9 
51 . 5 - 50 ... 1 
54.5 -508.4 
57.;' -512 £ 
bl :2 -516 .8 
65 -519.7 
,,_1-5223 
7 2 . 9 - 52'4 . 9 
?£. s -52? 5 
8(•.6 -53('.1 
84.3 -532.i' 
8 5. 5 - 5? 5.:? 
81 8 -537.0 
7£.5 -536 ;' 
70. 4 -so. 4 
I:. 7 , v .... l -542 0 
5 4. g -543. 7 
4 5 7 -545. 4 
37.3 -544 5 
2£.0 -532.3 
-10 E. -492.2 
ECC£N l'. M ;. x 'r' 
22 
22 

























SHERR ( l(H > 
)( '( 
90 . 7 - 2 e.1 ~. E. 
8e. 3 -2n2. o 
8~. 7 -2643 6 
82 ~ -2554. 5 
eo . o - 2 o 4 . E. 
76., -2374.Ci 
73.5 -2282 6 
6CJ.e -2no.s 
f.5 . < - 2 09 7. e 
f,.1 . 2 - 2 00 4. 7 
56.3 -1911.1 
51.0 -1817.1 
45.2 -1722 6 
::,9. 0 - 162 7. 1£. 
32 . 5 - 1 532. t 
26.l -1436.4 














GUST FACTOR t 00 
MOHEHT t Mrt-M> )( y z 
121). ~· 
120.7 
















21 . 2 









1 . ' 












- . 1 
- . 1 
-.1 
- . 1 
- . 1 





























TABLE 7. SHEAR AND MO"ENT ~IACRAMS : RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WINO OIRECTIOH 300 COHFIGUfAT?OH A REFE,EHCE PFESSUFE 675 PA 


















































?? . 00 
-15., -tt4.0 
-6.0 -44 3 
-6.(J -45 2 
_,. 0 -46. 1 
_,. 0 -4 7 0 
-5. 9 -4 7 6 
-5.9 -'48.7 
_,. 9 - 4'.' 
-5.7 -~¢.2 
_,_4 -50.i 
_,. 1 - ~ Q. CJ 
-4 . e. - 51 . 3 
-4 . 5 - 51 . 7 
-4.2 -52.0 
-3.') -52 4 
-3.E· -!52.8 
-3.3 -53.2 
-2.' - 53 f, 
-2.t -!H.O 


























































Pfi'ES~Ufi'E CPA> x '( 
-104.~ -23~.e 
-104.5 -246 7 
- 1 0 4 . 5 - 25?. . 6 
-1~4.5 -258.5 
-104.4 -263.4 
-104. 4 -2H. 3 
-104.4 -273.1 
-104.3 -278.0 
_,,. e - 2e 1 5 
-H 4 -2e:.. f. 




-67 6 -2'4 0 
-62. 5 -2Q€. 
-57.1 -298.2 
-51 . 5 - 30 0 . ' 
-Ho 0 -3()3.0 
-40 ::; -3C">'.'5 ::. 
























































SHH!<' <KN> x ~· 






- 50 . 9 - 3222 . 3 
-45.~ -Jl?J., 
-39.1 -3124 0 
-33.4 -3073.S 
-28 0 -3023.3 
-22 ' -2,72.4 
- 18 . 1 - 2 921 . 1 










14 . 1 - 2 331 . 1 
15.1 -2274.9 
CUST FACTOR 1 00 
"OMENT <f'IH-10 x y z 















181 . ? 
173. 5 

























-1 . 7 
-t.7 
-t. 7 
































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "ONEHT DIAGPA"S l RAH~RDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
YIHD DIRECTION 300 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 






























44TH 125. 01 




4 'TH 14 0. 0 l 
5CtTH 143. C:.1 

































































89 1 78 
92 178 
19 0 35? 
8~(1 1351 




18. I) -34 3. 7 
25.? -350.8 
33.7 -357.9 
41 8 -365.0 
49.0 -372.3 
56.1 -3?9.!5 
63 2 -396.7 
70. 2 -3H .f.t 
7 7. 3 - 401 . 2 










-81 0 -431 .£ 








































SHE~R (!Of> x 'y' 




14 . 4 - t 'e o . ' 
13.0 -1'18.4 
11 . 0 - 1 85 4 . 6 
8. 5 -1 78'. 5 
5. 4 - t 723. 1 




- 1' . t - 137 1 . 9 
- 2s . s - 1 29 7. e 
- 32 . 5 - 1222. 5 
-3,.0 -1145.9 
-45 2 - t 068 1 
- 51 (: -98'. t 
-56- 2 -908.e 
-u. 7 -827.2 
-63 ' -745. 0 
-64 8 -583. 1 
¢. (o 0.0 
GUST FACTOR 1. 00 
l'IOHENT ( !'fH-10 x y z 
i ot.. 5 
1 vQ. 3 
93., 
87.7 







































































TABLE 7. SHEAP. AND ftO"EHT DIAGRA"S : RAHAP.~JA CEHTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTION 310 CONFIGURATION A REFEREHCE PRESSURE 675 PA 
FLOOR HEIGHT <M> FORCE CKH> AREA CSQ M> PRESSURE CPA> ECCEN (M> SHEAR CKN> 
















































































































































- 22 :s. 7 - 218 . :s 
-228.7 -219.4 
-231. 7 -22ei.2 
-234.7 -221.1 
-237.7 -221 .9 
- 24 (I . ? - 22 2 . ? 
















































-953 6 -:H25. 6 
-92?.< -2535.t 
-917. 5 -2500. 3 
-9Ci7 I -2465. 1 
-8%.3 -2429.4 
-ee5.:::: -2393. 3 
-874 .1 -2356.' 
-862 5 -231CJ.6 
-850.7 -2282.1 
-en. s -2244. 3 
-826.' -2206. 4 
-814 . e - 2 us. 3 
-802 7 -2130.2 _,,(!. 5 -2092. 0 
-778.2 -2053.7 
-7£.5 ' -2015.2 
-753.5 -1'i'£.7 




-6 e' . 2 - 1 ;e 1 . e 
_, 75 . 8 - 1 74 2. 4 
-6 62 . 3 - 1 70 2 . ' 
-£48.5 -lf.63.2 
GUST FACTOR 1.00 
M0!1EHT ( f'Hf-l'f) 















































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AHD "OMENT DIACRA"S 1 RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
YIN~ OIRECTIO~ 31~ COHFICU~ATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE 67!5 PA 































HTH 134. 01 
48TH 137. 01 
49TH 140. 01 
'OTH 143.01 
StST 10.01 
TOP 171. 7£ 
-14.2 -40.5 
-14.4 -41.4 
























-20. 3 - !5£. 3 
-20. 5 -57. 7 
-2C..7 _,,,t 
-21.4 -6(o.2 





































e 7 11e 
89 178 
CJ2 178 
190 3 57 
800 1351 
-24 e. 3 - 22£. 9 
-253.0 -232.1 
- 25 7 . f, - 2 37 . 2 
- 2i 2 . 3 - 24 2 . 4 
-26 7. r,. -247'.' 
-2U.1 -252.6 
- 26'. 2 - 251. e 
- 26 7. 3 - 2€- 1 . ~ 
-2i!i.~ -26~.7 
-2i3. 7 -269.5 
-261.9 -273.3 
-260.2 -277.2 
-25 8. 4 - 28 1 . 0 
-255.7 -284.9 
- 251 . 4 - 2C!I 2 . 7 
-247. 3 -3(';~·. 5 
-243.3 -306.3 
-239.4 -31'.0 
-zJ s. ~ - 323. e 
-231. e -331 .E-
-233.2 -337.E. 
-241.t -339.t 











































_, °''. 1 
-591.4 
-1623.3 
- t se 2. 9 
-1541. 5 
-1499.2 
-~76 4 -1456.0 




-4 '' . 2 - 1 22' . 8 
-4 77 . 5 - 1 t 7 8 . 8 
-459.3 -1130.0 
-44(1. 7 -1080. 6 
-421 . ' -1030.5 
-402. 2 -97CJ.7 
-382. 5 -927.' 
-3£2.£ -874. 0 
-342.4 -819.0 
-322. 1 -?U. 7 
-301 . ' -?64., 
-280. 8 -645. 8 
-259 5 -585.£ 
-213.7 -464.7 
0.0 0.0 
GUST FACTOR t. OCs 
ftOftEHT orn-10 
u ... 
8c) . 2 
75. 4 
70. 7 


























-23. 9 -35.5 
-22.2 -34.4 
-20.' -33 ... 
-19. t -32.3 
-17.£ -31. 2 
-1'. t - 30. 1 
-14. 7 -29. 0 
-13.3 -27.' 
-12. t -2'. 7 
-10.8 -25.o _,_, -24.3 
-8.5 -23. 1 
-7.5 -21. 8 
-£.5 -20 4 
-5.5 -19. 0 
-4.7 -17.6 






TABLE 7. SHEAR AHO ftO"EHT DIACRAftS : RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTION 320 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE £75 PA 






















































-13. t -33 ... 
-13.6 -33. 8 




















-1' s -38. 2 





















































-20 3. 9 - ts 1 . 2 
-220.l -185.2 




















- 28 5. 2 - 210 . 5 
-287.5 -212.S 
-289.? -214.S 

















































SHEAF: (KN> x y 
-1272.5 -2402 () 
-1241.5 -2315.9 
-122e <3 -22e2. 9 
-1215.9 -220.5 
- 12'•2 . '3 -221!5.7 
-1188.2 -2181.5 
-1173.t -214i.9 
- 11 58 5 - 2111 . ' 
-1142.8 -2076.'5 
-1127 1 -2040.CJ 
- 11 11 . 5 - 2 00 5. 3 
- l 0 ,5 . ' - 1 "' . 8 
-10 80 . 3 -1'34. 3 
- 10 E.4 g - t 89 8 . 8 
-10'' 2 -teE-3.4 
-10 33 7 -182 8. 0 
-101e.J -1792.6 
-10 02 e - t 751. 2 
-987.2 -1721.5 
-'71.5 -1f.8!!1.4 
-~ 55 . ' - 1648. 9 




GUST FACTOR 1.00 
PIGMENT OIN-1'1) x y z 






1 72. 7 







































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND ftO"ENT DIAGRA"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
YIHD DIRECTION 32~ COHFIGURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE £75 PA 















































-20. 2 -42. 8 
-21.1 -43.£ 








-29. 7 -51. 1 
-30.3 -51.£ 
- 30. 8 - 5 2. 1 
-31.4 -52.6 
-32.0 -53.1 
-32 ' -53.3 
-£1.3 -104.7 
-281.2 -3?2.8 



















































-340 5 -235.7 
-346. 5 -240. 2 
-349.4 -244 7 
-3:5 2. 6 - 249.? 
- 356 . 1 - 2:54 . 8 
- 36 0 . 0 - 26 () . () 
-3,4.3 -2£5.2 




-3'9. 1 -286 .4 
-3,£.1 -289.2 
- 36 3. 1 - 29 2 . 1 
-360 2 -295.0 




























19 -1 t 






SHEfiP. (KN> x 'r' 
-874.3 -1H·1.3 
-857 2 -1422.4 
-83,.f. -1382.8 
-8 21 . 4 - 1 34 2. 3 
-802. 5 -1301. 1 
-783.1 -1259.1 
-H.2 ' -121£..2 
-741.e -1112.6 
-71'.f. -1128.l 
-696 . 5 - 1 082 . 1 
-'72 . 3 - 1 03 f,. 3 
-f, 47 . (r - 98' . 0 
-uo . £. - 940 . ' 
-593. (r -8'1. 7 
-5£4.5 -841 . 7 
-535. 3 -791. 2 
-sos.' -740. 1 
-4 75. 3 -ue.s 
-444. s -6-3£.S 
-4 13 . 1 -583.' 
-·381 I -sJo.e 
-348. 6 -477.5 
-281. 2 -372. e 
0.0 0.0 
GUST FACTOR 1.00 
MOMENT (!'ft.HO 
x y z 
69. t• 
f,5. 3 









































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND MOMENT DIAGRA"S : RAHAR~JA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WIND OIRECTtOH 330 COHFICURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE 67:5 PA 






























































-18.3 -Jf. 7 
-18.7 -3£ 0 
-19.2 -3:5.3 
-1'.7 -34.i 
-20. 1 -34.0 
-20. f, -33.3 
- 21 . 1 -32. f, 
-21. e. -31.' 





























































-230 f, -215.J 
-244.8 -216.1 
-258 9 -216.' 
-273.0 -217.7 




- 32 0. 7 - 20 '5 . i 
-328., -201.8 
- 33 7. t -1' 8. 1 
-34 5. 2 - 1 '4 . 3 
-353.4 -1,0.5 




- :::,; . e - 1 7 1 ~ 






















































- t 4 94 . 5 - 1 81 ;;. s 
-14 '7 . 7 -1?\)9. ' 
- 14 56 . I - H 7 t . 8 
-1443 8 -1£33.5 
-14 30. £ - t 59 5. 1 
-141' . 7 - t 55'.' 
-1401.9 -1517 9 
-138'.4 -1479.1 
-13 70 . 0 - 1 440. 2 
- 13 53 . 1 - 140 1 . 5 
- 13 35 . 8 - l 36 3 . 5 
-1317.9 -132£.2 
- 12 99 . 7 - 1 28' . 5 
- 12 80 . 9 - 1 25 3 . ' 




- 1180. 1 -1083.7 
-1158. 5 -1051. 8 
-113£.3 - 1020. 5 
-1113.6 -'989.9 
-1090.4 -9£0.0 
-1066.8 -930. 7 
-1042.5 _,02. 2 
GUST FACTOR 1. 00 
l'IOl'IEtH <"N-1'1) x '( z 
1 ·h. 3 











































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND ftO"ENT DIAGRA"S : RAHAROJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTIOH 330 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 


































125. (t t 




OTH 140. 01 
SOTH 143.01 
51ST 14'.01 
TOP 171. 7t 
- 25. 1 - 2 7. 5 
-25. 4 -27. 3 
-25. 7 -27. 2 
-26. 0 -27. 0 
-26. 3 -26. 8 
-26.9 -2£.7 
-27.£ -2£.5 











-35. 4 -29.2 
-35.8 -2'. 2 









































92 t 78 
190 357 
80(1 1351 




- 46 1 . 7 - 150 . 5 















- 34J' . 8 - 1, 3 . 8 
-39 3. 0 - 1G 4.' 

































































-11 t. e 
-f,.85.3 
-f.58.5 















GUST FACTOR 1.00i 












































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AHD "O"EHT DIAG~A"S : RAHAR~JA CEHTEF -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WIHD DIRECTIOH 34~ COHFIGURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE 075 PA 































































-21 . 1 -42.8 
-22. 1 -41.£ 
-23. (I -40.S 
-23.9 -39.3 
-24.8 -38. 2 
-25.5 -37.0 
-25. 9 -35. 9 
-2£. 2 -34. 7 
-2£. s -33. 5 

























































PRESSURE CPA> x y 
-H.~.3 -234.S 
- 19'. 0 -241 . 0 
-21'. 9 - 24 4 . 4 
-234.? -247.7 
-25 2. ' - 251 1 
-270.4 -254 4 
-288.2 -257.S 
- lo' . 1 - 261 . 2 
- 32 2. 5 - 25 9 . 5 
- 33 8 . ' - 25 l . 0 




-419. 4 -220. 7 
-435' -214.2 
- 44 7. 7 - 20? . 7 
-453.S -201.1 




-482. 7 -1'8.t) 
-488. b -1&1 .4 
-494.4 -154.7 


















































SHERR C KH > x y 
-1ft35 . 4 - HE-¢. 9 
- 1e.1 Q . 1 - 1 54'. 3 
- 15 98 . e - 1 so -s • 3 









-14 30. 3 -1057. 8 
-1408. 2 -1016.2 
-1385.2 _,75.7 
-13'1.3 -936.3 
-133b. 5 -898. 2 
-1311.0 -8'1. 1 
- 1295 . 1 -825.3 
-12 59. v -79(:. £ 
-1232.4 -757. 1 
-12 05. E· -724.8 
-1178.4 -6'3. 7 
-1150. 9 -663. 7 
-1123.1 -634.9 
CUST FACTOR 1.00 















































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "OMEHT DIACRA"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
WINO OIRECTIOH 340 CONFICURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE i7' PA 























4 2N I> 11 9. i:• t 
43RI> 122. o 1 















-28. 4 -2£.. 7 
-28. 6 -ze.. C) 
-ze.e -n.3 
-29. 0 -24.6" 
-2'. z -23., 
-29.6 -23.2 
-30.3 -22.5 
-30 ' -22. 1 
-i1.5 -21.7 
-32. 1 -21. 3 
-32. e -20.' 
-33.5 -2(• 5 
-34.2 -20.1 
-34.SI -tsi.7 
-3,. f, -1 '. 0 
- 36. 2 - 1 e. 3 
-.3i.8 -17.E. 
-37.3 -1'.8 
- 37. SI -1£.. 1 
-38. 4 - ts. 4 
- 39. 0 - 15. 0 
-79.' -31.' 

















































-SO~L 0 -142. 0 
-!5()8.:5 -138 
-:u1.9 -134 2 
-5<>8.2 -13(< 4 
-499.9 -126.5 
-4'1.9 -124.0 










-434. 4 _,¢. 4 
-42'.2 -8' .3 
-425.2 -84. 1 










































-1066.5 -5Sci. 7 
-1037.9 -5'4. 7 
-1009. 1 -529.4 
-980. 1 -504.7 
-951 .0 -480.8 
-921.3 -457. 6 
-891 . 1 -435. 0 
-8£0. 2 -412.9 
-828. 7 -391. 2 
-796.£ -3'9.9 
-H.3. 7 -34'. 0 
-730.2 -328.4 
-696. 0 -308. 3 
-6b1.1 -288.5 
-'25.5 -269.5 
-58'9. 3 -251 . 2 
-552. 5 -233.7 
-515.2 -21£.8 
-4 77. 3 -200. 7 
-438.9 -185. 3 
-400 0 -17<i.3 
-320. 1 -138. 7 
0 0 0.0 
CUST FACTOR 1. 00 


























-54. 2 -13. 0 
-51. 0 -12.£ 
-47.8 -12.2 
-44.8 -11. 8 
-41.8 -t1.4 
-38.9 -11.1 
-3£. 1 -10.7 
-33.3 -U.4 
-30.7 -10. 1 
-28. 2 -9.8 
-25.7 -9.5 
-23.'4 -9.2 















TABLE 7. SHEAR AHD ftONEHT DIACRA"S t RAHAR~JA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
VIND DIRECTIOH 3'0 COHFIGURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 








































































-25. 4 -27. 5 
-25. b -u .. 3 
-25.8 -25.1 
-26. 0 -24. (lo 
-26.2 -22.8 











































































-45t..1 -134 .4 
-4:59.? -127.8 














































SHEAR (l(N) x y 
-1 H-2 E. -1323. 9 
-1443 2 -1233 6 
-1433 e -1ne.o 
-1423.4 -1161.3 
-1411 9 -1123.6 
- 13 99 . 2 - 1(18 4 . ' 
-1385.5 -1045.2 










-1 t H. ~ 
-1142. 1 
-1117.2 






















GUST FACTOR 1.00 
"O"EHT ( f'IH-H> )( y z 
63.5 
73.3 












































































TA9LE 7. SHEAR ~HO "O"EHT DIACRAMS : RAHARDJA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST ~OTEL 
VIND OIRECTION 350 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE b75 PA 
FLOOR HEIGHT (M> FORCE (KH> AREA <SQ"> PRESSURE (PA) ECCEN tM> SHEAR (KN> 











































-26. 3 -21. 0 
- 2£. 4 -20. 2 
- 26. 4 - t 9. 4 
- 2£. 5 - 1 e. 5 
-26.? -1 7. 7 
-2?.1 -1£.9 
-27.£ -1£. 4 
-28. 1 -15.9 
-28.£ -15.5 
-29. t - t 5. 0 
-29.7 -14.' 
-30.2 -14. 1 
-30.8 -13. £ 
-31.3 -12. 7 
-31.8 -11.9 
-32.3 -11. 0 
-32.8 -10.1 
-33.2 -9.2 
-33. 7 -8. 4 




















































-464 .... -104 .0 





-419 5 -94.2 
-414. 1 -91.' 
-409.t -79. t 
-4~4.4 -1'. 4 
-399.' -71. 5 
-394. 9 -6' .£ 
-390. 2 -61. £ 
- 39 5 . ' -5' . 7 







































_, lQ 4 
-884.1 
-857. 7 











































GUST FACTOR t .00 





















1 . ' 





















































TABLE ?. B~SE SHEAR ~ND MOMENT SUM"ARV ; RAHAR~JA CENTER -- BUSINESS TOURIST HOTEL 
COHF IGURATI OH A REFERENCE PRESSURE 67~ GUST FACTOP t.00 
AZil1UTH SHEAR \f<N) f'IOMENT (. f~N-·M> ECCEH ( M > x v x v z x y 
(t -914 -5b2 30. 5 -?6.4 -12.8 ? -11 
10 - ts' 231 -23.t. -13.4 £. E. 1, 13 
20 -7£ 213£ -t£9.o -4.4 59., 28 1 
30 -1070 4153 -3 39. e _,,.4 112.~ 25 7 
40 -15:50 4578 -3 83. 1 -147. 1 121. 7 24 e 
50 -1118 499S -42~. 3 -104.7 131. 2 25 E. 
,0 -369 !50 9o -442.5 -30.5 129.6 25 2 
70 1 91 5, 2 e. -489. 2 22 .. e 135. t· 24 - 1 
80 S£ 5()94 -519.? ? . 1 138. C1 23 -o 
90 -83 £0CJ l -525. g - e.. 2 134.4 22 0 
100 -33£ 6075 -522. 3 -29.2 12£.2 21 1 
tl 0 -591 5702 -488.4 -53. 7 112. 3 1 ~ 2 
120 -288 5527 -472.0 -24.1 102., 19 1 
130 ·~ 
5094 -4 34. 4 8.8 88.~ 1 7 -o 
140 543 4378 -3£7.7 5 B. :2 ? 1. 3 t t. -2 N 
150 1058 3273 -2E·8. 7 109.e 50. 1 14 -4 °' 
160 127£ 1999 -155.9 133.4 33.2 12 -a VJ
170 1137 868 -62. 6 ltCJ.2 17.2 7 -to 
180 974 -260 18., ,9.¢ -5.6 1 5 
1,0 12 ,7 _a,, a f.2. 4 135.0 -22.3 e 1 1 •"'..:... .t' 
200 1383 -1'23 120.Gt 143.7 -30.2 1 1 9 
210 1236 -2i37 21'. i 127.5 -42.2 13 ' 220 S55 -3£51 310., as.s -5?'.b 15 4 
230 3£.9 -4273 "1~"7 Q 3t·. 2 - 7 Ci. 1 u. 1 "'r .,./. ,,. 
240 89 -4434 407.3 2.9 -77.9 ts 0 
25¢ -283 -4,54 433. 1 -32.0 -92.Q 20 -1 
260 -5~5 -5330 4 79. Ci -50.0 -tOS.7 20 -2 
270 -1 72 -5254 472. 2 -1e.e -110.C} 21 - 1 
280 -33 -482£ 442.9 -4.4 -108.4 22 -o 
290 111 -4892 441.0 11.2 -11i.c; 23 t 
300 -97 -356 7 340.8 - 4. 1 -82.4 23 
4 
- 1 
310 -954 - 26 2 t. 251.~ -9-7.l -63.7 21 -e 
320 -1272 -2402 225. 1 -132.2 -£Ct.3 20 -10 
330 -1494 - 1811 146.3 -154.1 -43.4 t 4 -12 
340 -1635 -1661 113.4 -167. 2 -36.5 1 1 -11 
350 -14£3 -1324 SZ.5 -14B.1 -27.3 ~ -10 
264 
TABLE 7. RAHAROJA CENTER -- COHYEHTlON HOTEL 
PROJECT ~2'1 CONYIGURATIOH A 
SCALE= 400 REF. PRESSURE= '75 
GUST FACTOR = 1 QO STANDARD FLOOR HEIGHT = 3 00 
NU"BER OF SIDES ~ 4 HO. OF FLOORS = ~3 
SICtE ANGLE Z-AXIS 
1 0.0 8. 1 7b 
2 «)0. 0 3.256 
3 tSO.Ci S.1 n 
4 270.0 4 . 3 76 
Fl 0 OF. • LABEL HEIGHT-M 
1 1 ST 6. 75 
2 2HO 5. ¢0 
3 3Rf!1 5. ~1t.) 
4 4 TH 5 . (d) 
5 5TH '. (t() 
' 6TH 5.00 7 ?TH 5. (tt) e 8TH 3.vo 
9 9TH 3 . (t(c 
10 tOTH 3 . Ct() 
11 11 TH 3 . C•(~I 
12 12TH 3.00 
13 13TH 3.00 
14 1 4 TH 3 . Ci(J 
15 15TH 3 . i;tc) 
16 1 'TH 3 . Ci<) 
17 1 ?TH 3.Q(t 
18 18 TH 3. <;t~I 
19 19TH 3. <:1 t._ 
20 20TH 3. (1() 
21 21 ST 3.00 
22 2 2: NC,; 3.00 
23 23RD 3.00 
24 24 TH 3 . {j(.t 
25 25TH 3. C•C• 2, 2t.TH 3 . (t() 
27 27TH 3.00 
28 28TH 3. <;t(t 
29 29TH 3 . o..:· 
30 30TH 3. 00 
31 31ST 3 . C•O 
32 32ND 3. (,·<) 
33 33RO 3 . (t(J 
34 34 TH 6.¢0 
35 3 5 TH 3. (1(1 
36 3fr TH 3 . C: (.: 
37 3?TH 3. 1;•0 
38 38TH 3.¢0 
39 3~TH 3 . :;•') 
40 40TH 3. (/(1 
41 41 ST 3. ~q) 
42 4 2 NC; 3 . ~:(; 
43 43RD 3. Ot't 
44 44 TH 3.00 
45 4STH 3 . (tt) 
46 46TH 3.¢0 
4? 4?TH 3 . ')(t 
48 48TH 3 . (te) 
49 49TH 3.Ctv 
50 50TH 3. (10 
51 51 ST 3. (q) 
52 52tW ~L 00 
:53 '3RI> J. (t0 
54 54TH 3.(:C 
55 55TH 3. :;1;;c 
56 56TH 3.00 
5? 57TH 3. ~1(1 
SS 5STH 3. y() 
59 59TH 3. (tO 
E.O 'OTH 3. (t() 
£1 6 1 ST 3 . t•() 
62 62ND 5 . (it) ,3 '3RD 8. 75 
TABLE 7. SHEAR AHD "O"EHT DIAtRA"S : RAHAR~J~ CENTER -- COHYEHTION HOTEL 





















































FORCE (KN) x ..,. 
0.0 -'4.£ 




-19,.7 -34. 2 






-109.3 -1. 4 





-103.9 -3. t 
-103.0 -3.4 
-1 02. 1 -3.£ 
-101.2 -3.9 
-1Q<).4 -4.1 
-100. 1 -4.1 
_,,. 7 -4. 1 












































PRESS URE (PA> x v 
0.0 -5t>2.3 
0.0 -670.6 












-547 ? -2£.6 









-508 0 -54 .8 































SHEAR <KN> )( v 
-e.£45.£. -6(.5.3 
-6645.e. -f.O(t. 7 
-f.645.6 -545. e 
-6645. 6 -483.4 
-6'45.6 -414.3 
-n6t. e -285.4 
-6 t 75. 1 -25 t . 3 
-5,89. 4 -230.3 
-5876. 4 -22<>.3 
-5767.7 -212.3 
-5657.2 -20 £ .. 3 
-5:547. 1 -202.3 
-5437.3 -200.l 
-5328.(t -1'8.f) 
-521'. (. -1'7.2 
-5112.2 -1'5. 2 
-5005.6 -192.9 
-489'. c; -1'Ct. 4 
-47,5.1 -187.5 
-4U1 . 2 -184.4 
-4588.3 -181.1 
-4486. 2 -177.4 
-4385.0 -173.5 
-4284.6 -16'.4 
-4184. 5 -165. 3 
GUST FACTOR 1.00 


















































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AHO "O"EHT OIAGRAftS : RAHAR~JA CENTER -- CONVENTION HOTEL 
WINI> DIRECTION 0 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE £75 PA 
FLOOR HEIGHT <M) FORCE (KN> 





31ST 10,. 75 
32Nli 112. 75 
33RI> 115.75 
34TH 118. 75 









42NI> 145. 75 
43RI> 14l!. 75 
HTH 151. 7£ 
4~TH 154. ?E-
4frTH 157.7£ 
47TH HO. 7f.. 
48TH lf.3.H-
49TH 166. ?E-
:SCrTH U9. 7f. 
x '( 
-99. 3 -4.1 






-9£. 7 -4.2 




-9'. 5 -4.J 
-9£.5 -4.3 
-9'. 5 -4.3 
-9'. 4 -4.3 
-9'. 4 -4.4 
-9'. 7 -4.3 
- 97. 1 -4.3 
-97.4 -4.2 
-97.8 -4.2 
-99. 1 -4.2 
-98. s -4. 1 
-98. 9 -4.1 
-'9. 5 -4. l 



















































PRESSURE (PA> ECC EH ( 11 > 
x y )~ y 
-5H.1 -55.0 -() 
-504.2 -55.2 -o 
-502.3 -ss ... -o 
-500.4 -55.f) -o 
-498.5 -55.8 -0 
-0£.b -5£.1 -o 
-494.7 -5'.3 -o 
-4'3.0 -5£.4 -o 
-492.7 -5£.7 -o 
- 49 2. 5 -5 7 . 0 -o 
- 49 2. 3 -5 7 . 1 -o 
-02.1 -57.3 -o 
- 49 2. 0 -s 7. 5 -o 
-4'1.S -57.6 -o 
- 49 1 . ' _, 7 . 8 -o 
-4'1.4 -58.0 -0 
-491.J -58.0 -o 
- 49 3 . Q -5 7 . 5 -o 
-494.8 -57.1 -o 
-4%.5 -5£.6 -o 
- 49 s. 3 -5'. 1 -o 
-50(1. 1 -55 ·' -o 
-501. 9 -55. t -o 
- 50 3 . ' _, 4 . 8 -o 
-507.1 -54.7 -o 
SHEAR (KH> 
)( 'r' 
-4094 e -161.2 
-3985.5 -157.1 
-388'. 5 -152.9 







-3010. 7 -115.0 
-2914. 1 -110. 7 
-2817. 5 -106.4 
-2721.0 -102.t 
-2'24. 5 -97. 8 
-2528.0 -CJl. 5 
-2431.£. -89.t 
-2335.2 -e4.e 
-2238.4 -eer. s 
-2141 . 3 -n.2 
-2043. 9 -71. 9 




GUST FACTOR 1 .00 





















t . 7 
t.6 























































TABLE 7. SHE~R ~ND MOMENT DIAGRAMS : RAHARDJ~ C£NT£R -- CONVENTION HOT£l 
WI HO 0 IRE CT I OH 0 COHF I GUUT IOH A REFEF.EHCE PRESSURE E-75 PA GUST FACTOR l.00 
FLOOR HEIGHT C!'O FORCE < 100 AREA C SQ f'I> PRESSURE CPA> EC C EH <Mi SHEA~ <KHi l'IOftEHT <f'IH-1'1> x '( x v x v x v x v x '( z 
51ST 172. 7£ -1551.1 -51. 2 1. 0 -35.5 1. 2 
-1(10.1 -4.t 19' 75 -510.3 -54.b -o 1 
52HI> 175. 7£ -1450.9 -4 7. 1 .9 
-31 (I 1. 1 
-100.8 -4.t 19E. 75 -513.5 -54.5 -o 1 
53RI) 179.?£ -1350.2 -43.0 .8 -2b.S 1. 0 
-101.4 -4. l t•H 75 -516. 7 -54.5 -o 1 
5HH 181.7£ -12 48. 8 -39.o ·' -22.9 .9 -102.0 - 4. 1 19, 75 -51~.9 -54.4 -o 1 
55TH 194. 76 -114,.8 -34.' .5 -19. 3 .8 
-102.£ -4.1 1% 75 -523. 1 -54.3 -o 1 N 
5£TH 18?.7£ -10·44.1 -30.S .4 -1'. 0 .7 
01 
-103. 1 -4.¢ 1'£ 75 -525. 2 -~2.7 -() 1 
........ 
5?TH 190.?£ -941.0 -2£.9 .3 -13. 0 ·' -103.2 -3.8 1,£ 7"5 -525.8 -50 t -o 1 
58TH 193 ?£ -837.9 -23.1 .3 -10.4 .5 
-103.3 -3.6 19' 75 -526.4 -47. 5 -o 1 
59TH 19£. 7£ -734.£ -19. 5 .2 -8.0 .5 
-103.4 -3.4 1'£ 75 -527.0 -44.' -o 1 
'OTH 199.7£ -f.31.2 -10. 2 . 1 -£.0 
.4 
-103.5 -3.2 1'£ 75 -527.6 -42.3 -o 1 
'1ST 202. n -527.6 -13.0 . 1 -4.2 .3 
-103.7 -3. 0 1'£ 75 -528.2 -3'. 7 -o 1 
£2ND 205. 76 -424.0 -10.0 . 1 -2.8 .2 
-173.0 -4.5 327 125 -52'. 1 -35.9 -o 1 
URI> 210.76 -250.9 -5.5 .0 -1. 1 . 1 
-250., -5.5 572 21, -438.5 -25.3 -o () 
TOP 21'. 51 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. 0 0.0 
TABLE 7. SHEAR AHO "O"EHT OIACRA"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- COHYENTIOH HOTEL 
WIHD DIRECTION 10 COHFIGURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 

























































































































































- 541. 8 -8 4 . 5 


































































































































CUST FACTOR 1.00 
MO!'IENT ( MN-10 x y 2 
-18.5 -783.9 -7.2 
-19. 5 -73~.8 -7.2 
-20. 1 -707. 2 -7.3 
-20.5 -674. 5 -7.3 
-20.f. -641 . e -7.2 
-19.' -584.2 -8. 1 
-1'. 2 -553.4 -8.f. 
-18. 4 -523.4 -9.0 
- le. 0 -505.8 -9. 1 
-17.4 -488.f, -9.3 
-16. 9 -47 t. 7 -9.4 
-16. 4 -45 5. 1 -9.4 
-15.9 -438.8 -9.4 
-15.4 -422.8 -9.4 
-14.8 -407.1 -9.4 
-14.3 -391 . e -9.3 
-13.8 -376.8 -9.3 
-13.3 -362.0 -9.2 
-12.e -347. 6 -9.2 
-12.3 -333.5 _,. 1 
-11 . ' -31'. 7 -9.Q 
-11 . 4 -306.2 -8.9 
-10.9 -293. 0 -s.e 
-10.5 -28 0. 1 -8.6 




TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "O"EHT DIAGRAMS : RAHARDJA CENTER -- CONVENTION HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTION 1~ COHFIGURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE £75 PA 





2.Z:TH 1:)1; •. 75 
2'HH 1')3.?5 
i•H!i 1•:·f .. ?S 
31ST 1•\').?5 
32tlei l i. .2. 75 
:n~D 1!5. ?'5 
34TM .i.18. 75 
15TM 124. 75 
:nr:1 u7. ?'5 
7.7TH 1 !•). 75 
3~:TH 133.75 
:;·;1rH 1H ... ?S 
4<'.•TH 13~. 75 
41ST 142.75 
42NI> 145. ?5 
43RD 148. ?5 
44TM 151. ?t. 
45TH 154.7£ 
4€.TH 157.?f.. 
47TH H•). 76 
40TH 163. ?6 
4HH 1H •. 76 
s:HM 1~9. n 
x y 




. ,5. ~ 
. ':15. 4 
· ?'5. (: 
?4.1 




. '35. f, 
.,5_7 






· '38. 2 
• <;10. 7 









:: . 4 

















AREA C SQ PD 



















































PRESSURE CPA> x i' 
-4~5.5 
... 493. 7 




.! G 4 ·" 
.!::?. 2. G 
-463.7 
- •!134. 6 
• 4 3 ~. 1 
· tG5. 7 
- 48~. 3 
-406. 9 
-487. 5 
- 4138. 1 
-488. 7 
- 4': 1. (I 
-HJ. 4 




-5\'i 5. 2 
· so7. e 
·H.I 
41 . 4 








4. 3. 3 
42.G 
42.3 
4 t . e 
4 l . 2 
40.7 
40.4 


























































SHEAR <KH> x v 
-~%0 .2 






.. 3:?S?. 2 
··3292 .5 
. 31 (12. 7 
-?.0 ~?. 6 











·- 1s52. 4 



























GUST FACTOR 1.00 
ftOftEHT < "N-•O x v z 
·9.' 




-? . 5 
-7 . 1 
-G. 3 















-1 . 9 
·1. 7 
- 25 5. 1 
-243.1 
- 23 1. 3 
··219.9 
-zo 8. 7 
-1~'7.8 
-187.3 
-17 7. 0 
·· 166.' 












































HdH.E ?. SHEAR AND MOMENT DI~GRAMS R~ HAR [tJ A CENT£ R -- CONYENTIOH HOTEL 
Mir1r~ C'.JP(CT!Of~ 1 (• CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE ~RESSURE HS PA GUST FACTOR 1 00 
; ~ 8~: R ~J:: J ~ •.; T C :1 ) fORCE <KN) AHA CSQ. M) PRESSUIU:'. (:'A} :::CC::'.N CM:• ~HEAR c1rn> MO~tHT (f'!N-11> x y x " x y x '( x y x '( z I 
'Si'H I .., -, ..,. .• -1554. ') 61. t) - t . 5 -35.' -3. 7 ., ,:' .• Cl 
·· 1 (!l'}. 2 3.4 1'H 75 . 51(•. 5 45. 'J -¢ ·2 
5 2f·! C• 1?'5.n ·- 14 54 . 7 57.b -1 . 3 -3 1. 1 -3.S 
-1 i)C: . 7 3.4 1% 75 - 51 3. 1 45.7 ··Q -2 
'53P.D 173.?6 . 13 54. 0 54. 1 -1 . 2 -H.'J -3.2 
· ! \·I . 2 3.4 i 'H 75 s1s.e 45.5 . 0 -2 
~4Tli 2e1. 7 f. -1252. s ~0.7 -1 . 0 ·23.0 -3. 0 
.. ~ ·:· 1 . 7 3.4 1% ?5 518.5 45.4 ·O .. 2 
'S5TH 1'?4. 7€1 ·1151.1 47.3 .. ') - t '). 4 -2.3 
-H2. 3 3.4 1% 75 -521. 1 45.2 . 0 ·2 N 
5 t;.T n 1s7. n -1048. 8 43. ') - . 7 -1'. t -2.S '-I 
-1 \•2. ?' 3.5 l'H 75 ·523. 4 46.5 -o ·2 0 
'SiT!i l ') (•. 7 e. -'H6. 1 40.4 - . 6 .. t 3. 1 ·-2. 3 
"l 03. 1 3.7 l'H. ?~ ·525. 3 cte. -J ·O -2 
~n1-1 I ~3. ?£. ·843. 0 36.8 .. s -10. 4 - 2. 1 
·· l 03. 4 J.8 1 'H. 75 - 527. z 51 . 3 - 0 .. 2 
~ '?'T ~·t l ~e.. 70 -7 3'J. 6 32.'J .. 4 . 3. 1 -1. 8 
·· 1 ~''J . B 4.0 l'H· 75 -52-,. 0 53.~ ·O -2 ;;,cnn l ')'). 7£. -6 35. 3 23 . ., ... 3 ·6.0 -1 . 6 
-1 04. 2 4.2 1% 75 -'5JO. 9 ~6. (s -0 . 2 
61ST 2'.)2. ?€. --531. 6 24. 7 .• .2 -4.2 -1. 3 
-!(;4. '5 4.4 J'H 75 .. 532. e ,3.4 ··O ··2 
62trn z:~: 5. 7 i -4 27. 0 20.3 ... 1 -2.3 - 1 . 1 
"l 7'S. r.-;. 7. f.. :?:27 i. 25 -535.3 (.0. ') -o ·<3 
b3F·t• 21 C•.? £, -252. 0 12.7 ... 1 -1. 1 -.6 
··~'52. ¢ 12.7 '572 219 -H0.3 ~e.2 ·O ·2 
TOP 21 'J. '51 t). 0 0. () 0. I) 0. () 0.0 
THBLE 7. S!\[AR 1Hiv l1GMENT DIAGH1nS : RAHARl>Jli CENTER -- COHVEHTIOH HOTEL 
YIMD ~!PECTION 20 CONFIGURATION A REFEREHCE PRESSURE 67:5 PA 






















































:J. ;;. . 3 5. 2 
0.0 -45.5 





- 9,. (• 
·'n.O 
.. ~H~. '3 
-93.7 
-n.3 
.. 'J7. 9 
- 'H. 6 
















































































PR~S~! . lf.'l:: (?A:r x y 
:;1,:;1 -.27').2 
0.0 -314.2 
;;. . r;. - 45 4 . 1 
0.0 -616.0 
- 52 3. 5 - 75 9. 8 
-'5•)8.5 -'37.(< 
·505.? 21. 6 
. 505. 4 42.2 
-505.0 5 7. 7 
-5() 4. 6 7 3. 1 
·504.3 33., 
-·503.'J 1G4.0 
.. 502.8 109.2 





.. 4-n.s 102.s 
- 48'. b 1 I) 1 . ? 























































SHEAR ( KH > x '( 
-€.393. 4 
-€.3 C)J. 4 
·€.3'3.4 
·€0 393. 4 
·t.:.3'3.4 






. 5408. 5 
. '.530,. 7 





































GUST FACTOR 1.00 




- 44. 1 
.. 42. (. 
·3'1. 5 
-"37.5 
- 35. 4 
·34. 2 
·• 33. 0 
-31. 8 



































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND MOMENT DIAGRAHS : RAHARDJA CENTER -- CONVENTION HOTEL 
UPI!) f.·n::·~CT10~1 2•) COHFIGURATIOH A F.EFEP.ENCE PRESSURE b?5 PA 
FU'lOl<'. '.l:'.'!GMT (:'1) FORCE tKN> 
21:. TH ?-4 75 
27TN ~7 7''5 
28TH 100. 7~ 
2<JTH 103 75 
?.¢TH H•€·. 75 




35TH 124. 7'5 
3€-TH 127.75 
37TH I ?.<'J 15 
3PH 133.75 
JnH 13E .. 75 
~ t:: T M 1 3 ~ . 7 5 
41ST 142 -c:: 
42HD 14'5.75 
43Rti 148. 7S 
44TH 151.7€-
45TH 154 7€· 
~ t· Hi l '57 7'€· 
47TH H-i:: n 
-'BTH 10.7€. 
4'Hli lH 7€. 
5¢TH !€-9. ?i. 
x y 
-n. 3 
- ?5. 3 
-~5.4 
.. ~5. 5 
_,5.5 
- ~5. 6 
--?5.7 
-n. 7 
·· 1 ?2. 1 
··%.4 
·- ')b. 6 
-%. 8 
~ ')? . :~, 
- 97. 2 
- gt? . 4 
-'H. 6 
- 'H. 8 
~t7. ·3 
- 98. 1 
-~a.3 
.. ~13. 4 
-98.b 













I . l 
7.0 
6. ·;i 












( .. 1 









































































·- 4'3;;. 2 
-49 7. 2 
-4·33_3 
- 49 '3. 1 
-4'H. ~ 
- 50 C•. ? 
... St) 1. ~ 




























































































































1 (j e .. s 
GUST FACTOR 1.00 



























- 241. 4 















-s 1. 1 
-74.J 




-4 4. i 
-JI).' 







- 14. e. 
-14.2 
-13.5 




- 11. 6 
- 11. 2 
-10.8 
-10.4 








TABLE 7. SHEAR AND MO~ENT DIAGRAMS RAHAR~JA CENTER -- CONVENTION HOTEL 
If ItW Cil RE Ci ION 2ei COttFIGUIUtTION Ii REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA COST FACTOR 1.00 
FLOOF MEIGHT <!'l> FORCE (!OD ~PE A <SQ f1;. PP.E'::SllF.E <Pfi) ECCEN <M> SHEAR < KH > l'IOt!EtlT <HH··l'I) x 'Y x y x y x y x y x y z 
s1sr 1?2.7£ -1532.8 100.5 -2. 4 -34. 8 -7.2 
-· 1 00. 2 e .. 1 l ~to 75 .. 510. 6 e 1. e. -o -4 
52Nti 1?s. n -14 32. f, H.3 -2. 1 -30.4 -£.8 
-100.8 f..2 1'f, 7, -513. ft 82.2 -o -4 
53RD 1?8. 76 -1331.8 as. 2 -1. 8 -2'. 2 -£.4 
-101.4 6. 2 1% 75 -516.7 e2.e -o -4 54TH 131. 7€. -1230.4 82. 0 -1 . 5 -22. 4 -5., 
-· 1 (•2 . (I f .. 2 i'H 75 -· 51 '3i. 7 e. 3. 3 -0 -4 
55TH 134.76 -1128.4 75.7 -1. l -18.8 -5.5 
-102.6 €·. 3 1% 75 -522.7 83., -o .. 4 N 
5£TH 1s?. n -1025.9 ,,.4 -1 . 1 -15., -5.0 "" -1 (•2.' E·. 4 1'E· 75 -524.2 85.2 -o -4 VJ 
57TH l'H.t.76 _,23. 0 63. 0 -., -12. 7 -4.6 
-102. 7 t.. 5 lH· 75 -523. 6 e 7. 1 -o ··4 
58TH UJ. n ···820. 2 56.5 -.? -10.1 -4. 1 
-1¢2.€· £ .. 7 lH· 75 -523.0 8,.0 -o -5 
59TH 1'6. 76 -717.' 0.8 -.5 -7.8 -3.7 
--1 \12. 5 £ •. 8 l'H 75 522.4 ,0., -o -5 
bOTH 19,. 76 _, 15. 1 43.0 -.4 -:S.8 -3.2 
-1 (!2 . 4 7. (; 1% 75 --521. 8 ,2.e -o -5 
61ST 2t)2. 76 -512.7 3,.1 -.3 -4. 1 -2.7 
-· 1 ¢2. 3 7. 1 lH· 7~ - 521. 2 'H fr -o -5 
E.ZtH> 20:•5. ?.£. -410.4 2,.0 -.2 -2.7 -2.2 
-1 70 . 2 11.' 327 125 -~2¢.4 ~5. f, -o -5 
63RD 2H.7b -240. 3 17.0 - . 1 - l. 1 -1. 4 -240. 2 17. 0 572 21' -41' e 
77 ·' 
-¢ -f, 
TOP 2 l 9. 51 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 7. SHEAR AHO "OftEHT OIACRA"S : RAHAROJA CEHTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
YTND DIRECTION 30 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE 67S PA 





































































- 91 . 1 
_,0.7 
-90.4 











1 1 . 1 
11 . 1 
10.8 






























































PRESSURE (PA> x y 
0.0 -159.2 
(i 0 ·-189.3 




-· 48 2. 3 121 . 5 
-480.4 128.0 
-479.0 132.9 
-477. 6 13? .S 
-47£.2 142.7 











-455 6 119.2 
-455.2 117.5 
-454., !15.8 





































































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 
MOHEHT (MH-M> x y z 
-55.0 -725.8 -2,.7 
-52.7 -U5.3 -2'. 8 
-so., -f.55.2 -2,.8 
-48., -E-25.2 -2'. 8 
-46., -5,5.1 -2,.8 
-42.8 -542.2 -30.0 
-40. 3 -513.8 -2'·' 
-37., -486. l -2,.8 
-36.5 -470.0 -2'. 7 
-35.2 -454.0 -2,.6 
-33. 8 -438.4 -2,.5 
-32.5 -423. l -2'. 3 
-31.2 -408.0 -2'. l 
-30. 0 -3'3. 2 -28.CJ 
-28. 8 -378.7 -28.6 
-27.6 -364.5 -28. 3 
-26. 5 -350.5 -28.0 
-25.4 -336.8 -27.7 
-24.3 -323.4 -27.3 
-23.2 -310.3 -26.9 
-22.2 -297. 4 -2£..5 
-21. 2 -284.8 -26. 1 
-20.2 -272.5 -25.6 
-1'. 3 -260. 5 -25.1 




TABLE 7 SHEAR ~N~ MQMEHT DIAGRAMS : RAHAR~JA CEHTER -- COHVEHTIOH HOTEL 
~IND DIRECTION 3~ CONFIGURATION A REFEPEHCE PFESSURE f.75 PA 
f LOO!i' HEIGIH <!'!:• 
26TH H. ?5 
27TH 97.75 
28TH 100.?5 
2'HH 103. ?5 
30TH 10£. 7:5 
l1ST 109. 75 
32HI> 112.'?5 
33RD 115. 75 
34TH 11£. 7'5 
35TH 124.75 
3bTH 127. 75 




41ST 142. i'S 
42ND 145. 75 
43RI> 148. 75 
44TH 151.H 
45TH 154. 7b 
46TH 157.?f, 
47TH 1~0.i'b 
48TH 163. n 
49TH 1H·. 7£ 
SC•TH 16~- Ho 











- 90. 2 
_ ,o. e. 
_ ,1. 0 
- 91 . 4 























































































PPE$$1JPE' •PA;· x 'i 
-454.5 114.2 
- 4~ 4. 1 11 2 . 5 









- 4f>l . 7 94 . 7 
-463.f. '3.l 
-465.6 'H.5 





















































































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 



























-225. 9 -23.7 
-214.9 -23.2 
-204.2 -22.£ 
-193. 7 -22. 1 
-183.' -21.' 
-173., -21. 1 
-164. 0 -20.£ 
-154.£ -20.1 
-13£.£ -19. 0 
-128.1 -18. 5 
-11'.8 -17.9 
-111.7 -17.4 





-'9. 2 -14. 0 
-'3. 1 -13. 5 
-·57. 3 -12.9 
-51. 8 -12.3 
-4£. 5 -11. 7 





TABLE 7. SHEAR AND MOMENT l>IACRAMS RAHARDJA CENTER -- CONYENTION HOTEL 
ft! IND f<I RE CT I Oli 30 COHFTCURATIOH A F.EFEREHCE PRESSURE t7S PA GUST FACTOR 1. 00 
tlOOf.: HEICHT <rO FORCE O'.tO AREA CSQ ") PRESSURE <PAj EC C EN C l1 > SHEU C KN> MOMENT Cl'IH-ft) x "( x 't x 't x 't x 't x y z 
S!ST 172.?€. -1425.£ 104.2 -2.S -32.4 -9.9 
_,4.~ E.. 4 1'£ 75 -481. 7 85.2 -o _, 
52Ht> 175. ?b -1331.1 '7.9 -2.2 -28.2 -9.3 
-~H. £ f,. J 19 f, 75 - 481.' 84.7 -o -f, 
53RD 178. n -123,.5 '1. 5 -1 . ' -24. 4 -8.7 _,4.£. E·. 3 1,6 75 - 482. 1 84 . 1 -o -7 
54TH 181.?£ -1141.9 S5.2 -1.' -20.8 -8. 1 
-'4. (. E •. 3 1, E. 75 -482.2 83. f, -o -7 
55TH !84.7€.0 -1047.3 78.CJ -1. 4 -·1 7. 5 -7.4 
_,4.7 f .. 2 196 75 -482.4 83.0 -o -7 N 
5£TH 187.lb -952.' 72.7 -1 . 1 ··14. 5 -£.8 """J 
-94. 7 £.4 1'6 75 -482.£ 84.41 -o -7 O"l 
57TH 1 g Cl. 76 -·857.9 "· 4 
__ , 
-11.8 -£.2 
-CJ4.7 €·. 6 1'6 75 -482.8 ee.2 -o -7 
58TH 193.76 -7'3.2 59.7 -.7 -9.4 -:L 5 
-c;4. 8 f .. c; !% 75 -483.0 '1 . ' -o -7 59TH 1%. 7£ _,'8. 4 52.9 __ , -7.2 -4.9 
-54. 8 7. 1 lH· 75 - 483. 3 ,5.0 - l -7 
60TH 199. 76 -573.5 45.7 -.4 -5.4 -4.2 -'4.' 7.4 1'6 75 -483.5 ,8.4 - l -7 
61ST 2in.n -4 78. 7 38.4 -.3 -3.8 -3.6 
-94.' 7. f, 19' 75 - 48 3. 7 10 1 . e - 1 -7 
62Hf> 20 5. 76 -383.7 30.7 -.2 -2.5 -2.9 
•· 158.;:: 13. (I 327 125 - 484. 0 104.2 - 1 -7 
63Rti 21 (•. 7£ -225.S 17.7 -.1 -1. 0 -1. 8 
-225. '5 17.7 '572 21, -393.~ 81 G - 1 -8 
TOP 219.51 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 7. SHE~R ~ND MO"EHT DIAGRAMS 1 RAHARDJA CENTER -- COHVEHTIOH HOTEL 
WIHD DIRECTION 4¢ CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 





















































































































































PRESSURE CPA> x y 














-428.' 179. 7 
- 42 3. 0 17'. s 
-417.4 173.4 
-411.8 170.3 
- 40' . 2 1 '7 . 1 
-400.' 1£4 .o 
- 34J 5. 1 1£ 0.' 
- 38' . 5 1 5 7 . 7 
-385.8 155.8 
-38'. 5 155. J 
- 38 7 . 3 15 4 . 8 




































-4 -· -5 
-5 




























































GUST FACTOR 1.00 
110MEHT <f'IH-"> x 'i z 
-98.' -£35.1 -38.8 
-U.9 -599. 2 -38.8 
_,0.2 -572. 7 -38.9 
-86. 4 -54'. 1 -38.9 
-82.f. -519. 5 -3,.0 
-75. 5 -472.7 -38.9 
-71 . £. -447.7 -38.7 
-67. 7 - 42 3. 4 -38.4 
-65.5 -409.2 -38.2 
-'3. J -395.J -37.9 
-f, l . 1 -381. f, -37.6 
-5,.0 -368.2 -37.J 
-57.0 -355.0 -37.0 
-54.9 -342. 1 -3£.' 
-53.0 -329. 5 -3£.2 
-51 . Ct -317.1 -35.8 
-4'. 1 -305. Ct -35.J 
-47.3 -293. l -34.' 
-45. 4 -281. 5 -34. 4 
-43.6 -270.1 -33.' 
-41.9 -258.CJ -33. J 
-40.2 -248.0 -32.7 
-38. 5 -237.3 -32.2 
-36.' -22£.8 -31.' 
-35. 3 -21'.6 -30.9 
N ......., 
......., 
TABLE 7. SHEAR AHD MOMENT DIAGRAMS I RAHARl>JA CENTER -- COHYENTtOH HOTEL 
UIMD ~!RECTIOH 40 CONFIGURATION A ~EFEPEHCE PRESSURE £?' PA 





28TH 1H. 75 
2,TH 103.75 





3STH 124. 75 
H-TH 127'.75 
37TH 13Ci. 75 
38TH 133. 75 
JnH 13€.. 75 
H:TH 139.75 
41ST 142. 75 
42NI> 145. 75 
43RD 148. 75 
44TH 151.i'E· 
45TH 154.76 
H-TH 157. ft. 
4?TH l~(t. n 
48TH lE.3. n 
4'?H! lH. 7€-
'C:•T H 1 ~CJ. 7 E-
x y 










- 78. 3 
-78. £ 
-78. 9 
























































































PRESSURE {PA> x y 
-388. (I 154 .3 
-388.8 153.8 
-38,.' 153. 3 
-39Cl.2 152.8 
-391.0 152.3 
- 39 1 . ? 15 1 . 8 
- 39 2 . 5 15 1 . J 
-393.3 151.0 




- 40 1 . 9 15 3 . 1 
-403.3 153.4 









- 42 l . 4 173 . ' 
- 42 :z. 1 174.' 

































































































CUST FACTOR 1 .00 















































































TABLE 7 SHEAR ~N~ MOMENT DIAGRAMS ; P.AHAR~JA CENTER -- COHY£NTIOH HOTEL 
Ill HI> ft! RE CT I OH 40 tOHF I GURATIOH A P.EFEREHCE PRESSURE 675 PA 
GUST FACTOR 1. OQ 
FLOOR tlE I G HT ( ~ > FORCE <Kt!) AREA (SQ") PRESSUP.E <PA> ECCEH <H> SHEAR <KN> 
t10t1EHT ( t'IH-" > 
x .,. x y !< y x 'i x y x 'i z 
51ST 172. ?£. -1244.? 
212.0 -4.9 -28. 1 -12. 0 
-63.¢ 13 . 2 19£. 75 -422. 8 175.7 - 1 
_, 
52Hl> 175.76 
-11£1.8 UB.8 -4. 3 -24. 5 -11. 2 
-83. 1 13.2 1'E· 75 -423.4 tH..7 - 1 
_, 
53RCt 178. ?£ -1078.7 
185.£ -3.7 -21. 2 -10.4 
-83.2 13.3 196 75 -42 4. 1 177. 7 -1 
_, 
54TH 1S 1. 7b -995.5 172.2 -3.2 
-18. 0 -9.£ 
-83.4 13.4 1% 75 -424.8 178. 7 -1 
_, 
SSTH 184.?b -912. 1 158.8 -2. 7 
-15.2 -8.8 
-83. 5 13.5 1'6 75 -42S.5 17,.8 - l 
_, N 
5£TH 187.7£ -828.6 145.4 -2.3 -12.' -8.1 'J 
-83.5 13.' 19€· 75 -425.5 181. 9 -2 
_, t.D 
57TH 1,ci. n ··745. 1 1 l l. 7 -1. 8 -10.2 -7.J 
-83. 3' 13. 9 196 75 -424.5 184. e -2 
_, 
58TH 193. n -"1.8 117. 9 -1.5 -8.1 -£.5 
-83. 1 14. 1 1'6 75 -423.£ 187.' -2 
_, 
SHH lH,. 76 -578. 7 103. 8 -1 . 1 -£.2 -5.7 
-82.9 14.3 196 75 -422.£. 1'0. 5 -2 
_, 
60TH 199. 7£ -495.7 89.5 -.8 
-4., -4.4JI 
-82. 8 14.5 1'6 75 - 421. 7 1'3. 3 -2 
_, 
UST 202. 7£ ··413. 0 75.0 
__ , 
-3.l -4. 1 
-82. 6 14.7 1'6 75 -420.7 1'6. 2 -2 
_, 
62ND 2C•5.?E. -330.4 60. l -.4 -2.2 
-3.l 
-137. 2 24.i 327 12' -419.5 1'7 .1 -2 
_, 
63Rti 210. 7f, -193.2 35.7 
-.2 -.8 -2.0 
-193. 2 35.7 572 21' -337.7 163. 3 -2 -10 
TOP 21'.51 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 o.o 
TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "OMENT DIACRA"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- COHYEHTION HOTEL 
WINO DIRECTION 50 COHFIGUP.ATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE £?5 PA 
FLOOR HE!GHT (") FORCE <KN> AREA (SQ M> PRESSURE <PA> ECCEN (") SHEAR <KN> x .,. x y )( y x y x y 








































































-· 136. 3 










































































































- 32 3. 1 1?'. 1 























































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 
MOUNT (f'IN-"> x y z 
-116.0 -570.9 -45.7 
-10,.5 -538.8 -45.7 




















-41 . ' 
-40. l 















































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND HGMEHT ~IACRAHS : PAHARDJA CENT£R -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
~IN~ DIRECTION 50 COHFIGURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 




2~TH 1Cs3 75 
3¢TH 106.75 
31ST 109. 75 
32HI> 112.75 
HRD 115. 75 
34TH 118.75 




39TH 13E .. 75 
HTH 13c;l.75 
41ST 142. 75 
42HD 145. 75 
43RD 148.75 



























































































































- 3H. 7 1 £ S. 0 
- 36' . 2 16 7 . 5 
- 37 1 . ' 170 . 0 
- 37 4. 1 17 2 . 5 
-37£.5 175., 
- 37 8. 4 182. 7 
- 38 0 . l 1 89 . 8 
-382.t Uf,.9 
-384.0 204.0 

















































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 
l'IOHEHT < HH-H> 
x y z 
-39. 4 -187.4 -36. J 
-3,.£ -178.5 -35.5 
-34.' -1'9.9 -34. e 
-33.3 -1'1.4 -34. 0 
-31 . ' -153.2 -33.2 
-JO. 1 -145.1 -32.5 
-29.5 -137.3 - J 1.' 
-27.0 -12'. 7 -30.8 
-25.5 -122.2 -30.0 
-22. 7 -108.0 -28.3 
-21 . 3 -101.2 -27.5 
-19.9 -94.6 -26.6 
-18.6 -88. 2 -25.7 
-17.4 -82.0 -24.9 
- 16. 1 -H.1 -24.0 
-14.9 -70.3 -23.1 
-13.8 -64. 8 -22. 2 
-12. 7 -59.5 -21. 3 
-11. (. -54.5 -20.4 
-10.i -49.' -1'. 5 _,.' -45.0 -18. f, 
-8.' -4Ct.6 -17.7 
-7.7 -36. 4 -U.8 
-6.9 -32.5 -15.8 




TABLE 7. SHEAR AND HOMEHT DIAGRA"S : RAHARDJA CEHTER -- COHYEHTJOH HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTION 50 COHFICUl?ATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE £75 PA GUST FACTOR 1.00 
FLOOR HEIGHT <!'I) FORCE: ( K~D AREA (SQ to PRESSURE (PA> EC C EM ( 11 > SHEU <KN) 110MEHT < 11H-M> x 'r' x y x y x y x y x y z 
'!HST 172. n -1123.3 241. 7 -5.3 -25.3 -14.¢ 
-7'. 0 1£.£ 1u. 75 -38?.4 221. 8 -3 -12 
52HI> 175.n -1047.3 225.1 -4. 6 -22. 0 -13. (I 
- 75.' 1£.£ 1% 75 -38£.' 221. 5 -3 -12 
'53RD 178.7£. -'71.4 208. 5 -4.0 ··1'. 0 - 12. 1 
-75.7 1£.' 1% 75 -385.9 221. 2 -3 •· 12 
54TH tet. n -895. 7 19 l.' -3.4 -1'. 2 - 11 . 2 
-75.' 1£.£ 196 75 - 38 5. 1 220.9 -3 •· 12 
55TH 184.U. -820. l 175.4 -2. e -13.£ -10.3 
-75.4 1£. 5 1% 75 -384. 3 220.£ -3 -12 N 
Sf.TH 197. H -744. 7 158.8 -2. 3 -·11.3 -9.3 00 
-75.2 1£.' 19' 75 -383. 4 220.8 -3 -12 N 57TH l,0.7t -6£9. 5 142.l -1.' -9.2 -8.4 
- 75. 1 1£.£ 19' 75 -382. 5 221. 3 -3 -12 
serH U\3.7£. -594.4 125.7 -1. 5 -7.3 -7.5 
-74.' 16.£ 1'6 75 - 381.' 221.' -3 -12 
541TH 1 en. 7£ -519. 5 lOCJ. 0 -1 . l -5.6 -f,.f, 
-74. 7 1£. 7 1'£ ?:J -380.£ 222.4 -3 -12 
HTH 1~~. n -444.9 92.4 -.8 -4. l -5.f, 
-74. 5 1£. 7 19£ 75 -379.7 223 .0 -3 -12 
6 tST 2() 2. 7£. -370.4 75.7 -.6 -2.9 -4.7 
-?4. 3 1£. e 196 7~ -378. 7 223.5 -3 -12 
£2HD 20:5. 7£ -29'. 0 58.9 -.4 -1.' -3.8 -123.5 27.3 327 125 -377.5 218 ·' -3 -12 63'-I> 210. 7£ -172.£ 31. 5 - . 1 -.e -2.3 
-172.6 31. 5 572 219 -301. 5 144. 3 -2 -13 
TOP 21~.51 0. (l Ci. 0 0. Ct Ci. 0 (>. 0 
TABLE 7. SHEAR AHD "O"EHT DIACRA"S : RAHAR~JA CENTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
~IH~ DIRECTION 60 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE £?5 PA 








































































































































































-331. 4 353 .0 
-326.8 349.5 
- 32 2. 1 34 5.' 
-317.5 342.4 
-312.8 338.9 
- ?O 9. 0 32 5. 1 
-306. 2 305 .2 
-303.4 285.3 
-300.6 2,5.4 





-283. 8 14, .2 
-283.3 131.8 
-288.4 123.7 
- 293 . 4 11 5 . ' 





























































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 
P!OHEHT (MN-"> x y z 
-74. 1 -533.' -52.t. 
-68. 7 -504 5 -52.7 
-64.9 -483.Ct -52.7 
_, 1 . 1 -46 1 . 4 -52.8 
-57.4 -439.9 -52.e 
-50.8 -402.0 -52.9 
-47.3 - 38 l.' -52.7 
-44. 1 -36 l. 8 -52.4 
-42.2 -350. 2 -52.2 
-40.4 -338. 8 -51.CJ 
-38.7 -327.6 -51. 7 
-37. 1 -31'. 5 -51. 4 
-35.5 -305. 7 -51.0 
-34. 1 -295.0 -50.6 
-32.7 -284. ~ -50.2 
-31 . 3 -274.2 -4'.8 
-30. I -264. t -4'. 3 
-28. 8 -25 4. t -48. 7 
-27.7 -244. 3 -48. 2 
-26.6 -234. 7 -47.' 
-25. 5 -225.3 -46., 
-24. 5 -zu.o -4£.2 
-23.5 -206.9 -45.5 
-22.5 -1'8. (t -44. 8 




TABLE 7. SHEAR AND HOffEHT DIAGRA"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
~IND CIRECT!ON 60 COHF!GU~ATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 
FLOOR HE!~HT <M> FORCE (KN> AREA CSQ "> PRESSURE CPA) ECCEH CM> SHEAR <KN> x y x y x y x y x y 
2tTH 94.75 -2836.0 298.8 
-298.4 107.5 -2 -1-4 
27TH '7. 75 
28TH 100. 75 
2'TH H<L 75 
30TH lot..75 
31ST 10~. 75 
32HD 112. 75 
33F.D 11!i.75 
3-HH 118.75 
3!5TH 124. 75 
3€-TH 1£7.75 
37TH 130. 75 
38TH 133. 75 
39TH lH. 75 
4(tTH 139.75 
41ST 142. 75 





47TH l~O. 7f. 














































































































- 33 8. 1 
-339.8 


























- 35 8.' 10 7. 0 
- 3£ 1 . 8 12 1 . 5 
-36 4. 8 13 5. 9 











































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 















































































TABLE 7 SHEAR AH~ MOMENT DtACRAHS : RAHARl>JA CEHTER -- COHY£NTIOH HOTEL 
"tHCt D I H C: T I OH (.¢ COHFIGURATlOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE £7' PA GUST FACTOR 1.00 
FLOOR HEIGHT C!'I > FQRC:E <KH> AREA CSQ ") PRESSURE <PA> ECCEN <"> SHEAR C KH > "O"EHT ("H-"> x v x 'i )( 'i x 'i x 'i x 'i z 
51ST 172. 76 -10'8.5 133. 4 -3.0 -24.' -1£.' 
-73. (I 1 (t. 4 1,£ 75 - ~7 2. 1 13,.0 -2 -1, 
52NI> 175. 7£ -1025.5 123. 0 -2.' -21. 7 -15.5 
-73. 2 ,_e 1'6 75 -373.0 130.4 -2 -15 
53RD 178. 7f, -952.3 113. 2 -2. 3 -18. 7 -14. 4 
-73. 4 '. 1 1% 75 -373.9 121. 8 -2 -15 54TH 181.7, -878.9 104. 1 -2. 0 -u.o -13.3 
-73. 5 8.5 19£ 75 -37'4.8 113. 2 -2 -15 
55TH 184.7, -805. 4 95., -1.7 -13.5 -12. 1 
-73.7 7.8 196 75 -375.7 104.i -2 -15 N 
5£T H 187.7£ -731.£ 87.8 -1.4 -11.2 - t 1. 0 
00 
-73. 7 7.7 19£ 75 -375.5 103 .2 -2 -15 
V1 
57TH 190.7£ -657.9 80.0 -t . 1 -9.1 
_,_, 
-73. 4 8.¢ 1,, 75 -373.8 106.5 -2 -15 
58TH 193. n -584. £ 72.0 -.9 -7.2 -8.8 
-73.0 8.2 19£ 75 -372.2 109.9 -2 -15 
5,TH 1'£. 7£ -511. 5 63.8 -.? -5.£ -7.7 
-72. 7 8.5 1'£ 75 -370.5 1ll.2 -2 -15 
£0TH 19CJ. 7£ -438.8 55.3 -.5 -4. 1 -£.£ 
-72.4 8.7 1'£ 75 -368 ' 116 ·' -2 -15 UST 202.7£ -3'6. 4 4£.£ -.4 -2.9 -5.5 
-72. 1 9.0 1'£ 75 -367.2 119.' -2 -15 
'2HD 205.7£ -294. 4 37.£ -.2 -1. 9 -4.4 
-11'.4 15.3 327 125 -365.0 122.4 -2 -15 
63RD 210.76 -175.0 22.3 - . 1 -.8 -Z.6 
-175.¢ 22.3 572 21' -30:5. 8 101 . ' -2 -15 
TOP 219.51 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
fA8LE 7. SHEAR AND "O"EHT DIAGRA"S : RAHARDJA CEHTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
WIN~ DIRECTION 70 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE £75 PA 









































































- 40. 0 
-3,.8 
-40.7 


















































































-274. 7 281.8 
-2'1. 8 35' .0 
- 254 . 8 3U . £ 
- 249. 8 35' . 5 
-24'. 1 35 3. 4 
-242.3 350.3 
-238. 6 347 .2 






-21 £. 1 24 7. 1 
-213.0 230.1 
-2u.o 213.1 
-20£. 9 19£. C) 
-203.8 179.0 
- 20 l. 0 1, 4 . 8 
- 20 7. 4 15 l. 9 
-211.8 143.0 



























































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 
"OMEHT C"H-"> 
x y z 
-53.9 -425.6 -54.3 
-4'. 0 -403. 0 -54.3 
-45.5 -JU. 2 -54.3 
-42. 1 -369. 4 -54.4 
-n.e -352.6 -54.4 
-:n.1 -322.9 -54.4 
-30.2 -307.0 -54.2 
-27.4 -291 . 5 -54.0 
-25.9 -282.4 -53.8 
-24. 4 -273.S -53.6 
-23. 1 -2'4. 7 -53.3 
- 21 . 8 -256.0 -53. l 
-20.5 -247. 5 -52.8 
-19.4 -239.1 -52.4 
-18.3 -230.8 -52.1 
-17.3 -222. 7 -51.7 
-1'. 4 -214.7 -51. 3 
-15.5 -206.9 -50.8 
-14.6 -1,,.2 -50.J 
-13.9 -191.6 -49.8 
-13.2 -184.1 -4'. 2 
-12.5 -17'. 7 -48.6 
-11.' -169.5 -48. 0 
-11. 3 -162.4 -47. 3 
-10.7 -155.4 -4'.' 
N 
00 en 
TABLE 7. SHEAR ~HO "O"EHT DIAGRA"S : RAHARDJA CEHTER -- CONYEHTIOH HOTEL 
YIMD DIRECTION 7~ COMFIGURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 
FLOOR HEIGHT (M) FORCE (KN> 
HTH H. 75 
27TH ?7.75 





33RO 115. 75 
34TH 118. 75 
35TH 124.75 
3€·TH 127. 75 
37TH 130. 7~ 
3eTH 133.75 
3,TH 136. 75 
4CtTH 139. 75 
41ST 142. 75 
42ND 145.75 
4 3RI> 148 . 7 5 
44TH 151.7' 







































































































































































































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 















































































TABLE 7. SHEAR ~ND "OMENT ~IAGRA"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- CONVENTION HOTEL 
WI tHi C• I H CT i Ot~ 70 Ct\HFIGUF.ATIOH A iEFEREHCE PRESSURE 675 PA GUST FACTOR 1. 00 
FLOOR HEIGHT <IP FOP CE ( nD AREA C SQ fO PRESSURE CPAi EC C EH C '1 > SHEAF. C ICH) "O"EHT ( "H-ft > x '( x '( x y x y x y x y z 
51ST 1?2.7£ -917.4 u. 0 -2. 1 -21. 1 -17.? -s'·' 2., 1'£ 75 -305.0 39.0 -1 -21 52NO 175. 7£ -857.£ ,5.0 -1.' -18.5 -16. 4 
-60.1 2.7 1 CJ6 75 -30i. 2 35.7 -1 -21 
53U 178.76 -797.5 £2.4 -1. 7 -1'. 0 -15.1 
-£0.3 2.4 1'6 75 -307. 3 32.4 -1 -21 
54TH 181.76 -737.2 5C).CJ -1.5 -13.7 -13.' 
-60.5 2.2 1'£ 75 -308. 5 29. 1 -1 -21 
'5TH 1s4. n _, 76. 7 57.7 -1.3 -11., -12.6 -£0.e 1.' 1'£ 75 -30' 6 25.7 -1 -21 N 56TH 127.7£ -615.' 55.8 -1 . 1 -CJ.' -11. 3 00 
-60.7 2. 1 196 75 -30'L 2 28.1 -1 -21 00 
57TH UCt. 7£ -555.3 53.7 -1.0 -7.9 -10.0 
-60. 2 z. f, lU 75 -30£.£ J4 .2 -1 -21 
58TH 193.7£ -495. 1 51. 2 -.8 -6.3 -8.8 
-59.7 3.0 1'€- 75 - 30 4. 1 40 .2 -1 -20 
59TH 1%. 7£ -435.4 48. 1 -.7 -4.9 -7.5 
-SCJ.2 3.S 1'£ 75 -301.' 4f,. J -1 -20 
'CtTH 199. n -376.2 44. 7 -.5 -3.? -6.3 -58.7 3., 1'£ 75 -29'. 0 52.4 -1 -20 
61ST 202. n -317.5 40. 7 -.4 -2., -5. 2 
-58.2 4.4 1'6 75 -zu. 5 '8.4 -1 -20 
£2ND 205. 7£ -2'9. 4 3, .• -.3 -1. 8 -4.0 _,,_, e.7 327 125 -293. 1 ".£ -2 -1' 
URI> 210.7£ -1 '3. 5 27.7 - . l -.7 -2.2 
-1'3. 5 27.7 572 21' -285.7 12£. 5 -2 -13 
TOP 21'. !51 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 7. SHEAR AHi> "O"ENT DIAGRA"S : f.AHARDJA CENTER -- CONYEHTIOH HOTEL 
WIND DIF.ECTIOH 80 COHFIGURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE £75 PA 



































































































1 (t. 5 
1 C). 3 
1 (l. 1 























































Ct. C) 321 .4 
-142. 1 32'. 2 























































































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 
f'IOf1EHT (MH-") x y z 
-81.3 -199. 4 -31. 4 
-75. 4 -188., -31. 5 
-71. 1 -180.5 -31. 5 
-67.0 -172.5 -31. 5 
-U.9 -164.4 -31. 5 
-56.0 -150.2 -31.5 
-52. 3 -142.6 -J 1. 3 
-48. 8 -135.3 -J 1. 1 
-46.8 -131.0 -J 1. 0 
-44.' -12f..7 -30.8 
-43. 1 -122.6 -30.7 
-41.3 -118.5 -30.5 
-JCJ.6 -114.5 -JO.J 
-38.0 -110., -30.0 
-36.4 -106.8 -2'. 8 
-35.0 -103. 0 -29.5 
-33. 5 -99.J -29.2 
-32. 1 -95.7 -28.9 
-JO. 8 -'2. 1 -28.f. 
-29.5 -88., -28.2 
-28. 3 -85.2 -27.8 
-27. 1 -e 1. e -27.5 
-26.0 -78.4 -27.0 
-24. e -75.2 -2'.£ 




TABLE 7. SHEAR ~HD "O"EHT DIAGRA"S : P.AHAR~JA CENTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
Y!ND DIRECTION ao CONF!GURATIOH A PEFEREHCE PRESSURE ,75 PA 








31ST 1C•9. 75 
32H!.\ 112. 75 
331Hr 11 5. 7 5 
HTH tte. 75 
35TH 124.75 
3f..TH 127.75 




41ST 142. 75 






48TH 1€.3. 76 








































































































PRE.SSUP.E (P/!I) x y 





















































- 7 -24 
_, -24 
_, -24 









- 7 -2'4 
SHEAR <KN> x y 
-1048.7 
-10 30. 1 
-1011.0 
-9'1 . 4 














































GUST FACTOR 1.00 
PIOUNT <"H-") x y z 
-22.7 -U.8 -25.7 
-21. 7 -65.6 -25.2 
-20. 7 -62.' -24.8 
-1'. 7 -5'. E· -24.3 
-18. 7 -Sf.. ft -23.7 
-17.8 -53.7 -23.2 
-16.' -50., -22.7 
-16. 1 -48.2 -22.1 
-15.2 -45.5 -21. 5 
-13.£ -40.3 -20.3 
-12.9 -37.8 -1'. 7 
-12. 1 -35.4 -1'. l 
-11. 4 -33. 0 -18. 5 
-10.7 -30.8 -17.8 
-10.0 -28.' -17.2 
-9.3 -2£.4 -1£. 5 
-8. 7 -24. 4 -15.9 
-8. 1 -22.4 -15.2 
-7.5 -20.6 -14. 5 
-£.9 -18. 8 -13.8 
-£.3 -17.0 -13. 1 
-s. e -15.4 -12.4 
-5.3 -13.9 -11.7 
-4.8 -12.4 -11. 0 




T~BLE 7. SHEAR AND "OMENT DIAGRAMS RAHAR~JA CENTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
Ii 1 t!Ci C: l li'E CT I ON eo C:OHFIGUF.ATlOH A PEFEREHCE PRESSURE €·75 PA GUST FACTOR 1.00 
FLOOR HEIGHT <" > FORCE CKH> AREA C SQ ft> PRESSURE CPA> EC C EH <" > SHEAR CKH> "OftEHT <"H-1'0 x y x y x y x y x y x 'i z 
51ST 1?2.76 -420. 5 146. 0 -3., _,,? _,_5 
-27.8 7.6 196 7, -141. 7 101 . ' -7 -24 52HD 175.7£ -3'2. 7 138.4 -3.4 -8.5 -8.8 
-27.8 i.5 196 7, -141. 7 100.3 -7 -24 
53RD 178.7£ -3'4.9 130.9 -3.0 -7.3 -8. 1 
-27.8 7.4 196 75 -141.8 ,, . l -7 -24 
54TH 181.7£ -337. 0 123.5 -2.£ -6.3 -7.3 
-27.8 i.3 19' 7' -141.9 97.9 -f, -24 
55TH 184.7£ -309.2 11£. 1 -2. 3 -5.3 _,_, 
-27., 7.2 196 75 -142.0 "·' _, -24 N 56TH t 87. 76 -281.3 108.9 -2. 0 -4.4 -5.9 lD -27.7 7.4 196 75 -141.2 99 .4 -f, -24 ~ 
57TH 190. 7£ -253.£ 101.4 -1.£ -3.6 -5.2 
-27.4 i.9 196 75 -i:n.4 104.7 -7 -23 
5STH 193. 7£ -22£. 3 '3.£ -1.3 -2.9 -4.5 
-27.0 8.3 196 75 -137.' 110. 1 -7 -23 
5!1TH 1%. 7£ -199. 3 85.3 -1 . 1 -2.3 -3.8 
-26. f, 8.7 19' 75 -135. 7 115. 5 -7 -22 
60TH 199. 7£ -172.' 7£.7 -.8 -1. 7 -3. 1 
-26.3 '. 1 19' 7, -133.' 120.9 -7 -21 61ST 202.7£ -146.4 £7.£ -.£ - l. 2 -2.5 
-2'·' '· 5 
19£ 7, -132.0 126.2 -7 -20 
£2HD 205.7£ -120. 5 58.1 -.4 -.8 -l.' -42. 4 17.0 327 125 -12'. f, 13£ .2 -e -1' 
63RI> 210.7£ -78. 1 41. 1 -.2 -.3 -1. 0 
-78. l 41. l 572 219 -136. 5 188 .1 -s -10 
TOP 219. 51 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
TAP.LE 7. SHEAR AND "O"ENT DIAGRA"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- COHYENTION HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTION 90 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE 6?5 PA 
























































































































































PRESSURE :.:PA> x y 
0.0 248.5 
0.0 295.3 





























































































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 
l'IOMENT <l'IM-PI) x y z 












































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AH~ "O"EHT GIAGRAMS : RAHAR~JA CENTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
YtHO DIRECTION 90 CONFIGURATION A P.EFEREHCE PPESSURE 675 PA 






2,TH 1113. 75 
30TH lH.75 
31ST lQCJ. 75 
32HD 112. 75 




37TH 130. 75 
38TH 133. 75 
JnH 13'. 75 
40TH 139.75 
41ST 142. 75 




HTH 157. 7f, 
47TH 1'0. 7f, 
48TH 163.7£ 
OTH lH. 7£ 

































1 o. 3 












































































































































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 




















































11 . 1 
























TABLE 7. SHEAR AN~ "O"EHT DIAGRAMS l RAHAR~JA CENTER -- COHYEHTION HOTEL 
lirNC• DIRECTlON ,0 COHFICURATIOH A REFEREHCE PRESSURE £75 PA GUST FACTOR 1.00 
FLOOF. HEIGHT 01> FORCE <KN> AREtt C SQ "> PF.ESSURE CPA> EC CEH <" > SHEAR < KH > '10"ENT < f'IN-t'l;. x y x y x y )( y x y x y z 
!st ST 172. 76 157.£ 183.0 -4.8 3.6 
3.3 
10.e ,.5 1'f. 75 54., t2f,.8 13 -14 
52ND 175.?£ 14,.9 173.5 -4. 3 3.1 
3.0 
10.7 ,.4 19' 75 54.' 124.8 12 -14 
53RI> 178.76 136. 2 16 4. 1 -3.S 2.7 
2.7 
10.7 9.2 19' 75 54.3 122.7 12 -14 
54TH U! 1. ?£ 125. 5 154.9 -3.3 2.3 
2.5 
10.6 ,.0 19' 75 54.0 120. 7 12 -14 
5STH 184.7£ 114.9 145.9 -2.9 1. 9 
2.2 N 
10.S 8.9 1 C)6 75 53.f. 118. 7 12 -14 lO 
5£.TH 187. 7£ 104.4 137. 0 -2.4 1.' 
1. -1 .l:'" 
10.5 9.2 19' 75 :n. 3 123 .0 12 -13 
57TH t'H. 7£ 93.9 127.8 -2. 0 1. 3 
1. 7 
10. 4 '·' 1'£ 75 52.9 131. s 11 -12 58TH 193.7£ 83. 5 117. 9 -1. 7 1. 0 1. 5 10.3 10.5 196 75 52.£ 140 .0 1 t -11 
59TH 196. 7£ 73.2 107.4 -1. 3 
.8 1. 2 
10.2 11. l 196 75 52.2 148 .s 11 -1 (t 
£0TH 1'~. 7£ n.o 9£.3 -1.0 ·' 1. 0 10.2 11. 8 1'£ 75 51. 8 157.0 10 _, 
UST 202. n 52.8 84.5 -.8 .4 .8 
10. 1 12.4 196 75 St. 4 1'5 ·' 10 -e 
£2HI> 205. 7£ 42. 7 72. 1 -.5 
.3 . b 
1'. 7 22.4 327 125 51. 0 179.0 9 -7 
£3RD 2H. 7£ 2£. 1 49.7 -.2 
. 1 .3 
26. t 49.7 572 219 45.5 227 .4 4 -2 
TOP Z19. :51 0.0 0.0 0. (I 
(),() 0.0 
TABLE 7. SHEAR AN~ ftO"EHT OIACRA"S : RAHAP.OJ~ CEHTEP. -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTION 100 COHFIGURATIOH A F.EFEREHCE PRESSURE £75 PA 















































































































































































202. 9 321. 0 
197. 9 302. 9 













































SHEU CKN> x y 
2850. 1 
2850. t 
28 50. l 
2850. 1 
2850. 1 













































GUST FACTOR 1.00 
f'!Of'IENT OIN-10 x y z 












































































TABLE 7. SHEHR AHii ftO"EHT liIAGRA"S : RAHARDJA CEHTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
Y!H~ DIRECTION 100 COHF!CURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE £?5 PA 
FLOOR HEIGHT (M) F~RCE tKN> 
2€-TH ,4.75 
27TH '7. 75 
































45TH 1~4. 7f, 
HTH 157. 76 
47TH 160. 76 
46TH 163. 7f, 



































































































































































































11 7£. 7 
1128. 6 
































GUST FACTOR 1.00 















































































TABLE 7. SHEAR 4HD ftO"ENT OIAGRA"S I RAHARDJA CENTER -- CONYENTIOH HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTION 100 COHFIGURATIOH A REFEREHCE PRESSURE £75 PA GUST FACTOR 1 .00 
FLOOR HEIGHT C!O FORCE C KN> AREA <SQ ,. > PRESSURE CPA) EC C EH < M > SHEAR <KN> 11011EMT Cl"IH-11> x y x y x y x y )( y )( y z 
51ST 172. 76 739.6 141. 3 
-4.4 H.9 14. 1 
49. 3 4.3 19£ 75 251. 0 57.7 2 -22 
52ND 175.7£ 690.4 
tJt .. 9 -3.9 14. 7 t 3. (I 
49. 4 4.2 19£ 75 251. 9 55.7 2 -22 
53RD 178. 7£ '40.' 132.e -3.S 12.? 11.' .... , 4. C) 19' 75 252. 8 53.7 2 -22 
54TH 181.7£ 591.3 128. 7 -3. 1 10.9 10.e 
49.8 3.9 19, 75 253.7 51. 7 2 -21 
SSTH 184. 7£ 541.6 124.' -2. e 9.2 9.8 
49. 9 3.7 19£ 75 254.5 49. 7 2 -21 
N 
56TH 187. 7£ 491.' 121. 1 -2.4 7.£ e.7 
lO 
49. 7 4.5 19' 75 253.5 59.'4 2 -21 
........ 
57TH 190. 76 441. 9 11'. 7 
-2. (I 6.2 7. 7 
49. 0 5.8 19' 75 249.9 7'. 7 2 -21 
58TH 1'3.n 392.8 110.9 
-1. 7 5. (I '·' 48.3 7. 1 19' 75 24'. 3 94 .1 3 -20 
S'1H 196.7fr 344. 5 103.9 
-1. 4 3.9 5.t 
47.£ 8.4 19£ 75 242.7 11 t. 5 3 -20 
60TH 1'9.7fr 296.' ,5.5 -1 . 1 
2.9 4.7 
46.9 9.7 1'' 75 239.1 128. 9 4 -19 
'1ST 202. n 250. 0 85.9 -.e 2. 1 3.7 
46.Z 11. 0 196 75 235. 5 146. 2 4 -18 
£2ffl) 20s. n 203.8 74.9 -.t 1. 4 2.8 
75. 4 21. 5 327 125 Z30.7 171 . 7 5 -18 
URI> 210.76 128.3 53.4 -.2 
.6 1. 4 
128.3 53.4 572 219 224.2 244 .5 4 
_, 
TOP 219.51 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 7. SHEAR ANO "OftEHT OIAGRA"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- COHYENTIOH HOTEL 
YI"O OIRECTIOH 110 COHFIGURATlOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE £75 PA 




























































































? e-. 2 
19. 0 








































































30 ~i . I) 31 ,, . (' 
30 0 . 6 30 1 . ~; 
29£' t 28~. 3 
29' .. ~ 2&9. 2 
28 (. 2 :?!J3. () 
282.7 236.8 
278.2 ?:?0.6 
2i' :L ? ?O 4 . 4 









































4 -1 ~. 













:-:ti (If .. 1 
























f.() 1 . 'l 
!"&75 . .( 
5~· 0. ~ 






~ 0 ~. 1 
393.fl 
~Hfi. 7 
:::H .. 4 
;j~3. ~; 
GUST FACTOR 1.00 
l'IO"ENT (f1N-H) x y z 
-eo. 7 













- '.35. ~· 
-33., 
-32.4 



















30f •. 1 
295.7 
285. ~· 
?7 ~· 4 
2E.~.~ 
25~·. 8 
24' f. ~-t 



































TABlf 7. SHEAR AHD "O"fHT DlACRA"S l RAHAR~JA CfHlER -- COHYEH110H H01El 




Hf l ::; ;n <!'L' 
,'1.75 
97.75 
? 81 H JO~. 7 !1 
nTH 103.?5 
3 Ci 1 H t 0 E. . i' !• 
31$1 JO'J. 75 
3 2H D 1 l ? . ? ~· 
3 3R li l I ~·. 7 ~1 
34TH 118.n 
3!°•1 H 124. ?~ 
361H l:l7.7~ 
37TH 13(t. 1·~ 
38TH 133. 75 
39TH 13f·. 7~ 
'401H 13'J. ?~ 





H 0 TH 1~7.i'f. 
47lH JE.O. 7f. 
H!TH 1i3. 7f.. 
OTH 1H. 7f. 
50TH 16'. ?f. 
FORCE <~H> 
x y 







f.:) . ~· 






64 . 1 
E.4 ~· 











l 1. ~ 
1 1 . 1 
H.8 
1(1. 4 
1 (•. 1 
9.7 








































































279.2 H.3 C• 
2B3.1 15~ 2 
28?. 1 ]~) 5 
29 t. 0 1.f 8. 7 
295.(' 143.9 
2~H.9 139.1 
30l. ·;.i 134 .4 
30fi. t. 1~'9 2 
31(• ~ 1?£-.4 
3H. ~ 111. ~. 




3?f .. 4 
32C:.9 
331 .. 3 
334.~ 
~3 ! . f. 
34 0. 8 
34 3. 9 
34 7. 0 
.3~C..1 
3~d.1 





7 E .. ~· 







t t). E' 
?? 3 
t-::: (. t- fl ' ;:: ;. 
>; 'r' 
" .,_ ,. 
~ - : e. 




3 -1 ., 
3 -18 






















?€.Of .. f.. 
?t•t.C.? 




'i2 ~·?. (> 
?J 35.? 
?073. ~· 





lE· ,3 f. 
JE. ?8 . f. 
15~.3 (: 
t'4 '' . 7 
1429.8 
13~2.4 
12 94 . 3 
1225 !:"• 
11 ~·6.? 
~4 0. ~ 
~:;?!?.. l 







23 ~·. l 












151 . f. 
14 ~·. 4 
13~. 4 
(;USl FAClOR 1 .C•C> 
x 
-21 . ~ 
-2rJ.5 
- J 9. ~· 
- 18. f. 
-17.7 
-1 f. f? 
-H. 0 




- 11 . f. 
-10. CJ 
- J (I. 3 














1 t <i. C• 
152.2 
14 '1. ( 
t:.n-. 3 
13 (i. (I 
12::.. 0 









~, .. 7 
~2.' 
48. 4 
'4 4. 0 








H .. ~. 
~ ~'. ~· 
4 4 . ~· 
43.4 













n .. e 







TABlf ?. SHEAR AND "O~EH1 DJACRAMS RAHARDJA CfN1fR -- CONVfNlJON H01ft 
WTHD CdRff.l TOH 11" GOtlf J f:tlfftl1 JOH A RE ff RHlr.f f'IHSf.l!P.E- f.75 PA CUSl FACTOR 1 .00 
fl OOR HEIGH 1 (11 _\ f 0 R CE < t:.tO Al<l: fl l ~:e l'l ;. PRE SSl!RE <PA; t:C l'.t.H Oli SHE.~R (l(H> f'IOfHHl tl'I N-f'I) 
:i< ,. x v x y )( y x y x y z 
St ST 1?2. 7£ 1 r) tlb. ~. 13 4 . (.\ -4.2 25. 1 19.;? 
70. 1 4.8 l Cjl f. 75 35?.< f, 3. 9 1 -19 
52ND 175. 76 i () 16. 4 i2 9. 2 -3 s 21. 9 17.9 
70. f. 4.2 lH 7'5 359. f. ~·5. 4 1 -19 
53RI> 178. 7£ 945. 8 i2s.o -3.4 19.0 1£. b 
71 . (I 3.5 1'6 75 361. e 4 7. 0 1 -JC) 
54TH 1st. n 874. 8 121. 5 -3 1 H.? 15.2 
7 f . 4 :? . ' 1% 75 ~:t.?- Cjl 38. t- 1 
_,, 
55TH 184. ?f, 803.4 11 s. 6 -2. ;" 13 ? 13. 9 
71 . e. 2.3 1 'H· 75 3it·. 1 3.,;. 1 1 -t Cjl VJ 
5£TH l 8 ('. ?f. ? 31 . 6 11£.3 -2.4 l 1 . 4 12.5 
0 
71.' ?.9 J'H. 75 366 ?. 3~.:? t -1 Cjl 
0 
57TH 1 CJO. i'f. 65,.? 1 t 3. '4 -2.0 9.3 1 t . 2 
71 . 4 4. !• l'H. 75 :-:iE. 3. 7 f..(.i 0 i -1' 
58TH 193. 7f., 58£ 3 tOB.9 -t . 7 7.5 9.B 
70.' E .. 0 JH. 75 3t- l. 7 t; ('} . 7 2 -1' 
5,TH 1'£. H. 51?. 4 !02.' -1 . 4 5.S 8.5 
70. 4 7. f. J•H. 7~ 3~e.. ~, 1 c: . "' 2 -1 e. f.OTH t99. n 4 4?. 0 95.3 -1 . 1 4.4 7.2 
f,CJ,, 9.2 1'E· 75 356.2 J22.2 2 -18 
6tST 2'02. 7f.· 377. 2 8 6. t -.8 3. 1 5.9 f.,. 4 l O. ( J 'JE. 75 353. '? 14 2. ~ 3 -te 
62HD 2r:i~. ?f.. 30?.8 75.4 - . £, 2. 1 4. f.. 
1 1 4 . f. 2 J. ~· 327 1 ?5 350. 3 J ( 2. 4 .:.· -Je. 
63RI> 210. 76 1 ,3.? 53.8 -.2 .8 2.5 
1n.2 53. 'J ~72 219 ::3 ;:- . i:; 24 t..:. ,. -12 
TOP 21 ~. 5 I 0. (> 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "O"ENT DJACRA"S : RAHA~DJA CENTER -- CONYfNTIO~ HOTEt 
UIHD ~IRfCTTOH 120 COHflCURAllON A REFfRFHCf PRESSUkE ~?~PA 










I OT H 
I JTH 
12T H 















t 1. i' 5 
u.. 75 



























l 41 . ' 














7 t . 1 
70.3 
70. (l 















1 7. 7 
1£.8 
1 £.(I 



























































PRESSURE CP!P x y 
0.0 -·75.4 
o.ei -43.e 
(•. 0 -51. ;:. 







406. 7 258. 7 
492.5 254.8 
398. 1 246. 4 
393.7 23~.~ 
38 ~. z 224 . E. 




36?. (' t 6 9.' 
36 z. 5 15'. 0 
35 8. 1 14 8. t 
35 b. 5 14:2' . 0 
3b 1 . 8 1-4 t . ' 
3b 7. 1 14 l . 1 



































SHt.Hii' '- rH > x y 
53 '(.~ ~1 
~13<.!0. 5 
53 ~c . 5 
53-?f!.!'.: 
53,(). 5 






45f.J . 4 
44 82. 4 
44 (t-4 ~ 
4327.0 
42 50 E. 
"1 75. 1 














7'41 . 4 
7Qf •. ' 
686. 7 
'66. 7 















CU S l FACT 0 R 1 . 0 0 
HOHE'Nl ti1H-!O 















































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "O"EHT OIAGRA"S : RAHAR~JA CENTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 





2'TH 103. 75 
3¢TH !Of .. 75 
31ST tOCJ. 75 
32HD 112. 75 
33RI> 115. 75 
34TH 116.75 
35TH 124.75 
3£TH 127. 75 
37TH 130. 75 
3£1TH 133. 75 
39TH 136. 75 
4t~TH 13CJ. 75 
4tST 142. 75 
42HI> 145.75 
43RI> 1'48. 75 
44TH 1~1. 7t-
45TH 1~4.7t, 
HTH 157. "lf., 





























91 . 3 




1 o. 4 















1 0. 1 
1 I>. b 
1 t . 1 
t 1 t 
to.3 



















































PRESSURE x ( f" 11) v 
~? 2. 4 l.; (: b 
377.8 140.2 
38 3. 1 13'. 7 
38 s. 4 139. 2 
39 3 7 l 3 8.? 
3~' 0 13 8. 3 
404.3 12?.8 





Hf .. ~ 11tJ.i' 
429.8 11£.9 











~CC£N x t!O •.. . 


























~5 2 7 . 5 





















16 39. 2 
1s4e o 













































-12 . 3 

















1 f,5. 0 
155.9 














































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "O"ENT DIAGRA"S RAHARDJA CENTER -- CONYEHTIOH HOTEL 
WIHD Oir.ECTtOH 120 CO HF 1 CU RAT 10 H A RHfREHCE HESSIJIH PS PA COST FACTOR 1 .00 
FLOOR HE I G HT ( M ) FORCE <100 AREA ;: SQ M ;. PF.ESSIJRf <PA? i::.CCl:::M (f"I' SHf.AR ( t.:1-! > "011EtH ( MH-PD x v x ,, x \' •.. " x ' x 'i' z ... I 
51ST 172.7£ 1365 ' 173., -4. 7 JI).£ 19.3 
91. e j ... 17'· 75 46 7. 9 lH·.Y 1 -13 
S2ND 175. 7£ 12 ?4 1 164. 4 -4.2 26. 6 17.0 
,2.3 8. f. lH 75 471>. 4 115.1 1 -13 
53RI> 178.7£ 1181.8 155.8 -3.8 22.9 15.8 
92. 8 7.8 l9E. 75 473. ¢ 1Q4 . 3 1 -13 
HTH 181.7£ 108, 0 148. 0 -3.3 19. 5 14. 6 
,3.3 7. Ci 1 cn 75 475 5 '3.4 1 -13 
55TH 184.7£ 995.£ 141 . 0 -2 9 1£. 4 13.4 
93.8 E·. 2 196 75 4 7 8. 1 82.6 1 -13 VJ 
:SUH 187.7£ 901. 8 134. a -2.4 13.£ 12.2 0 
93.7 6.7 196 75 477. 5 e9.7 l -13 
VJ 
57TH 190. 7£ 808. l 128. (t -2. t 11 . 0 1 (t. 9 
,2.8 8.2 1'6 75 412. 8 108.8 1 -13 
:S8TH 193. 7£ 715.3 119.' -1.? 8.? 9.? 
91 . ' 9.6 196 75 468.2 127.9 1 -13 59TH 19£. 7£ 623.5 11 0. 3 -1 . 3 £.7 8.5 ,0.' l 1 . 0 1% n 463.5 14 7." 2 -13 
'OTH 199. 7£ 532.5 99.3 -1 0 5.0 7.3 
90.0 1 2'. 5 lCJ~ 75 458. 8 16E·. 1 2 -13 
£1ST 202.7£ 442. 5 8£.8 -.7 3.5 £.0 
8'. 1 13.CJ 19 f. 75 45 4. 1 185.2 2 -13 
£2HD 205.?t. 353.4 72.9 -.5 2.3 4.8 
14£. 5 2(..0 327 1 2:5 447.9 206.0 2 -13 
URD 210.7£ 206.' 4£.' -.2 .9 2.8 
206'.9 46., 572 21, 361 5 214. 7 3 -13 
TOP 21,.51 0.(t 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "O"ENT DIACRA"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- CONVENTION HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTION 130 COHFIGURAT!ON A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 














































































































































































tb 1 . 6 
1'3. 4 
165. 2 




391 . ' 17 4. 1 
392.7 175.4 
393. 5 17'. 8 

































-8 _, _, 
-9 
-9 



















































GUST FACTOR 1.00 





-1 09. f. 
-1 01 . 0 
-96.2 
























46 t. 5 
43f.. 3 













































TABLE 7. SHEAR AHi> "OftEHT DIAGRA"S : RAHAROJA CEHTEF. -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTION 130 COHFICURATlOH A lr.EFEHHCE PRESSURE: 675 F'P. 





28TH 100. 75 
29TH 103. 75 
30TH 10£.75 
31ST 109. 75 
32NP 112.75 
nu 115. 1s 
34TH 118. 75 
35TH 124. 75 
3£TH 127 75 
37TH 130.75 
38TH 133. 75 






























































































































394. :z 1 7 e. i 
39 s. z 1? !) 4 
3%. Ci lBCt .S 
39£.e 102.1 
39 7. £ 1B3. 4 
398.5 184.8 








428. ~ 204 -~ 
432.2 2H.1 







44 7. 4 25 3. 2 
44£ 7 252.8 
ECCEH ~ !1 :• x y 
2 -9 
2 -1 (• 
2 -1 (t 
2 -H 















2. - l \.' 










31 74. g 
30,6. CJ 
3019.9 








2214 . 3 
21 3r,. 2 
2045.4 
l 95CJ.' 




15 27 . 3 



























GUST FACTOR 1 .00 
l'SOMENT OIN-10 x y z 













































































TULE ?. SHEAR AND "OMENT ~IAGRA"S RRHAR~JA CENTER -- CONVENTION HOTEL 
WINO DIRECTION 13~ CO HF I CIJ RAT I 0 N A REF£P.EHCE PF.ESSUF.E t'.0 75 PA CUST FACTOR 1.00 
FLOOR HEIGHT < f1) FORCE <UP AREA (SQ r1) PRESSURE CPA> ECCEH <ft> SHEAR (KN> f10f1EHT < Mtf-1'1) x '( x 'f x v x v x "( x "( z 
51ST 1?2.7£ 12£4.3 301.£ -7.1 28.0 14. 5 
87.5 te 9 1% 75 4H 0 252.4 2 -11 
52HD 1?5.?£ 11 7£. 7 282.7 -£.2 24. 3 13. 5 
87.4 18., l'H 75 445 3 252. c;. 2 -11 
:SlRI> 1 ?8. ?£ 1089.4 2£3. 8 -5. 4 20.9 12.~ 
87.3 18.9 llH 75 444 €. 251 . 7 2 -1 1 
54TH 181. ?£ 10 02 . 1 244.9 -4.£ 17.8 11. 6 
87. 1 18. 8 1% 7, 443.CJ 251. 3 2 -1 1 
55TH 184.7£ 915.0 22£. 1 -3.' 14.' 1 Ct.£ 
87.0 18. 8 1't 75 443 2 250.' 2 -11 \.N 
5£TH 187.7£ 828.0 207. 3 -3.3 12.3 9.6 
0 
86. (.. 19. 0 1% 75 441 ' 253.3 2 -11 
en 
57TH 190. 7£ 741 4 188. 3 -2. 7 9.9 8.£ 
8'. ¢ 1'. 3 1'6 75 438 4 257. 5 2 -11 
58TH 193. 7£ £55 3 1£9. 0 -2. 1 7.9 7.£ 
85.4 19. E- 1% 75 43,.4 261 . 7 2 -1 1 
59TH 196. 76 5'9.9 149. 4 -t . 7 6.o £.7 
84. e. 1'.' 1'6 75 432.3 26'.0 3 -11 
£0TH 199.?£ 485. 1 129 ... -1. 2 4.4 5.7 
84.2 20.3 l 9f, 75 429.2 21C•. 2 3 -11 
UST 202. ?£ 400. 8 109.2 -.9 3. 1 4.7 
83.t 20. E· 19E· 7, 42t. 1 274.4 3 -11 
'2ND 205. ?£ 317.2 88., -.£ 2.0 3.8 138. 0 H €. 327 125 422.0 277. 2 3 -11 
63RD 210.7£ 179. 2 54.0 -.2 .8 2.2 
17,. 2 !54.0 ~7Z 219 313.2 24E·.' 3 -11 
TOP 219. ~ 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 7. SHEAP. AHO "O"EHT DIAGRA"S : RAHAROJA CENTER -- COHVEHTIOH MOTEL 
YIND DIRECTION 140 COHF!GURAT!OH A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 

























































1 7£. £ 
1 (o5. 2 
























































































PRESSURE CPA) x y 





547. 5 71 . 4 
540.0 142.7 
53 6. 1 13 1 . 0 
53l. 2 122. 2 
530. l t 13. 4 
52 7. 4 10 4. 7 
52-4.5 95.9 
520. 3 H. Ct 
514.5 9'.2 
5(18. 7 98 ... 







4, 4. 2 114. 9 
4£3.S 114.3 
463.4 113.S 










































SH£AR {!Of> x 'r' 
6334. 4 
f.334 . 4 
















































GUST FACTOR 1.00 

























- 31 7 
757., 
715. 1 
E0 63. 4 

















































TABLE 7. SHEAR AHD ftO"EHT OIAGRAftS : RAHARDJA CENTER -- COHVEHTIOH HOTEL 
llIHD l>IRECTION 140 CONFTGU~ATTON A REFERENCE PRESSURE 6?5 PA 


























































































1 (I, 3 
1 (). £ 



























































'46 1 . ' 11 t . 7 
461.:J 111.2 






















t 14. 4 
115.8 
11 7 . t 
118.5 
119.9 





































SHEA;;: ( !00 


















22 75. 5 




17 88. 5 
1689.f. 


























GUST FACTOR 1.00 































1' 1. 3 















































TABLE 7. SHEAR AN~ "OMEHT DIACRAKS RAHAR~JA CENTER -- CONYENTIOH HOTEL 
WIHD DIRECTIOH 140 COHFIGUF.ATIOH A REFERENCE P~ESSURE PS FA GUST FACTOR 1.0¢ 
FLOOR HE I Ii HT < M ;· FO RC.E ( l<tP AREA < Sli. M > PP.ESSUFE (PA) ECCEH(f~' SHEAfi: <KN;, 
l.011ENT <P!H-1'!> 
x v x "( x '·' x '( x '( x y z 
St ST 172. 7£ 1490. 5 
2C1 1. 4 -4.7 33.5 12.9 
99.9 12. 1 1% 75 509. 2 161 . E- 1 -8 
52ND 1?5.7£ 
13%.;:. 189.3 -4. 1 29. 2 12. 1 
1¢0.2 12.4 196 75 510.5 1fr5 . 1 1 -e 
53RI> 178.7£ 1290.4 
1 ?b. 9 -3.£ 25.2 11. 3 
lC-0.4 12. f, 196 75 511.8 168. 5 1 -e 
54TH 181.7£ 11 ~o. o 164.3 -3.0 
21. 4 10.4 
100.7 12.CJ U6 75 513.2 17 2 ,, l -e 
55TH 184.7£ H8'. 3 151. 4 
-2. £ 18.0 9.£ 
1 01 . ('t 13.2 1% 75 51 4. '3 17~.5 1 -e VJ 
SUH 187. 7£ 988.4 138.2 
-2. 1 14.9 8.7 0 
1(10.9 13.3 1% 75 514.3 t 77. 7 1 -e lO 
57TH 19(t. 7£ 987.4 124.' -1 . 7 
12. 1 7.9 
100.5 13.4 1% 75 512.2 17,.0 1 -e 
58TH 193. 7£ ?86.~ 111 . 5 -1. 4 9.£ 
7.0 
100. 1 13. 5 1' E· 75 510.2 180.4 1 -e 
59TH 19£. 7£ b.6£.B ·~s." 
-1 . 1 7.4 £.1 
". 7 13.' 1'6 75 508. 1 181 . 7 1 
_, 
£OHi 199. 7£ 587. 1 84.3 
-.8 5.4 5.3 
". 3 13. 7 1'6 75 50f.. 0 183 .1 
1 _, 
'1ST 202. 7£ 487.8 70.£ -.£ 3.8 
4.4 
98., 13. 8 14H 75 503. CJ !84.4 1 -CJ 
62HI> 205.7£ 388.4' 5£. 8 -.4 2.5 
3.5 
l 63.' 23.(1 327 125 50 l. 1 183.CJ 1 -CJ 
£3RD 210.7£ 225. 1 33.8 - . 1 
1. 0 2. 1 
225.1 33. 8 572 219 393.2 154.~ 1 -CJ 
TOP 219.51 0. 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 
TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "O"ENT ~IACRA"S : RAHAR~JA CENTER -- CONYEHTION HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTION 150 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE P~ESSURE 675 PA 


























































1 S7. 3 











t 05. 8 











































































































539. 1 101 . 8 
53£. 2 10 4. 5 
533. 3 107 2 
530.4 109.9 
52 8. 2 11 (• . 3 
527. a 10s. 1 
52 7. 3 10 6. 0 




































































































CUST FACTOR 1.00 
l"IOMENT ( !'IN-1'1 > x y z 
-t.4 4 
-62. 7 











































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "O"EHT DIACRA"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- CONYEHTIOH HOTEL 
WIHD DIRECTION 15(1 COHFIGUfhHION A REFEREHCf. PRESSURE €,?5 PA 






29TH 103. 75 
3'1TH tU. 75 
31ST 109. 75 
32HI> 112. 75 
3 3RI> 1 I 5 . 7 5 
34TH 118. 75 
35TH 124.75 
3iTH 127.75 
37TH 130 75 
38TH l:U. 75 
39TH 13£. 75 
4CtTH 139. 75 
41ST 142. 75 
42ND 145.75 
43RD 148. 75 
44TH 151.7f> 

















1 ()2. 9 
102. B 
2"'. s 




























































































PRESSURE f.PA) x y 
526.~ 10'3.8 





52 s. i 9 5. 2 
524.? 93.0 
52 4. 2 9 (,\. 9 
524. 1 °30. 
527.<> 93.; 
529.S 97.2 
531. 7 !J 9 . b 
53 3. ~ 101 . ' 
535. 5 104 3 
53 7. 4 10 6 . 7 
539.3 109.0 
541. 2. 111 . 4 
54 3. 1 11 3 . 8 
545.3 11£.5 






12 7 2 
129.S 
55 8. s 13 2. 9 
5£2.S 136.e 










































SH£11R (l(fi;. x y 
444,. 2 








34 t 4. 7 
3310.7 
32(1,. 4 
3101 . 7 
29')f,. f, 
28' l . 1 
2785.3 









37 l. 5 
3E.3. 7 
35£. 1 





















GUST FACTOR 1.00 















































































TABLE 7. SHEAR RN~ "O"ENT DIAGRAftS RHHAR~JA CENTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTION 15~ CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSUP.£ 675 PA GUST FACTOR 1. 00 
FLOOR HEIGHT ( 11 ) FORCE (k:U) RREA(SQt:f'.; f' !?E ·~:; U Rf ( f' A;. gem tr:;. SHERR (KN> MOMENT (MN-!'!) x y >"~ y x y x y x y x y z 
!!HST 172.7f.. 1704. <;: 1H. 7 -3. 5 38.b 1 t. 1 
111 . 2 10.5 1'6 ?5 5b6.9 14t'.6 t -6 
52HI> 175. 7f, 15 92. 7 150.2 
-3. 1 33., 10.4 
112. (I 10.8 1% 75 571. (• 144. 4 1 -6 
S3RD 178.7' 148(;. 7 13CJ.4 
-2. f,. 29.0 9.8 
112.S t 1 . t 196 75 575. 1 148 3 1 -6 
S4TH 181.76 1367.8 128.2 -2.2 24.8 '. 1 
113. £ 11.4 1% 75 579. 1 15 2. 1 1 
_, 
55TH te4. n 1254.2 116. e -1.' 2c..e 8.4 
114.4 11. 7 19£ 75 563 2 15 5. 9 1 -b 
\.N 
S'TH 187. 7f, 11 39 . e 105. l -1.5 17.2 7.7 
......... 
114. 9 11.7 1% 75 585.5 155.b 1 -b 
N 
57TH lCJ0.76 10 24 . ' 93.5 -1.2 14.0 
7. (I 
114.9 11. 4 196 75 585.::3 152.5 1 
_, 
58TH 193. 7f, '10. (: 82.0 -1 . 0 11. 1 
f,, 3 
114.8 11. 2 196 75 585.2 149. 4 1 -6 
59TH 1'f,. 7f, 795. 2 1ei. e -.7 8.5 5.5 
114. 8 11. 0 19£ 75 585. 1 14£. 2 1 
_, 
HTH 199. 7f, 680. 4 5CJ.9 -.5 
6. 3 4.8 
114. 8 10.7 196 75 584. 9 143. 1 1 -7 
UST 202. 7f, 565.E- 0.2 -.4 4.4 
4.0 
114. 8 10.5 196 75 584.S 14 (I. I) 1 -7 
UHi> 205. 7£ 450.8 38.7 
-.2 2.9 3.2 
191 . 2 1£.7 327 125 584.£ 134 .0 1 -7 
'3Rti 2107£ 259. £. 2 t.' 
-.1 1 . 1 1.' 
259. £ 21. 9 572 219 453.7 100.3 1 -7 
TOP Zl9. '1 0. (t 0.0 
0. 0 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 7. SHEAP. AH~ ftO"EHT OIACRA"S : RAHAP.DJA CENTER -- COHYEHTION HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTIOH 160 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 























































I). 0 -'3 .• 
298.3 -124.4 
1'1.9 -13.8 









111 . 3 
110.7 













































































PtESS~~E f PA> x y 
o.o -463 e 



























3 s. 1 
45.9 






























































SHEAR (KH> x y 
70??. ~ 
70 77. 9 
70 77. 9 










57 1 s. 5 
5603. (r 







47 24 .. 3 
4£17.Ct 


























CUST FACTOR 1.00 
HOHEHT ( PIH-10 
x v z 














































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AHO ftOftENT DIAGRA"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- COHYEHTtOH HOTEL 
WIND OIRECTIOH 1£0 COHFIGURATIOH A ~EFEREHCE PRESSURE ~75 PA 





































UTH 1'3. 7t 
4'1H 16(.. ?f.. 
50TH 1". 7f.. 








































































































































533. 0 101 . 1 
53£.1 103.3 
539. 3 1Q5. 5 
542. 4 10 7. 7 
545. 6 109. 9 




































































































CUST FACTOR t .00 














































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND MON£HT ~IACRAMS : RAHAR~JA CENTER -- COHVEHTIOH HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTION 160 COHFICURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE £75 PA GUST f'ACTOR 1 .00 
FLOOR HE IC HT <It> FORCE ( un AREA (SQ Hi PRESSURE t:PIP ECCEli (M;. SHEAfi' (l(H) "O"EHT < f'IH-" > x y x '( x y x y .. /\ 'i' x y z 
~51ST 112 n 1G B3. 3 132.5 -3.0 38. 3 7.9 
109. 0 e. 7 1% 75 555.~ 11 s . 7 ~· -4 52HD 175. ?f, 1s74 . 3 1n e -2.b 33.S 7.4 
109.7 e.s ic;, 75 558.9 117.5 0 -4 
53RD 178. 7f, 1464. £ 1t5. C) -2.2 28.9 7. C) 
110.3 9.0 1'£ 75 Si2. 3 119. 4 0 -4 
54TH 18 t. ?£ 1354. 3 10£. C) -1 . 9 H.? £.5 
111. (I 9. 1 1% 75 5£5. 7 121 . 3 0 -4 
55TH 184.7£ 1243.3 97.0 -1 . ' 2Ct. 8 £.0 111 . 7 9.2 l'H 75 5,,. 1 123. 2 0 - '4 \.N 
5£TH 18?.?£ 1131.6 87.? -1. 3 1 i'. 2 5.£ 1--' 
112.2 9.2 l'H 75 57 t. e 123.3 0 -4 V1 
57TH 190. 7£ 1019.4 78.5 - t . 1 14.0 5. 1 
112. (. 9.2 l % 75 573.f. 122.2 (I -4 
58TH 193. 76 906. 8 69.3 -.8 11. 1 4.6 
112.9 9. 1 19£ 75 575.4 12 1 . 2 0 -s 
S9TH 1'£. 7£ 793.9 60.2 -.£ 8.5 4.0 
113. 3 9.0 UE- 75 577. 3 120.2 0 -5 
60TH 199.7£ iso £ 5 t. 2 -.5 £.3 3.5 
113. E· 8.9 1'f. 75 579. 1 11'. 1 0 -5 
UST 202.76 5£? 0 42.3 -.3 4. 5 2.9 
114.0 8., 1'6 75 580.' t te. 1 0 -5 
6ZHI> Z05.7£ 453.0 33.4 -.z 2.9 2.4 
190. 8 14.4 327 1 25 583.3 114.' 0 -5 
'3RD 210.7£ 2£2.2 19. 1 -.1 1 . 1 1. 4 
Zf.2.2 19.1 572 21, 458.2 87.3 0 -5 
TOP 219.51 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 7. SHEAR AHD "O"EHT OIACRA"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- COHYENTIOH HOTEL 
WINO DIRECTION 170 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 



















































































































































PRESSURE <PA> x y 
0.0 -454.2 
0. 0 -5'3. 8 
0.0 -732.6 
o.o -911.S 
"8. 4-1 049 . 7 
54'. 3 -17 3. 5 
545.5 -4£.0 








































































SHEAR ( KH) 
x y 
f.529. 5 








56 79. 0 








































GUST FACTOR 1.00 














































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AHO "O"EHT OIAGRA"S : RAHAROJA CENTER -- COHYEHTION HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTION 170 CONFICURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE ~75 PA 








31ST 10,. 75 
32HD 112. 75 
33RI) 115.75 










































































































































































































































3E. 71 . c; 
35 77 1 
3482. 7 
3388. s 






































''·' C)l. C) 
89. 1 
82. 1 
GUST FACTOR t.oo 
PfOMEHT OIH-") x y z 
-12.7 
- 12 . 1 











































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AHD MO"ENT DIACRA"S : RRHAR~JA CEHTER -- CONYEHTIOH HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTION 17~ COHF I CU RAT ION A REFERENCE PRESSURE f.75 PA GUST FACTOR 1.00 
FLOOR HEIGHT < M ;. FORGE <KN> AREA <SQ fl;. PRESSURE <PA) ECCEt~ < t1 i SHEAR <KHi PIOl'IENT <l'IH-") x '( x '( x )' x '( x y x y z 
51ST 172.7£ i 5 6\J. C• 76. 3 -1. 6 35.9 4.5 
100.5 5.8 1'6 75 512.3 76 ~ 0 -J 
52HD 175.?£ 146S.5 70.5 -1 . 4 31. 4 4.2 
1 01 . 3 5. 7 19£ 75 51€..1 75 e 0 -3 
53RI> 178.7£ 13'7.2 64.8 -1.2 27.1 3.9 
102. (• 5.6 1'£ 75 su. e 74.7 0 -3 
54TH 181.?£ 126,.2 59.2 -1.0 23.2 3.£ 
102.7 5.5 t 1H 75 523.5 73.i 0 -3 
55TH 184.7£ 1162. 4 53.7 -.9 19. 5 3.4 \.N 
103.5 5.4 1'£ 75 527.3 72 5 0 -J ........ 
5£TH 167.7£ 1059.C• 48.3 -.7 1£.2 3.1 00 
104. 1 5.3 196 75 530.3 70. CJ 0 -3 
57TH 190. 7f, 954.9 43.0 -.£ 13.2 2.8 
104. 4 5.2 l'H 75 532.3 ~ 9. 1 0 -3 
58TH 193.7£ 85(1. 5 37.8 -.5 10.5 2.5 
104.8 , 0 19£ 75 534. 3 £7.2 0 -3 
59TH 196. ?£ 745.£ 32.8 -.4 8. 1 2.2 
10,.2 4.9 lH 75 53€-. 3 £5. 3 0 -3 
60TH 199. 7£ 640. 4 27.9 -.3 £.0 1. 9 
105.6 4.8 1'f. 75 538.3 63 .5 0 -3 
UST 202.7£ 534.S 23.1 -.2 4.2 1.' 
10,. (t 4.6 1'& 75 540. 3 61. b 0 -3 
UNI) 205. 7£ 428.8 18.5 -.1 2.8 1. 3 
177. 6 7.4 327 125 !i42. CJ! 5S.9 0 -3 
URI> 210. 76 251.2 11 . 1 -.o 1. 1 .? 
251.2 11. 1 ,72 2U 438.9 50.9 ¢ -3 
TOP 219.51 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 7. SHEAR AND ftOftEHT DIAGRAftS : RAHARD~A CEHTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
WtH~ DIRECTION 180 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE 6?5 PA 


























































































































































448. s -?2 1 
447 0 -52 ' 
445 b -38.0 


















11 . 3 
11 . 4 
11 . 4 
1 t . 5 
11 . 5 
11 . ' 
11 . 7 
11 . 7 
1 t. a 






































































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 














































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AHD "O"EHT DIACRA"S : RRHARDJA CENTER -- COHYEHiIOH HOTEL 
YIN~ DIRECTION !SO CONFIGURATION A REFEREMCE PP.ESSUP.E 6?5 PA 
FLOOR HEIGHT CM) 
2£TH 94. 7:5 
27TH 97.75 
28TH 100.75 
29TH 103. 7:5 
30TH 10€ .. 7' 
31ST 109.75 
32HD 112.75 
33RD 115. ?S 




38TH 133. 75 
39TH 13€..75 


















































1 . 1 
1 . 1 




































































PRESSURE: tPR> x y 
401.5 12.8 









































2 t . (I 























































SHEAR (KM> x y 















































GUST FACTOR 1. 00 
"°f'IEHT (l'IH-"> x y z 
-2.3 225.5 2.7 
-2.2 215.1 2.7 
-2.1 205.0 2.£ 





































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AN~ "O"ENT DIACRA"S RAHARDJA CENTER -- CONVENTION HOTEL 
WIHO OIRECTIOH 180 COHFIGUP.ATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE €.(5 FA GUST FACTOP. 1. 00 
FLOOR HEIGHT Cl'!) FORCE C KtlJ AREA CSQ l'I;. FRESSUH <PIP ECCEN (l'j) SHE1H: < KH;. PIOUHT <f'IH-Pi) 
x '{ x y x 'l .., .. , 'I x '( x '( z 
51ST 172. 7£ 1414. £ 10. 1 -.o 33. 1 .8 
86.4 1.7 lH 75 44(•. 5 22.7 0 - 1 
52HD 175. 7£ 13 28 . 1 S.4 -.o 29.0 .7 
87.4 1. 7 1 CH, 75 445.5 22.e 0 -1 
53P.l> 178. 7£ 12 40. 7 ,.7 . 0 25. 1 ·' 88.4 1.7 1'f. 75 4SC:..5 22.8 C) - 1 54TH 181. 7£ 1 t 52. l 5. 0 .0 21. 5 .5 
89. 4 1.7 1'£. 75 455.S 22.9 C) - 1 
55TH 184.7£ 10£2.9 3.3 .0 18.2 .4 
90. 4 1.7 19£ 75 HO.f. 22.9 0 - 1 VJ 
5£TH 187.7£ 972.5 1.' .0 15. 1 .3 N 91.5 1. 5 19£ 75 466.1 20.2 0 - 1 ......... 
57TH 190. 7£ 881 . 1 • Ct .0 12. 4 .3 
92.7 1. 2 19' 75 472. 1 15.£ Q -1 
58TH 193.7£ 788.4 -1. 1 .0 9.9 .2 ,3.e .8 1'6 75 478.2 11 . 1 0 - 1 
59TH 1%. 7£ £94. £ -2.0 .0 7.b . 1 
95.¢ .5 1% 75 484. 3 '·' 0 - 1 £0TH 199.7£ 599. 5 -2.5 .0 5.7 . 1 96. 2 .2 196 75 4'Q. 4 2.0 Q - t 
£1ST 202.76 503.3 -2.£ .0 4.0 .o 
,7.4 -.2 1'£ 75 4'£. 5 -2 5 -o -o 
£2HD 205.7£ 405.9 -2.4 .0 2.7 -.o 
1£5.Q -1. 0 327 125 504.i -7.8 -o -o 
£3R!> 210.?£ 240.8 -1. 4 .0 1. 1 - . 1 
240.8 -1. 4 572 219 420.8 -£.£ 0 0 
TOP 219. :> 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 7. SHEAR AHO "OffEHT OIAGRA"S : RAHARDJA CEHTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTION 1'0 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE £75 PA 























































































































































































393. 7 - H•5 S 






























































































-40 t . 7 
-3'4. 7 
-38 7. 1 
-379.4 
GUST FACTOR t.00 
MOl'IENT (MN-") x ..,. z 
71 . 7 
f.f. 0 












































































TH6lE 7. SHEHf. AHO ffG"ENT vIAGRA"S l RAHARvJA CENTER -- COHYEHTIGH HOTEL 
YIHD OIRECTIOH l'Q COHFIGURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE £?~ PA 
FLOOR HEIGHT <~> FQRCE CKH> 
2E-TH 94.75 
Z7TH 97'. 75 
28TH 100.75 




3 3Rli 11 5 . 7 5 
34TH 118. 75 
35TH 124.75 
3E-TH 127. 75 
37TH 130. 75 
38TH 133.75 




43RD 148. 75 
44TH 151. 7f, 
45TH 1!54. ?E. 
4£TH 157. 7t 
47TH lftC..76 
48TH 1'3. 7£ 







































































































PRESSURE tFA:• x y 
.Hl.8 -108.5 












39 l. 1 - 120. e 
395.1 -129.2 
397.2 -129.5 






42£.9 -12? .3 
431.S -12t..7 
437.9 -125.S 




















SHEAR ( K~ > 
x y 










2f> 23. 1 
2547.2 
2470.' 








1 no . e 
1'77.9 
15 ,. 1 
1509.4 

























GUST FACTOR 1.00 
MOMENT OIH-10 x y z 
22.5 225.0 -1£.5 











































































TABLE ? . SHEAR AND "O"ENT DIAGRAMS . RRH~RDJA CEHTER -- CONYEHTIOH HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTION 19(r COHFICURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE E-75 PA GUST FACTOR 1.00 
FLOOR HEIGHT ( l1) FORCE (too AREA CSQ ff) PRESSURE CPA) EC C EH ( l'I) SHEA~ <KH) "Of'IEHT (f1H-f'I) x '( x v x y ·"' 't x v x 'f z 
51ST 172.?£ 1423. 5 -128.1 2.8 33.2 -S.5 
87. 1 -9.4 tu 7, 443.9 -124.8 0 5 
52HD 1?5.?£ 13 3b . 3 -118.1 2.4 29.0 -5. 1 
88. 3 -9.3 tu 7, 44'., -123.8 "' 4 53RD 178. ?£ 1248. 1 -109. 4 2. 1 25 2 -4.7 
e~.s -'.!1.2 1% 75 45£ .. 0 . 12 2. ~ 0 4 
54TH ts 1. u. 1 t ~a t. -t~C- 2 t 3 2 t . ' -4.3 ,0.7 _,. 1 l'Hr 75 462.0 . 12 1 . C) C) 4 
55TH 184. 1' 10£7.~ _, 1 . t 1 . '5 13.2 -3.C) ,1.' ., . 1 ! 'f, 75 ~~e. 1 • 121 0 ".': 4 \.N 
5E.TH 1137. 7£ 97,. 1 .. 32. r:i 1 . 2 15.1 -·3. 5 N 
'2. ~ ·8., 1% 75 473'. 5 .. 11~.2 0 4 ~ 
'57TH l'S'1LH, 1383. 1 -73. 1 1 . (I 12.4 -3.2 ,3.e -e.s 196 75 4 7 f!. 1 -IH.e v 4 
5STH 1~3.7£ ?S'J. 3 -6 4. 3 .3 ,,8 -2.8 
~ ... 7 -0.6 !?6 '.'"'5 432.7 11 ~ . 5 t;: 4 
5'HH 1%.?f.. ~')4. f., -55. 1 . f., 7. f., -2.5 
135. f, -c. 4 1% 7'5 437.3 - ] 1 2 . 1 C) 4 
~~TH l?-3.H 5 ~'. 0 -4 7. 3 .4 5.7 -2. t 
~~. 5 -8. 2 1% 75 4'J 1 . •J • 1 :;~. 7 i;. 4 
G ViT 2•) 2. 7 f., 502.5 ·-3'. 1 .3 4. !) -1.8 
'7.4 ··8. 1 1H 75 4%.4 · 107. 4 0 3 
£;:"tiD 2•)5. u. 4 05. 1 -3 t . 1 .2 2.7 · 1. 4 
1 £4. 4 . 12. '3 32 7 12'5 5~; 2 - f. .• 1tj3 . 2 0 3 
E. ?.F.' !'.'• 21r;.. n 24!>.7 -18. 2 . 1 1. 1 -., z 4 :,; . 7 ·H.2 57.2 21~ 42 t). €, .. 13 '!. 1 t) 4 
TOP ;;: i '3. 51 0. o I). 1) t). Q I). 1) ¢. 0 
T~GLE 7. SH:AR ~ND ~JMENT DI~C'A"S : ~~H~R~JA CENTER -- COHVEHTION HOTEL 
!_JJtlt· C·I~·'!:"t·"rro:: :£(~"'.• CCNF!GURAT!t1N A Fff-CREtHT PRESSURE: 675 PA 






























z 1. 75 
3•'.'. 75 
35.75 
~ t). 75 
H. 75 
4 ~ .. 75 
4~.75 
s 2. 75 
55.75 
58.75 
,:. 1 . 7 5 
~- 4. 7~ 
,5 7'. 75 







~ l. 75 
x 'i 
:) . r;. • 51. 0 
t). 0 .. so. 2 
O.C> ·58.~ 























• f,. 0 
·3. 7 
. 3 1 
-3.6 


































































0.:,;. --8~Ci. 2 
45 3. b . ';\']3. 0 
44~.b -336.1 












.U0.1 -20 .2 
42'. 5 -a'.' 
428.8 -'J3.0 


































































































GUST HCTOR 1 .00 
IHHl [ iH Of H • 10 x "( z 
77. 5 


















31 . €. 
30. 3 
2'Lv 




























.. 31/. 7 



























TABLE 7 SP[AR AND MOMENT DI~GRAMS : R~HARDJA C~NTER -- CONVENTION HOTEL 
Y!HD 0JPCCTTON 200 CDNFIGURATICH A REFERENCE P~ESSURE 675 PA 





28H! l(d;.. 75 
29TH H•3. 75 
3¢il-! lH·. ?5 





?.PH 127 75 
17i!i 11(1. 75 
3f.TH 133. 75 
39TH 136 15 
.tC1Tii 1?-9. 75 
41ST 142.75 
421iD 145.75 
43RV 140. 75 
HTH 151.76 
45TH 154.?t 
4€.TH 157. ?f. 
47iH lH. ?E· 
4$TH 163. H 
4nH lH.n 
5¢TH H.'1! Ho 
x y 
82.3 -8.4 
81. 8 -8.6 
81. 3 ·-8. 8 
8:).8 ·'Zi. t.) 
Sl>.3 .. 9. 2 
n. e -').4 
?'J. 3 - •J. f, 
?a.' · ·3. 7 






31,) - €, 
8•). e 





















·'J . ., 
... •). •J 
--~.' 
























































411.3 -12::· 1 
40,.3 -122.7 
4\'16.S -1.25 4 
4c)4.2 .~12s. 
4•) 2 - 2 . 13 I,) • I) 





















































































-221 . 0 
-211.0 




·· 161. 5 
- t 51.' 
GUST FACTOR 1 .00 























































-· 1 '.' 
- 1'. 4 
-18., 
-18.3 
.. 1 7. e 
-16. 7 











-1 (i. 3 
-':. 7 




TABLE 7 SHEAR AND MOMENT ~IAGRAMS RAHARDJA CENTER -- CONVENTION HOTEL 
WIHD DIRECTION 200 COtff!GllP.ATIOtf A REFERENCE PRESSURE :;.75 PA GUST FACTOR 1.00 
l"L(:O!f' ~:c::;HT <!O FORCE ( IOO A REF~ <SQ #ti PRESSURE \PR> ECCEN (~i> SliEAR <KH:• M Ot! OH <trn · l'I> x y x y x y x y x y x y z 
51ST 1?2. n 135£. '3 -141.7 3. 1 31.1 -e. 1 
87.3 - 1 ¢. 0 1% 75 444. 7 -132.3 1 f, 
52ND l?S.?G 1269.6 -131.7 2.7 
2 7. 1 -7.6 
87.8 -tci.O 1% 75 44 7. 6 - 133 . 1 1 6 
S3Rti 11e. n 1181.8 ·- 121.? 2.3 23.4 -7. 1 es. 4 - 1(i. (r 1'H 75 45Ci.€. -133.5 1 6 
'54TH 13 1 ?6 jr)')J. 4 -111.7 2.0 20.0 -6.S 
89. 1;. - ! v. 0 1% 75 453.5 -133 '3 1 6 
55TH i24.?6 1t)04. 4 -101.? 1 . 6 16., -6.0 
8 1). 6 - 1 ¢. 1 1% 75 45 6. 5 - 1 J4 . 2 1 b VI 
56TH 127. n '} 14. a -'31.6 1 . 3 14.0 -5.5 N 
90. ¢ - 1 0. 0 1% 75 458.7 -133.1 1 €· 
........, 
'57TH 19~· 76 324. 8 -s 1. 7 1 . 1 11. 4 -5.0 
9v. 3 ... ·~. 8 1% 75 46¢.2 ··131.v 1 6 
SSTH !'n.?b 734. s ··71. 3 .'3 9. 1 -4.4 
90. 6 -9.7 i% 75 461.6 -123.9 1 f. 
S·HH 1'%. ?f. 643.~ ··62. 2 .7 ?.O -3.9 
CJ.r,). ·; -'J. 5 1% 75 4(.3 C:• -126.7 1 6 
(.(•TH 1 ~ ') 7 6 553. ,;. ··52. 7 .5 5.2 -3.4 
~ 1 . 1 -~.3 1~n 7~ 464.5 -124.f. l 6 
61ST 2r)2' 7 f, 4 61.' -43. 3 .3 3.7 -2.8 
91 . 4 - (::: ~ I'!! t· 75 465.9 -122.5 1 t• ..... ' 
62Nto 2,;.5. 76 370.5 -3 4. 2 .2 2.4 -2.3 
153.0 -14.? 327 125 467'.8 -118.0 1 6 
C..3P.Ct 210 76 2!?.5 
.. 1 .,_ 4 . 1 1. 0 -1.4 
217.5 - 1 '; 4 572 211 330.0 --ee. e 1 7 
TOP 2 l 9. 51 0.0 C•. 0 
(). 0 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 7. SHEAR AHO MO"EHT l>IACRAMS : RAHAR~JA CEHTER -- COtt~EHTIOH HOTEL 
Y!NO D!RECT!ON 210 COHF!GURAT!ON A REFERENCE PRESSURE 6?5 PA 

































4 3. 75 
•.tt .. i'S 




i I. 75 
64.75 







































































































PRES:3URE (PA> x y 
0.0 -473.5 
0 C) -655.7 


















389. 1 -80 .8 
38£.5 -ss.1 
334.5 -93.0 
383. 9 -95. 3 
383. 3 -'H. 5 

















































4 7' f, l . f, 
4620.' 
4537. 3 
44 54. 4 




40 49. 2 
34)'9. 8 

































-38 5. l 
GUST FACTOR 1.00 
!10!1EHT :: M!i-" > x y z 






































































-2 7. 1 
- 2£.. 6 




TABLE 7. SHEAR AHD HOMEffT OIAGRA"S : RAHARvJA CENTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
YIND ~!P.ECTION 210 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 
~LODR HEJGHT {~) FORCE CKN> 
2 t.T H 94 75 
27TH ?7.75 
28TH 10¢. 75 
29TH l()J. 75 
3¢TH 10€.i"5 
31ST 109. 75 
32Ht• 1~2.75 
33R I> 115. 7 5 
HTH 118. 75 
35TH 124. 75 
36TH 127.75 
37TH lH·.75 
38TH 133. 75 
HTH 13€-. 75 
4C.JTH 139. 75 
41ST 142. 75 
42tfl) 145.75 
4 JR C• 14 8. 7 !5 
44TH 151.7f, 
45TH 154.?f. 
4E0 TH 157.7t· 
47TH 160. 7£. 
48TH 163. 76 
4nH tH.n 









































































































32 o . 2 - 1 t' s . a 




33 2. 5 - 11 9 . 2 
383 8 -120.5 
38 ~. 1 - 12 1 . 9 
38f..5 -123.2 
38?.S -124.5 
38 g . 1 - 12 5 . 2 
39 (l . 4 - 12? . 1 
391.7 -1213.1 
.3929-127.6 
3'H . 1 - 12? . 0 
395 2 -126.5 
3%. 4 -125. 9 
3~7.£ -125 3 
398.7 -124.8 
40 (l. 1 - 12 4 . b 
402.1 -12s.2 































29 77. 4 
29 02 . 7 

















1 HO. 2 
1381.SI 
1303.4 
- 377. 7 
























GUST FACTOR 1.00 
11011ENT OIH-tO x y z 
24. 1 
23.0 








13 . 1 
12. 2 
11 . 4 
































































TABLE 7. SHEAR ANv MOMENT DIAGRAMS : RAHARDJA CENTER -- COHVENTIOH HOTEL 
YtND DIR£CT!ON 210 COHFICURAT!OH A Rf.F£REHCf PRESSURE 675 PA GUST FACTOR 1 .OCI 
FLOOR HElCHT C!O FORCE (!nD AREA (SQM> PRES:3UF:!:: (F°lif) ECCEN ( 11 :• SHEAR t KN) MOMENT ( MH-10 x 'r' x '( x y x y x y x y z 
S!ST 172. n i224.5 -145.9 3.3 28.Q -1¢.2 
79. 3 -9.4 i% 75 4()4.2 -125.8 1 8 
S2M[:t 175.7£. 1145 . 2 -136.4 2., 24. 4 
_,_5 
79. 7 -9.5 1% 75 4C-£.2 -12b.4 1 e 
53RD 178.76 1HS.5 -127.0 2.5 21. 1 -e., 
80. 1 -9.S !% 75 ·H~S.3 -127.¢ 1 8 
54TH 131. ?£. 985. 4 -117.5 2. 1 18. (I -8.2 av. s - 9. €, 1% ?5 41(•.3 -i.2?.5 1 8 
5!5TH 134. n ~04.8 -1 C-7.' 1. 8 15.2 -7. f, 
80.' -9.6 1 CH 75 412.4 -128.1 1 8 \.N 
5€-TH 1s1 n 823., -98.J l. 5 12.6 -f,.' \.N 
81 . 3 -9.7 196 75 414 1 -129.1 1 8 
0 
57TH 1,0. {i. 742. 7 -88.' 1. 2 10.2 -6.2 
81.5 -9.8 l'H 75 415.3 -130.2 1 8 
58TH 1 '3. '(€,. '61 .2 -78.8 1 . (I 8. 1 -5.6 
81 . 7 -<J.8 196 75 416.5 -131.4 1 8 
S'HH 1H .. H.. 57,. 4 -6'. 0 .7 6.3 -4., 
8:2 (o -<J.<J l'H 75 4t? B -132 6 1 a 
f.OTH u,.n 4'7.5 -5,. 1 .5 4.7 -4.2 
82.? -10.0 196 75 41CJ.O -133.7 1 s 
61ST 2C:•2. 7€: 415.2 -4,.0 .4 3.3 -3.6 
82.5 - 1 Ct. 1 i'H. 75 42Ct.2 -134.<J 1 a 
rt·2tiC• 2C.t5. 7f.. 332.8 -38.9 .2 2.2 -2., 1la.o - 1E.. 7 327 125 42 1 . ' - 13 4 . (• 1 8 
63RP 210. 76 1,4.8 -22.2 . 1 . ' -1. 7 
1,4.8 -22.2 572 21, 340.4 -101.5 1 9 
TOP 219.51 0. (I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "O"EHT DIAGRA"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
WIND ~IRECTIOH 220 CONFIGURATION A REF£REHC£ PRESSURE 675 PA 








































.= t '";'C:: 











Cl. (I -44. 4 
0.0 -39.9 
0. (t -4(t. 4 
Q.Q -39.7 
1£3.9 -67.6 























































































0. (I -386. 2 





































































































- 501 . l 






GUST FACTOR 1.00 















































































iABLE 7. SHEAR AH~ "O"EHT DIAGRA"S : R~HARl>JA CENTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
YIND DIRECTION 220 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE £75 PA 
fLOOr HEIGHT CM) FORCE crN> AREA CSG M> PPESSUPE CPA~ ECCEN <M> SHEAR <KH> x 'r' x y x y x y x y 













75 292.2 -111.1 s 
2?TH ~?.75 
213TH 100.75 
znH 103. 75 
3QTH 106. 75 
llST 109.75 
32HI> 112. 7 5 
3 3F.O 115. 7 5 
HTH ll~.75 
3'HH 124. 7S 
3£.TH 127. 75 
37TH l:H. 75 
36TH 133. 75 
3~TH 136.75 
4t.•TH 13~.75 
41ST 142. 75 
42HD 14S. 75 
4 ZF I> 14 e. 7 S 
44TH 151.76 
4STH 154. 7f.. 
4f..TH 157. 7£. 
47TH 160. n 
48TH 163. n 
OTH lH.7£. 




































£5. 2 - t O. 1 
£5.' - 1 Cl.~ 
























































325 4 -124.5 
328.2 -125.8 
330.2 -130.5 
332 2 -135.3 
334.2 -140.0 
33,. 2 -1-44. 8 
338 1 -149.5 
346. 1 - 154 . 3 
342. 1 -158.4 























































- 432. l 
-423.6 
-415.0 




















GUST FACTOR 1.00 








































































- 14. f, 
-13.8 





TABLE 7 SHEAR AND MOMENT DIAGRAMS I RAHARDJA CENTER -- COHYENTIOH HOTEL 
UINI> DIRECTION 220 COHFIGURATIOH A FEFEREHCE PRESSURE E.75 PA CUST FACTOR 1.00 
FLOOR HE!GHT <!O FORCE ( nn AP.EA <SQ fO PP.ESSURE <:Plil ECCnl <Mi SHEU <Y.H} MOl'IENT O!H-10 x v x v x '( )( '( x '( x '( z 
51ST 172.?b 10 45. £ -200.0 4.£ 23.8 -11. £ 
'8. (: -12.3 1% 75 34€..3 -164.4 2 1 1 
52HD t?s. n 977.' -187.7 4.0 2Ci. 8 -10.~ 
£8. 4 -12.i 1 Hr 75 348.4 -167.5 2 11 
53P.I> 1?8. 7£, 909. 3 -175. 1 3.5 17.9 -10.2 
68.S -12.e 196 75 35¢.4 -170.5 2 1 1 
54TH 1st. n 840.5 -1b2.4 3. 0 15.3 -9.4 
£'. 2 - 1::::. 0 lCH, 75 352.5 -173.6 2 1 1 
55TH 184.76 771. 3 -149.4 2.5 12.9 -8.£ 
6,. f, -13.2 1% 75 354.6 -176.b 2 1 1 VJ 
5£TH 187.76 701.8 -13,.1 2. 1 10.7 -7.9 VJ 
6,. 9 -13.4 196 75 356 1 -178.4 2 11 VJ 
5 7'T H 1~c:·. n 631.9 -122.7 1 . ? 8.7 -? . 1 
70. (t -13.4 196 75 35'!. 7 -179.4 2 11 
5STH 193. 76 5,1.9 -109. l l . 3 '·' -6.3 70. 1 -13. 5 196 75 357 3 -180.4 2 11 
5'1H 1 '96. 7£ 4'1. 8 -95. 8 1. 0 5.3 -:s. 5 
70 2 -13.6 1'6 75 357.9 -181.4 2 1 1 
6 ~;.TH ! '9 9. 76 421.5 -82.2 .8 3.9 -4.7 
70. 4 -13.7 19 6 75 358 !'J -1S2.4 2 1 1 
61ST 202.7£ 351. 2 -68. :s . :s 2.8 -4.0 
70. !!i -13.7 1'6 75 35,. 1 -183.4 2 11 
62HI> 205. H,. 280. 7 -:54. 7 . 4 1. a -3.2 
117. 7 -22.7 327 125 359.9 -182.0 2 11 
63RD 210. 7£ 1 '3. 0 -32.0 . 1 .7 -1.' 
1 f,3 . (r -32.0 ~72 2141 284 8 -14'.4 2 t 1 
TOP 219.51 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 7. SHEAR AND MO"EHT DIACRA"S : P.AHARDJA CENTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
WIND D!PECT!ON 230 COHFICURATIOH A REFERENCE PPESSURE £75 PA 





















































0 (t -35.5 
O.Ci -34.3 
141.8 -!58.0 
,3 7 -25.3 
,3.1 -22.l 
!55.6 -12.!5 
!55 . 4 - 11 . ' 
!55 ! -11.3 
!54 . ~ - 1 (•. 7 
54 . 7 - l (t. 1 




!51 . 4 
50.7 
:5CI . C• 
49.3 
- to. 8 
- 11. 0 
- 11. 3 
- 11. 5 
- 11. 7 
























































0 I) -·441.4 
(t (I -459.0 






281 0 -150.b 




2,' . 2 - 140 . 5 
2,5., -143.7 




247. 4 - 159 . ' 
:243.8 -163.1 









































34 56 . 4 - 110 4. 3 














































GUST FACTOR 1 .00 
MOPIENT (f'!N-") x '( z 
122.4 
115 . 1 
1 Ct9. 8 
l 04. 8 
''. 9 









































































TABLE 7. SHEAR ~HD MOMENT OIPGRA"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
WIH~ DIRECTION 230 COHF!GURATIOH A FEFE~EHCE PRESSURE £75 PA 
FLOD9 HEIGHT <M> FGRC£ CKN> 
2f"!'H 9 4. 75 
27TH 97.75 
2f.TH H•¢. 75 
2HH H•3. i'S 
30TH lQf..75 




35TH 124. 75 
3£.TH 127. 7S 
37TH 130. 75 
38TH 133.75 
35TH 1:H. 75 
4CiTH 139. 75 
41ST 142. 75 
42HD 14~. 75 
43U 146. 75 
44TH 151.7£· 
45TH 154. n 
4UH 1~7. ?E· 
47TH tf.O 7f.. 
48TH 1~3 7£. 






48. ~ - 13. 3 
48 8 -13.4 








52. 4 - 14. 3 
52. 8 - 14. 4 
53. 2 - 14. s 
53.' - 14.' 
53 8 - 15. 0 
54.l -15.4 
54. 3 - 15. 8 
54. £ - 1 £. 3 
54. 8 - 1 £. 7 
55 . 1 - 1 7. 1 
SS. 3 - 1 7. 4 
55. 7 - 1 7.' 




















































f'RESZ!JRE tPH) x 'f 







252 2 -184.9 
255 3 -18£.2 
258.4 -187.£ 
260. 5 -188. 5 
262.6 -189.4 
26 4 . 7 - 1' 0 . 3 
2, £ . 8 - 1' 1 . 2 
26 s. 9 - 1 ';12. 1 







280. 7 -228 .0 
282.0 -232.5 
283. ~ -235 .4 































































1f, 58. 0 
1 f.fli . ' 
15 55. 3 
1503.4 
1451.1 
13 ,8. 3 
1345. 1 
12,1.5 
12 37. 7 
11 83 . E· 
112,. 3 





























GUST FACTOR 1.00 















































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND MO"EHT DIACRA"S RAHARDJA CENTER -- CONVENTION HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTION 230 COHFlCURATION A REFE~EttCE PRESSURE £.75 PA GUST FACTOR 1. 00 
FLOOR HEIGHT O!i FOP.CE <nl> AF.EA <SQ"' PF.E~SUF.E <PA;. ECCEN CPI> SHEAR <KH> P'!O~ENT ( l'IH-PI> x '( x '( x y x y x '( x '( z 
51ST 172.7£ 853.8 -266.0 5., 19.4 -12.4 
56. (t -17., 1'6 75 285.2 -238.2 4 13 
52HD 1?5 n 7'n .s -24 8. 1 5. 1 U.9 - 11.' 
Si. 3 -18. 1 1% 75 28f.. 7 -241.1 4 13 
53RD !HJ. n 741.' -230.0 4.4 14.b -10.8 
56. t -18.3 1% 75 288.3 -243.9 4 13 
54TH 181.7£ 685.0 -211. 7 3.7 12.4 -10.0 
56.' -18.S 196 75 28'. ' - 24' . 8 4 13 
5STH tS4. n £28. I -1'3. 2 J. l 10.5 
_,. 1 
57.2 -18.7 196 75 2~!11 . 4 - 24' . ' 4 13 VI 
5€-T H ts7. n 570.9 -174.5 2. E. 8.7 -8.3 
VI 
57.::: -18. 7 1,6 75 zn. 2 -20. J 4 13 en 
57TH t ,0. 76 513.' -155.8 2. 1 7.0 -7. 5 
57.3 -18. 5 196 75 2,2.~ -24£.9 4 13 
58TH 193.7£ 45'. 3 -137.3 1 . ' '·' _,_, 57.3 -1e.3 1 H 75 2'1.E! -244' 4 13 
S'TH 196.?6 399.0 -119.0 1 . 2 4.3 
-5.8 
~7.2 -le. 2 1% -.. 2'1. f, - 24 2. 2 4 13 '<J 
'OTH 199. n 341. 8 -10(1.8 .9 3.2 -5.0 
57.2 - 1 e. o 19f. 75 2,1.4 -2341.8 4 13 
£1ST 202. n 28-4.£ -82.9 ·' 2.2 -4.2 ~7. 1 -17.8 19 €. 75 291.2 -237.4 4 13 
'2NI> 2C-5. 7£ 227.4 -65. 1 .4 1.' 
-3.3 
95. 1 -28.7 327 125 290.9 -230.l 4 13 
'3R!> 21C•.7f .. 132. 3 -3£.3 .2 ·' -2.0 132.3 -3t.J 572 21' 231.2 -IU.1 4 14 
TOP 2! CJ. 51 0.0 0.0 0.0 o. 0 0.0 
TABLE 7. SHEAR AHD MO"EHT vIAGRA"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
~!HD DIRECTIOM 240 COH~!GURATIOH A F.EFEP.EHCE PRESSURE 675 PA 
























































115 5 -47.8 
77.3 -2S.4 
77.4 -23.7 
46. 5 - 13. 5 
46.5 -13.0 











41 . 5 
41 . C• 
40.7 
41.1 
41 . 5 
-10.£ 
-10.s 
- 1 (•. 4 
- 1 (•. 3 
-10.3 
-1(t.3 
- 1 Cl. 2 



















































PRESSURE (PA> x y 





23'. 3 - 22 0. 5 







































































SHEAR <KN> x y 
3351.2 






30 81 . 1 
3034.f. 
2CJ88. 1 
2941 . f, 
2895. 0 
2848.5 
28 02 . 1 
2756.4 



































GUST FACTOR t .OC> 
MOMENT (l'HI-") x '( z 
77. 1 













































































TABLE 7. SHEAF. AND "OMENT DIACRA"S : R~HAR~JA CENTER -- COHYENTION HOTEL 
ij!HO DIRECTION 240 COHFIGU~ATION A REFEPEHCE PRESSURE £75 PA 
FLOOR HEIGHT <M> FaRC£ <KN) 
.?PH ~4. 75 
27TH 97.75 
28TH 100. 7:5 
2'TH 103.75 
3¢TH lH.75 
31ST 109. 75 
32HD 112. 7 5 
33Rli 11 :5. 7:5 
34TH 118.75 
3,TH 124 75 
:HTH 127. 75 
37TH 130.75 
3e.TH 133 75 
39TH 1 H. 75 
40TH 13~- 75 
41ST 142.75 
4 2HIJ 14 S. 75 
HP.Ci 148. 75 
44TH 1~1.7f.. 
4STH 154. 76 
HTH 157. 7i· 
47TH liv. 7f. 
40TH li3.7E-
OiH 1H. 7t. 































£2 . ' - 1 0. ' 
£3.7 -tCo.7 
£4.0 -1Ci.£ 











































































324. 5 - 142.' 
32 £. 1 - 14 1 . 4 


























































20 75. l 
20 31 . 1 
1'86. 7 
1941.8 
1e48 . e 
1 e oo . e 
1751.8 






































GUST FACTOR 1.00 
f'!Of'IENT (MN~IO x y z 
22.e 









11 . e 


























































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND MOMENT DIAGRAMS RAHARDJA CENTER -- CONVENTION HOTEL 
WIN~ DIRECTION 240 COHFIGUf.ATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE f.75 PA GUST FACTOR 1. 00 
FLOOR HEIGHT <!U FORCE (IOI) AREA <SQ ,, ~ PRESSURE <PA) ECCEH Cf1> SHEAR <KH> "O"EHT < "H-" > 
)( y x y x y x y x '( x y z 
5!ST 172. 7b 951 . 1 -128.9 2.b 21. 2 -1£. 3 
f,4. 3 -t(r.5 1 % 75 327.8 -140.3 3 16 
52ND 175. 7£ 886. 8 -118.4 2.2 18.4 -15.2 
64. 7 - 1 (:. 4 1' f, 75 32,.5 -13,.1 3 16 
53RI) 178.7£ 822. 1 -108.0 1 . 9 15.8 - 14. 1 
65.0 -10.3 lH 75 331.2 -137., 3 tf, 
54TH 181.76 757. 1 -4)7.' 1 . £ 13.5 -13.0 
65.3 -10.3 1'6. 75 332.9 -136.7 3 u. 
55TH 184.7£ b91. 8 -87 ... 1. 3 11 . 3 -12.0 
65.6. -10.2 1CJ6 75 334.5 -135.f, 3 tf, \.N 
5£TH 187. 7£ '2'. 2 -77. 2 1 . 1 9.3 -10.9 \.N 
65.6 -9.8 lH 75 334.2 -130.9 2 1' U) 
57TH 190. H, 560.£ _,7.4 .9 7.5 -9.8 
E-5. 0 --; . 3 1436 75 331.4 -123.9 2 16 
58TH 193. n 495.' -58. 1 .7 l).O -8.7 
f,4. 5 -8.8 lH 75 328.5 -117.0 2 16 
59TH 196. 7£ 431. 1 -49. 4 .5 4.£ -7.£ 
£.3., -8.2 1 CH, 75 32 5. f, - 110. 0 2 17 
£0TH 199. n 3,7.2 -41. 1 .4 3.4 -£.5 
£.3.3 -7.7 143 f, 75 32 2. 8 - 103. l 2 17 
~1ST 202. 7£ 303.9 -33. 4 .3 2.4 -5.5 
62. e -7.2 1,6 75 31'.' -96 .1 2 17 
62ND 20s. n 241 . 1 -2£.2 .2 1. 5 -4.4 
103.4 -10.8 321 125 31£. 1 -8' .8 2 1 7 
'3RD 21 (). 76 137.7 -15.3 . 1 ·' -2.£ 137.7 -15.3 572 21' 240.6 -70. 1 2 1' 
TOP 219. !51 0. (t 0.0 0.0 0.0 CJ. 0 
TABLE 7 SHEAR AND "O"EHT DIACRA"S : RAHARDJA CEHTER -- COHYENTIOH HOTEL 
WINO DIRECTION 250 COHFIGURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE £75 PA 




















































































































































































































































-27 4. l 
-257. 5 


















GUST FACTOR 1.00 
MOMENT ( t1N-") x y z 












































































TABLE 7 SHEAR AHD "O~EHT DIAGRA"S 1 RAHARDJA CEHTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
WIND DlRECTIOH 250 COHF!GURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE £?5 PA 








31ST 109. 75 
32HD 112. 7 5 
33RD 115.75 
HTH 118.75 
35TH 124. 75 
3£.TH 127.75 
37TH 130.75 
38TH 133. 75 
HTH 136. 75 
HTH 139. 75 







48TH lf.3. 7t 
OTH 1H. 7£ 
SOTH 169.7' 
x y 





































































































PP.E£SiJR£ (PA> x y 
158. 2 -£3. 5 
1'5.3 -58.7 
172.4 -53.8 
179 5 -49.0 

















28 0. 8 -21 . 1 
28'. 9 -19.' 
298. 9 -1'.' 
301. 3 -2£.8 
303.4 -33.8 
30 5. ' -o . 7 




311 ' -52., 






















































13 JO . t 
1270.5 
1210.6 



























-4 t. 1 
-3£.5 
GUST FACTOR 1.00 























1 . 3 
1. 2 















f, 1. 7 





































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND MOMENT OIAGRA"S 1 RAHARDJ~ CENTER -- CONVENTION HOTEL 
WINO DIRECTION 250 COHF t CURffT ION A ~EFER£HCE PRESSURE f.73 PA COST FACTOR 1.00 
FL OCR liE IGHT 01 > FOP.CE <KH> AREA (SQ"> PRESSURE <PA) ECCEH < t1;. SHEAR < KH > f'IO"EHT OIH-t1 > x '( x 'i x v x y x 'f x '( z 
51ST 17:2. 7£ 905.5 -32.5 1 . 0 20.8 -19.2 
60. 8 -3.2 1'6 75 309. 7 -43. 1 1 22 
52ND 175.7£ 844.7 -29.3 .9 18.2 -17., 
60.4 -2.5 19f, 75 307. 9 -33.6 1 22 
53RD t?s. n 784.3 -2£.8 .8 15.7 -1£. 5 
£0. 1 -1. 8 1'£ 75 30,. 1 -24.0 1 22 
54TH 181.76 724.3 -25.0 .7 13 5 -15.2 
5,.7 -1. 1 1'6 75 304. 3 -14.5 0 23 
55TH 184. 7£ U4. £ -23.9 .7 11. 4 -13.8 
,,.3 -.4 1'f, 75 302. 4 -4.9 0 23 \>.I 
5f.TH 1s1. n £05 .2 -23.5 ·' 9.5 -12.5 ~ 5,.0 -.2 1'6 75 300.£ -2.0 0 23 N 57TH UCi.H. 54,. 2 -23.4 .5 ?.8 -11. 1 
58.i -.3 14" 75 298.8 -3.5 0 23 
58TH 193.7£ 487.' -23. 1 .4 £.2 -9.8 
58. 3 -.4 1'£ 75 2!£.' -5.0 0 22 
59TH 1%. 7£ 429. 3 -22.7 .4 4.8 -S.5 
57.9 -.5 1'£ 75 2,5.0 -6.5 0 22 
60TH 199. 7£ 371.4 -22.2 .3 3., -7.2 
57.5 -.£ 14" 75 293. 2 -e.o 0 22 
£1ST 202.7£ 313.' -21.' .2 2.£ -£.O 
57.2 -.7 1'£ 75 291. l -9.4 0 22 
62HD Z05.7£ 25£.7 -20. 9 .2 1. 8 -4.7 
94.5 -2.0 327 125 288.' -16 .1 0 22 
URI> 210. 7£ 162.3 -18.' . 1 . 7 -2.7 1£2.3 -18.' 572 21' 283. 5 -8'. 5 2 u 
TOP 219.~1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
HtBLE 7. SHEl4R 14HI> '10'1EHT l>IACRA"S : RAHARl>JA CEHTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
!IINO C<IRECTION 2'0 COHf'ICURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE £75 PA 




























11. 7 5 





















CJ 1. 75 










































































































102. 7 -'1.' 
104.1 -52.3 
105.8 -45.1 





















































t 7 58 . l 
1758 . 1 
1713.9 
1'84.8 
















13 54. 3 


























GUST FACTOR 1.00 
MOMENT OIH-!1> x y z 














































































TABLE 7 SHEAR ANti "OPIEHT DIAGP.AftS : RAHARl>J'4 CEHTH -- COHll£NTIOH HOTEL 
lilt HD DI RE CT I ON 2 60 COHF I GU RAT ION A eEF'E R ENCE PRESSURE £75 PA 





28TH 100. 75 
2,TH 103. 75 
J(tTH !Of..75 
31ST 109. 75 





37TH 130. 75 
38TH 133. 75 











45TH 154. 7f, 
4f.TH 157. 7f. 
47TH 1'¢. 7f. 
48TH 1'3. 7£ 
OTH tH.7£ 

































































































































































































































COST FACTOR 1.00 
!10f'IENT ( MH-10 x y z 










































































TABLE 7 SHEAR AND MOMENT DIAGRAMS : RAHARDJA CENTER -- CONY£NTIOH HOTEL 
UIH~ DI~ECTION 260 CONFIGURATION A ~EFEREHCE PRESSURE f.75 PA GUST FACTOR 1.00 
FLf.iCR HEIGHT ( M) FORCE \KN) AREA C SQ fO PP.ESSURE <PA) EC C EN ( tt;. SHEAR CKN> 
f'!Of'inH < MtH'D 
x v x "( !< "( x y !( y x y z 
51ST 172. ?£ 550.7 -101.s J.O 13.0 
-11. 9 
35.5 -4.9 19£ 7, 181. 0 -£5. l 3 25 
52ND 17!5. n 515.2 -96.' 2.7 t 1. 4 -11. 0 
35.5 -4.4 19£ 75 tee.. e -58.4 3 25 
53RD 178.7£ 479.7 -92.3 2.5 
9.9 -10. 1 
35.4 -3.9 1'£ 75 180.£ -51.' 3 25 
54TH 181. 7£ H4.3 -88.4 2.2 8.S -9.1 
35. 4 -3. 4 19f. 75 tU.4 -44 .9 2 a 
55TH 1S4.?b 4(18.9 -es. o 1 . 9 7.2 -8.2 
35. 3 -2., 19£ 75 180.1 -38 .1 2 2' VJ 
5£TH 187. 7£ 373.' -82.2 1 . 7 £.0 -7.3 
J::" 
35.2 -3. 1 19' 75 179.4 -40.8 2 25 
\.11 
57TH 19<i. 7£ 338. 3 -79.1 1. 4 5. (1 -t.4 
34.' -3.7 196 75 17 8. 1 -4' ·' 3 25 5STH 193.7£ 303.4 -75.4 1. 2 4. () -5.6 
34. 7 -4.4 1 CJ' 75 17£.7 -58.5 3 24 
59TH 196. 7£ 2£8. 7 -71. 0 1.0 3.1 -4.7 
34 4 -5.0 1'E. 75 175.4 -'7 .4 3 23 
~C•TH 199. n 234.3 -6£.0 .8 2.4 -3.9 
34. 1 -5.7 19' 75 174.0 -7'. 2 4 22 
UST 202. 7£ 200.2 -60.2 . ' 1. 7 -3.1 
33.9 -f,. 4 1'£ 75 172.7 -85.l 4 22 
62HI> 205. 76 1£6. 3 -53.9 .4 1. 2 -2.4 55., -12.7 i27 125 170.9 -101., 5 21 
f.3RD 21 (t. 7£ 110.4 -41.2 .2 -~ - 1. 1 
110.4 - 41. 2 572 21' 1,2.C) -188.3 3 ' TOP 21,.51 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 
TABLE 7. SHEAR AHi> ftO"EHT l>IAGRA"S : RAHARDJA CEHTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTION 270 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE ~?5 PA 































U.TH f.4. 75 
17TH 67.75 
leTH 7'1. 75 
1'TH 73.75 
2C:TH Ht. 75 
21ST ?CJ. 75 
22HI> 82.75 
23U 85.75 
24TH 88. 75 
2!iTH C)l. 75 




35. 2 -27. 1 
21.4 -u .. £ 









-1 t. £ 
-12.1 
-12.6 
























































































































































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 


































































- . 1 












TABLE 7. SHEAR AHD "O"EHT DIAGRA"S : RAHARDJA CEHTER -- COHVEHTIOH HOTEL 
W!HD DIRECTION 270 COHFIGURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE £75 PA 
FLOOR HEIGHT 01> FORCE CKH> 
HTH H.75 
27TH ,7.75 
28TH 100. 75 
29TH 103. 75 
3HH 106. 75 
31ST 109. 75 
32HD 112. 75 
HRD 11~.75 














43Rti 14 8. 7 5 
44TH 151. 7f, 
45TH 154.7£. 
HTH 157. 7f, 
47TH 160. 7£ 
48TH 1E.3.7t 
OTH lH. 7E. 






7 . .:. 
9 . 1 

































































































PRESSURE CPA) x y 
48. 2 -43 .0 
4?.0 -42.5 
4?.4 -42.0 























































































































CUST FACTOR 1.0o 














































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AHD MOMENT DIAGRA"S ; RAHAR~JA CENTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
~!HD orF.ECTIOH 270 CONF I CU RAT ION A REFERENCE PPESSURE 675 PA GUST FACTOR 1.00 
FLOOR HEIGHT no FORCE <KH> AREA C SQ ft> PRESSURE <PA> EC C EN C" > SHEAR <KN> t10"EHT Ct1H-"> x y x y x y x y x y x "( z 
St ST 172.76 6.2 -187. 5 5. 1 .2 -.4 
·' -9.2 1'6 75 4.7 -122.5 t 0 52Ht> 175.?£ 5.3 -178.3 4.5 .2 -.4 .7 -9.0 1'f, 75 3.5 -119.9 1 0 
SlRI> 178.76 .... , -1'9. 3 4.0 . 1 -.4 
.4 -e.e 196 75 2.3 -117.1 2 0 
54TH 181.76 4.2 -160.S 3.5 . 1 -.4 
.2 -8.f, 19' 75 l.O -114.4 2 0 
55TH 184.76 4.0 -151.9 3. 1 . 1 -.4 -.o -8.4 l')f, 75 -.2 -111.7 3 -o \.N 
5£TH 187. 7£ 4.0 -143.6 2.£ . 1 -.4 
..r:::-
- . 1 -8.8 196 75 -.1 -117.1 3 -o 00 
57TH 19 0. 7£ 4. 1 -134. 8 2.2 . 1 
.... 3 
-.o _,., 19£ 75 -.2 -121.9 3 -o 
58TH 193.7£ 4.2 -125. 2 1. 8 . 1 -.3 
.0 -10.4 196 75 .2 -138.7 3 0 
59TH 1'6. 1£ 4. 1 -114.8 1.5 . 1 -.3 
. 1 -11. 2 1'6 75 .7 -149.4 3 0 
60TH 199. 7£ 4.0 -103. 6 1 . t . 1 -.2 
.2 -12. 0 1'6 75 t.1 -uo.2 3 0 
UST 202.76 3.8 -91.' .8 .0 -.2 
.3 -12.8 196 75 1.6 -171.0 3 0 
£2HD 205.?£ 3.5 -78.8 .£ .0 -.2 .7 -23.5 327 125 2.2 -188.2 3 0 
'3RI> 210.?£ 2.8 -55.3 .2 .0 
-.1 
2.8 -55.3 572 219 4.8 -252.7 1 0 
TOP 219.~1 0. () 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
TABLE 7. SHEAR AHD "DMENT DIAGRA"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
YtN~ DIRECTION 280 COHFtGURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 




























































-2. 5 -1 7. 3 
-3.£ -18.3 
-4. 7 -19. 2 
-5.1 -u.o 






-1. 9 -12.5 
-1.4 -11.' 
-1.0 -10.7 
-.9 -1 (I. 1 
-1. 8 -9.8 
-2.7 -9.5 



















































PRESSURE <PA> x y 
0.0 -255.0 












-23. 7 -241.3 







































































-944. 4 _,3,. 7 
-'3'. 5 
-u1 . e 





_, 1 e. 1 


























GUST FACTOR 1 .00 















































































TABLE 7. SHEAF AND "O"EHT DIAGRA"S : RAHAR~JA CENTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
~INO DIRECTION 260 CONFIGURATIOH A REfEREHCE PRESSURE £75 PA 
FLOOR HEIGHT CM> FORCE <KN> 
26TH CJ4.75 
27TH 97. 75 
28TH 100. 75 
29TH 103.75 
30TH 10£..75 
JlST 109. 75 
3ZHO 112. 7~ 
'33RI> 115. 75 
HTH 118.75 
35TH 124.75 





























-4.5 -9. 0 _,.4 -8.7 










-19. 4 -4.2 
-20. 7 -3.7 
-22.1 -3. 2 
-23. 4 -2.9 
-23.9 -3.£ 




-2'. 3 -£.8 
-2'. 8 -7. 2 
-27.5 -7.3 



























































-51. 0 -98.3 
-£1. 2 -89. t 
-? 1. 5 -7' .9 
-78.3 -73.8 
-85.2 -'7. 7 
-92.0 _, 1. 5 
-98.8 -55.4 
-105.7 -49.3 
-112.5 -43 .1 
-119.3 -39.2 
-121.9 -47. 7 
-124.3 -5' .3 
-12£. 8 _,4. 8 
-129.3 -73.4 
-131.7 -81. 9 
-134. 2 -90.5 
-13£.8 -9' .2 
-10.0 -97. 0 




































































































- us. 1 
-1e1.e 
GUST FACTOR 1. oo 
"Ol'IENT ( "H-") 















































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "OMEHT ~IAGRA"S 1 RAHARl>JA CENTER -- CONVENTION HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTION 280 COHFIGURATIOH A REFEREHCE PRESSURE 675 PA 
FLOOR HEIGHT (~) FORCE <KH> 
51ST 172. 7' 
52HI> 175. 7£ 
5JP.D 178. ?£ 
54TH 181.7£ 
55TH 184. 7£ 
5£TH 187.?£ 
57TH 19Ci.7£ 
58TH 193. 7£ 
59TH 1'6. ?6 
'oTH 199.7£ 
'1ST 202. 7£ 
UNO 205.7£ 




-28.1 -7. 3 
-28.7 -7. 4 
-29.4 -7. 5 





- 30.' -11. 4 
-30.' -1 z. ~ 












































































SHEU < tc::H > x ~I 
-490. 3 -18(1.£ 
-452.2 -173.2 
-423.5 -165.8 
-394. 1 -158.3 
-3'4. 1 -15(1.8 
-333. 5 -143.2 




-178.9 -91. 3 
-148. 0 -77.8 
-96.£ -52.8 
0.0 0.0 
GUST FACTOR 1.00 
l'HJPIEHT <l"!H-1'0 









1 . 4 



































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "O"EHT OIACRA"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
YINO DIRECTION 2~0 COHFIGURATIOH A REFEREHCE PRESSURE £?5 PA 
























































-33. 1 -46. 9 
-25. 8 -2£. 1 
-29.0 -28.0 
-19.0 -17.7 
-20. 2 -18. 4 
-21.4 -19. 2 
-22.' -1'. 9 
-23.7 -20.£ 
-24.5 -20. 4 
-24., -19. 7 
-24.8 -19. 0 
-24.9 -18. 3 
-25. 1 -17.' 
-25.2 -16.9 
-25.4 -1'. 1 
-25.5 -tS.4 
-25.7 -14.7 
-25.' -14. 0 
-2,.3 -13. 4 
-27.3 -1:?.S 
-28.2: -12.3 


































































-12'. 2 -251.3 
-127.0 -243.8 
-12 7. 8 -234 . 4 
- 12 8. ' - 22 4 . 9 
-129.4 -2t,.4 





-143. 9 -1C:4 .1 
















































SHEAR (KN> )( v 
-24 72. 0 -7,,. 0 
-2472. Ct -762.2 
-2472. 0 -734. 1 
-2472.0 -706.3 
-2472. 0 -£78., 
-2438.' -632.c> 
-2413. 1 -£0£.0 
-2384.1 -578.0 
-23£5. 1 -560.l 
-2344. 9 -541.' 
-2323.6 -522.7 
-2301.0 -502.8 
-2271. 3 -482. 2 




-2153.4 -387. 3 
-2128.2 -370.4 
-2102.8 -354.3 
-2077. 3 -338.9 
-2051.6 -324. 1 
-2025. 7 -310.1 
-19~9.5 -2H. 7 
-1~n .. 2 -283.9 
GUST FACTOR 1.00 























21 . 1 
2¢.? 






















































lABLf 7. SHEAR AND "O"ENl DJACRR"S : RAHARDJA CEHlER -- COHVEHlJOH HOlfl 
WIND DI Rf Cl IOfi 29C· COlH· JCUflP.TJOH A l't'fHREHCE f'RFSSllfH £.75 PA 





28TH IOC>. 75 
291H 1Ct3. 75 
JOTH 106. 75 
JlST 109. 75 
32Ht> 11?.?~· 
J JR Ct J 1 !•. ? :; 
3 0 H J 1 8 . <' ~· 
35TH 124./:r 
3f.Ttf 127. ?~i 
37TH 130.7~ 
3 e.T H 1 3 :< . n• 
39TH 13t 7~• 
40lH 139.75 
41ST 14?. 75 
4 2H ~ 14 :, . n. 




47TH ao 7f.. 
48TH H.3. ?f. 
OTH H.f .. (f. 





-32. 2 - H. 1 
-33.2 -9.6 
-34. 2 -9. 1 
-3'5.? -s. ~i 
-36.2 -? 9 
-n.? -;~:.1 
-3~.5 
- 4 0 f. 












- ~.:?. !1 
- ~.3 (• 














- 4. ~. 
-4.6 
ARH1 (SQ 10 
x v 
19f. 






















1 ~; ~. 































-149.f.l -15E 9 
-1~4.1 -H9 ':• 
-1~~.1 -142 . .if 
-164? -13:, 2 
-H.9.:{ -1?&.:;-
-174.4 -HO.S 
- 1 '{ ~' . 4 - 1 1 ~ . =· 





- 21 l. 9 -.:5 ::I I 
-n:. -? 1 . B 
-n~.C· -10.0 
-n4. ~ 1 . 9 
-24 C•. 1 H•.J! 
-24 4. 1 - . 1 
-24 8 1 -H ~ 
-25:?.1 -:?f.t 




-2b~1.·;:i -61 1 


























































-1884.~i -24 f!. f. 
-1e53. 3 -237.9 
-18?1 <'.• -n? e. 
-118i' f. -~ jf:. <' 
- l r ~l3. f. -209. 1 
-1(18.-~ - ~·(· (• (,. 
-it.i;:?? -1 ~ ;.1 i' 
-HvE.. ~. -p-:; 
- 1 ~l f. i' <;· - 1 ;" t; . ~: 
-15.?f. .4 -17 (J. 2 
-14 e4 . e -1 ~-: .. e 
- H 42 (; -H~. 2 
- 1~(98 < -162.6 
-i?.~·3.? -161.9 
-l3C•7 r -a?.v 
-12£.<t. 1 -H.?.e 
-1212.? -1 (.;?. 8 
-11 f.3. ~· -1 €>?. 0 
-'114.1 -160. 4 
-1H3 8 -1 ~I?. (• 
-1012.l -154.'J 
-%0. CJ! -1 ~.o. CJ 
-'308 6, -1H.>4 
cusr FACTOR 1 .f.lO 
l'IOiHNl (i'IH-i'I> 











1 f ::: 
1¢.8 

















-1 J I . 0 
-1 ¢ ~;. f. 
-100.3 
-~ ~· 1 
-~(j. r;. 
-so 
-7 ~;. ~ 
-70.7 
-f.~ .. ? 
-f. l . e. 
-57.5 
-53.4 
-4 -1. 4 
-4 ~. ~ 










4 ~·. 3 
44 . .; 
4 3. ~· 
4 ~.:. ~·, 
4 1 . ~i 
H.~ 
:-CB. 3 
'.!. ;·. 2 

















l AP.l f. 7. SHEAF. AHP "iHHNl DIAGRAMS F.AHAFDJA CtH1~F. -- CONVEN1JON H01EL 
Iii 1 HD !: H H: 1 l Otl :t -;i ' t: Q Hf· l G ll P. A 1 J 0 N A h'i-Hf'i-t-!f:f PRE-s~;;tWf- €.(' !:• PA CUS1 FAf.lOP. 1 .H 
f L OOR hE !Gl·i1 \' r1 ) f OR Cf (IOI) A k f A ( :?; ( 1 ti :. PRESSURE 'PA) ft:C~fi (?1~· SHf.1-!i-' ( r.14 '.· Mul'li:: i·i1 ( l'ii-t-1'1) 
l( v x )'; .... x y x 'i x y l 
5tSl t 7 2. (f. -8~·5." -141 8 ... l -'2~. 1 1 8. ~· -!.) . -4 --1. i' 1 ~ c~ (':, --;·;· ;· 1 -6 :~· ~ -2 ? =· 5ltH> 17~·. H -l;l(',?_ C:• -13?. 7 :. . 7 -Ji'.'!· 17.? 
-53.8 -4.e 1 ~ ~- .. ,, , ~· -??4.~ -G ::, . ~~ ~I ':1 
53RI> 11e. n -746. 7 -137.4 3 3 -1~.3 15.CJ 
- !":4 . ~· --1. 9 l 9 ~- -,. ,_, - ?i' ~ •. 4 -f ~I 2 -2 ~~ 4 
SHH 181. /f. -f. '" . 0 - J? {. ~· 2., -J ?- . l J 4. ~ -::14 . ? - ~·. 0 l'H 7:; - ~·? f . ~. -·H. E - -~ ?4 55TH 184. 7£. -E· :;;9 :: - 12;. ~ 2 . ~· -11 . 1 13. 2 -55 1 -~. 1 1% 7~ -28 C•. i' -6 7. ~t -2 -'"i \.N 
5f.T H 187 7f, -~8".? -117.4 2.7 -9.3 I 1 . f: Vl 
-!•'> ~ -~.s l ~~ ::. (~· -?S 1. 8 -·? 7. :· -~ :? 4 .t::' 
57TH 1'0. 7f, -5 ?8. q - J 1 l. ~. 1. f: -7. E. l 0. ~· 
-!i~ ? -7. ~· l ~ i:. 7~ -?e 1. ~. -~?. 9 -3 n 
581H J '3. 7f. -4 73. 7 -104.i 1. !z -e.. 1 CJ.2 
-55. 2 -e. 1 1% 75 -2e1.2 -1oe.2 -3 n 
591H 1'f.. 7f. -4 18 . ~· _,~ •• !°• 1 . ? -~.e 7.9 
-!>~. 1 -9.3 196 7~ -?81.0 -1?~.~ - .f ?? 
601 H 1'CJ. 7£ -363 ~ -e?.2 . '::! -3. E· f.. 7 
-55. 1 - l(o 4 1% 75 -280 ( -138 ? -4 ?.? 
61ST ?07. 7f,. -308. 3 -H.8 .7 -2.t !'<. 4 -:.5. Ct - 1 1 . ~. l 9 ~- 7~ -280.4 - 1 ~! -~ (; - of 21 
62HI> ?O~. 7f. -253 ~ -E~ ~:. 3 .~ -1 . 7 ".? -'t . £. -:;· i. 7 ~2? 1 2~ -?SO. 1 -1?::..i' -!, ? :) 
URI> 21 (r 7f.. -· J €· t . (' -43.E· .2 -.? 2.3 
-Ht. 7 -4 3. £. ~?.? ?19 - ;?8? . 5 - 1 ',.I '? . 4 -4 13 
lOP ?19. ~J 0. C:· o. 0 (c. 0 0. (I 0. c> 
TABlf 7. SHH1R AHi> "O"EHl l>IAGRAfiS : RAHARCiH~ CEHHR -- C:OHYfHTJOH HOHL 
fUHC> DH:fCTIOH HO CONFIGURAllOH A RfHRfHC:~ PHSSllrH f,75 FA 







t 1. 75 
1 f.. 75 






J J TH 
















.c 0. 75 
4 l. ?~: 




































-46 ~ -1£.2 
























































PRfSSUR~ !PA> x , .. 
o.~) -:~·~:-= ~-,, 
1;.. 0 -460. :i 
o . C• - .; f': ~ •. ~· 
(• . () - 5•.) 2 . ~ 
-254.5 -~13.2 
-25f.• 7 -3!):?.3 
-;?~1.0 -~:S6 6 
-.::51.! -234.5 
-25? ... { -3t:•t;•.~ 
-~·~·2. a -3of .. :-
-253.4 -312.0 
-253.9 -317.9 
-25 3. 3 - 3 t 1 . 5 
- 25 L 2 - 2~ i' . 9 
-20.I -'i134.'i 
-247.1 -2?4.>.5 
-245.1 -:?St. .e 
- ~·4 3. f) - ~4 :s . l 




-n·L~ -11·9 ~ 
-;?H.9 -175 ~ 






















































·-.::72i 1 -11;?<!.? 
-:::721 1 -1':'7~(.· 
-~~·721.! -1041 8 
-::: .,., :i' l 1 - 1 0<) 4 'l 
-::721 . 1 -%.7 
-35116 'l -%3. 3 
-35 f-t 'l -Be. f.. 5 
-:::4 32. I -832. 7 
-:.0:382 7 -810.~ 
-nn 7 -788. 1 
-3283.f. -ft.~.2 
-3233.' -74 t. e 
-31 84. I -717.9 
-313'4." -f.94.6 
-3<)85. -f.??.3 
-:?.v3t· 2 -lf.5 I. 0 
- 2~ 87 7 -e.30. 7 
-293~. f. -f.Jl.4 
-28,t ·' -5'H.2 
-28'44.f. -576.0 
- 27 '7 7 -55~ P. 
-2751. 3 -544.7 
-2705 ? -530.5 
-?lf·S'. l -51 7. 
-2t.J2 (• -5\)4. Q 
GUS 1 f AC 1 0 R 1 . 0 0 
!'IOlHNT O!N-!'I> x 1· l 
1 ¢8 5 









f. J . 4 
59.2 
57. (t 




4 7. (t 
45.~ 
43. ~· 







-4 3 3. f. 
-4 f !1. 2 
-396.f. 
-:%3. 7 


















-17 4. 7 
5f..5 
5E·. 5 
!& f .. !: 
SE •. 5 
















4 e.. 5 
47. e 





TASlE 7. SHfAR AHD "O"FHT l>IACRA"S : F.AHAR~JA CEHTER -- COHVEHTIOH HOTEL 
f:IIND OlRfCl!OH 300 CONf-lGURAl10N Po F.'.fHRf.HCf PRH~UFE f.i'5 PA 





2f.lH 100. n• 
2,TH 103. 75 
30TH 10t·. ?5 
31ST 109.75 




JE.TH 127. 75 
37TH 13c.I. 75 
38TH 133. 75 
39TH 13t·. 75 
HtTH 13~ 7~ 
41ST 142.75 
42HI> 145. 75 
ORI> 10. 75 
HTH 151.H. 
45TH 154.?t· 
HTH 157. 7£ 
47TH 160. ?t. 
OT H 16 3 . (t. 
OTH lH. ?t. 
5QHI 16CJ. n 
x y 
-o. -12.£ 








-57 ? -~ 
-58.3 -8.? 
-~.a.' -8.2 
-59.5 -7. 8 
-£.0. 1 -7. J 
-60.t. -6. i} 
- f,1 . 2 -E.. 4 
-t.t. ti -£. ~· 
-t.2.4 -7. 2 
-£2. c;. -8. 1 
-63.4 _,. 1 
-£4.¢ -tc..t 
- 64. 5 -11 . (I 
- ' ' . 1 - 1 2. (• 
-£,.E. -H'.6 
-£6.3 -12.7 




















































PRE ~S !J RE ( P f'l) x 'r' 
- ~~5 \;. ,_-,, - i ~·..., _: 
-;.--~.s. ! -a .. :~ .c.-
-26~1 .. t ~;"f ~. 
- 26 ~·. ? - 1 5 :, .,. 
-2?(•.2 -151.7 
-275.3 -J.4?.8 
- ze o . ~ - 1.., 3 . 9 
- za s. 1 - n? . :!. 
-289.!i. -13!) .4 
-2~4 -12i .5 
- 29 7. 1 - 11 ~ . t· 
- 31) (t. 1 - 10 9 . 7 
-303.0 -103.B 
- 30 £. o -9 7 . e 





- 323. 3 -121 . 3 
-32t.. l -134 2 
-328.8 -147.0 
- 33 1 . 6 - 15 9 . 8 
-334.5 -160.3 
- 33 8. 1 - t 6' . 5 



















































SHEA~ 'KH) x y 
- 25 t.2 ~~ 
- 25 14 . 9 
-?4(.4 8 











-17 35. 7 
-H.75. (• 
-1613.8 
- l 5~2. (I 
-109. ~. 





-11 04 . (1 
- 4 '.~ i 






















-2Eol . 3 
-246.7 
GUS l f ACT 0 R 1 . 0 O 
l'lOtHHT OIH-10 
















14 . 5 
13 . t• 
12.6 















- ll (t. 3 
-97. e 
_, J. g 









































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "O"EHT DlAGRAKS RAHARDJR CENTER -- CONYEHTJOH HOTEL 
WIHD DIRECTION 300 COHF I GtlF.~T JON A RHEREHGE PRESSURE €-75 PA GUST FACTOR t .00 
FLOOR HE l G HT <flt) FOl\t.E ( KtO AREH {$1) M PF.ESSllRE (f'ti:• HC:f.N (M> SHAR (l(H> t'IOf'IF:NT <Hli-") 
'.< '"{ )( y x "( x i .. , ·; !< ·,· 4 
51ST 172. ?t; -1 <;"?.'?. 7 -236. 0 5.8 -23.6 17.8 
-f..7. 0 - 12. e. 19€· 75 - 34 1 . E· - 1 7 C• ;· -3 1? 
S2NI> t 75. 7£ -~?O ? -223.2 5. 1 -2t>.6 tb. b 
-f..7. 7 -12., 1% 7~ - ;::4 ~. 2 - 171 . ~ - -::.~ 1 7 
53Rl.'i t 78. ?t. -~·::2. ~ -210.3 4.5 -17.8 15.5 
-£8. 4 -13. 0 1 H· 75 - 34 e . < - 1 7 3 . 1 -3 t 7 
S4TH 181.7£ -834.5 -197.3 3.9 -15.2 14. 3 
-E-9. 1 -13. 1 19€- 75 - 35 2. ;:: - 1 7 4 . 3 -3 1 7 
55TH 284 ?ti. -7 £5. 4 -184.2 3.3 -12.8 1 3. 1 
-f.9. e. -13.2 1% 7~ -355., -175.4 -~ ! 7 \.N 
StioT H 187.76 -695.5 -I?t. t 2.8 -t 0. £ 11.' V1 -70. l - 1 z. 7 14.H· 75 - :?:5 7. 4 - le z . ~ -3 1 7 ""' 57TH 190.?t. -625.4 -15?.4 2.3 -8.6 1 o.? 
-69. ~ -14.5 IH 75 -35E·.2 -1?3.4 -3 H 
58TH 193.7£ -·555. 5 -242.' 1 . e -6.8 9.5 
-6'. 7 -15.3 l <]6 -.c; {>J -355.0 -204.4 -4 H 
59TH 19£. ?6 -4 85 . 8 -127 b 1 . 4 -5.3 8.3 
-£.CJ. 4 - u.. 1 lH 75 -353.~ -215.3 -4 1€· 
f.OTH 1'9. 7£ -41,.4 -111.4 1 . 1 -3., 7. 1 
-&9.2 -17.0 1'6 75 - 35 2. 7 - 22 f, . 3 -4 H 
UST 202. 7b -34 7. 2 -94.5 .8 -2.S 5.9 
-E·9. Ct -17.8 1% 75 -351.5 -23?.2 -4 H 
'2NI> 205. H~ -2 78. 2 -'lb. 7 .5 -1. 8 4.7 
-114.5 -30., 327 125 -350. Q -247 .4 -4 JE. nu 2'1 (t. 76 -163.8 -45.8 .2 -.? 2.8 
-U.3.8 -45.S 572 21, - 2e t.. t - 20 9 . 4 -4 16 
TOP 219.51 0. (I o. 0 0. (I 0. 0 0. 0 
TABLE 7. SHEAR AHO "O"ENT ~IACRA"S : RAHAP.DJA CEHTEP. -- COHYfNTlOff HOTEL 
YINO OIREC?ION 310 COHFICURATlON A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 











































































-£4.' -21. 2 




























































PRE SS URE < PA) x '( 
(•. (.l - 51 f,. ":\ 
(•. !) -59 l . 2 
o. Q -fi>2 3. 4 
0.0 -£48.£ 
-337. 7 -662. 7 
-335. 2 -385. 8 
- 33 5 . E. - 348 . 8 
-336.4 -345.Q 




- 33 7. 9 - 32 4 . (.\ 
-335.5 -310.3 
- 33 3 . 0 - 29' . ' 
-330.£ -282.9 
- 32 8. 2 - 2'9 . 2 
-325.? -255 .5 


























































SHEAR {!(H> x y 
-46~5.2 -1330.5 
-46c;IJ5.2 -127!1 
- H· ~5 . 2 - 1 22 3. 2 
- 46- ,5. 2 -1 t 7 4.' 
-46,5.Z -1127.¢ 
- 4 5 29 4 - 1 044 . 6 
-4419.8 -1000.2 
-4310 0 -956.6 
-4244 6. -931). 7 
-4177.9 -905. 1 
-4111.7 -879.6 
-4(145.3 -854. 4 
-3978. 8 -82'. 4 
-3912. 5 -805. 1 
-3846. 7 -781.8 
-3781.3 -759. 6 
-3716. !5 - 738. 4 
-3652. t -718.2 
-3598.1 -6".0 
-3~24.7 -E.90.9 
-34'1.7 -E·63. e 
-33'9. 3 -64 7. 7 
-3337.2 -E.32. 7 
-3275.4 -E-18.3 
-3212.f. -E.04. 0 
CUST FACTOR 1 .00 















































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AHD "O"EHT DIACRA"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTION 310 COHF!GURATIOH A REFERFNCE PRESSURE 675 PA 
FLOOR HEIGHT <"> FORCE CKH> 
2£.TH ,4.75 
27TH 97. 75 
28TH 10(t. 75 
29TH 103. 75 





33RCt 115. 75 
34TH 118. 75 
35TH 124.75 
3,TH 127.75 
37TH 130. 75 
38TH 133. 75 
39TH llt.75 
40TH 13,.75 
41ST 142. 75 
42HI> 145. 75 
43RD 148.75 











-£4. (t - 14. 0 
_ , •. 7 -13. 8 
-£5.4 -13.7 
-£6.1 -13.5 
-u 8 -13.3 
-67.5 -13.2 









- 75 . 1 - 11 . 8 
-75.S -11.8 




- 80 1 -14. 2 
-81.Ct -14.? 
-81.S -15.1 
- 82 . 3 - 1 5. 3 



















































PRE SS URE C PA ) 
:r; '( 




- 34C· . 3 - 1 7 e _ (. 
-343.e -t76.o 
- 34 7' 4 -17 3 . 9 
- 35 1 . 0 - 1 7 2 . 0 
-356.3 -169.6 
- 36 1 . f. - 16 7 . 1 




-379 3 -158.9 
-282.9 -157.3 
-38f...4 -15£.9 






- 4 H. 9 - 20 1 . b 
-419.6 -204.0 



















































SHEAR CKN) x y 
-3149 r:. -589.9 
-3085.'5 -575.'3 
-3(:2(, - ~ -562.1 
-2955.S -548.5 
- 28 89 4 -535. C:• 
-2822.7 -521 . 6 
-2755.2 -508.4 
-2667.C. -4~5.4 
-2618. 1 -482.5 
-2478. 3 -457.l 
-2<tv7.4 -"44. 5 
-2335. 7 -432.1 
-22£3.4 -419.~ 
-2190.3 -407. 7 
-2116.6 -3,5. 7 
-2042 - 1 -383.7 
-1,67. (I -372.0 
-1891.2 -360.2 




- 14 99 . 1 -2H.O 
-1418.l -279.2 
-1336. 3 -264. 1 
GUST FACTOR 1 .00 
HOME HT ( MH-10 
)( y z 




31 . g 












13 . l 
12.0 



























































TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "O"ENT ~IACRAMS ; RAHARDJA CENTER -- CONVENTION HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTION 31¢ CO NF i CU RA TT 0 N A f.EFEF.EHCE FF.ESSURE 6?~ FA GUST FACTOR 1.00 
FLOOR HEIGHT <M;. FORCE < ni;. AREA(S-Q.f'l) PF.ESS!JU (PA;. ECCrn (f'!:• SHEAF. (IC'.H> "Of'IEtH (l'fH-tO x y x '( x 't x '( " .''I v !< '( z 
StsT 1?2. ?£ -1253.~ - 24 e. e S.7 -20. 2 1£.b 
-82.~ -15.5 1% 75 -422.3 -20€..4 -2 1 3 
52HI> 175. 7£ -1171.1 -233.3 5.0 -24. 6 15.S 
-83.4 -15.7 1% 75 -425 Ii -206.CJ -2 13 
53Rti 178_7, -1087.7 -217.7 4.3 -21 2 14. 4 
-83.~ -15 8 1'6 75 - 42 7' 7' - 21 ! 3 -2 1 3 
54TH 181 . 7£ -1003.7 -20 t . 8 3.7 -18.0 13.3 
-54 5 - JE.. Q 19€. 75 -430.4 -213.7 -2 1 3 
55TH 184.?£ -91 CJ - ! -185.8 3 - l -15.2 12.2 
-85.Ct - 1 E.. 2 1% 75 -43?..1 -2H.1 -2 13 v.I 
SE.TH 187.7£ -8 34. 3 -169.6 2.£ -12.5 11- 1 ()'\ 
-85.2 - JE •. 5 1% 75 -434.2 -219.5 -2 13 0 
57TH 190.7£ -749. 1 -153.2 2. 1 -10.2 10.0 
-85.Cr -1£.8 t«)E. 75 -433.1 -223 .5 -2 13 
58TH 193.7£ -££4 - 1 -13£.4 1 . ' -8.0 8.9 -84.8 -1 7 1 1'6 75 -432.C. -227.5 -3 1 3 
59TH 19£.7£ -579 3 -119.3 1. 3 -6.2 7.8 
-84.6 -17.4 1't 75 -43C:•.9 -231.5 -3 13 
UTH 1'9. 7' -494.8 -102.0 .9 -4.6 £.7 
-84. 3 -17.7 1 'E· 75 -42' e -235.5 -3 13 
61ST 202.7£ -410 - 4 -84.3 .£ -3.2 5.£ 
-84. 1 -18. Ct 1,, 75 -428. 7 -23'.5 -3 12 
'2NI> 205. 7b -326.3 _,,_. .4 -2. 1 4.5 
-1 JCJ. 7 -29. 9 327 125 -427.2 -239.1 -3 13 
URI> 216. 7£ -186. £ -3£.5 .2 -.8 2.£ 
-186. f.. -36.5 572 21, - 32 f.. - ! - 16' . 9 -3 14 
TOP 219. 51 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 7. S~EAR ~ND "O"EHT DIAGRA"S 1 RAHAR~J~ CENTER -- COHYEHT!Ott HOTEL 
WINO OIREC'!'ION 320 CONFIGUl7ATTOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE E.75 f'A 

























































-140.2 -47 2 
-84.7 -27.0 
-85. 2 -2£. 0 
-85.£ -25.0 
-8,. 1 - 2 4. 0 
-86. 5 -23. 0 
-86. 2 -22. 2 
-85. 0 - 21. 3 
-83.9 -20 5 
- 82. 7 -19. 7 
-81.5 -18 9 
-80. 4 -18. 1 
- 79. 2 -1 7. 3 
- 78. 0 - t '. 5 
-?f..9 -15.£ 






















































0. 0 - £4 4 t:O 
0.0 -730.7 
0.0 -776.1 
0.0 -81'4 ' 
-425. 9 -sn. t 
-425.7 -444.6 
-428.S -3?7.4 
- 43 1 . s - 35 9 . 9 
-4H. o -34'. 7 
-43£.3 -333.£ 
- 43 8. b - 32 0. 5 
- 44 (• . 9 - 30 7 . 3 









-38 5. 8 - 19 7 . 7 
- 38 1 . 9 - 1 9 1 . 9 
- 38 3 . 0 - 1' 1 . 9 


















































-5375.5 -14-H v 
-5375 5 -1372.C:• 
-5375 5 -1312 e 
-53 75. 5 - l 25 2. 7 
-5375 5 -1192.5 
-SU.6 5 - t (188. 3 
-5027.2 -1(137. 1 
-4887.0 -9C)O.O 
-4802. 3 -963. 0 
-4717.l -937. 0 
-4631 5 -912. (I 
- 45 45 4 -898. (I 
-4'4 !58 ' -8''4.' 
-4372.7 -842.8 
-4287.7 -821 . 4 
-4203 s -8(JQ.9 
- 4121 1 - 781 . 2 
-4039. 5 -762. 3 
-3'5'. 1 -744.2 
-3879.' -72£.' 
-3801 ' -710.5 
-3725. 0 -694.8 
-3649 3 -680. 0 
-3574.4 -£65.6 
-3499. 2 -651 . 2 
GUST FACTOR 1 00 
"OME:tH (i'IM-111) 
x y z 














































































TABLE 7. SHEAR ~HI> "O"EHT l>IACRAftS : RAHAR~JA CEHTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
WIND OIRECTIOH 320 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 
FLOOR HEI~HT <M> FORCE crN> AREA lSQ M> PRESSURE <PA> ECCEN (M) SHEAR CKH> 





















































- 76. 0 -14. 4 
- 76. 2 - 14. 4 
-76.4 -14.4 
- 7, . ' - 14. 4 
- 7£. 8 -14. 4 
-77.1 -14.4 
-155 ' -28.9 
-78.5 -14.5 
- 79. 0 -1 4.' 
- 79. 5 -14.' 
-80. (I -14.7 
-80.5 -14. 7 
-81 . 0 -14. 7 




-83 ' -15. 1 
-84.5 -15.2 
-85. 2 -15.3 
-85.e -15. 4 
-8£.4 -15.5 



















































- 38 5 1 -1' 1 . ~ 
- 38 f>. 2 - 191 e 
- 38 7. 3 - 1' 1 . s 
-388.3 -191.8 
- 38' . 4 - 19 1 . 8 
- 39 o s - t' 1 . a 




- 4Q 2. 8 - 194 . 3 
-405.3 -194.9 
-407 8 -195.4 
-410.2 -1%.(• 






























































-3348 3 -622.5 
-3272. 5 -608. 1 
-31'6. 5 -5CJ3.7 
-3120.3 -57C). 3 
-3043.' -5,5.0 
-2967.3 -550.6 
-2890.5 -536. 2 
-2813.4 -521. 8 
-2657.8 -4'2.' 
-2579. 2 -478.4 
-25Ct0.2 -463.S 
-2420. 7 -44'.2 
-234(1 6 -434. 6 
-2260. 1 -41'.9 
-21 79. 1 -405.1 
-2o~n. 7 -3,0.4 
-2015.7 -375.5 
-u~n.1 -360.6 
-1849.8 -345. E. 
-1766.0 -330.5 




GUST FACTOR 1.00 
HOH£UT < 101-10 
x ~· z 
















14 . f, 
13.4 
12. 3 

























































TABLE ? . SHEAR AND "OMENT ~IAGRAMS : RAHAR~JA CEHTER -- COHYEHTION HOTEL 
UIHD DIRECTION 320 CO Hfl GU ~AT I 0 H A REFERENCE PRESSURE €0 75 PA GUST FACTOR 1. O(t 
FLOOR HEIGHT 01:. FORCE ( KH> ARE A <SQ M :• PRES~!JRE (PA) ECCEtl ( M ;. SHEAR r: Ktl > "OHEIH (f'ltH'IJ x '( x v ); '( x ~I x '\' x v z 
51ST 1?2.7£ -i337.1 -253.5 5.9 -Jo.3 13.5 
-87. t· -15.8 1% 75 -446 4 -211 .:, -2 1 (• 
52NI> 175.7£ -124";\ 5 -23? 7 5. 1 -2£.4 tz. £ 
-88. z -H.O 196 75 -44':\!.4 -213.7 -2 1¢ 
53RI> 179. 7£ - 11 t, 1 3 -:221.7 4.4 -22. s t 1 . 7 -ee.e -16.2 1% 75 -452.4 -21€ .. 1 -2 1 () 
54TH 191.7£ -1072.5 -205.5 3.8 -19.4 1 Q. 8 
-89.4 -16. 4 19£ 75 -455.5 -218.5 -2 10 
SSTH 184.?£ -983. 1 -1891. t 3.2 -1'. 3 9.9 
-90. (t -16. £ 196 75 -459.5 -220.9 -2 10 v.i 
5£TH 187.7£ -8,3 2 -172.5 2.7 -13.5 9.0 01 
-90.2 -16. 7 1% 75 -459.S -223.0 -2 10 v.i 
57TH 1'0. 7£ -802.' -155.8 2.2 -11.0 8. 1 
-lJIO. 1 -1£ .. ' 1 CJE. 75 -458.9 -224.S -2 1 () 58TH 193. 7£ -?12.9 -139.0 1 . 7 -8.7 7.2 
-89.9 -1 7. Ct 19€. 75 -458.Ct -226.7 -2 to 
59TH 19£. 7£ _,23.0 -122.0 1 . 3 -f,. 7 £.3 
-8'. 7 -1 7. 1 1'6 75 -457.1 -228.~ -2 10 
£0TH 199. 7£ -533.3 -104.9 1 . 0 -5.0 5.4 
-8'. 5 -17.3 196 75 -45£.2 -Z3c>.4 -2 t C) 
UST 202.7£ -443. 8 -87.6 .7 -3.:5 4.5 
-8,. 4 -17.4 1'€. 7~ -4,~.::: -232. 2 -2 10 '2HI> 20:5.7£ -3,4.4 -70.2 .5 -2.3 3.6 
-148., -28. S' 327 1 25 -454.1 -231.4 -2 1 t) 
URI> 210. 7£ -20:5. 9 -41. 3 .2 -.9 2. 1 
-20,.' -41. 3 :572 21, -3:5CJl.e -tee.7 -2 10 
TOP 219.51 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 7. SHEAF. AND "O"EHT OIAGRAftS : RAHARDJA CEHTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
YINO OIRECTIOH 330 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 





































2CtTH 76. 75 
21ST 79.75 










-158.£ -40.5 _,,.7 -21.8 




- 97. 1 - t 3. 3 
-9'.1 -12.9 
-9'.2 -12.5 
- 94. 2 -12. 1 
- 93. 3 - 11. f, 
-92. 4 -11. 2 
-91.4 -10.8 

























































0. 0 -8<.\5. ~ 
0.0 -8-45.4 
0.0 -875.2 
- 4 7' . 1 - 89 3 . 0 
-481.9 -419.8 
-485.~ -323., 
-487 7 -290 .5 
-489.7 -265.4 












-451 . .f -127.8 
-448.4 -124.£ 



















































-€.253 3 -1017.3 
-E.253. 3 -CJ52. 1 
-e.253. 3 -eee .. 6 
-E-253.3 -821.9 
-e.o 1 e. 1 - 711. 0 
-58'0.5 -£62. 7 
-5701.CJ -&22.2 
-Sf.Of,. 2 -£00. 5 
- 5510 . 1 -seo.' 
-5413. E· -562. f, 
-5l16.7 -54'. 4 
-5219.4 -s:n.2 
-5122.4 -518.9 
-502,. 2 -50£.0 
-4931.(t -493.5 
-4836.8 -481 . 5 
-4743. 5 -40.8 
-4651 2 -458.f, 
-4559.7 -447.8 
-44f,«). 3 -4l7. 4 








1e. 4 -726. e 
73.5 -6'5.5 
68.CJ -'64.3 



























-45 3. 1 
-437.3 
-421 . 8 
-406. 5 







































TABLE 7. SHEAR AHu "O"EHT DIAGRA"S : RAHARuJA CENTER -- CONYEHTIOH HOTEL YIHD OIRECTIOH 330 COHFIGURATIOH A REFEREHCE PRESSURE 675 PA 
FLOOR HEIGHT CM> FORCE CKH> AREA CSQ M> PRESSUPE <PA> ECCEN (M> S~EAR CKN) 






















37TH 13(t. 75 
38TH 133. 75 
3'TH 136. 75 
OTH 139. 75 
41ST 142. 75 







OTH 1'6. 76 
50TH 169.76 
-88.7 -9.2 









-92. 4 -9.2 
-92.8 -9.3 
-93. 3 -9.3 
-93. s -9.4 
-94. 3 -9.5 
-94.8 -9.5 
_,,. 3 -9., 







































































































































- 38 48 s - 37 1. 5 
-3759 l -362.4 
-3670.2 -353.J 
-3580.5 -344. 2 
-3490. f. -335.2 
-34\10 s -32E.. 2 
-3310.0 -317.3 
-3127.e -2,9.2 
-30 35 9 -2,0.0 
-2'43. 5 -280.8 
-2850.7 -271.5 
-2757.4 -262.2 
-2u.3. s -252.8 
-2569.2 -243. 3 
-2474. 5 -233.8 
-237,.2 -224.3 
-2283. 1 -214.8 
-2186.2 -205. 5 
-2(188 f. -196.4 
-1 CJ90. 1 -187.4 
-1890. e -178.5 
-17'10. 8 -1'9. 7 
-1'8'.~ -1'1.0 
GUST FACTOR 1.00 





































































1 f,. 7 









TABLE 7. SHEAP. AHD "O"EHT DIACRA"S : RAHAROJA CENTER -- CONYENTION HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTtOH 330 CONFICUF.ATIOH A F.EFEREHCE PRESSURE E-75 PA GUST FACTOR 1 .00 
FLOOR HEIGHT < l'I ; FORCE CKN> ARE A <SQ M > f'F.ESSIJF.E (PA) ECCEH < M;. SHEAR <KH> "°nHT ( f'!N-") x y x y x y x y x y x v z 
51ST 172. 7£ -1589.2 -i52.0 .3. 5 -36.2 11. 7 
-1(12.5 -9. 1 1'6 7S - 52 2 . s - 12 1 . 9 - 1 7 
52HO 175.7£ -1485.7 -142. 9 3. 1 -31. 5 11. 0 
-1 (13. 4 -9.3 lCH 7S -52i.7 -124., - 1 7 
53Rti 178.7£ -1382.3 -133.£ 2.7 -27. 2 10.2 
-104.2 -9.5 1'£ 7S -530.9 -127.2 -1 7 
54TH 181.7£ - 12 78. 1 -124.0 2.3 -23.3 9.5 
-105.0 -9.7 1'i 75 -535.2 -129.e - 1 7 
SSTH 194. 7£ -1173.1 -114.3 1. 9 -19.' 8.7 VJ -105.8 _,_, 196 75 -539.4 -132.5 - 1 7 
5£TH 187.7£ -1067.3 -104.4 1.£ -1£.2 7.9 
CT> 
-106.4 - 1 o. l 196 75 -54 2. 2 - 134 . 4 -1 7 
CT> 
57TH 190. 7£ -960.9 -94. 3 1.3 -13. 2 7.2 
-1(•6. f, -10. 2 l'H 75 -54 3. l - 1i5 . ' - 1 7 
58TH 193. 7£ -854. 3 -84.1 1.0 -10.4 £.4 
-106.8 -l(t. 3 1'6 75 -544. o - i:n ? -1 7 
59TH 19£. 7£ -747. 5 -73.8 .8 -8.0 5.£ 
-1(16.' -10.4 196 75 -545.o -ne.e -1 7 
60TH 1'9.7£ -£40.£ -'3.4 .£ -£.0 4.8 
-107.1 - t (t. 5 1'£ 75 -545.9 -141) 2 -1 7 
UST 2C•2. 7£ -533. 5 -52.9 .4 -4.2 4.0 
-107.3 -10.i 1'f, 75 -546.8 -141.7 -1 7 
'2HO 205. 7£ -42£.2 -42.3 .3 -2.8 3.3 
-17,.Z -17.7 327 12~ -S48.1 -Ht .4 -1 7 
URI> 210.7£ -24'.' -24.£ . 1 -t. 1 1. 9 
-24'.' -24.6 S72 21' -431.4 -112.i -1 e 
TOP 219.51 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
TABLE 7. SHEAR AHi> "O"EHT DIAGRA"S : RAHARl>JA CEHT£R -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
UIHO OIRECTtON 340 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 



























































-103.1 -17. 7 
-103. 2 -15.4 
-103. 2 - 13. 0 





-HO. 8 -7. 8 
-100.1 -7.9 




_,,. 4 -8.5 
-95.9 -8., 
-9'. 1 -e., 
-9'. l -8.5 



















































P!i'ESSUl?E <PA> x y 
0.0 -736.6 
0. 0 - 83'. 5 











- 52 1 . 3 - 1 Q 1 . 2 
-517.5 -ten.? 
-513. 7 -104 .2 
-510.0 -105.S 
-506.2 -107.3 




-488. 7 -114. 2 
- 499. 7 - 114. 1 
-490.7 -114.0 
















































' ' 5 
S!iEAP (KN/ x 'i 
-6691.3 -lOE-2.2 
-H91. 3 -977. 5 
-E.E.91. 3 -90c;!. 6 
-6'91. 3 -eo. e 
-£.Ut. 3 -772.2 
-f.434. 6 -653.6 
-62£3.0 -ioe. 2 
-f.0 4'1. 3 -573. 4 
-5,88. 2 -555.7 
-5885. 0 -540.4 
-5781.8 -527.4 
-5678.5 -51'. 7 
-5575. t -508. 4 
-54 72. t -501 . 0 
-5369. 8 -4'3.4 
-52£8. 2 -485.7 
-5167. 4 -477.9 
-SOE.7.4 -469.9 
-4cne.o - 461 . 9 
-48f.4J. 4 -453.7 
-4771.f. -445. 5 
-4f. 74. 5 -437. 1 
-4578.1 -428.6 
-4402.2 -42(t.(t 
-4386. 1 -411.4 
GUST FACTOR 1.00 














































































TABLE 7. SHEAP. AHD "O"EHT DIAGRA"S : RAHARDJA CEHTEF. -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
WIND DIRECTION 340 CONFIGURATION A REFERENCE PRESSURE £?5 PA 
FLOOR HEIGHT <M> FORCE (KH) 
26TH 1)4.75 
27TH CJ7. 75 
28TH 100.75 
2'TH lU.75 
30TH l OE-. 75 
31ST 10,. 75 
32HI> 112. 75 
33RD 11 S. 75 















































- 98. 9 -8. 8 
-99. 3 _,,,, 
-100.0 
-1 (tO. 3 
-1(10.6 
-101.0 







-1 (I'. 7 













-1 o. 0 
-10. 1 
-10.3 





































































-52 0. 2 -120.' 
-524.1 -129.4 
-527.9 -130 3 
- 531 . 8 - 131 . 1 
-53 s. 7 - 13 1 . 9 
-539.£ -132.S 






















































SHEAR (KN> x '( 
-4289.8 -402.9 
-4193. 3 -394. 4 
-40%.€· -385.8 
-399,.7 -377. 3 
-3902. 6 -368. e 
-38(15. 3 -360. 2 
-3707.9 -351. 7 
-3f,10.2 -343.2 




-3017. f, -2'(1. 4 
-2917.6 -281. 3 
-2817.3 -272.0 
-271f..7 -262. 6 
-2615. 7 -253.2 
-2514.4 -243.6 
-2412.3 -233.9 
-2309.5 -224. 2 
-2205.9 -214.5 
-2101.S -204. 7 
-1''6. 4 -1'4. e 
-1e90. s -184.8 
-1783.6 -174. 7 
CUST FACTOR 1.00 
"OMENT ( HH-") x y z 











































































TABLE 7. SHEAR ANO "OMEHT OIAGRA"S : RAHARDJA CENTER -- COHYEHTIOH HOTEL 
WINO OIRECTIOH 340 COHF I CU RAT ION A REFERENCE PFESSURE e.75 PA GUST FACTOR 1.0~ 
FLOOR HE I G HT Cl'I ) FORCE C KtP AREA (SQ ro PRESSU!i'E (Pt:.> ECCEH <Mi SHEAF. ( KH; f'IOf'IEHT <f'ltf-f'I) x '( x '( x '( x '( x v x y z 
St ST 172. 7' -167£.3 -H.4.4 3.7 -38.2 8.8 
-t (t8. 4 -l(t.£ 19' 75 -552. 3 -141 1 -o 5 
S2ND 175.7' -15£7.~ -153.8 3.2 -33.3 8.3 
-1Ct9.2 -Ht.8 19' 75 -55'. 7 - 14 4 . 3 -o 5 
53RI) 178.7£ -1458. 7 -143.0 2.7 -28.8 7.7 
-110.1 -11 . 1 19' 75 -5'1. 1 - 147. f, -o 5 
54TH 181.7£ -1348. £ -131.9 2.3 -24. 5 7.2 
-111 . 0 -11.3 19£ 75 -5£5.4 -150.8 - 1 5 
55TH 184.7£ -1237.£ -120.£ 2.0 -20.7 '·' -111 . 8 -11.' 19£ 75 - 56' . 8 - 1 54 . 1 - t 5 \.N 
"™ 187.7£ -1125. 8 -109.1 1.' -17. 1 '. 1 O'l -112.l -11.' 19' 75 -572.5 -154 f, -1 5 <.D 
57TH 1'Ct. ?6 -1013.5 -97.5 1. 3 -13.9 5.5 
-112.4 -11. 5 196 75 -573.0 -153.2 -1 5 
58TH 193.7£ -901.0 -8£.0 1. 0 -11.0 5.0 
-112.5 -11. 4 19£ 75 -573.5 -151.9 -1 5 
59TH 19£.7' -788.5 -74.£ .8 -8.5 4.4 
-112.£. -11.3 19' 75 -574.Q -150.5 - 1 5 
'OTH 199. 7£ -£75. 8 -£3. 3 ·' -£.3 3.8 -112.7 -11.2 19£ 75 -574.5 -14'.2 -1 5 
UST 202.7£ -5£3. 1 -52.1 .4 -4.4 3.2 
-112. e -11.1 1'£ 75 -575.1 -147.8 -1 5 
62HO 205.76 -450.2 -41. 1 .3 -2.9 2.£ 
-188. 3 -17.9 327 125 -575.7 -143.i -1 5 
URD 21(t.76 -2£2. 0 -23. 1 . 1 -1.t 1.' -262. 0 -23.1 572 219 -4'7.7 -105.7 -1 6 
TOP 219. :u 0.0 0.0 0.0 0. !) 0.0 
TABLE ?. S~EAR AND MO"EHT DIACRAMS : RAHAR~JA CENTER -- COHYEHTION HOTEL 
YIHD OIRECTIOH 350 COHFICURATIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE 675 PA 
























































-183. 7 -41.9 








-1 08. 1 - 4. ' 
-107.1 -5.3 
-106.2 -5.7 
-105. 2 -f.. 1 
-104.3 -6.6 
-103. 3 -7.0 































































-562. 4 -HO 5 
- 562 . s - 12 e . 1 
-5'2.6 -95.7 





-5.U. 1 -7'. 5 
-53£. 2 -82.0 











































































































GUST FACTOR 1.00 
"O"ENT Cl'ltf-ft) 
)( y z 











































































TABLE 7. SHEAR AHD "O"EHT ~IACRA"S 1 RAHARDJA CEHTE~ -- COHYEHTlOH HOTEL 
YIHD DIRECTION 350 COHFIGURATIOH A REFEP.EHCE PRESSURE 675 PA 
FLOOR HEIGHT CM> FORCE CKH> 
26-TH '4. 75 




31ST 10,. 75 
32HI> 112. 75 
33RD 11~. 7~ 














42HI> 145. 75 
URI> 14 8. 75 
44TH 151.7£ 
45TH 154. 7f, 
4'TH 157.7£ 
47TH 160. 7£ 
48TH U3. 7£ 
49TH 1'6. 7£ 
50TH 1'9.7' 
x y 
-1 (tO 4 -7.9 
-100.3 -7.9 
-1 (t0 2 -7. 8 
-100.1 -?.8 
-100.0 -7. 8 
_,9.9 -7.7 
-99. 8 -?.? 
-99. 8 -7.7 
-2 00 . 3 - 15. 4 
-1(10 £ -7.7 
-100.8 -7., 
-1 (t1 . 1 -7.' 
-101.4 -7.£ 




-103. 1 -7.' 
-103.7 -7.' 
-104 . 3 -7.£ 
-104.' -7.£ 
-105.5 -7.' 
-106. 1 -7.' 
-1 (>£. £ -7. 7 
-107. 1 -7.8 




































































- 52 c- . 8 - 1 0 1 . 1 
-522.2 -101.0 
- 52 5. 2 - 101 . 1 
-52 8. 2 - 1~1 . 3 
-531.3 -'1¢1.4 
-SH. 3 -10 1 . £ 
-53 7. 4 -10 1 . 7 
-540.-4 -101.9 
-54 3. 3 - 1 t.) ;2. 4 
-545.£ -103.!5 



















































SHEAR (l(H) x y 
-43¢1. s -315.0 
-42(11 .1 -JO 7. 1 
-4 t c.o e -299.2 
-4000.f. -291. 4 
-34)(10.5 -283.6 
-3800. 5 -275.8 
-3700 (. -2'8.1 
-360¢ 8 -260.3 
-3501 . (I -252.f. 
- 33 00 7' -237.J 
-32 00. 1 -22'. f, 
-3099 3 -222.0 
-2~P)8. 2 -214.4 
-2e9'. e -20f.. 7 
-27,5.2 -1'9. l 
-2£93.2 -1'1.f, 
-254)1.0 -184.0 








GUST FACTOR 1.00 
f'IOMEHT ( f1H-") x 'i z 
























































1 Ci. 3 
















TABLE 7. SHEAR AND "O"ENT OIRCRA"S : RAHAR~JA CENTER -- CONYEHTIOH HOTEL 
YIHO OIRECTtOH 350 CONf I CUfAT tOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE £.75 PA GUST FACTOR 1. 00 
FLOOR HEIGHT CM i FORCE C KH) AREA <SQ f1 > PRESSURE <PA) ECCEH (ti:• SHEAR CKH> ftOftEHT C l'IH-1'1> x y x y x "( x y x 't !< 't z 
51ST 172.7£ -1b4? 5 -115.3 2.5 -37.S 5. 1 
-107.5 -7.8 1'6 75 -547.9 -104.5 -o 3 
52HI> 175. 7£ -1540.0 -107.S 2.2 -32.7 4.8 
-108.0 -7.9 1'£ 75 -550.2 -105' -o 3 
53RD 178.7£ -1432. 0 -99.f. 1 . 9 -28.3 
4.5 
-108.4 -e.o 1'£ 75 -552.5 -106.7 -o 3 
54TH 181.7£ -1323.' -91.' 1.' -2'4.t '4.2 
-108.9 -8. 1 1'£ 75 -554.8 -107.7 -o 3 
S5TH 184. 7£ -1214.7 -83.5 1 . 4 -20.3 
3.9 
-109.3 -8.2 1'£ 75 -ss1.1 -toe.a -o 3 v.i 
5£TH 187.7£ -1105.4 -75.3 1 . 1 -1'.' 3., ........, 
-109.7 -8. 1 19£ 75 -558.9 -108.2 -o 3 N 
57TH 1'0. 7£ 
_,,,. 7 -£7.2 .9 -13. 7 3.2 
-109.9 -8.0 19£ 75 -559.9 -lOf..4 -o 3 
58TH 193. 7£ -885.' -5'.2 .7 -10.9 2.9 
-110.1 -7.8 1'fr 75 -50.9 -104.7 -o 3 
S9TH 19£.7£ -775. 8 -51. 4 .5 -8.4 2.£ 
-110.3 -7.7 19' 75 -561.9 -102.9 -o 3 
'OTH 1'9.7£ -££5.£ -43. 7 .4 -£.2 
2.2 
-110.5 -7.£ 196 75 - 55 2 . ' - 1 0 1 . 2 -o J 
UST 202.7£ -555. 1 -3£.1 .3 -4.4 1. 9 
-110. 6 -7. 5 19£ 75 -563.9 _,, .5 -o 3 
UNO 205.7£ -444. 5 -28.£ .2 -2.9 t. 5 
-184. 8 -12. 0 327 125 -5'5. 2 -9' .0 -o 3 
URD 210.7£ -259. £ -1£., . 1 -1. 1 t. 0 
-2'9.6 -16.6 ~72 21' -4S3.6 -7' .1 -o 4 
TOP 219. 51 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
TABLE 7 BASE S~EAR ~H~ MO"ENT su""ARV I PAHARDJA CENTER -- COHYEHTtOH HOTEL . 
COHFIGUR~TIOH A REFERENCE PRESSURE 6 75 GUST FACTOR 1 .00 
AZIMUTH SHEAR (!OD M DH E rn t MN - M) ECCEH tM: x y x y z x y 
0 -6646 -£65 37.3 - 7<J 1 . C1 B.9 -o 1 
10 _,534 -162 -18.5 -783.9 -7.2 t'I - 1 
20 -6393 1 £. E· -47 s -774 4 - 1 ~. 5 - C• - ~· 
30 -6009 339 - 55 . t) -725.S -29.7 - ~' -5 
4(• -5316 7 3t· -96.9 -E.3S. 1 -:::e. e - 1 -7 
50 -4762 972 -116.0 -570.9 -45.7 -2 -~ 
60 -4306 802 - 74. 1 -533.E· -52. f. -2 -12 
70 -33,0 '7 43 -53.9 -425.6 -54.3 -3 -15 
80 -1610 CJO 1 -81 . 3 -1',. 4 - 31. 4 -e -15 
90 83£ 9SC1 -95.9 9., ., 1 f.,. 0 ~ -2 
100 2850 907 -82. g 354.4 4 7. 1 s -15 
t 1 (• 4164 831 -so. 7 515.7 5,.2 3 -14 
120 53 9() 739 -ee.4 £E.5.S 57.8 1 -11 
130 5526 Sb6 -129.2 656.3 47.3 1 -s 
140 6334 40t· - 79. 8 757. 9 4 ,, t• () -6 
w 
150 7050 221 -64.4 852.4 3·"'1 .., 
,, -5 "" ~. t w 
160 7¢78 57 - 51 ... 849.2 2 '~:. E· (1 - "1 .:,. ·-· 
17(• 6530 -137 -28.0 783. b 12.0 -o - :2 
180 5513 -321 -.1 t.73.7 1. 5 - l) -o 
190 54 20 -S,3 71 . 7 ,,b. 7 -23.9 1 4 
200 5 51 <) -925 77.5 £.6 c; . 3 -30.7 1 5 
210 5121 -943 73. 3 £16. 0 - 3 s. 1 1 
.., 
l 
220 4110 -825 85.4 5\) 6. 2 -35.9 2. e 
230 345£ -1104 122.4 420.7 - 4 C• 8 3 1 1 
240 3351 -803 77. 1 430.2 -49.5 
.,. 1 4 •.i 
250 2819 -397 20.3 391. 8 -55 0 3 1 9 
260 1758 -427 41. 1 23~. 4 - 35. t• 5 1 9 
270 404 -b2£ 70. 1 33.3 -1. 2 1 1 
280 - 94<- -767 77.5 -159.5 3 3 E. -17 21 
290 -2472 -7,, £8.8 - 351 . 1 55.8 -7 2 (~I 
300 -3721 -1124 108.5 -477 5 5E. 5 -4 1 4 
310 -4695 -1330 125.b - 5, :2. (:• 54.8 -3 1 1 
32¢ -5375 -144E. 133. (t -f,55. 9 48 2 -2 e 
330 -6253 -10,, 85.5 -769. 0 42.4 - 1 7 
340 -66 ,1 -1062 84.5 -81~.S 
7., c:: - 1 5 •J .......... 








Table 8. Generalized Dynamic Properties of Prototype Structures 
Property Units Convention Hotel 
x y z 
Generalized Mass kg·m 2 or N·m·S 2 1.603El2 1. 601El2 l.OOlEIO 
Generalized Stiffness N·m 1. 205El2 l.480El2 1. 726EIO 
Generalized Damping C/C ratio 0.01 0.01 0.01 er 
Natural Frequency Hz 0.138 0.153 0.209 
1. Generalized mass is approximately equal to moment of inertia, I 
2. Generalized stiffness is equal to the rotational stiffness k8 of the approximating straight-line mode shape 
3. 
4. 
Damping values indicated are those most commonly assumed; some 
results are presented with additional values 
1 fl;* f = - -o 2n m-1( 
Business-Tourist Hotel 
x y z 
7 .81Ell 7 .81Ell 6.27E9 
1. 125El2 7. 89Ell 1. 968El0 
0.01 0.01 0.01 










Table 9. Dynamic Scaling of Aeroelastic Models 
Property 
Natural frequency 
of model (Hz) 
Natural frequency 




Air density ~n wind 




level (kg/m ) 
Density scale 
Moment scale 









































8. 4 lE-14;'• 
2. 52E-97• 
*Ideal values which would result in scale model deflections in 
agreement with ~- They are not necessarily matched in 
practice. 
